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ABSTRACT

The Midd1e English Three Kings of Cologne is a translation

(c. 1400) of the Historia trium Regum (1364-75) attributed to

John of Hildesheim, a much copied work setting the story of the

biblical- Magi in a wider context.

The edition of C. Horstmann (EETS, 1886) printed parallel

texts of abridged English versions. With the discovery of many

ne$r MSS -- 20 manuscripts of the 15thC and several earJ-y prints

are now known -- it is possible to define the stemmatic

relationships within each of Horstmannrs three groups, and to

clarify the relations between the groups. Notably, the Royal MS

is confirmed as the archetype of the 1st groupt subgroups of the

2nd group are defined; the archetype of the 3rd group is

identified as Stonyhurst MS e.23¡ and the lst group text is shown

to depend directly on a 3rd group base.

The present edition presents a diplomatic transcription of

Durham MS Hunter 15 9t.2, of particular interest among the

recently discovered witnesses as being the unique, albeit

defective, witness of an unabridged version of the translation.

The many thousands of words of hitherto unpublished text contain

antedatings and other Iexicographic discoveries. However, the

identification of this witness further complicates the

evolutionary problems relating to the text, the central dilemma

being whether the unabridged version is the primary version of

the translation or whether an abridged translation was later
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expanded. on a number of grounds, including an anaì.ysis of a

number of closely related Latin versions, the present study

argues in favour of the Iatter alternative, a conclusion which

has obvious bearing on the edition of the text. Finally the

problems surrounding the nature of the prototype abridgement are

explored, if not fuIly resolved (Horstmannrs verso text is

probably the closest approximation to this prototype).

A better understanding of the Latin MS tradition allows a

reconstruction of the exemplar used by the ME translator, and

permits a detailed examination of the problems of translation.

The Latin text printed in parallel with the Durham version aims

to reconstruct this exemplar.

This thesis is thus princípal1y the study of a manuscript

tradition. Hob/ever the Latin original, which attained widespread

distribution in the 15thC, constitutes an important document

concerning the extent of contemporary lVestern knowledge and

interest ín the historical, religious, and cultural background of

the Orient, matters which are covered in the annotations. The

present edition includes a fresh examination of the authorrs

sources, with a tentative reconstruction of a lost source.

A summary of other ME versions of HTR, and a survey of the

other works included in the Durham MS, are also incl-uded.
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS

Folio numbers unl-ess otherwise stated refer to the Hunter

MS, superscript rrvrt indicating the verso and the absence of a

superscþnt Ietter indicating the recto, the left and right hand

columns on a page being further distinguished as rrarr and rrbrr

respectively. References to the printed texts in Horstmann's

edition are by page and line (an obliqu"l*!$urating the two) , ot,
especialty in the case of the Latin text, by page and footnote

(in which case the second number is distinguished by the addition

of an "n").

"The author" refers to the composer of the original work;

"the translator" to the hand who composed the abridged EngJ-ish

translation (as opposed to the F-editor, who was responsible for
the unabridged version); "the scribe" to the scribe of Durham MS

Hunter, pt.2. The text of the original work is commonly referred

to as "the original-" or "the Latin"; however in its archetypal

(authorial) form it is referred to as "the original Latin"r âs

opposed to the text available to the translator, which is termed

"the ( translator's) exemplar".

Bibliographic details are given at the end of the section or

note in which the first citation of a work appears, and again in

the ful1 Iisting in WORKS CÌTED. The form of documentation for

the most part follow the recommendations of the MLA style manual.

(Achtert, WaIter S., and Joseph Gibaldi. The MLA style

manual. NY: I"lodern Language Assn. of America, 1985.)
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Square brackets enclose

bibliographic details for the

in WORKS CITED.

Lingui stic abbreviations

GLOSSARY. Common abbreviations

and are not listed.

STANDARD BIBLIOGRAPHIC ABBREVIATIONS

conventional titles. Full

less familiar items are to be found

are 1i sted in the introduction to

follow MLA guidel-ines

BC

EB

EJ

ERE

Hm.

I MEP

LALME

MED

MV

ocD

oDcc

Op. fmperf.

Pe ake

PG

PL

RMLW

STC

gener al 1y

lBook of Colognel ed. Röhricht and Meisner.

Encyclopaedia Britannica (re74).

Encyclopaedia Judaica.

of religion andEncyclopaed ia

Horstmann, The Three Kings of
Index of M idd 1e English prose.

Linguistic atlas of late Midd1e English.

M iddle Enqlish Dictionar Y.

Monneret de ViIlard, Le leggende orientali.
Oxford classical dictionary (2nd ed.).
Oxford dictionary of the Christian Church (2nd ed.).

I Opus imperfectum in Mattheum I . PG 56: 6 37 -3 B.

Peakers Commentary on the Bible (ed. Black).

I Patriolog ia

I Patriologia

Revised Medieval Latin word-1ist.

Short-title catalogue

.x1.
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GLCSSARY OF SPECIAL TERMS

A-addiLions: short passages of original matter preserved in the

A-text firstlyr âs welI as in other rel_ated versions

A-subgroup: a branch of the 2nd group

A-text: the reconstructed archetypal text of the A-subgroupi

characterised by the presence of A-additions

B-subgroup: a closely related group of inferior MSS of the 2nd

group

B-text: the reconstructed archetypal- text of the B-subgroupi

characterised by the absence of A-additions

F-base: the abridged text which served as base for the F-text

F-editor: the hand responsible for producing the F-text

F-text: the prototype of the unabridged tradition, of which F is

t he sol-e wi tne s s

K-text: the primitive text reconstructed from K and the B-text;

characterised by the absence of A-additions

non-A witnessess those 2nc group witnesses not belonging to the

A-subgroup ( i.e. K and the B-subgroup)

R-base: the R-editor's base text

R-editor: the 1st group editor, i.e. the hand responsible for

producing the 1st grcup (or R-)version

R-exemplar: the Latin exemplar used by the R-editor

R-text: the text in R; the archetypal text of the lst group

Y-additions: supplementary passages characteristic of the Y-text

Y-text: the text in Y; the archetypal text of the 3rd group
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1 THE ÀUTHOR

1.1. Sources

The information we possess on the life and writings of John

of Hildesheim is summarised most accessibly in the introduction

to Hm. (xiiff) and, in more up-to-date form, in Worstbrock and

Harri s.

The main primary sources are the works of l-ater

commentators, the earliest of which, the De viris

illustribus . of Arnoldus Bostius of Ghentr wâs composed

cI475, in other words a century after John of Hildesheim's death.

These sources are listed in the secondary l-iterature (Hm. xii,

Vùorstbrock and Harris 638, Harris ( 1954) xi-xii). f have not

always had the opportunity to make an independent examination of

the prim

necessar

My preli

Historia

ary sources, so my remarks in the present chapter are

ily dependent to an extent on the secondary l-iterature.

minary examination of a large number of MSS of the

trium Regum has not revealed anything that in any major

i

1

way adds to or contradicts the evidence gathered in the

1i terature.

The details furnished by the commentators can be

supplemented by internal evidence in John of Hildesheim's

correspondence and other writings though perhaps not as fully

as a biographer might wish, since the correspondence seems to

belong primarily to the genre of the literary or moral epistle
(perhaps modelled on the Letters of Seneca, a classical author

whom John of Hildesheim evidently admired; see e.g. letters 31'
{

B



33). Such information as can be extracted is gathered and

analysed in the introduction to Hendricks's edition of the

c orre spondence .

Further background information i s found in the secondary

literature: for example, Di Nol-a's introduction to his

translation adumbrates the author's context, while Christern

(I959/60) critically reviews the source material and adds

biographical details concerning Florentius of Wevel-inghoven, the

person to whom the story of the Three Kings is dedicated

(concerning whom Colberg's arLicle in Stammler supplies further

details).
(Bostius ILe P. Arno]d Bostl. OpuscuLum Arnoldi

Bostii de praecipuis al-iquot cartusianae familiae

pa tr ibu s e tenebris erutum studio ac labore F. Theodori

Petrei. CoIogne, 1609.

Christern, Elisabeth. "Johannes von Hildesheim, Florentius

von Wevelinghoven und die Legende von den Heiligen Drei KÖnigen".

Jahrbuch des Kblnisches Geschichtsvereins. 24/25 (1959/60)z 39-

52.

Colberg, Katharina. "Fl-orenz von Wevelinghoven".

Verf asserlexikon. Ed. Wol f gang Stamml-er. 2nd ed. 7 vols to

date. BerIin: Gruyter, I97B-

Di NoIa, A.M. La storia dei re magi. Florence: n.p., 1966.

Harris, Sylvia C., ed. "An early New High German translation

of the historia trium regum by Johannes de Hildesheim edited from

Pap. Man. No. 15, Stadt und Stiftsarchiv, Aschaffenburg". Diss.

U of London, 1954.

9



Hendricks, Rudolf, ed. "A register of the letters and

papers of John of Hildesheim, O. Carm. (d.1375)". Carmelus

4 (1957)z II6-235.

Hm. Horstmann, C., ed. The Three Kings of Cologne: an

early EngJ-ish translation of the "Historia Trium Regum" by John

of Hildesheim. Original Series 85. London: EETS,1886.

Worstbrock, F.J., and Sylvia C. Harris. "Johannes von

Hil-desheim". Verfasserlexikon. Ed. Wolfgang Stammler. 2nd ed.

7 vols to date. Berlin: Gruyter, 1978- . )

I.2. Title and authorship of the Historia triunr Regum (HTR)

I.2.I. The external evidence

The headings in the Latin MSS and prints of the story of the

Three Kings vary considerably (see Hm. ix/nI). For convenience

the t.itle Historia trium Regum (Htn¡ is adopted by modern

scholarship. This is the form in which the title appears in

MS clm 14186, which is also one of the rare witnesses to contain

a statement of authorship (Johannes Hildesiensis carmelitae

hi storia trium regum). Otherwise we are dependent on the

sta te m

Tr i the

(1es4)

tr ibu s

ents of later commentators such as Bostius (1445-99) and

mius (1462-1516) for the attribution (Hm. xii-xiii; Harris

xi). Bostius lists among John of Hildesheim's works a De

regibus. Trithemius in his entry on the author notes that

John of Hildesheim wrote a prolixum volumen De tribus sanctis

regibus dedicated to Florencium episcopum monasteriensem

rFlorentius bishop of Mlklster' (Harris (1954¡ xi). As a small-

proportion of the MSS preserve, usually after the table of

10



contents (see Hm. 2II), a dedication to Florencio de Weuelkouen

I i.e. We ve l- i ng hoven , NE o f Cologne I Monasteriensis ecclesie

episcopo dignissimo, this reference identifies the work

unambiguously, but still amounts only to saying that in

Trithemius's day the work we know as HTR was attributed to John

of Hildesheim; to clinch the assignation of authorship, we would

need to be certain that the commentator based his remark on

independent evidence (see further at 1.5 below).

(HTR. Jo(h)annes (.lohn) of Hildesheim. Historia trium

Regum. Hm. 206-3I2.

Trithemius, Johannes.

Historica. Frankfurt,1601.

Catalogus illustrium virorum. Opera

Frankfurt a.M.: Minerva, 1966.)

I.2.2. The case against the accepted authorship

The statements of later commentators provide the main

evidence for assigning the authorship of HTR to John of

Hildesheim. There is no explicit statement of authorship in the

work, nor is there any indication in John of Hildesheim's

correspondence (which i s unquest ionably genuine) that he r^¡as

contemplating such a work or that he had any interest at all in

the subject of the Three Kings. The extant corpus of

correspondence contains no letter indicating any relation betv'/een

John of Hildesheim and Florentius of Wevelinghoven. There is one

passage in HTR that seems to furnish a specific link with tne

career of John of Hildesheim, and that is the reference at the

end of ch.34 to the princes of Vaus at Avignon in 1351; the

passage seem s to derive f rom personal observat ion, and a s \.{e know

11



from his biography that John of Hitdesheim was present at the

Papal Curia in Avignon around this time, this reference seems to

provide one convincing, though stilI circumstantial piece of

internal evidence for the accepted authorship. Aside from this

reference there is litt1e evidence in the work either to support

or refute the accepted authorship. On the basis of internaL

evidence al-one it wouLd not be possible to deduce much more about

the author than that he was alive and composing the work sometime

between c1349 (internal dates and referencesi see 1.5.3) -- or

1364, if the dedication is accepted as original and 1389 (date

of the earliest German translation of the work), that he held

orthodox views, had access to a variety of sources including

recent accounts of travels in the Near East, and as wel1,

perhaps, had some connections with Florentius of Wevelinghoven

(and with Cologne, as implied by the use of the word patrie

'(our) homeland'in the context of 306/n20¿ (Indi) vlterius

Coloniam transire desiderarent si frigus et statum patrie possent

toll-erare ) .

It would seem from the previous discussion that there is a

case to be made for challenging the accepted authorship.

Hendricks's reference to the work as "the history of the Three

Kings which has been handed down under his IJohn of Hildesheim's]

name" indicates his scepticism on the subject (1I6; cf. Christern

(I959/60) 43-44). Hendricks's ostensible reasons for his

reservations are primarily stylistic: he notes that "the Latin of

the Historia trium regum differs rather much from that of the

letters . so that, judging from the style, one would not

easily ascribe them to the same author" (116-17). Certainly the
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ornate and rather distinctive style characteristic of the

Ìetters, not to mention their humanist content, finds litt1e echo

in HTR. However the stylistic evidence is equivocalr âS the same

author can adopt different styles for different genres, and so

offers no conclusive evidence for separate authorship. But apart

from stylistic differences between the correspondence and HTR,

the Iatter reflects surprisingly Iittle of the background and

career of the historical John of Hildesheim. An additional

consideration is that John of Hildesheim \^¡as a writer of evident

distinction and copious and varied literary output, so his name

could have suggested itself to later commentators in the

attribution of authorship to anonymous works.

AIt in all there seems to be a prima facie case for
rejecting the accepted authorshipt ot perhaps for limiting John

of Hildesheimrs role to the transmission of the information

concerning the Princes of Vaus¡ âs well perhaps as the discovery

at Avignon or elsewhere of their "books", which the compiler of

HTR cites among his sources (see 3.3.3). It is interesting to

record that in the same period there h/as another John of

Hildesheim, younger than our John, also a baccalaureus bibl icus,

but a conventual of the Strasbourg monastery, where he died in

1384 (Hendricks 132-33); if one were seeking a specific

alternative candidate for the authorship, one might look no

further than this figure.

However, the fact remains that the case against the accepted

authorship rests on speculation revolving around stylistic

criteria, arguments from silence and so onr and as such does not

13



constitute a convincing refutation. Consequentì-y in the present

studyHTR wilI continue tobe described as the work of John of

Hildesheim. However it has perhaps been of some value to assess

the weight of the evidence for and against the accepted

authorship. Much writing in the past concerning various aspects

ofHTR has proceeded on the assumption that the author of the

work is the John of Hil-desheim familiar from the primary sources,

and it is worth bearing in mind the Iimitations of the evidence

on which this assumption rests. An alternative analysis of the

same issues that started from the assumption that HTR is not the

work of John of Hildesheim might at least of fer some neh'

perspectives.

1.3. Life of John of Eildesheim

John of Hildesheim's birth is placed between 1310 and 1320.

That he was actually born at Hildesheim seems to be a matter of

dispute (see Hm. xii-xiii; Harris (1954) xii); but in a letter he

refers to himself as Iohannes de Brulone, which seems to be a

reference to a district Brllhl in the city of HildesheÍm

(Hendricks 124/ n17). According to Oudinus his surname was Gleuel

(Boisserèe 2641¡ however it is noteworthy that a John of Gluel is

recorded as having been appointed prior at Strasbourg after John

of Hildesheim (Hendricks I29), which suggests the possibility

that Oudinus confused the two Johns. His studies and his career

in the Carmelite order took him successively to Marienau (W of

Hildesheim), Avignon (c13 51 and later), Paris ( 1358-61), Kassel-

(1361-64), Strasbourg ( 1364-68), Rome ( in I361), Spires (after

1368), and back to Marienau, where he $/as prior of the convent
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tilI his death in 1375 (Hm. xii-xiii; Worstbrock and Harris 638;

Harris (1954¡ xii). Another perspective on his biography is

provided by the correspondence he maintained with many

influential political and literary figures, which incidentaJ-1y

attests to his importance as one of the first in Germany to

betray the influence of the new ftalian Humanism (cf. Worstbrock

and Harris: "IEr darf] zu den ersten in Deutschland zählen, die

f llr die Ze ichen einer neuen 1i terarischen Kultur be i den

Italienern empfänglich waren" (639); cf. 640-41). Trithemius in

his Catalog us illustrium virorum speaks highly of John of

Hildesheim not only as a theologian and scholar but also as a

philosopher, poet, and preacher: the entry, which al-so lists the

inauthor's works, is worth quoting (note that the text as cited

Harris (1954) xi under the title Catalogus Scriptorum

Ecclesiasticorum seems somewhat fuIler):

Iohannes de Hildenshem ordinis fratrum beatae Mariae
semper virginis, de monte Carmeli, Baccalaurius sacrae
Theologiaer lector & prior Casselensis, vir in diuinis
scripturis studiosus & eruditus, & in secularibus
literis omnium opinione suo tempore doctissimus,
Theologus, Rhetor, Philosophus, poetaque celeberrimus,
in declamandis homifijs ad populum excellentis ingenij
fuit. Scripsit autem multa praeclara volumina: quibus
nomen suum posteris commendauit, e quibus extant
subiecta. Super sententias l-ib. IfrI. Ad Florentium
Episcopum monasteriensem, de translatione trium regum
1ib. I. Chronica quoque temporum 1ib. I. Defensorium
ordinum mendicantium contra Richardum archiepiscopum
Ardinachanum 1ib. I Opus metricum de monstris in
ecclesia Iib. I. Opus quod praenotatur, fons vite 1ib.
I. de Antichristo ti. I. Contra Iudeos 1i. I. in
quendam turpia pingentem 1i. I. sermones de tempore &

de sanctis 1i. I. epistolarum ad diuersos nu. LXXX.
1ib. Epigrammatum tib. I. AIia quoque multa edidit,
que ad noticiam meam non venerunt. Hic Iohannes beati
Petri Thomae patriarchae Constantinopolitani, generalis
magistri antea, in Auinione quondam residentis auditor
& familiaris amicus fuit. Claruit sub Carolo
quarto.Anno Domini mill.CCC.LX. (I46-47).
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John of Hildesheim's correspondence amply confirms the

testimony of the commentators concerning the author's eloquence

and learning. On the other hand it would probably be going too

far to draw too close a connection between these wider influences

and the composition of HTR. The assumption that Johnrs

scholarship, career, and connections brought him in contact with

a wealth of sources which made him eminently qualified for the

task of writing the work before us is an exaggeration in my

opinion and not really borne out in the work itself. On the

contrary it is notable that contemporary references which cannot

be traced back to the author's limited number of sources are

exceptional; Ehat there is little in his work that can be

directly Iinked to his travels or his personal experiences; and

that given his career and the opportunities it afforded he made

surprisingly little use of the sources which he would presumably

have had access to, and rel-ied instead for the most part on ones

that would have been as readily available in his homeland as

anywhere eIse. This indeed could be taken as further evidence

against the accepted authorship.

(Boisserèe, Sulpiz. Briefwechsel/Tagebllcher: Faksimil-edruck

nach der 1. Auf lage von 1862. 2nd vol. Reihe Texte des 19.

Jahrhunderts. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck, I970. 2 vols.)

r.4.

Bost

*De

IÍorks

The earlies

ius, where t
Antichristo;

t reference to John of Hildesheím's

he following list of titles appears:

De tribus Regibusi *Contra rudaeos;

works is in

Fons Vitae;
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quendam turp i a pinqentem; *De modernis monstruosis abusionibus

("in verse"); Liber epistol-arum 80; Dialogus inter directorem et

detractorem de ordine carmelitarum. The works marked with an

asterisk are no longer extant, though a reference in letter 48 to

De monstruosis abusionibus confirms the authenticity of this

entry (Hendricks 224). Comparison of Bostius's list with the

previously cited passage from Trithemius allows certain other

items to be added to the list; at the same time it reveals

parallels in the order of listing in the two commentators,

suggesting that the two sources are not entirely independent. fn

the codex containing the letters appears a work listed under the

title Epistola sive Collatio de morte et fine, which the editor
prefers to regard as a sermon rather than a letter, and a

Notabilia super Iob, which he suggests may also be by the author
(Hendricks 118, 119).

The Dialogus was printed in 1680, the Fons Vitae is

unpublished, and the corpus of over 100 separate letters is

divided between two collections, one of which has been edited by

Hendricks, and another which is unpublished (Worstbrock and

Harris 639-4I¡ cf. Hm. xiii. For the corpus of correspondence

see Hendricks II7-23). That so litt1e survives of the writings

of an author of John of Hildesheimrs evident contemporary success

and distinction, and that those that do generally survive only in

unique witnesses, is perhaps surprising. Certainly it is clear

from the number of surviving MSS that HTR was by far the authorrs

most popular work.
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1.5. The date of ETR

The standard termini for the date of composition of HTR are

1364-752 the author died in 1375 (Hm. xiii; Harrís ( 1954) xi),
and in the dedication Florentius of Wevelinghoven is referred to

as bishop of Mlhrster, an office he entered upon in 1364.

There have been attempts to date the work more precisely.

The suggestion that HTR was composed to celebrate the 200th

anniversary of the translation of the relics of the Three Kings

to Cologne by Rainald of Dassau in 1164 (e.9. Worstbrock and

Harris 642/III.1) is attractive, especially as it means that a

work finished that year could have served at the same time as an

inaugural gift for the new bishop of Mllnster; nevertheless it

remains speculative.

Behland on the other hand questions the validity of the

dedication as a criterion for the establishment of the terminus

post quem. Noting that not all MSS preserve the dedication, he

suggests that the author composed the work before 1364, and that

the words monasteriensis ecclesie episcopo dignissimo are an

insertion into copies of the work completed after Florentius's

new appointment. Having rejected the evidence of the dedicatíon,

he falls back on other internal evidence which by his argument

would push the earlier terminus back to 1361.

This again seems to be a speculative argument. There is

little justification either on internal or external grounds for

questioning the authenticity of the dedication in the form

transmitted in bhe tqSS and prints. A dedication to some person

or persons is implied by the words vestro iussu rat your bidding'

in ch.l in reference to the composition of the work -- words

18



which occur even in texts (such as that printed in this edition)

which lack the dedication. Furthermore, while it is true that
only a minority of MSS preserve the dedication, those that do so

preserve it in the same hrording; there is none r have seen which

refers to Florentius by any other titl-e, or without a title, nor

any that preserve a dedication to some other person.

In any case there are problems in accepting the internal

evidence that Behland prefers. He notes that the latest date to

be found in the text is 1361, for which he cites the reference to

the reigning emperor of Tartary (300/n2)¡ however, as I interpret

it, the reading of the text at this point in his MS is in fact

1340 (nor have I been able to find the date 1361 elsewhere in the

text). It is nevertheless true that the MSS of HTR have

different readings at 300/n2, such as 1340, I34I, and 1371. This

illustrates the problem with this sort of evidence, namely the

notorious unreliability of dates, and numerals generally, in

manuscript traditions. Of the dates in the text, the most recent

are 1341 (found three times -- at 266/7t the church columns;

284/n22, the uprising in Egypt; 300/n2I, the emperor of Tartary)

and 1351 (at 260/5t the princes of Vaus at the curia Romana).

Only for the reference at 260/5 is there any basis for

independent verification: we have seen that John of Hildesheim is

believed to have been at Avignon at this timer so it is not

implausible that this piece of information derives fr'om personal

observation. One indisputable terminus post quem is provided by

the allusion to the pestilencia in istis partibus (284/n26); it

is known that the Black Death reached Germany and the Low

19



Countries in 1349. Apart from the last two references the dates

cited above derive from the sources of HTR, and as the

relationships between the HTR and its sources have not been fully

eLucidated, perhaps all this evidence amounts to is the truism

that HTR is no earlier than its sources. In short, the onJ-y

incontrovertible evidence for an alternative date for the early

terminus is the evidence of events for which external evidence is

available; in other words, v/e can feel sure that the work was not

composed earlier than 1349, or 1351 if the MS reading aL 260/ 5 is

accepted as reliable.
(BehIand, Max, ed. Die Dreikbnigslegende des Johannes von

Hildesheim: Untersuchungen zur niederrheinischen Ubersetzung der

trierer Handschrift II83/485 mit Textedition und volIständigem
gVortformenverzeichnis. Munich: Fink, 1968.)
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2 THE HTSÎORTA TRTUü REGUFI: TEXT

2.7. The early history of the text

2.I.I. llSS and prints

The popularity of John of Hildesheimts story of the Three

Kings is attested by the large number of extant MSS, editions,

and vernacular versions. Some sixty MSS in the original language

are cited in published listings, the full-est being Hm. x-xi, BC

6-7, MV 182-83; but these are simply the more accessible, and the

total number of surviving MSS is likely to be considerably

higher. In addition, a number of printed editions are reported:

at Mainz (or Cologne?) in I477 | I478, and 1486; Cologne, 1481

(the readings of this witness are cited in Hm. under the siglum

P); l'lodena , I490¡ Cologne, 1514 and 1517 see Hm. xi; MV I82-

3/n2.

At the same time it is interesting to note that the earliest
print was not in Latin but in German (Augsburg, I476i see

griorstbrock and Harris 645/ 4c), an indication of popular interest

in the story (MV I83/n2).

(eC IBook of Co]ogneI. Röhricht and Meisner. "Ein

niederrheinscher Bericht t¡ber den orient". zeitschrift fllr

deutsche Phílologie 19 (1887): 1-86. NY: Johnson Reprint.

MV. Monneret

evangelici.

de Vi1lard, Ugo. Le leggende oriental i su1

Studi e Testi 163. Vatican City: BAV, 1952.)Mag i
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2.I.2. Vernacular versions

HTR v\¡as transl-ated into German no fewer than seven times

(this is the figure given in Harris (1958) 366; the later
anal-ysis in Worstbrock and Harris 644-45/4 appears to identify
six groups); in all over 40 witnesses survive. The version

dedicated to Frau Elisabeth of Katzenelnbogen (widow of Eberhard

III of Erbach) and dated 1389 is apparently the earLiest
(Worstbrock and Harris 645/4a), and so the earliest version in
any vernacular, and indeed the earLiest witness of the text.

Two distinct English prose translations survive: one is the

widely diffused version here termed the "standard" Three Kings of

Cologne ( 3KCol) , dated by Hm. "about (before rather than after)
1400" (viii), and represented by the text in the present edition
as wel-I as the versions in Hm. (over 20 witnesses in all); the

other is an independent and probably slightly later translation,
preserved, apart from an excerpt in Huntington MS II4, uniquely

in Lambeth Palace MS 491. The English tradition is dealt with in
detail in INTRODUCTION 4.

There are also extant early Dutch (Delft, I47B/9), Flemish

(Antwerp, 1530), Danish(?¡, and French versions (Hm. x/n3; Harris

(1954) xxxiii-xxxv; Di Nola 64. For the French tradition see Hm.

x/ n3 and com pare EI i s sagaray 7 9 f.t ) .

(EIissagaray, Marianne, êd. La 1ègende des Rois Mages.

Pari s: Seui1, t 196 5 I .

Harris, SyIvia C. "German translations of the 'Historia
Trium Regum' by Johannes de Hildesheim". MLR 53 (1958): 364-73.)
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2.2. The rediscovery of the work

The vast majority of the MSS and prints, both Latin and

vernacular, are of the l5thc and early 16thc. The work seems to

have passed from early popularity into almost complete obscurity

in the lTthc and 18thc, and hras not rediscovered and reidentified

until early in the 19thC. The credit for the rediscovery belongs

to the German poet J.VV. Goethe. The story can be traced in the

correspondence between Goethe and Boisserèe; Christern (1958)

assembles this and other relevant material.

In 1818 Goethe wrote a letter to the art collector and

historian SuJ-piz Boisserbe telling of his discovery of a Latin MS

containing an unknown account of the Tirree Kings. He spoke

enthusiastically of the work, describing it as a Volksbuch (for

which term see Harris (1954) xxxix-x1) containing an engaging

concoction of fact and fable:

Geschichte, Ulcerlieferung, Mög1iches,
Unwahrscheinliches, Fabelhaftes mit Natürlichem,
grlahrscheinlichem, Wirklichem bis zur letzen und
,individuellsten Schilderung zusammen geschmolzen,
entwaffnet wie ein Märchen aIle Kritik. . genug ich
wllsste kein Volksbuch neben dem dieses Bllchlein nicht
stehen konnte. (Boisserbe 255)

After a month's research and with the aid of Crombach's

Primitiae gencium Boisserbe was able to identify both text and

author and to supply Goethe with many further

256-64¡ Hm. ix-x must be mistaken in stating t

to mention HTR. Goethe's three articles on "D

Könige" originally published in Uber Kunst und

deta iIs ( Boisserbe

hat Crombach scorns

ie Heiligen Drei

Altertum are

collected in Beutler's edition of his works, 14: 287-99).

Boisserbe later discovered in a MS at Heidelberg a German

translation of the work, and arranged for the young poet and
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scholar Gustav Schwab to prepare a modernised text based on this

version and the Latin text in Goethets MS (eoisserbe 267f.f¡ for

the Heidelberg MS see Harris (1954) xxxi). Some years later

another philologist interested in such Volksbûcher, K. Simrock,

found a text of the 1389 German translation and an o1d print, and

published a modernised version ( see Harris ( 1954) xl).

Other scholars brought to light new Latin witnesses. In his

Dreikoenigenbuch (1864), H.r. Floss published the Location of a

number of MSS and prints, and in 1B7B KÖpke brought out an

edition of the workbased on an early Latin MS, the Brandenberg

MS (now in Berlin), one of those containing a text which

Horstmann was to characterise as the short version. New Latin

MSS continued to emerge, in particular two MSS relevant to the

EngJ-ish versions, and Horstmann, disappointed in aspects of

Köpke's edition (Hm. xi/n2), published a fresh and more ambitious

edition while still retaining the same "short version, as his

primary text (curiously, on the question of how or when the

English versions themselves came to light f can find no

information in Hm. or el-sewhere).

The remainder of this chapter wilI be devoted to a critique

of Horstmannrs standard edition of HTR.

(Christern, Elisabeth. "Goethe, Sulpiz Boisserèe und die

Legende von den Heiligen Drei Kónigen". Kblner Domblatt I4/15

( 19 5 B ): I62-7 2.

Crombach, Hêrmannus. Prim itiae

Cologne , 1654.
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Goe the ,

Ge språc he.

Johann WoJ. f gang.

Ed. Ernst Beutler.

c. Die legende

K., ed.

Be sten

Zurich: Artemis, 1950.

3. Königen von Johannes

Geden kau s abe der Werke, BFiefe und

27 vo1s.

von den hl.

de

Schwab,

Hildeshe im aus einer von Goethe mitgeteilten Iat. Hs. und

einer deut. Hs. der Heidelberger Bib1. bearbeitet und mit 12

Romanzen beqleitet. Stuttgart, I822.

Die Leqende von den heiligen drei Kbnigen:S i mrock,

Volksbuch zum des Dombaus. Frankfurt a.M., I842.)

2.3. Horstnannrs edition

2.3.I. Overview

The edition of the Three Kings of Cologne which Horstmann

published in 1886 for EETS contains, in addition to paral1el

texts of the EngJ-ish versionsr ân edition of two versions of the

the Latin text, plus an introduction covering many aspects of the

work. His edition proved a landmark, and remains the standard

text and the nearest approach we have to a critical edition both

of the English versions and of the Latin (see Hm. xii). Although

the introductory material has in some respects been superseded by

subsequent research, it remains a valuable source of information

on the author, the MSS, and the legend of the Three Kings.

The edition is thus a great contribution to scholarship.

A1l scholars who work in this area owe a huge debt to Horstmann

for his singlehanded labours on both the Latin and English

versions. Not only did he assemble information from a diverse

array of arcane sources, but his texts were transcribed and

edited according to the highest standards of accuracy and
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scholarship. The edition represented an enormous advance in the

field, and my olrn work has been immeasurably aided by the

existence of this printed text. I stress this because t t,v¡,rtt to

make it cl-ear that if my subsequent remarks at times point to

what I see as areas of weakness in the edition it is in no way my

intention to denigrate the work as a whole. Subsequent research

inevitably finds gaps and faults in the efforts of earlier
scholars; but i f my remarks seem overì-y crit ical of aspects of

Horstmannrs edition f would wish them to be taken in the context

of my overall regard for his work and the standards he

incorporated in his edition.

2.3.2. Two versions of the Latin text

2.3.2.7. Horstmannrs recensÍon

Horstmann based his edition of the Latin on the same MS as

Köpke had used (collating it with a second very similar witness);

however the version in these two MSS eras shorter than that found

in the majority of MSS, and he added the readings of the

generally received wider text in the form of discontinuous

footnotes, thus including what amounts to a second text in

parallel at the foot of the page. The decision to present the

texts in this manner came about as the result of conclusions

Horstmann reached from his recension of an unspecified number of

MSS:

rd
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I

I have only seen part of the MSS. Iof the Latin]; but
so far as f can see, they differ very much. There are
at l-east 2 versions: one with a far shorter and simpler
text Iextant in two MSS]; here the biblical text
is only intimatedr rìot executed, the digressions are
mostly abridged or sketched, or wholly omitted, the
style is simple and clearr so that it looks like a
first draught, though some of the omissions are
mentioned in the index Ii.e. the table of contents at
the head of the workl. The vast majority of the MSS.
contain a widely-enJ-arged text, in which all the
details are broadly executed, and many digressions
added, in a style made pompous by accumulations,
doublings and treblings of words, circumlocutions and
repetitions, so that the clear sense is stifled under
verbosity, and frequently obscured. The latter became
the generally-received text, and was printed in the o1d
editions. It seems that the former version contains
the f irst text, from which the wider v/as formed; but it
is to be noted that some of the very oldest MSS al-ready
contain the wider text. (xii)

The editor goes on to say that he leaves open the question

of which is the original version, contenting himself with

reprinting the shorter version, and with adding the readings of

(histhe "common text'r, especially for the MSS extant in England

C and CC) as being of importance for the English version. This

longer version "common text" is the one that appears in the

footnotes, and will be discussed in more deta i1 later; l-et us

however first examine more closely the validity of the opinions

Horstmann formed concerning the relationship between the

different versions of the Latin text.

2.3.2.2. Eorstnannrs viess on the short version

The reader may detect a certain ambivalence in the tenor of

the arguments put forward in the passage cited above. On the one

hand the editor gives his opinion that the short version only

found in two MSS -- represents the first text, or a first

dra{: t, and so implicitty justifies his printing of the version

ì.
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1

in those MSS as the primary text. On the other hand the passage

is repJ.ete with quali f ications: only a portion of the MSS has

been examined; the vast majority of MSS, including some of the

very oldest, contain the enlarged textt passages omitted in the

shorL version are nevertheless mentioned in the LabIe of

contents. His final- conclusion seems to be that the question of

which version is original is still open.

A careful reading of this passage leaves one with the

impression that the editor had a higher regard for the shorter

version primarily because of that version's perceived J-iterary

merits ("the style is simple and clear"t cf., of the widely

enlarged text, "the clear sense is stifIed under verbosity");

internal evidence and the evidence offered by the MSS tradition

seem to have been secondary considerations. Yet it is evident

that in traditions that survive in two versions, one shorter and

one longer, there is implicit dilemma regarding the question of

originality, in judging which stylistic arguments can appear

rather subjective. One might question why it should be assumed

in the first instance that the longer text evolved by a process

of expansion at the hands of some person intent, for reasons best

known to himself, on tricking out a satisfactory text with

endless insertions of obscure and repetitious material. One

might equalJ-y well argue the reverse, that the shorter version

arose as a result of an understandable impulse of readers and

copyists in any age to moderate the excesses of a wordy and

diffuse original by judicious use of precis and excision.

Perhaps we might have expected the arguments in favour of the
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Iatter at face value equally plausibl-e alternative explanation to

have at least received an airing, especially as the editor had

other grounds for reservation, even if for practical purposes his

ultimate decision was in favour of printing the shorter version

as the base text.

As it turns out subsequent progress in Lracing the immediate

sources of HTR has lent support to the alternative expl-anation of

the evolution of the text. These sources will be discussed more

fully in the next chapter. Here it suffices to note that on many

occasions the author of HTR lifted long passages almost word for

word from his sources, where close comparison reveals that the

verbal correspondences are invariably r,rith the fuller text of

HTR, not with the text in the shorter version. This effectively

delivered the coup de grace to the notion of the primacy of the

shorter version, for, as Harris ( 1959) makes clear:

No one would take the trouble to seek Johannes'
sources in order to enlarge upon his already lengthy
account which, on the other hand, benefits by being cut
down, since much wearisome repetition and
circumlocution is omitted from the shorter text.
(21 ¡ cf. (1954) xx)

So with the wisdom of hindsight Horstmannrs favouring of the

short version may seem a little capricious. However in his

defence it should be noted that printed versions of these sources

were not then generally available. He may or may not have known

of Ludolf of Sudheim's Description of the Holy Land; in any case

Deycks's edition, published in 1851, prêsented HTR as one of

Ludolf's sources rather than the reverse (f have not had an

opportunity to examine this particular edition of the work, and

ov¡e this information on the editor's views to Harris -- Harris
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(19s4) vii, (19

called Book of

s9) 25-26).

Cologne, a

As for the other main source, the so

printed edition of the complete text

did not appear until the year after Horstmannrs edition of HTR

was published. One cannot help feeling that if these two sources

had been readiJ-y available for comparison, Horstmann would not

have failed to appreciate the implications of their evidence, and

may well have revised his concl-usions in conseguencet in which

case $/e might now have access to a more convenient form of --
though it should be stressed, not essentiaLly a different version

of the text of HTR.

( Harris, Sylvia. "The Historia trium Regum and the

mediaeval legend of the Magi in Germany". Medium AEvum 28

(1959): 23-30.

LudoIf of Sudheim. Description of the Holy Land, and of the

way thither. Trans. Aubrey Stewart. London: Palestine Pilqrims'
Text Soc., 1897. Trans. of De itinere Terrae Sanctae liber. Ed.

F. Deycks. Stuttgart: Lit. Verein, 1851.)

2.3.2.3. À fresh perspective on the short version

As a result of these source studies it is now generally

accepted that the longer versíon of HTR is the original one

(Worstbrock and Harris 643/ IIT.2). But the impact of Horstmannrs

seminal analysis lives on. The very edition as he presented it,

with the text divided on every page into two parts, reinforces

the notion of two versions of the work, so that scholarly

literature (e.9. Worstbrock and Harris 643/TII.2) continues to

speak of HTR as a text which survives in at least two versions.

My contribution will be to question the whole notion of a rigid
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division of the tradi tion into a l-änger Redaktion and a

verkllrLzLe, basing my remarks on a more extensive recension than

appears to have been undertaken by Horstmann.

To begin it is helpful to give an updated perspective on the

textual tradition of HTR. As previously noted, some sixty MSS of

the work as well- as several prints are cited in printed listings;

however merely by following up these citations the number of MSS

which I have been able to locate and examine cursorily from

microfilm copies has risen to over one hundred (and I might note

in passing that distance and Iimited resources have prevented me

consulting any but the most accessible bibl-iographic tools;

consequently there is no reason to believe that the recension is

yet complete, as the known total of extant copies continues to

rise through chance discoveries).

Now it is difficult to gain a clear impression of just how

many witnesses Horstmann examined. Obviously for a start there

is the base and the witnesses cited for their variant.readings --

B, C, CC, P,ãnd F (Hm.206). But he admits that there were many

MSS that he did not collate, such as those at Munich (the largest

single collection, though as it turns out not all containing

texts of HTR), and apparently those at Vienna. He Iists four in

Berlin, two of which he used. The Treves MS he mentions only to

dismiss. There are also the prints. AlI in all it would not be

unreasonable to concl-ude that the number of wi tnesses with which

he had the opportunity to acquire a detailed familiarity was not

altogether large (even though phrases like "the vast majority of

the MSS" (Hm. xii) might seem to belie this impression).
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In truth we cannot make an accurate estimate on the basis of

his own statements. Nevertheless if we total the witnesses that

he speci fies individually, it turns out that there are in all-

some 32 l4SS, plus a number of prints, for which he has some

information, even if this only amounts to a l-ocation and number.

So even if we assume that he had at his disposal for each one of

these texts the information as to whether any particuÌar one was

"long version" or "short version", it does not seem possible that

his analysis of the tradition could have been based on the

evidence of a much higher number of witnesses than this.

Now in handwritten traditions it is common to discover

instances where the original- version of a texL has been altered

and transformed in an arbitrary manner, often on more than one

occasion, by the various scribes who pl-ayed a part in the textual

transmissionr So that the text ended up circulating in a number

of transformed versions, each generating its own subtradition
(such for example being the case with 3KCo1, as we will see). In

the course of my independent recension of HTR T have discovered

versions that survive in various forms of abridgement or textual

degeneration. In fact abridgements of various types and degrees

are not uncommon in this tradition, and the version preserved in

Horstmann's two "short version" texts would more accurately be

classified as just another, perhaps rather radical- example.

However what is also apparent from a wider recension is that

these two texts appear to be the only surviving exemplars of that

version: no other MSS have to date emerged that can be assigned

to Horstmannrs short version group.
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One of the functions of recension is to attempt to group

witnesses in a textually meaningfuì- way, and the decisions an

editor makes in classifying his texts will inevitably be to some

extent subjective. However, when a text is extant in several

dozen witnesses al-l- of similar form, and two single exemplars

survive representing the text in a much shorter form, i t woul-d

seem questionable to maintain, \dithout special reasons to support

one's case, that the whole tradition should be conceived in terms

of a fundamental cleavage between the text in that pair of

exceptional witnesses on the one hand and all other witnesses on

the other. Given that the primacy of Horstmannrs "short version"

can no longer be defended, and given the existence in the

tradition of HTR of other abridged texts which can also be

arranged in groups, it would make more sense to treat the version

in these two witnesses simply as one modified version among

others. Now it may be that Horstmann originally imagined that

these witnesses were the accessible representatives of a more

extensive subtradition, for which future research would uncover

further evidence. However it seems by now unlikely that this

will prove to be the case. Rather, the pair appear to be

exceptional products of the tradition; they did not generate an

independent subtradition, and consequently represent a dead end,

so to speak, in evolutionary terms.

My own feelings in regard to the textual tradition of HTR

are that, as the vast majority of MSS and prints are of the wider

text, and as it is in this form that the earliest vernacular

translators encountered it, it would be of advantage if

henceforth this form of the text were recognised as the standard
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text of HTR, and Horstmannrs two MSS of the "short version",

al-ong with any other such anomal-ous vers ions, were relegated to a

separate and secondary -- category of "abridged and altered

versions". This would mean that as anomalous versions the latter

would henceforth exert a much less significant and less central

influence on the question of the original text of the work. It

might even mean that the notion of two separate traditions coul-d

quietly be dropped from discussion, and future reference be made

simply to the one standard version. In practice this would not

only simplify discussion of the textual relations but pave the

way for what would then emerge as the next issue, namely a new

edition of HTR, based on a revised perception of the textual

tradition as a whole and a fresh examination of both the older

and the newly discovered witnesses.

As it is, Horstmann's editorial decisions had a number of

practical consequences, some more fortunate than others.

2.3.3. The nature and val-ue of Horstmannrs text

2.3.3.1. The problen of format

The most obvious consequence is apparent in the matter of

format. The reader who turns to the edition to consult the text

in the form normally encountered, ví2. the "common" or wider

version, encounters an awkward typographic division of the text

into two "bands", the running text (i.e. the "short version") as

primary text and the footnotes representing the additions of the

common textr so that at every few words the eyes must travel from
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one area of the page to another. The arrangement is further

complicated by the added el-ement of variant readings. fn

practical terms the irksomeness of any prolonged consultation of

the printed text as it stands was one of arguments in favour of

the incorporation of a parall-el and continuous text of the Latin

in the present edition.

(Horstmannrs decision to present the fuller text in the form

of discrete footnotes seems curious al-1 the same. One would have

imagined that reproducing it in full, in continuous form, would

have been simpler all round and less controversial. The decision

was perhaps based on typographic considerations and intended to

save space. In the circumstances the printed text, while awkward

to consult, turns out to be remarkably accurate, the most common

fault being occasional- instances where variant readings are

assigned to incorrect sig1a.)

2.3.3.2. The establishment of the 'common texti

The other consequence of Horstmannrs editorial conclusions

is that he never finished his recension, but established his

common text on the basis of the examination of a limited number

of witnesses and the selection of an even smaller number from

among these as the source of his variant readings. The method by

which the common text was establishing and the consequences of

the limited recension will now be examined.
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Let us consider first the constitution of the text.

Horstmann does not actually specify how he arrived at his common

text. Nevertheless it seems clear that he aimed to produce a

consensus text, that is, a text arrived at by collating the

witnesses and printing the agreed text I var iant readings being

noted where the witnesses differ. This evidently meant in

practice that the editor did not feel obliged to record all
variants, but just such variants as he considered significant.

It is not entirely clear how many witnesses form the basis

of this common text. There are four sigJ-a that repeatedly

feature in the apparatus, ví2. P, the print of Bartholomaeus de

Unckel; F, apparentJ-y chosen for its early date; and the two MSS

of English provenance, C and CC, chosen for their refevance to

the English versions. However a note saying the editor gives

"occasionally Ithe readings of] other MSS and prints" (Hm. 206)

implies there were other witnesses which he consulted, though

these are never cited in an identifiable way.

Now it turns out that the conseguences of this limited

recension are less serious than might seem. fndeed, further
research suggests that the editor's sefection of these four

particular witnesses as a basis for the text reveals his shrewd

instinct in evaluating the textual tradition. Although in the

present state of research it is impossible to make a definitive

classification of the tradition, it would seem that the witnesses

selected by Horstmann for collation offer a broad representation

of the spectrum of textual variation (specifically, P seems to

belong to a late but widely representative groupi CC represents

the "EngIish" branch of the tradition; C is a contaminated text,
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part rrPrr and part "Eng1ish"; and F' though itself an exemplar of

mediocre val-ue, belongs to what is perhaps the more original

stratum of the text). In any case the decision to base the

edition on the common text method is hard to fault given a

tradition so vast and the enormous difficulties involved in

attempting a complete recension. fndeed more extensive

researches on the editor's part might actually have been

counterproductive, since they woul-d have delayed publication

pending a more thorough recension which in the end might have

produced a not appreciably superior or more original text tc

say nothing of the burden of the f orm idable apparatus which woul-d

have been generated in any attempt to arrive at a full critical

edition.

2.3.3.3. A critique of Horstmannr s "common textn

Thus in practice neither the limited recension nor the

limited basis of the text constitute in themselves major faults

in Horstmann's edition. It is true that there sti11 exists no

critical edition of the work; but the text as he published it was

never specifically offered as a critical edition of HTR (it h/as

perhaps given in the first instance as an adjunct to the study of

the English versions). As previously noted, a ful1 recension of

this very popular text would have been extremely laborious and

perhaps actually counterproductive. While the common text is

sel-ective in its variants, this limitation is probably felt more

by the textual critic than by the general- reader, who may feel

more comfortable with a cl-ear and unencumbered text.
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For the specialist however there are a number of

drawbacks in the way the text r^/as edited. Enough has been

said of the practical disadvantages of the typographic division

between main Lext and footnotes; this is an primarily an

inconvenience, and does not diminish the value of the common

text as such. There are more basic faults. One is the problem

of selectivity in the citation of variants, which on occasion

results in well attested readings being given no mention at all

in the apparatus (to give one example, at 2IB/n30 the reading

flatus montis is very common in the tradition and as such a

val-uable textual "marker"; but in Hm. it is not cited as a

variant, clearly because the sense it gives is impossible).

Rather more serious is the subordination of the tradition overall-

to the "short version'r text. In textual terms this introduces a

subtle bias in favour of the readings of the primary text (an

example: in the same passage the printed text describes the

mountain as spinosus et amenus (2I9/n6) even though the reading

spinosus occurs nowhere but in the short version and all other

texts give the contextually more appropriate formosus).

A further blemish is perhaps to be attributed to haste.

WhiIe the editor generally made perceptive choices between the

variants when his witnesses presented a clear and unambiguous

option, one also notices a tendency to skirt around difficulties,

to avoid emendation, and to print mediocre or even impossible

readings in cases where the original sense could not be

immediatety elicited on the basis of the clear superiority of one

transmitted variant or on deduction from context. Now whil-e

emendation at this leve1 is perhaps a higher art, it is the one
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by which editors tend ultimately to be judged. Of course it is

easy to find fault with the efforts of previous editors in

particular cases. But here it is difficult not to feel a more

general sense of disappointment that readings pass without

comment which a greater degree of critical afertness would have

signal-1ed as inappropriate or even quite impossible in the

context, and where an attempt at emendation or at least the

recording of a note of warning might reasonably have been

expected (examp l-es include the reading intrare printed without

comment at 2I3/nB¡ and the confused text at 2I8/n22f.f).

However, this said, f would again like to dispel the notion

that I am carping at Horstmannrs overal-l achievement. Indeed I

think I have said enough to indicate the debt owed to him not

only for his elucidation of a difficul-t textual tradition (cf.

Hm. xxi), but the many virtues which the edition displays. We

have him to thank for a text which is printed and accessible;

which is straightforward and unclutteredt which gives a

reasonable indication of the range of variation in the text;

which on the whol-e shows admirable soundness in choosing among

the variants to be printed; and which represents the text in a

state comparable to that in which it is preserved in Lhe best of

the surviving witnesses, and in fact which may not be too

different from the text in its original, or at least archetypaì-'

form. Indeed, whether we will ever come much closer to the

archetypal text, at any rate without a great deal of further

Iabour, is far from cl-ear. A brief discussion of this question

wilt occupy the final section in this chapter.
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2.4. The present state of research

Horstmannrs edition is not outdated, since it presents a

ful1 and pl-ausible reconstruction of the text on the basis of a

broad spectrum of witnesses. At this stage T can make no major

recommendations for the direction of a reedition. At best I

could point to better witnesses within the groupings represented

by the four witnesses regularly cited in the apparatus of Hm. A

reexamination of the text on the basis of these nerver witnessses

might clear a\¡/ay a number of the peculiar variant readings that

remain in Hm. (though one of the advantages of the common text

method is that peculiar readi.ngs tend to be eliminated

automatically). Otherwise no progress can be expected until a

great deal more work has been expended on examination and

coll-ation of the nehrer v¡itnesses. On the face of it there seem

to be no great surprises among the nev\¡er witnesses nor obvious

signs that any of these texts are markedly superior to the ones

already examined. This may stem partly from the fact --

surprising in itself -- that none of the earliest witnesses seem

to be extanti among over a dozen MSS which can be precisely dated

hardly one is earlier than the beginning of the 15thc, and so at

Ìeast a quarter century later than the accep ted term inus an te

quem of the work (in fact the earliest witness is the 1389 German

translation, but its textual value is diminished by the fact that

it is a translation, and an abbreviated one at that). This may

mean that the surviving exemplars are all to a greater or Ìesser

extent secondãty, and the original version of the text virtually

beyond recovery.
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In short there are stil1 many outstanding problems

concerning the text of HTR, and it remains to be seen whether

there is any possibility of arriving at a text markedly superior

to the one we possess in Hm.
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3 THE HfSTORTA TRIUM REGUMs STRUCTURE' SOURCES, AND TNFLUENCE

3.1. The legend of the Three Kings

The first section of this chapter summarises the evol-ution

of the Legend of the Three Kings from the gospeÌ account of the

Magi to the work of John of Hildesheim. The history of the

legend is treated in detail- in Kehrer, MV, Kaplan 20ffl

Elissagaray 11ff, and in summary form in Harris ( 1954) i-x,

Harris (1959), and Christern (I959/60) 46-48. The outl-ine which

follows is necessarily selective and dependent in large part on

the secondary literature. The development of particular motifs

will be discussed in detail at appropriate points in NOTES.

The single gospeL account of the visit of the Magi (Matt.2)

earJ.y attracted speculation surrounding these enigmatic figures.

Subsequent elaboration often introduced traditions from non-

Christian religions, and much variation is apparent in the

devel-opment of individual- motifs. For example in some Eastern

traditions the number of the Magi is set at twelve (a tradition

echoed in our account by the Twelve Astronomers on Mt. Vaus), and

the gift of myrrh was commonly interpreted as a symbol of Christ

bhe Doctor, a concept noL familiar to medievaL Europe and

apparently of Manichean origin ( MV 92, 104).

The identification of the Magi as kings deveLops early in

the West. It probably has its basis j.n OT passages such as lsa.

60:3, and Ps.72¿I0, "The kings of Tarshish and of the isles

shall bring presents, the kings of Sheba and Seba shal-l offer
gifts"; compare Tertullian's comment that rthe East regarded the
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Magi almost as kings'(or'generally as kings') (Adversus

Marcionem 3.3: Reges Arabum et Saba munera offerent iIli. Nam

Magos reges habuit fere Oriens). In arListic representation as

early as the 2ndC and in written sources from St. Jerome their

number is fixed at three, a figure presumably deriving from the

three gifts and reinforced by the symbolism of the Trinity.

However only much later do v\re encounter the familiar names

ùleIchior, Balthazar, and Caspar (or Jaspar) ( in the 9thC Excerp

Latina Barbari, l2thC Ps.-Bede Collectanea, and Peter Comestorl

Historia Scholastica), or the explicit statement that the third

King was black (see Harris (1954) ii; Freeman 66b, cf. 67a¡ MV

2IB/nI,224¡ Hm. xv/nI. The origins of the motif of the black

Magus are fuJ-1y explored in Kaplan). Apocryphal gospels (e.9.

the Protevangelium of James, Pseudo-Matthew, the Evangelium

Infanciae, the Acts of Thomas) are the ultimate source of a

number of motifs not found in Matthew.

A significant new component of the tradition makes its

appearance in the West in a work known as the Qpus Imperfectum

et

ta

ln

Mattheum (Op.fmperf.), a gospel commentary attributed to St.

Chrysostom and perhaps composed in the 4thC or 5thC though

apparentl-y not widely known Li11 the 13thC (see MV 20tt, 236).

Here the Magi figure as twelve star gazers who keep an annual

watch on the Mount of Victory for the Star prophesied in the

'Book of Seth'; the Star duly appearsr'having in it the form of

a child and above the likeness of a cross'(or'the Cross'), and

commands the Magi to set out for Judea, a journey which they

complete in two years without need for food or drink; when they
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return to their kingdoms, they are visited in due course by St.

Thomas, receive baptism at his hands, and become associates in

his preaching ( facti sunt adjutores praedicationis i11ius). Even

from this summary one can recognise a number of motifs that

reappear in HTR, for example the description of the Star (see

9vb15-19) and the alternative name hille of victorie (mons

Victorialis) for Mt. Vaus (see 4lol7). A particularly significant
aspect of this new strand is the introduction of a link between

the story of the Kings and the legend of St. Thomas, whose

missionary activities in the East figure pr\_/ominantly in various

apocryphal gospels. Another figure who was to pJ-ay an important

rol-e in the European concept of the Orient was Prester John; this

fabulous rul-er makes his appearance in documentary sources in the

12thC, and from the start his name was linked with the biblical

Magi.

Western interest in the Three Kings increased markedly after

their all-eged rel-ics came to light in MiIan during the course of

one of Frederick the Great's Italian campaigns and were brought

to Cologne in 1164 by Reinald of Dassel Archbishop of Cologne

(Harris (1954) iii-iv; MV 223ff. This much of the story of the

reLics is historical, whereas the accounts of the earlier

transl-ations are contradictory and generally held to be an

elaboration after the event; bhe story of the original discovery

of the relics by St. Helena is no doubt a pious fiction which

attached itself to the name of this cel-ebrated relic hunter

see Freeman 6Bb-70a).
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The subsequent efforts of various Western authors to

complete the story of the lives and deeds of the Three Kings are

detailed in Harris (1954) iv-x and xiv-xvii. One can trace in

various l3thC and 14thC German sources the introduction of such

motifs as Bal-aam's prophecy, the escape from Tharsus and Herodrs

revenge, the death and burial of the Kings, and the earlier

translations of the relics, aI1 of which appear in HTR (for

comparable developments in French sources see Elissagaray 3B-57).

From Harris's researches it would seem that the main elements of

the story were already fixed when John of Hildesheim came to

wríte his account, though the traditions varied and \,vere in some

cases contradictory.

But before we turn to an assessment of his contribution in

compiling what was to be virtually the l-ast and at the same time

the definitive medieval version of the legend, it is worthwhile

to offer a summary of the story of the Three Kings as Johannes

presents i t.

(Freeman, Margaret B. The story of the Three Kings. NY:

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1955.

Kaplan, Paul H.D. The rise of the black Magus in Western

art. Studies in the Fine Arts: fconography 9. Ann Arbor: UMI

Research, 19 85.

Kehrer, H. Die heiligen drei

Leipzig: Seemann, 190B/09. 2 vo1s.

in titeratur und Kunst.

Hildeshe im: Georg

OIms I I976.

imperfectum in Mattheum. PG 5 6: 6 3 7-38.)Op. Imperf. Opus
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3.2. À summary of HTR

Table of contents.

Dedication to Florentius of Wevelinghoven Bishop of Mllnster:

(ch.1) the fame of the Kings has spread from East to West, and

their story is here compiled at your bidding. (ch.2) ft begins

with the prophecy of Balaam, "A Star shaLl arise of Jacob .".

(ch.3) A watch \das kept for this Star upon the highest mountain

in the East, Mt. Vaus (the lvlount of Victory); and (ch.4) in

later times vühen the crusader city of Acre \,vas at the height of

its prosperity, princes of the family of Vaus, descendants of

King Me1chior, came to thÍs city, bringing with them books on

which the present account is based. (ch.5) In due course the

prophecies in the Jewish books of scripture became known to the

Persians and Chaldeans, and the watch for the Star b/as

intensified. (chs.6-7) In the fullness of timer âS the gospeì-

tells, Christ was born of Mary in Bethlehem, in the reign of King

Herod. (ch.B) At the same hour the Star arose over Mt. Vaus, and

a voice in the Star commanded the Kings to set out to find the

new-born King of the Jews. (chs.9-13) Coming from their separate

kingdoms, each of which was the source of one of the three Gifts,

Lhe Kings and their magnificent retinues traversed vaì-Iey and

mountain to compJ-ete their journey miraculousl-y in thirteen days

without need of food, drink, or rest. (chs.14-15) As the Kings

approached Jerusalem a thick mist delayed Melchior until the

other two Kings arrived; whereupon after an emotional- meeting the

Three Kings rode together into the city. (chs.16-18) The Kings

learnt from Herod and the scribes of the birthplace of the Child,

and set out for Bethlehem with the Star to guide them; on the way
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they met the shepherds, who rel-ated their visitation by the

Angelic Host. (ch.19) The Kings rode into Bethlehem to the

mangerr where by the dazzl-ing light of the Star they offered the

Child the first gifts that came to hand gold, incense, and

myrrh. (chs.20-23) The significance of the Three Gifts, and an

account of the Apple of Gold.

(ch.24) The Kings rested in Bethlehem and related the story

of their journeyi then being \darned against Herod in a dream they

set off home by a different \day. But Herod pursued them, and

burnt the ships of the people of Tharshish when he found that

they had ferried the Kings safely over the sea. (chs.25-26)

Returning to Mt. Vaus after a journey of two years the Kings

consecrated a chapel in honour of the Child. (ch.27) Meanwhile

the Holy Family fled to Egypt, where balm still grows in memory

of their sojourni on the way Mary lost Melchior's gift of the

Thirty Golden Pennies. (chs.28-29) The history of the Thirty

Penn ie s .

(ch.30) Our Lord sent St. Thomas to convert the East.

(ch.31) On his mission Thomas saw many replicas of the Child and

the Starr learnt of the Kings, and finally met them in theír old

age. Thomas consecrated them as the first archbishops of their

lands; they in turn made provision, since they had no children,

that their temporal power should pass to one of their kin bearing

the hereditary title of "Prester John", while spiritual power

should rest with an elected "Patriarch Thomas". (ch.32) Two

years after retiring from the world to their new city Seuwa

IScuI1a, Suwella] at the foot of Mt. Vaus, the present residence
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of Prester John and the Patriarch Thomas, and (ch.33) after

arranging their affairs and (ch.34) transferring their Iands to

the Princes of Vaus, (ch.35) the Kings passed away, their bodies

being laid to rest in the chapel at Mt. Vaus according to their

wishes.

(ch.36) Their remains rested uncorrupt for long after their

death, until the Devil began to spread heresy among their

subjects; then the dissenting parties removed the bones of each

King to their separate lands, where they remained until the

coming of St. Helena, the discoverer of the True Cross and other

holy rel-ics. (chs.37-39) After building many noble churches in

the Holy Land, (ch.40) St. Helena turned her attention to the

acquisition of the relics of the Three Kings; after obtaining the

first two, Melchior and Balthazar, she surrendered the rel-ics of

St. Thomas to the heretical Nestorians in return for the relics

of the third King, Jâspar. (ch.41) Thereupon St. Helena

transported the relics with all reverence and ceremony to

Constantinople. There they remained until the time of the

Emperor Maur ice (alternatively, It{anueI) , when the reI ics were

given to MiLan. Finally the relics came into the hands of

Reinald Archbishop of Cologne in the course of the Emperor

Frederick's siege of Mi1an, whereupon they hrere translated to

Cologne cathedral.

The Kings are held in the highest honour by all the peoples

of the East, ûot only by the various sects of schismatic and

heretical Christians, namely Nubians, Soldini, Nestorians,

Latins, Indi, Armenians, Greeks, Syrians, Georgians, Nicholaites,

Jacobites, Copts, Ysini, Maronini, and Mandopol-os, a1J- of whom
{

-'rc

i'
+
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(chs.42-43) hold special ceremonies in honour of the Epiphany,

but even by Saracens, Jews, and Persians. (chs.44-45) fn A.D.

1268 the Tartars subjugated the heretical Nestorians and defeated

Prester John; but the Nestorians still possess the relics of St.

Thomas, which according to prophecy are destined one day to be

transferred to Cologne from the East, where his festival is

celebrated with great honour. The people of Inde show great

devotion to the Three KingSr and wouLd come to visit the relics

if only they could bear the cold in this part of the world.

The Three Kings may thus be likened to the Labourers in the

Vineyard. Cologne is specialty privileged to have the custody of

the relics of the Kings, (ch.46) whose praises are sung in East

and West.

ISome texts end with a passage by a ].ater annotator on the

names of the Magi, their journey, and the Three Miracles that

occured on the night of the Nativity.l
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3.3. The structure and sources of HTR

The present chapter has so far outlined the earlier

evolution of the story of the Three Kings. The remainder of the

chapter will analyse the structure and origins of HTR and assess

its contribution to the development of the legend. Modern

scholarship has made considerable progress in shedding tight on

the principal sources on which our author drew; nevertheless

there are still- considerable gaps in our understanding of this

question, and the concl-uding sections of the chapter suggest

possibilities for further investigation.

3.3.1. The three strands composing the work

The summary given in 3.2 does scant justice to the detail

and complexity of HTR, a work whose text runs to some hundred

printed pages in Horstmannrs edition. Yet even from this resume

it is apparent that the work is more than a straightforward

narrative of the story of the Kings. A usefuÌ distinction can be

drawn betvùeen three main strands in the work. The f irst i s the

narrative proper, the account of the Iife and deeds of the Kings

and the story of their relics; the second is the homiletic

additions, which offer doctrinal and exegetic commentary on

aspects of the narrative; and the third is the descriptive

portions, which provide information on localities, customs,

natural history, political conditions and other aspects of the

contemporary Orient rel-evant to particular episodes in the

narrative. In practice these different strands are easy enough

to distinguish on the basis of their content or from an explicit

authorial reference to a source. What gives this threefolC
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distinction particular val-ue in the present context is that it

can often be related to what modern research has been able to

uncover about the author's sources. Furthermorer each of these

three strands can be identified with items that appear in the

author's own statement on the subject of hÍs sources (see 3.3.3

below).

Of the three the narrative component is perhaps the one

whose composition and origins are the most complex and difficult

to identify. We have already seen that Harris has been able to

trace through earlier German versions various elements which

appear in the narrative portions of HTR. As I am not in a

position to make an independent assessment of Harrisrs sources,

it wilI have to suffice to repeat her conclusions, namely that

the outline of the story was already fixed when the author began

to compile his account of the legend, but that there is some

dispute as to his primary sources and so it is impossible to be

dogmatic in ascertaining the direct sources from which Johannes

derived the backbone of his account (Harris ( 1954) xiv-xvii)'

It is, however, the contribution of the other two strands,

the homiletic and descriptive, that in many ways gives our work

its special place in the history of the legend. In tracing the

origins of these two stands, \^/e seem to be on f irme:r qround;

Harris ( 1959) notes:

Compared with the question of Johannes' sources for the
framework of his story the problem of the sources for
his numerous interesting digressions is refatively
simpte, for, in quoting material which was less
familiar to him than the main events of the story,
Johannes was naturaJ-ly inclined to fo11ow his sources
more close]-y and sometimes to lift whole passages from
them almost word for word. (28-29)
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Moreover in introducing this secondary material the author

often inserts a reference either directly or in general terms to

some particular source or sources. In the homiletic additions,

for example, he may either name his source (Fulgentiusr sayt ot

Gregory), or make a more general reference, for example to what

"the Jews say"i in ot.her instances his sources can often be

traced by modern scholarship. Likewise much progress has been

made on the origins of the descriptive strand since the

identification of the two works most directly relevant to the

question, namely Ludolf of Sudheim and the Book of Cologner in

these passages the debt generally remains unacknowledged, but the

borrowing can usually be confirmed by the cl-ose verbal parallels

with the corresponding passage in one or other of these two

texts.

3.3.2. Ludolf of Sudheim, the Book of Cologne, and HTR

An intimate link has been shown to exist between the

descriptive portions of HTR and two near contemporary works

dealing with conditions in the East even though no specific

allusion to these sources appears in our workr âPârt fr om a

general- acknowledgement of the author's debt to "diverse other

books" in his statement concerning his sources. The two works

v/ere probably both composed around the middle part of the 14thc.

Both apparently derive at least in part from their authors'

personal experiences in the East; but each account is based on

somewhat different perspectives and experiences, and the

contribution of each work to HTR in some ways reflects this
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difference. Tn addition the works have certain material in

common (e.g. the description of the fate of the caliph of Baghdad

not included in HTR), which would seem to indicate that their

authors drew on common literary sources.

The first is a description of the Holy Land compiled c1350

(certainl-y before 1361) by one Ludol-f rector eccl-esiae

parochialis of Sudheim (formerly but incorrectly speì-t "Suchem")

near Lichtenau, Nordrhein-l,rtrest f alen on the basi s of hi s

experiences in the East in 1336-41 while in the service of the

Kings of Armenia. The work may not have had a formal title; in

the present study it will be referred to simply as "Ludolf". The

author supplemented his personal- experiences from written

sources: he relied heavily on the writings (composed A.D. 1336)

of William of Boldensele (Bulst-Thiele 984, Stapefmohr 13-15),

but appears to have used other sources as we1l, including,

presumably, the common source( s) noted in the preceding

paragraph. There appear to be many unresoLved probJ-ems regard ing

the history and transmission of this text, which survives in at

least two Latin versions and one low German one (eulst-Thie1et MV

196-98. The Latin version edited by Neumann is dealt with

below). Nevertheless it is generally held that this work was one

of John of Hildesheim's immediate sources and the origin of many

of his descriptions of places of inLerest in the HoIy Landr âs

well as the stories of the Roses of Jericho and the Garden of

BaIm. The additions which derive from Ludolf are scattered at

various points through HTR. Further details about this author

and his work are to be found in BuIst-Thiele; Stapelmohr 1-18;

MV 196-98¡ Harris ( 1954) xviii.
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The second work rel-evant to the descriptive strand of HTR is

an anonymous travel account generally known today as the Book of

Cologne. The text of this work was published first by Ennen in

1862 and more fully by Röhricht and t'leisner in lBBT; I have not

had the opportunity of consulting the earlíer edition, and it is

f rom the later one (rrBCrr) that citations will be made. Both

editions \,vere based on the text in Cologne Historisches Archiv MS

W 26I A (formerJ-y Stadtarchiv M. c. nr. 1.). However, appar,ently

unbeknown to the editors the text is also preservedr âs Harris

(1954) xvii notes, in MS W* 3 of the same collection; the latter

version, judqing by the incipit and explicit in the catalogue, is

similar in text to (indeed, according to Harris, probably a copy

of) the former. The work as it survives is defective in its

beginning, m idd1e, and end. The account, at l-east in i ts

surviving formr wâs composed in a Iow German dialect, which

dialect, and the interest the author shows in the Three Kings, is

taken as an indication that he was a native of Col-ogne (BC 4¡

Harris (1954) xvii). The work may or may not be earlier than

Ludolf: the first MS of the text dates to 1408 and the second to

c1412 ( Harris ( 1954) xvi i and xvíi/n5) , but the work was

undoubtedly composed at an earl-ier date, since the author \^/as

someone who had been in Egypt in 1338 and in Armenia in 1348.

According to MV the author made use of a no longer identifiable

Armenian source (198). The first part of the work is a

description of the peoples of the East, to which the last

chapters of HTR owe much for their information on Christian sects

and other Eastern rel-igious groups, while the second deals with
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the flora and fauna of the East and makes a lesser contribution

to our work; indeed the editors suggest that the two sections may

have been composed at different times and in different places (BC

4/n9). If one had to make a distinction between the character of

this work and Ludolf, one could describe BC as an account of

contemporary conditions in the East with particular emphasis on

the broader areas of e thnography, poJ-i tical and sectarian

relations, and natural history, whereas Ludolf is more in the

nature of an itinerarium or pilgrims' guide pure and simple. For

further on BC, see the editorsr introductiont MV 198-99; Harris

( 1954) xvii-xviii; Kaplan 65ff.

It is worth including at this point a 1ittle more on the

aforementioned text edited by Neumann. This text was composed in

bad Latin and edited from two corrupt exemplars. According to

the incipit in one of the exemplars the work was set down in 1348

and condensed into its present form by one brother Nicholaus de

Huda (Hude, W of Bremen). The stated source of the first part'

the bulk of the work, I¿vas a certain clericus Osnaburgensis who

spent five years in the East with his master, an Armenian knight

(mil-es Armenie) (Neumann 329, 362)¡ however it is cl-ear that this

part of the work is litt1e more than a condensation of Ludolf.

The second part of the work on the other hand shows cl-ear

af f inities hrith BC (f or exampì-e it contains at 3 67-7 0 a list of

Christian sects of the East cited in al-most exactly the same

order as in BC 9)¡ but it is much more abbreviated. The final

section according to the editor is taken from Thietmar. This is

not the pJ-ace to explore the many problems associated with this

text, which are deal-t with at ì-ength in the editorrs
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introduction. Tn any case the work may not be of direct

rel-evance to the text of HTR, though this is a matter which

perhaps deserves more detailed analysis. The main importance of

the work is as an independent witness of the text of Ludolf and

BC' since in spite of its condensation it preserves occasional

details that do not survive in the fuller versions.

From this survey of Ludolf and BC it must be apparent that

there are many aspects of the origins and transmission of both

these works about which t/üe could wish for fuller and more precise

information. Unfortunatel-y matters become even more compl icated

when \de set about to assess the contribution of either to HTR --

a "messy prob1em", as Kaplan has noted (65; his discussion of the

relationship between these three texts is nevertheless a val-uabl-e

contribution in the context of his central theme).

In the first place it is worth pointing out that the

customary reference to these two works as the sources of HTR

requires some qualification. Close comparison of the text of

relevant passages in HTR and the "source" reveal-s that there are

frequently smal-1 variationsr onìissions, and anomalies between the

respective versions (the notes at rel-evant places in the text

will point to many specific instances; to take one example, the

account of the history of the Thirty Pennies in our work

(248/n27-25I/nI6) shows many variations in detail from the

version in Ludol-f 110-I2 cf. MV 214-I5). These discrepancies

make me hesitate to believe that the author of HTR made direct

use of either of these works, ât feast in their extant form.
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This in itself is not surprising. In the case of Ludolf the

work is avowedly a mixture of personal observation supplemented

by materiaf from written sources. Many passages in LudoIf bear

cl-ear indication of anecdotal origin the sailor's story (16),

the Christian captives (70-7I) t or the Saracen woman (101) are

examples. That the corresponding passages in HTR seem rarely to

refl-ect the anecdotal- material is understandable given the

different purposes of our work, though it could be taken as

evidence that our author was not using Ludolf directJ-y but his

written sources. Alternatively, it may be that our author had

access to a somewhat divergent form of Ludolf.

With BC the picture is more complex. Here too we encounter

minor textual discrepancies; but the difficulties in explaining

the relationship between HTR and BC are more fundamental. The

central problem Iies in the definition of the exact limits of

this relationship. Cursory comparison of the three texts might

lead one to conclude that whereas the passages in HTR with

parallels in Ludolf are diverse and inserted at numerous

different points throughout the work, BC accounts for litt1e

except a large and continuous block of material on Eastern sects

(which includes a number of references to the Three Kings and

Prester John). However the assumption that these parallels are a

genuine reflection of the extent of our authorrs dependence on

the respective sources may be an oversimplification. A number of

additionaL passages in HTR have an echo in the text of BC; for

example the account of the topography of the East at the end of

ch.6 (Bvb3-9b1) has echoes in the wording of a shorter passage at

BC 64; the description of women's apparel at the end of ch.37
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(20atB-2Ova2) seems to have a parallel at BC 66¡ and the account

of the investiture ceremony at the end of ch.29 (25I/nI6) seems

to be intimated in the wording of BC 68. Indeed it is possible

that this defective source originally had even more parallels
with our text than can now be detected.

The issue is a significant one, since there seems to be

tacit agreement in the secondary l-iterature that the two works,

Ludo1f and BC, accountbetween them for most or aI1 of the

borrowings in the descriptive portions of HTR. This assumption

will be examined more closely below. However before we do so let
us turn our attention to a piece of evidence which offers a

different and, indeed, surprising perspective, namely our

author's own statement on the matter of his sources.

(Bu1st-Thie1e, Marie Luise. "Ludolf von Sudheim".

Verfasserlexikon. Ed. WoJ-fgang StammIer. 2nd ed. 7 vols to

date. Berlin: Gruyter, 7978-

NeumFnn, G.4., ed. "LudoIfus de Sudheim: De itinere terre
sancte". Archives de l-'Orient latin 2.2 ( 18 83 ): 305-17 .

Stapelmohr, Ivar, ed. Ludolfs von Sudheim Reise ins heilige

Land, nach der hamburger Handschrift. Lund: GleeLUÞr 1937.)

3.3.3. The authorrs own statement on his sources

The relevant passage appears in ch.4 of HTR following the

account of the arrival of the Princes of Vaus in the crusader

city of Acre in AD 1200t it tel-ls of the treasures in the

possession of this noble family when they settled in Acre, and in

particular refers to certain books which they brought with them
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from their homeland in "rnde". The author's words on the

latter subject are worth quoting in full:

Ceterum ijdem principes de Vaus portauerunt et
detulerunt secum de India libros hebrayce et caldayce
scriptos de vita et gestis et omnibus materijs trium
Regum beatorum: gui in Acre in gallicum fuerunt
transla ti e t transcripti e t in ipsi s part ibus apud
quosdam principes et nobiles ijdem libri translati in
alijs partibus adhuc permanserunt. Et ex ipsis libris
transcriptis, êt ex auditu et visu et aliorum relatu,
hec sunt conscripta, et quedam ex alijs diuersis libris
et sermonibus et omelijs sunt extracta et hijs addita
et presentibus sunt inserta, et in hoc libello in vnum
conscripta et redacta. (2I5/n9-n19)

fn short the author claims to base his account on certain

books in Hebrew and "Chafdean" brought by the Princes of Vaus to

Acre and there translated into French, as well as on \,vhat the

author has seen and heard from others and on material- extracted

from diverse other books, sermons, and hom il j.es.

These claims are surprising to say the least. But simply on

internal grounds the statement has a certain plausibility and

consistency. We can broadly identify the source of the three

strands of HTR dist.inguished in our previous analysis -- the

narrative component in the books recounting the vita et gestis of

the Kings, the homiletic component in the reference to 'sermons

and homilies', while the descriptive material could be taken to

be covered by the reference to 'diverse other books', together

with the auditu et visu et aliorum relatu which presumably lies

behind the more or l-ess

occasionally introduces

expl-icit personal

into his text.

observations the author
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What modern scholarship has found difficulty in accepting at

face value is the references to the Princes of Vaus and their

books. A basic problem is that outside the present work the

existence of the Princes of Vaus is iIl-attested (see in

particul-ar MV 195ff) and their identity in disputei moreover

absol-ute1y no outside evidence survives of their books on which

our author would have us believe he placed such great reliance.

It is recognised that a medieval writer's appeals to his

authorities may be based on considerations at variance with the

standards of a modern readership respecting the identification

and citation of sources. Nevertheless in the liqht of the known

facts, the author might seem by modern standards guilty at least

of disingenuousness. Much of the material in his work can be

paralleled in contemporary sources (here apparentì-y cursorily

alluded to as 'other books'), so the prominence assigned to his

untraced 'Books of the Princes of Vaus' appears disproportionate

to any demonstrable contribution.

In the circumstances it is hardly surprising that modern

scholarship has reacted with scepticism to the authorrs claims.

Horstmann -- even without knowledge of Ludo1f and BC -- dismisses

this passage in a sentence: "These Hebrew and Chaldaic books aref

no doubtr â nìere f iction, or perhaps mention was made of them in

his real- sources" (Hm. xiv). Harris gives rather more

consideration to the possibility that such translations existed,

but concludes in much the same vein: "That Johannes, however,

actually made use of such sources from the East is

doubtful. The mention of books brought from the East was no

doubt intended to increase the credibility of his tale" (Harris
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( 1959) 30). Nevertheless I believe that the issues raised by the

author's cl-aims cannot be regarded as settled. The prospect of a

final resolution of the problem may be remote given our imperfect

understanding of the sources of HTR. However the present context

affords an opportunity to review the claims and to introduce some

fresh speculation on the question, even if a full investigation

falls outside the scope and competence of the present study.

In the first place it is generally acknowledged that there

is nothing inherently improbable in the notion of such

translations being undertaken in the Crusader states at the

period in question. There were bilinguaÌ scholars in the

Frankish kingdoms, both Jews and Syrian Monophysites, who were

competent to carry out such a task (assuming that Syrian is the

most likely language to be covered by the term Chaldean)¡ and we

know of learned men resident in the HolV 
Irnd 

at this period who

concerned themselves with Oriental- studies ( MV 203-05). Nor is

it impossible that after the fall of the Crusader states refugees

from Acre settled in France, where during his stay in Avignon

John of Hildesheim had the opportunity of meeting their

descendants and gaining access to theír libraries (see 260/I-62

et hec progenies Isc. of Vaus] ut supra dictum est in Acon

castrum fecerunt . de quorum sem ine anno dom in i t"lcccl jo adhuc

strenui principes fuerunt superstites in curia romana

ambasiatores). Now who these so-caIIed Princes of Vaus h/ere, and

how far back their Oriental connections real1y went, is another

matter, and not one we need enter into in the present context

(the question is discussed in some deLail in MV 195ff, with
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particular emphasis on the origins of bhe name Vausi see afso BC

B/nB, Kaplan 252, etc.). Tt is the question of transl-ations of

Oriental texLs relating to the Three Kings that concerns usr and

MV stops short of admitting any real contribution to HTR from

such a source (205).

Nevertheless in the light of internal- evidence I believe

that it may well be premature to dismiss the authorrs claims out

of hand. While it is true that detailed analysis of the work

all-ows much of the descriptive material to be related to known

sources, nevertheless there remain considerable portions of the

text which cannot be referred to any surviving part of the known

sources, which nevertheless show a confidence of assertion and

specificity of detail that make me loath to believe that these

are purely the product of the author's imagination (cf. MV 205).

It is quite possible, indeed highly likeIy, that i f fuller

versions of the known sources were available, they would prove to

be the source of a proportion of these hitherto unassigned

passages. Even so in a number of them it seems as though sources

other than the known ones are intimated, albeit often in very

general terms. A case in point are certain references to what

tthe Jewsr assert on matters of exegesis (e.g. 3vb26)i

unfortunately there appears to have been no study which has

succeeded in tracing these passages to their original (Hebrew?)

source or sourcesf yet the citations are consistent with the

author's cLaims to have used such sources. A particularJ-y

intriguing problem is the identity of the source behind the

references to the'books of the men of fnde'which occur in a

number of passages not paralleled in the known sources (e.9. item
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dicunt indi et in eorum libris legitur 304/25,305/2 etc.); MV

suggests the source may be none other than Marco Pofo's 11

Mil-ione (234), but I find it difficult to believe that John of

Hildesheim used this source directly.

Given the vagueness of such references and the gaps in our

knowl-edge of the extant sources, it is clearly going to be

difficult to arrive at specific conclusions about any non-extant

sources. However I will outline some approaches which a1l-ow the

question to be explored a l-ittle further.

3.3.4. The reconstruction of a lost source

Assunling that our author made use of a source or sources now

lost, the next question is how far it is possible to advance

towards a more precise definition of them.

one approach woul-d be to begin by a process of elimination:

set aside all passages al-ready accounted for by Ludo1f or BC, and

examine the residue for the light they shed on the nature of some

independent source or sources. A number of linked source

references offer additional c1ues. We have noted the references

at various points to the 'books of the men of Inder; there are

also more general references to Eastern sources (e.9. 234/ n34:

volunt quidam Iibri in Oriente .), al1 in passages not

traceabl-e to the known sources. It is therefore arguable that

the lost source( s) and the books of the men of Inde are at least

to a point one and the same. If sor there is nothing exceptional

in the further identification of these books with the books of

the Princes of Vaus (as indeed in MV 2I5).
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To define more clearly the contribution of this source the

next step wou.l-d be to look for signs of internal consistency. In

the passages attributed to the books of the men of Inde, the

common underlying theme is the city of Cologne as an object of

pilgrimage for traveflers coming from the Eastern Mediterranean'

as recounted by Eastern informants. In another group of passages

the source of information is given as the'Indians and Chaldeans

who come to Jerusafem for pilgrimage' (or 'travelr), 'trade or

pleasurer. For example at 2IB/n2I (cf. 306/5) the text begins

Asserunt Indi et Cal-de i qul Iherusalem et ad alias circa arte s

cau sa peregrlnaclonls merclmonrorum ve1 delectacionis frequenter

perueniunt, qui pro maiori parte omnes in astrologia sunt periti

et docti. The sentence continues with information about

Mt. Vaus, the context suggesting that these informants were the

source of information for certain astronomical facts concerning

Mt. Vaus, and by inference for the ensuing details concerning the

mountaint it might also be inferred that they \dere the source of

a later reference to the Star of the Sea in Persia (297/4-n11;

29val7-33). These sources are also cited for information on the

state of the city of Seuwa, elsewhere described as being the

residence of Prester John.

Moreover it may be the influence of the lost source extends

even into our known sources. An interesting insight is provided

by the story of the Thirty Pennies. One version is found in

chs.38-39 of HTR, while anobher version with divergences in

detail- appears in Ludolf 110-I2 (the story was used by Godfrey of

Vi terbo be fore 1 19 1, according to Freeman 67 a). Now Ludo1 f

avowedly supplements the account of his travels from written
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sources; but in this instance whereas our author refers vaguely

to'other books' (248/27 prout in alijs libris continetur; the

reading 248/IB prout in libris Indorum 1eg itur i s secondary) ,

Ludolf specifically cites a'history of the Kings from the East

who offered gifts to our Lord' Legitur in quadam historia

regum orientalium qui domino munera optulerunt quod Thare pater

Abrahe fecisset monetam seu denarios (qtd. in Harris (1954)

vii). To the extent that the respective sources can be equated,

Ludolfrs reference provides independent confirmation of our

author's claims. (Elsewhere LudoIf's statement has Led to the

confusion that this'historyt is none other than HTR -- a very

unlikely notion on textual, and probably al-so on chronologicaJ-

grounds. All the same one could wish that LudoIf had been more

precise about his source on this occasion.)

Elsewhere the parallels between HTR and Ludolf can be

accounted for on the assumption that our author used a somewhat

divergent form of the text of Ludolf. The problem becomes more

complex when we try to define the debt to the imperfectly
preserved BC; indeed the question becomes the more general one of

defining the limits of borrowing from any of the sources.

Some progress on these issues can be made through analysis

of the clues provided by internal evidence in the sources

themselves. In the case of the borrowings from Ludolf, these

passages almost all prove to relate to places and buildings. It
may therefore be that our author resorted to this source

primarily for information on such matters. The subject does not

seem to have been a prom inent concern of the author of BC, who
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instead reveafs a particular interest in the customs and bel iefs

of the various nations and religious sects who peopled the

contemporary Near East. A considerable amount of material on

these topics in HTR can be paralleled in the extant portions of

this source. We might therefore tentatively assign to this

source (as opposed to any separate l-ost source) other

ethnographic matter of unknown provenance, including the

references to the Nestorians and Prester John. On the other hand

BC does not seem to have been interested in the topic of

pilqrimages as such, so material on this topic is probabì-y to be

assigned either to Ludolf, or.t in passages with an "Eastern

orientation", to the 'books of the men of Inder.

The above discussion contains only a selection of the

evidence that could be presented. At relevant points in NOTES

the implications of particular passages wil-l be explored. But in

this introduction the question has probably been pursued as far

as it is profitable. The evidence is very speculative, and

discussion of further examples would advance us 1ittle further

towards a clearer perception of the issues.

Enough has been said to suggest a prima facie case for a

lost source or sources. The details attributed by our author tc

sources of Eastern origin, while perhaps not all of uniform

origin, are not inconsistent with the notion of a lost source

perhaps in the form of an Eastern account of pilgrimage to the

Holy Land and beyond, containing special reference to Cologne,

the Three Kings, and possibly the connections between the latter

and the princely house of Vaus in other words, a source

similar to the numerous comparable examples in Western pilgrim
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literature, but with the novel feature of being told from the

perspective of an Oriental traveller. In this Iight the author's

claims for the Books of the Princes of Vaus can be granted a

further hearing.

As a f inal caution, however, it is worth placing the

question of the lost source in perspective. Even if such a

source r,{ere recoverabl-e, it might welÌ turn out to provide few

surprises; in particular there is no need to feel that the cl-aims

rel-ating to'books of the princes of Vausrimply sources of any

great antiquity, since there is no sign in the citations in HTR

of other than l-ate traditions regarding the story of the Magi or

anything el-se. At the same time it is worth emphasising that the

issue is of primary importance to one of the questions which this

chapter sets out to address, namely the place occupied by our

text in the development of the legend of the Three Kings. Tf the

sources were simply of relevance for background material on life

and conditions in the contemporary Orient, we could treat the

discrepancies between our work and its sources as of minor

importance. But as it is, both Ludolf and BC even in their

extant state have not a little to contribute on matters directly

relevant to our subject: Ludolf has the story of Melchior's

Thirty Pennies, and BC has many references to Prester John,

St. Thomas and the Nestorians, the kingdoms of the Three Kings

and so on. It is in the context of such material that the

question of the relationship between HTR and its sourcesf extant

or otherwise, assumes its importance.
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3.3.5. The scope of the authorrs use of his sources

We noted in the first chapter that John of Hildesheim

(whether or not he is indeed our author) can hardly be said to

have gone out of his way in his search for material relevant to

his theme. Disregarding the question of the Vaus books, most of

the material woufd probabJ.y have been available to any of his

countrymen with access to the traditions of Cologne and to the

burgeoning corpus of contemporary travel accounts. It is perhaps

worth noting the names of certain works which the author appears

not to have consulted. One of these is Jacobus a Voragine's

Legenda Aurea (1260-10)¡ this work was one of the most popular in

the Middle Ages, but there is no trace in HTR of direct use of

its chapter on the Epiphany (87-94¡ ch.14). Another work

apparently not directly consulted is the previously discussed

Opus Imperfectum in Mattheum, though the influence of this strand

of the tradition is evident enough. Finally it shoul-d be noted

that there is no sign that our author had any knowledge of what

lvas to become perhaps the most famous of all the medieval travel

accounts, Mandeville's Travels, a work which appears to have been

composed a little ear1ier than HTR. Given their popularity it is

perhaps surprising that no direct trace of the influence of these

three works can be detected.

(Jacobus a Voragine. Legenda aurea. Ed. Th. Graesse. 3rd

ed. Vratislavia, 1890.)

3.4. Àn interpretation of the structure of HTR

fn discussing the contents, construction, and sources of

HTR, Harris (1954) makes the following observation:
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The construction of the historia trium regum might be
compared with a series oT posts looseTy connected by
festoons, the posts being the digressions which arise
out of or lead up to the main events and at the same
time add to the attraction of the story proper. (xiv)

The comparison that I would prefer is with a modern bibl-ical

commentary. The narrative proper is accompanied by supplementary

material designed to demonstrate the intimate link between the

events of a remote era and the conditions in the contemporary or

nea
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The

the
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r contempor

narrative

intention

narra t ive

roborandam

ary wor1d, a link which provides a commentary on

and at the same time reinforces its credibility.

is thus perhaps less to add to the attraction of

than the sterner purpose of strengthening faith --

fidem, as our author is wont to say (e.9. 224/ n23).
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3.5. The influence of HTR in other areas

It is not clear the extent to which works of l-iterature

influence the representation of their subject matter in other art

forms, no matter how widely disseminated such lite:.-ary works may

be. HTR seems to be no exception; indeed the reverse is

generally the caser âs bhe influence of non-literary forms can be

detected in a number of passages.

The author was clearly sensible to the influence of

pictorial art, for in describing the Star he notes that it h/as

rnot formed as it is painted in churches in our landr(224/nI7z

prout in partibus istis in eccÌesijs depingitur non fuit

formata). There also seems to be a strong visual component in

his description of the scene of the Adoration of the Magi and the

persons of its protagon istst in part icular, Freeman detects in

"t
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the portrait of the Virgin Mary as'fleshy and somewhat brown'

(236/3Oz carnosa et aliquantulum fusca) the infl-uence of the

Sienese school of pa inting ( 65).

To turn to another form, the medium of drama, it hasbeen

claimed that HTR exerted an influence on the representation of

the Magi in mystery plays, the entry of three actors from three

sides of the church reflecting the Cescription in HTR of the

meeting of the Three Kings at the trivium outside Jerusale,,n; but

the history of the devel-opment of medievaL drama suggests that

this was already a well established convention in dramatic

performances long before HTR \,vas composed (see Elissagaray 31-40;

MV 2IO-T2).

In other words it would seem that the influence normally

passed from other art forms to our work, rather than the

contrary. One reasonably convincing exception is noted by

Freeman (72a-b): the pictorial representation of the Adoration as

taking place in the midst of ruins, which was to become a very

popular motif in art a century after the composition of HTR,

perhaps owes its origin to the description of the ruined house of

fing David in ch.6 of HTR. Another example may be the new form

of the Star found in iconography ( MV 206).
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4 THE THREE KINGS OF COLOGNE -- ME VERSIONS OF TITR

4.7. f ntroduction

The English versions of John of

Regum are normally grouped under the

of Cologne. This title t ot some form

The Three Kings

ng title in the

luding words in B

Coleyne. Three

Hildesheim's

common ti tle

Historia trium

of it, is sometimes found

in the MSS; for example, it appears as a runnl

vers ion in Lambe th Palace MS 4 9 1, and the conc

are Thus endythe þ lyffe of Þe iij kyngys of

distinct ME literary works are known under this title, each of

which derives in large part from HTR. The present chapter

presents an overview of these works.

4.2. The 'standard' prose Three Kings of Cologne (3KCol)

Of the three, that most widely preserve.d i s the prose

translatio.n represented both by the abridged versions collated

and published in Hm. and by the unabridged text of which the

unique witness, the Durham version, is reproduced in the present

edition. This, the most familiar Three Kings of Cologner fraY for

want of a distinct designation be termed the "standard"

translation, and the abbreviation "3KCo1" wilI be used to refer

to it. This designation will be used for all versions of this

translation, incJ-uding that in the prints (see INTRODUCTION 5 )

but not for the independent prose version (4.3.2), nor the verse

version ( 4.3.I); cf. the MED term inology referred to at 4.3.1.
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(It should be appreciated that the Durham text which serves

as base for the present edition represents only one of several

versions in which this particular translation circulated in the

15thC; the reader may find it helpful at this point to read the

review of the major textual strands of 3KCo1 at INTRODUCTION

10.2.)

There is no evidence for the authorship of 3KCol; some clues

to the provenance of the translation may eventually emerge from

dialect analysis (see 12.8). As for the date, there is littl-e

external evidence; estimates offered by the catalogues for

individual witnesses are generally unhelpful. The accepted date

is that given in Hfl., viz. "about (before rather than after)

1400" (viii). This judgement seems to have been based on

arguments which are primariì-y linguistic (viií/n2) and by todayrs

standards perhaps of guestionable validity. However no

compelling evidence has emerged to suggeSt that the editor's

estimate needs substantial modification. The newly examined MSS

\4re nohr have access to afmost twice as many witnesses as Hm.

lists (v) have shed Iittle Iiqht on the question, and an

authoritative dating for the Hunter MS to "s. xv in." (Ker 493)

supplies no more than a terminus ante quem in general agreement

with the accepted dating. The colophon to the only dated Latin

MS of the relevant branch of the tradition states that it was

copied in A.D. I424t it contains a rather more corrupt, and So

presumably later text than bhat reconstructed for the exemplar

used by the translator of 3KCoI (it is evident that caution must

be exercised in applying the evidence of the Latin MS tradition

to the dating of the English versions).
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Aside from the above intimations, the only "hard" evidence

for the dating of 3KCol is the date of the original Latin (1364-

75¡ cf. INTRODUCTION 1.5), which supplies the terminus post quem,

and the colophon date 1442 in the only dated English MS, B, which

provides a term inus ante quem.

(Ker, N.R. Medieval manuscripts in eritish libraries.

VoI. 2. Oxford: Clarendon, I977. 3 vo1s.)

4.3. Other English versions

Apart from the standard Three Kingg of Cologne, there are

two other less wel-l known Middle English versions, both of which

derive substantially from John of Hil-desheimrs Historia Trium

Regum.

4.3.1. À verse version

There survives a unique ME verse account of the story of the

Three Kings. fn MacCracken's edition the text bears the

traditional title and is printed with a brief introduction under

the general heading of "Lydgatiana". The entry for the poem in

Hartung describes it as a "fragment of I23 rime royal stanzas

with two lines of Ithe] first stanza missing" and summarises its

content, adding that " ILydgate's] authorship . is considered

at best doubtful" (1862-63). The fragmentary state is due to the

loss of a folio at the commencement of the tale which according

to I"lacCracken contained probably the first hundred lines of the

poem. He offers no speculation on the authorship, merely noting

that the story is told "in the style of" the monk of Bury.
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The verse account is divided into three assuss the first

(to l-ine I73) describes the journey to Jerusalem, the second

(I74-509) the Kings' return and St. Thomas's ministry, and the

third ( 510-859) the Kings' passing and the translation of the

relics. While John of Hildesheim's work supplies the framework

of the story and many incidental details, the poet takes

considerable Iiberty with his material, omitting many of the

digressions (e.g. the story of the Thirty Pennies) but including

motifs which do not find a place in HTR (e.9. the Nativity scenef

76-82¡ see MacCracken 50). Owing to the extent of the reworking

it is not immediately apparent whether the poet went to the Latin

for his material- or to one of the English translations. However

close inspection identifies elements which have parallels in the

original but which do not survive in the known English prose

versions (e.9. 396 marras = 229/ 6 paludes, cf. Hm. 50/6; 835

(Asson) de 1a Tour = 275/n2I Asso de turri, cf. 136/26, Lambeth

257 assone a lorde). MacCracken is therefore justified in

regarding the verse version as an independent English translation

of HTR. However the freedom of the verse transl-ation makes it

very difficult to identify the precise stemmatic location of the

Latin text which served as a basis for this version. The reading

at 715 Two hundrethe 3ere and thretty fu1le and foure at least

suggests that the translator's exemplar had a better text than

thab preserved in the witnesses of the Late Group -- see

INTRODUCTION 6.4. which at this point all have the inferior

reading A.D. I234.
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The edited text was printed from a MS (?Lincoln Cathedral

Chapter Library MS 91 (4.5.2); cf. BM Add.3I042) copied by a

resident of Lincolnshire, but the language contains signs thab

the poem may be of Scottish origin (see MacCracken 50-51). MED

assigns the date c1450 to the verse version; MacCracken specifies

"some time in the first half of the fifteenth century, perhaps

soon after Lydgate had compiled his Legend of St. Edmund (1433)".

The editor judges the style "straiqhtforward and efficient" but

"not inspired"; however I feel it is fair to add that the

author's enthusiasm for his subject together with his rhetorical

skiIIs sometimes succeeds in achieving a telling effect.

(Tn MED the abbreviation "3KCol.(2)" is applied to the verse

version, while "3 KCol-.( 1)" i s used to refer to the st.andard

prose translation j.n its abridged form, the various versions of

the latter being distinguished where necessary according to the

MS in which they are preserved e.g. 3 KCol.(1) (Cmb Ee);

3 KCo1.(1) (nr1) etc.)
(Hartung, Albert 8., gen. ed. A manual of the writings in

Middle English 1050-1500. Vol. 6. New Haven: Connecticut Acad.

of Arts and Sc iences, 19 80. B vols. to da te. 1967 -
MacCracken, H.N. "Lydgatiana IIf: The Three Kings of

Co1ogne". Àrchiv I29 (1912): 50-68.)

4.3.2. The second prose ('Lambeth') version

Two witnesses survive of a second ME prose version of HTR:

London, Lambeth Palace MS 49I, f f . 228-74b (henceforth rrLmbrr) is

the more substantial, the other being a short excerpt preserved

in San I"larino, HuntingLon HM II4, ff. I90v-92v ("Hnt"). Textual
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comparison provides indisputable proof that these are witnesses

of an independent translation. However neither preserves a

complete version of HTR. The former omits the table of contents

and the first five chapters of the original, beginning in ch.6

with Luke's gospel and the journey to Bethlehem, into which it
inserts extraneous material (the story of the two midwives,

ultimately from fnfancy Gospels); from ch.1 on it adheres

exclusively to HTR, but even so the text is defective owing to

the loss of a number of single fol-ios. The second preserves a

self contained episode (the story of the Garden of Balm) from

ch.27 of HTR; the text of the second witness thus "overlaps" the

first (Hnt 190v-92v = Lmb 24Iv-43r). Both witnesses indeed

the whole of the Huntington MS and the f irst 290 f.olios of

Lambeth, as well as portions of B.L. Harley 3943 \,vere copied

by the same scribe (Hanna I2I¡ Hannars article explores the wider

Iiterary implications of the scribal oeuvre).

It is unlikely that the two witnesses represent independent

translations by the scribe on separate occasions, since the

common text differs only in minor details. However the exact

relationship between the two is not immediately obvious. At

first sight it might appear that the Huntington fragment depends

directly on the longer Lambeth text, since the former contains a

number of variants and el-aborations which do not appear in the

latter (cf. Hanna I28) and which have no lvarrant in the Latin
(e.9. after noting that the Sultan kepith Ithe balm] in grete

specialite Hnt adds and vndir stronge wardis þat no man may come

þerto but he, cf. Hm. 247/n27).
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However certain other passages suggest rather that the

relationship is one of descent from a common archetype:

(a) where Lmb reads and euery man kepith his busshe as his

owne body and they cl-ose hem and pyke hem, Hnt reads

for close the more plausible clense; cf.247/nI5z ipsum

rubum quasi corpus suum custodit irrigat et mundat (but

it could be argued that the Hnt reading arose as an

scribal emendation of an obvious error in Lmb);

(b) where Lmb reads and than þe Sowdon gothe with the pot

of bawme and kepith hym soft in grete

reads for hym soft the preferable it

specialite, Hnt

hymsel f; cf.

247/n272 Et tunc Soldanus recipit omnem balsamum solus

(again, the Hnt reading could be a scribal emendation);

( c) finally, where Lmb reads and þat bawme þat is boyl I id

is callid sodyn bawme, Hnt after callid adds Bawme coct

þ"! i= to sey; cf. 248/n13: et alter balsamus bullitus

vocatur ibidem balsamus coctus (in this last example

the Hnt reading could hardly be an independent

addi tion, unJ-ess the scribe had access to the Latin).

In short, h¡e have in Hnt three variant readings cl-oser in

sense to the original than those in Lmb. The materiaf available

for analysis is limited; but on this evidence it is preferable to

conclude, rather than that Ihe Huntington extract is a direct
copy of the scribe's previous Lambeth version, that both versions

descend from some earlier exemplar. At the same time it is
evident that in copying the Huntington extract the scribe allowed

himself greater Iiberty in adapting and expanding his copy.
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(Hanna does not raise the issue of the evofutionary refation

of Lmb and Hnt; however he cites both witnesses in their context

to argue for the relative dating of the Lambeth MS before

Huntington (122).)

Even without the evidence of Hnt there are reasons for

believing that Lmb does not represent the original draft of this

translation. The evidence consists of textual errors of a rather

patent nature, such as:

(a) Lmb 2352 and the kyngis in þe Cite þan bysily enquerid
and askid of þe blisse [?read birthe] of this kyng
cf. 233/n6: extunc hij tr-s Reges de rege Judeorum
nuper nato ab omnibus in ciuitate querebant et
interrogabant;

(b) Lmb 2522 And a litil fro þe autur in a val-e ('wall') is
þe cherche [?read cracche] of lengþe of thre or four
fete cf. 266/n|z et non longe ab hoc altari est
presepe lapideum in quodam muro circa tres vel quatuor
pedes longum;

(c) Lmb 257: And hit is red þat Manuel Emperour of Grece
sent a vJyse and discrete relig ious man Eustorche a
Greke bery [?read born] in legacye to þe syte of
Mediolane whom þe Mediolanences plesyn [?read chesyn]
to her bisshop cf. 275/4: et legitur quod manuel
grecorum imperator Eustorgium virum religiosum et
prudentem nacione grecum in legacione misit mediolanum
quia prudens erat quem in Episcopum elegerunt
mediolanenses.

Simil-ar errors appear regularly in the text of Lmb, and are

more plausiblly regarded as evidence of scribal inattention than

the inaccuracy of the original translator; in fact they resemble

the examples cited above in discussion of the relationship

between Lmb and Hnt. Whatever exactly this relationship may be,

it would be safe to say that both witnesses are derivative and

presuppose some earlier archetype. On this argument it would be

difficult to identify the scribe who copied the two texts with

the translator himself.
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Theoreticaì-ly we can postulate two separate points in the

transmission, sây "aIpha" and "beta", immediately preceding Lmb

and Hnt respectively. The hypothesis that alpha and beta were a

physically identical witness, and furthermore that this archetype

lvas also the original version of the transì-ation, would represenl:

the most economical model- for the transmission of the texti at

any rate the rel-ative soundness of the text vis-a-vis the Latin

and the translator's exemplar can be reconstructed quite

precisely, as the following chapter will show -- suggests that

not many stages of copying intervened between the original draft

of the transLation and the surviving witnesses. As to the

question of whether the original translation was a full and

uninterpolated version of the text of HTR, or when the

modifications aL the beginning of Lmb were introduced into the

tradition, these are issues which cannot be answered on the

surviving evidence.

The scribe's hand in the two MSS has been dated to the

second quarter of the 15thC by I.A. Doyle, who adds that Ralph

Hanna has traced a number of the watermarks in the Huntington MS

to Briquet which tends to confirm the dating (private

communication). In his published study Hanna concludes that the

scribe's activity should be "placed in the later I420s or early

1430s" (I22). UnIess a marked interval intervened between the

completion of the translation and the activity of the scribe,

this would mean that this second prose translation was produced

two or three decades after the standard version (on the accepted

dating of the latter to c1400). This in turn fits with what is
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known of the dates and stemmatic interrelations of the group of

Latin MSS relevant to both these ME prose versions: compared with

the standard translation the second prose translation reffects a

more corrupt sLage of the tradition, represented by a group of

closely related witnesses ("the Late group") one member of which

dates to 1424. The identity of the scriber âs al-so the

presumedly independent identity of the transÌator, is unknown,

but a combination of dialectal and bibliographical evidence

suggests that the former was "a person from south-eastern Essex

probably employed in the London booktrade" (Hanna I22ff).
The credit for the discovery of this translation and the

recognition of its independence from the standard version fa11s

to Blllbring, who also noted its dependence on a Latin exemplar

rel-ated to the versions in C and CC, the two Latin witnesses

identi f ied in Hm. as of particul-ar relevance to the standard

translation (Blllbring 385; Hm. vi, vii, xi, 206). A description

of the Lambeth MS is to be found both in the earlier catalogue (A

ca talog ue of the archiepiscopal manuscri pts . .) and in Jamesrs

catalogue of the Lambeth collection (63ai 681-84); Hanna supplies

more extensive details and corrections to the latter description
(130). HM 114 is described in the forthcoming catalogue of the

Huntington collection, as weII as in fMEP 1: I0-I2, and in

Hanna's article (I29-30, with references to descriptions by Root

and by Seymour).
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This is an appropriate point to clarífy a problem of

terminology. At present there is no established way of referring

to this independent prose version of HTR nor any accepted

abbreviation for it (the text is not cited by ¡4ED). T therefore

propose to refer to this second translation henceforth as "the

Lambeth (version/ translation of the) Three Kings of Colognerr --
3KCo1.(3), with the addition (Lmb) and (Hnt) for the separate

texts, would serve as abbreviations should the need arise. We

already have a precedent in Hannars use of the term "Ithe1

Lambeth Three Kings"(128). One possible objection is that a text
of the standard translation occurs in another Lambeth MS, namely

Lambeth 72 (t in the present edition); but as the latter is not a

primary witness of 3KCoI and is not normally cited in APPARATUS,

this coincidence is unl-ike1y to occasion much confusion.

In literary terms the Lambeth transLation is inferior,

exhibiting a l-esser degree of competence, controlr oL linguistic
feeling than is apparent in the standard version. The transl-ator

reproduces Latin word order and idiom with a literal-ness

bordering at times on unintelligibility, though to be sure the

latter is often simply a reflection of the corrupt state of the

exemplar which he was working from. A single sample of his style

will suffice:

and aftir that thes thre glorious kyngis with her
tresours ornementis and peple as hit is byfor seyd had
made hem nobly redy goyng and takyng her iourne eche of
hem of the intencioun and purpos of othir for the
di stance of cuntre bytwene hem vn\,{are and vnknowyn
natheles eche kyng with his ost and cariage the sterre
evyn y lich 3af light goyng byfor hem And the Sterre
with the goers of eche kyng yede and wiþ the stonders
stode (cf. 228/ n17: et stella cum euntibus ibat et cum
stantibus stabat) in his ful vertu and aIl her weyes
lishtyd. (233)
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5 Ú{YNKYN DE WORDEIS PRTNTS OF 3KCOL.

The prolific ¡4S tradition of 3KCoI suggests the work was

popular and in demand. It is therefore not surprising to find a

printed version appearing a litt1e over two decades after the

introduction of the ne$r art into England the printing of

Caxton's first book, his translation of the History of Troy, i s

dated cI473 to be followed by further editions over some 25

years.

Four editions (by Caxtonrs principal assistant Wynkyn de

Worde, to whom Caxton Ieft the business on his death) are listed

in STC, with brief details (cf. Hm. v, I59,186). They are STC

5572, printed at Westmester and dated "1496?"i STC 5573, "another

edition", al-so printed at Westmester and dated "after July I499"¡

5574, "another edition", printed according to the colophon in the

year 1511 at London in flete strete at the sygne of the sonnei

and 5575, "another edition", dated L526.

I have not succeeded in tracing outside Hm. the 1530 edition

to which the editor cites the colophon (This was brought unto me

in englysshe of an olde translacyon rugh and rude, and requyred

to amend it, I thought lesse labour to wryte newe the whole. r

beseche you take aII unto the best and praye for the olde

wretched brother of Syon Rycharde Whytforde).

Further detaíts can be added to the information in STC. In

each edition the text of 3KCoI is virtually identical (a notable

peculiarity is the displacement of the chapter on the siege of

MiIan, and the corresponding adjustment of the surrounding text).
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The first two STc editions belong together along with the

version reprinted in the English Experience series; these will

subsumed under Hm.rs siglum t/'¡. These three versions have the

same pagination (in the sense that the corresponding pages

contain exactly the same materiaL and begin and end with exactly

the same words), but differ in lineation (the words in any single

line) and language (spel-ling variants and so on)r as well as the

page sequence in one part of the text (the section on the Garden

of Balm and the Thirty Penníes, where the pages appear in correct
order in 5572, but suffer minor displacement in 5573, and more

substantial disorder in the reprint).

In the 1511 edition, though the text is unaltered, the

pagination (as defined above), font, and illustrations all differ

from the earlier versions. Moreover the apparently unique

exemplar cited in STC Iacks A3-6 (these pages containing material

between chs.2-6); however the Garden of Balm material appears in

the correct order.

The 1526 edition is identical with the 1511 edition in text

and in aIl other respects -- pagination, lineation, spelling, and

font -- with the following exceptions: a) there is a different

illustration preceding the text; b) the loss of text between

chs.2-6 does not recuri c) the explicit has minor differences in

lineation and spelling, and of course a different date; d) there

are some very minor typographic differences (e.9. added hyphens,

a macron in place of the letter n in kynrede in the last Iine of

Aij, and the reading but for put at Iine 6 of the first page).
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3KCol generated quite an extensive MS tradition, and it is

not surprising to find ever increasing modification and

corruption in all branches of the tradition during the course of

the 15thC. By the time the work came to the attention of the

printers, the likelihood of any randomly procured exemplar

exhibiting a high degree of fidelity to the archetypal text was

bound to be small. Even so the quality of the printed text is

surprisingly poor (at least by modern standards). There are

frequent instances where the wording is ungrammatical or simply

nonsensical. The previously mentioned displacement of a whole

chapter of the narrative is a particularly striking example of

the textual quality. At the same time the misguided attempt to
adjust the surrounding text in the laLter instance would indicate

that the printers, or some other contemporary reader, had become

aware of the problems and had gone so far as to introduce

cosmetic remedies into the text (these include sporadic

corrections against a Latin exemplar).

The reprint version provided the basis for textual analysis

in the present study; fortunately aII the editions proved to

contain virtually an idenÈicaI text. The anomalous stemmatic

position of W is discussed in 8.6.

(e moost excellent treatise of the Thre Kynges of Coleyne.

Westminster: 9'fynkyn de Worde, [1499? ]. English Experience 648.

Norwood, NJ: Johnson; Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 1974.

STC. A short-tit1e catalogue of books printed in England'

Scotland & Ireland and of English books printed abroad 1475'

1640. Ed. W.A. Jackson, F.S. Ferguson, and Katharine F.

2nd ed. 2 vols. London: Bibliographical Soc., 1986.)
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6 THE LATIN EXEIIIPLARS RELEVANT TO THE TTIE VERSTONS

6.1. fntroduction

Of some 100 ¡{SS of HTR which I have classi f ied in a

preliminary wayt a smal1 group are of particular relevance to the

English translations. Their common feature is the presence in

their texts of peculiar readings and errors (for examples, see

6.4.I)¡ correspondingty, turns of phrase in the English prose

versions indicate that the group must originally also have

included the lost exempì-ars that lie behind both translations (at

4.3.1 it was noted that the verse version is too free to permit

precise identification of the nature of the Latin exemplar on

which iL is based). For convenience the witness of the exemplar

used by the translator of the standard version will be referred

to as e.gl, and that behind the Lambeth version as eng2; both of

course u11 reconstructions based on the evidence each translation
preserves of the peculiarities of the Latin text lying behind it.

6.2.

thi s

thi s

À list of the relevant ltSS and their sigla
The following nine MSS have been identified as belonging to
group of Latin texts (as the recension of HTR is incomplete,

list cannot be considered definitive):
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A = London, 8.L., Add. MS 28783

CC = Cambridge, Corpus Christi Collêgê, 275

D = London, 8.L., Cotton Claudius A XII

G = London, 8.L., Cotton Galba E VIII

K = Cambridge, Corpus Christi College' I79

M = Munichr Bayer. SB, clm I4547

T = Copenhagen, Thott 518 4o

V = Rome, Bibl. Apostolica Vaticana, Pal.Lat.859

I = Kynzvart, Castle Library, 20 H 24.

The first whose relevance was recognised was CC (Hm. xii;

however the present study reveaLs that the editor overestimated

the authority of this witness in stating that the English version

r4ras "founded on that very text MS").

In addition a second witness is cited in Hm. as being of

direct importance to the English text (xii), namely:

C = London, B.L., Cotton Cl-eopatra D VII.

It will be shown that C is in fact a contaminated witness.

We have already posited two reconstructed exemplars on the

basis of the witness of the English translations:

engl = the witness of the standard translation

øng2 = the witness of the Lambeth version.

Furthermore it will be shown that the Latin exemplar

consulted by the editor of the R-version (engR) al-so belonged to

thi s group.

For completeness our list requires one further addition, viz.:

O = the "common text" of HTR, as printed in Hm.

( we have seen that this common text i s the best,available

approximation to the original or archetypal text of HTR).
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(Certain of the witnesses came to my attention late, or in

the form of excerpts. Of these the ones that admit of analysis

proved not to be of prime importance to the reconstruction of

nng1, and their identification has not required modification of

the parallel text.)

6.3. Some methodological problems

At the start of an analysis of the Latin tradition certain

problems immediately present themselves. The first concerns the

authori ty of the common text, O. As pointed out in 2.3.3, the

editor printed what is evidentl-y a consensus text based on a

smal-l number of MSS; as a resul-t it is not always apparent how

representative the readings of the edited text are generally,

what MS support any particular reading may have, or \dhat readings

have been re jected. There is aì-ways a suspic ion that the main or

sole auLhority for the adoption of a particular reading lvas the

editor's subjective assessment of its plausibility. This

diminishes the value of the common text for sLemmatic anafysis.

A particul-ar dif f iculty lies in the fact that t\,vo of the four

witnesses regularly cited in the apparatus to O belong to the

group hre are setting out to examine, which one might suspect

favours the adoption of their readings into the common text.

A second problem arises from the nature of the evidence of

the transl-ations. The witness of nngl and nng2 is, at best, ât

one remove from the Latin; consequently evidence afforded by

stylistic variations in the original- t oT the permutations of a

corrupt reading, which might well reflect significant areas of
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variation in the tradition, is IikeJ-y to be obscured or

eliminated. Tn short, care must be exercised in assessing the

evidence of these witnesses in view of the distorting nature of

the translation process.

But broadly speaking these difficulties are more apparent in

particular textual instances; their distorting effects tend to

disappear in the wider context. Overall the problems of textual

analysis have not been so formidable as to prevent a convincing

resolution of the broader issues. Tndeed, one of the more

satisfying results is the discovery that the Latin witnesses

rel-evant to the prose translations, even the reconstructed ones,

can not only be identified and grouped, but can be linked in

precise stemmatic relationships with a considerable degree of

confidence a finding which has far ranging implications for

textual- reconstruction.

6.4. A reconstruction of the Latin tradition
To summarise in advance the conclusions of the present

chapter, this group of Latin MSS falls into two, or perhaps

three, subgroups; the first two represent an earlier type with a

better text, the third a later type with a more degenerate text.

The earl-ier witnesses are V, Z, M, and Kf D, pngl (the latter

subgroup incl-uding EngR); the l-ater are CC, T, A, Eng2, G (as

well as C).
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The later witnesses are very similar in their readings, and

their common peculiar readings are almost invariably inferior to

those found in the earlier witnesses. CoIlectively they will be

referred to as "the Late Group". Within the Late Group a further

subgroup can be isolated, namely Eng2, c, G. c is anomalous in

that it contains a contaminated text, but its closest links in

the present group appear to be with eng2.

On the basis of present evidence A appears to be a member of

the Late Group, and is perhaps most closely linked to T. However

only a small passage of this MS (the Collation Passage see

6.4.I) was available for analysis, so it will not be possible to

cite its readings in the discussion which follows.

The conclusions of the analysis presented in this chapter

are summarised in the stemmatic diagram over.
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the original form of HTR. tOì

V

, z
(M)

K [En 11,
the Late Grouo

T TG

Eng2G

tEng Rl D

cc t

i

I

T
'A

lEng 2l (C) G

Fig. 1. Stemma of the Latin witnesses relevant to the English

prose translations (contaminated witnesses are enclosed in

brackets, reconstructed witnesses in square brackets; dotted

lines indicate less certain linkages)'
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6.4.L. Àn early contaminated witness: l,!

Of the several- witnesses the one giving the appearance of

greatest originality is M. This witness has numerous

peculiarities, especialJ-y in terms of omission of textt yet at

other times M can stand alone in preserving the text of O when

the other witnesses of our group omit a passage or gíve a less

pJ-ausible reading.

To cite two examples, a sentence at the end of ch.5 (2I9/9-

10) in the common text reads:

et (dicunt quod) ab illo monte omnes regiones Orientis
per montana et signa et stellas vndique lucide
c on s ide ren tur ;

M follows O's text, but the other witnesses of our group replace

the last two words with l-uci ditentur (or variants thereof ), an

unlikely and elsewhere unattested reading (tne resultant

obscurity in sense probably accounts for the omission of an

equivalent English sentence at 6vb11).

Again, ât 292/n20 in his account of the Jordan the quthor

follows his source in deriving the name of the river from those

of its two tributaries:

Et ori tur Ïordani. s ad radices monti s Libani ex duobus
riuis, quorum vnus Jor et alter Dan vocatur.

M alone among the witnesses of our group preserves the original

etymology; in the others the text has been corrupted to

quorum vnus est maior aLtero (alteri V), which accounts for the

reading in the Durham tex t and þat
(2Bva32).

one is more than that other
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In addition M often preserves material omitted in the other

witnesses'¡ for example, the substantial omissions at 269/n9 and

269/n27 common to the other witnesses of our group do not appear

in M.

Indeed, whereas M's closeness tc O is demonstrable, what is

Iess clear is whether M belongs to our group at all. The

evidence is not abundant, and a resol-ution of the question i s

beset by the probl-ems regarding the authority of the common text.

However one piece of anal-ysis supplies a partial corrective to

the l-atter difficulty. This is a passage of 400 words of

continuous text for which al-1 available witnesses -- not just

those of our group -- have been collated ("the Collation

Passage", 2f8/nI-219/13). This collation is the most exhaustive

source of data available both for stemmatic analysis of the

witnesses of HTR, and for a broadly based and reliable

reconstruction of the original- text of at Ieast one short excerpt

of the work.

Examination of the coll-ated readings shows that whereas M

normally agrees with the reconstructed original text of the

extract, it nevertheless on occasion shares readings with the MSS

of our group. The most notable of these shared readings are the

following two: pulcherimos gradus f or pJ-uriq'q¡ gradus (219/ nI¡
1but Engt has many grees!?), and fructuosus for formosus (2I9/n6¡

D has the eq uivalent fructifer. The printed reading spinosus has

limited authority).
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Even in this passage the evidence is somewhat ambiguous.

Unfortunately the authenticity of the common text is even less

firmly established el-sewhere. It is therefore not enough to

identify readings shared by M with the other MSS of our group

(such readings are not uncommon, e.g. at 207/n29 alI witnesses in

our group read moris est for the semantically equivalent inoleuit
of the remainder of the tradition; aIl- have the equally plausible

variant in transitu for universum (tempus) at 229/nB, and

suspicantes for sperantes at 232/ n13). In such instances it is

always possible that the common reading of our group, not Ors

reading, is the original one. Rather, the search must be

directed to finding agreement in demonstrably inferior readings.

Examples prove to be l-ess than numerous. One occurs at

2I9/n33, where O reads:

(Bethleem) habet petrosum fundamentum ita quod ibi sunt
multe caverne et spelunce subterraneei

O's apposite reading petrosum 'stony' has been changed to the

improbabl-e preciosum'precious'in M and in all the other

witnesses of our groupi cf. the note at 7b15.

Another notable example is at 227/nI5 where O reads:

et eciam ibidem invenitur in monte vena smaragdina

(the reference is to a'vein of emeraLd'in a mountain). Here M

has the reading in monte Bena smaragdina, reflected in the other

witnesses of our group (in monte bona smaragdina v, in monte bono

smaragdus CC, etc.), and the source of the phantom name in the

English text:
There is also an hille that is cleped Bona (var. Bena)
and in this hille is founde a precious stone that is
clepid Smaragdus. (IIa24-27)
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This evidence seems sufficient to justify the incl-usion of M

in the present group. So at this point, in view of the

relatively pure state of the text, one might conclude that M is

the sole witness of a very early stage of development of this
branch of the tradition.

However the truth of the matter turns out to be rather

different. Collation against other branches of the tradition
reveal-s that M is actually a contaminated witness: while it

shares some readings with our group, it frequently, indeed

normally, exhibits a different paLtern of readings, namely those

of a close knit group of Munich texts, of which the type text is

cIm 2692I (a notable feature. of this group -- one found also in M

is an expansion of the description of the Kings at 237/n18-n20

with material from an extraneous source). There are also

conflated readings in M, a predictable feature of contaminated

texts: for example at 235/n4 Et dicunt eciam iudei in oriente

conuersi, where the other witnesses of our group read modo for

iudei, M reads modo iudei. (In fact given its provenance M may

originally have been a "Munich" type text which was corrected at

points against a MS of our groupr but this is not a hypothesis

which admits of proof.)

This contam i.nation of course explains why M of ten seems to

have a more original reading than the other witnesses of our

groupr but by the same token the arbitrary basis of its text

drastically compromises its value for stemmatic analysis and

textual reconstruction.
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In stemmatic terms one can say with some confidence that M

(or rather, the stratum of readings deriving from our group and

embedded in the text of M) belongs with the earlier stages of our

tradition, since it shows none of the peculiar corruptions and

modifications characteristic of the later witnesses of our group.

In fact we shall- see later that it may be possible to discover a

little more about the stemmatic rel-ations of this witness. But

for the present purposes the discovery of contamination in the

text of M renders its readings of l-ittle practical relevance.

FortunateJ-y the tradition includes more immediately relevant

witnesses so that the reconstuction of engl can be undertaken

without the necessity of reliance on the authority of the more

remote witness M. Tt is to the evidence of these more closeJ-y

reLated witnesses that we will next turn.

6.4.2. Other early witnesses: V, Z, K, D

This'section examines the links between the four extant

witnesses most immediately related to n.g1 for practical
purposes, the heart of this aspect of the present study.

Of the four, V proves to be the earliest in stemmatic terms

(ignoring the evidence of M for the time being). V frequently

agrees with O against the consensus of K and D and the Late

Group. Thus V preserves Ors reading at 262/n24, as do K and D

partially, where the Late Group have a shorter and demonstrably

inferior textr similarly aL 275/n6 V follows O, where the Late

Group substitute an implausible variation; and the lacuna of the

later witnesses at 297/nI4, which destroys the sense of the
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passage, does not appear in V. On the other hand we have cited

examples in our discussion regarding M that show that V will on

occasion share a palpably inferior reading with the other

witnesses of our group. This justifies placing V in an

intermediate position in the line of descent between O and the

later witnesses; this means the text in V will generally be

poorer than the original, but better than that in the other

witnesses of our group.

Finally it should be noted that the many peculiar readings

of V demonstrate its stemmatic independence (in other words, none

of the remaining witnesses descends directly from V).

Z is a witness which came to my attention at a very late

stage in the present study. Cursory inspection suggests that

textually Z is close to V (e.9. it is the only one to preserve

the peculiar form of Vrs chapter headings). Examples gl-eaned

from a limited collation indicate that Zts readings generally

agree with V (and O) against K and D and the Late Group (e.9.

preserving i11is sicut cera moll-is abstrahitur at 228/n8¡ and

preserving at 227/nI the original in terram ex occeano with V

against in terram et occeanum of K and D and the Late Group).

But occasionally Z reads with the later witnesses against v (e.9.

omits per eos aL 229/n2I; reads virtute for virtutibus at

244/n37). The latter agreements suggest that Z occupies an

intermediate stemmatic position between V and the l-ater

witnesses; however it is possible that these agreements are

coincidental, and that Z forms an independent subgroup with V.

At the same time peculiar errors (e.g: the omission at 224/I7 of

habuit . in stel-la) demonstrate Zts independence.
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Interestíngly, Z in some passages shares peculiar readings

with the contaminated witness M (e.9. both have the peculiar

re ad ing conuenerunt for habuerunt ortum at 206/6¡ both read nisi

quod for ita quod ni1 nisi at 22I/n38; both preserve the

dedication). However the shared readings never correspond to

those of the other textual componenÈ of M (the "Munich" type

text)r so it is not possible to explain these readings on the

hypothesis that Z is a contaminated text of the same component

strands as M. Now if M is a contaminated text, but Z ís not,

then these peculiar shared readings must reflect an independent

textual- element in Z. This implies that the component of the

text of M which belongs with our group derives from an exemplar

with a text especially close to z. (However this conclusion

should be treated with caution in view of the sporadic nature of

the data).

It is unfortunate that time has not permitted the inclusion

of the readings of Z in the apparatus to the parallel text, since

overall this witness has a sound text \4rithout an appreciable

quantity of peculiar errors, and would provide a useful

additionat control over this area of the stemma (in practice it

has been possible to check the text against Zts readings at a

number of disputed points). Nevertheless this witness is not

indispensible to the reconstruction of e.,g1r âS even more closely

related witnesses are available.
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As previous analysis has suggested, K occupi.es a stemmatic

position between V (and Z) and the later witnesses: it often

agrees with the earlier witnesses against the Late Group (e.g.

preserves the more original- cuius corpus at 280/21¡ reads with O

and V al-Iocucione against the Late Group reading iIl-um inatione at

234/n31); but on occasion it agrees with the Late Group against

the earlier witnesses (e.9. at 208/n34 M and V follow the common

reading ordinantur in milites, whereas K has the reading fiunt
inde milites, otherwise peculiar to the Late Group; at 228/nII it
shares with the Late Group the not readily predictable omission

et terrarum Melchior, a loss which does not occur in V and

Z¡ at 280/nII it shares with the Late Group the loss of the

sign i ficant word tripedis).
D can be grouped with K; D not only shows the same

agreements as K in the examples cited above, but shares so many

peculiar readings with the other witness that the two must be

regarded as constituting a subgroup in their own right. In

particular, their common text (trKDtr) bears witness to editorial

intervention in the form of a light revision which introduced

into the transmitted text many plausible, but not original,

emendations of real- or perceived corruptions.

For example, the text aL 265/ n13 had already in V become

corrupted to (illa pars camisie) secundum facultatem mul-ierum

portantur ditissime est ornata. The corruption is dealt with in

KD by simple omission of the impossible p lural form portantur;

other witnesses attempt various emendations, but none of these

agrees with the solution opted for by KD (it seems that the

correct emendation is actually (facultatem) mulieris portantis).
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Another example occurs at 280/ n11:

et super illam oblatam ponunt stellam in modum tripedis
fle xam

(describing a three pronged instrument 'bent like a tripod'). rn

our group only V.preserves the original text, in the other

witnesses the essential word tripedis has been lost; but KD

uniquely emends modum to medium (as if the object was'bent in

the middle'), which at least restores some sense to the passage.

At the same time, K and D exhibit independent variation: K

occasionally has peculiar readings (e.9. K at 222/n3I omits est

circa trium . lapideum presepe, which D does not); D on the

other hand alters the text freely, introducing arbitrary

stylistic variants and large scale omissions (e.9. D omits the

second half of ch.17 from 234/n1 quia Iherusalem .). The

extensive textual reworking in D makes it a particularly trying

witness to rdork with; at the same time it will be shown that Drs

readings in one regard have a significance greater than those in

any other witness.

(For practical reasons it was decided not to include the

mass of D's peculiar readings in the apparatus to the parallel

Latin text, but to make occasional reference to Dts readings

where these were relevant. The readings cited from K in the

upper registers can be taken to agree with those of D; readings

peculiar to K are relegated to the lowest register.)
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6.4.3. The anomalous witness of Engl

The stemmatic location of Engl is a complex problem, and my

researches over the course of years by stages uncovered new data,

which led to successive adjustments in my understanding of the

underlying issues. A historical- account of this process is

perhaps the clearest and most illuminating approach.

It early became apparent that the text of 3KCol often

reflected a more original- reading than that preserved in CC; in

other words, it was cl-ear, pace Hm. (xii), that the English

transl-ation must have been based on a text superior to CC, one

occupying an intermediate stemmatic position between the original

text (represented by O) and that preserved in the inferior MSS

(typically CC, though T and cf whích were identified soon after,

turned out to contain a very similar text). Whereas at times

Engl does indeed reflect pecul-iar Late Group readings (confirming

to this extent the judgement in Hm.), at other times, where these

witnesses have a demonstrably inferior reading, the English

reflects a text closer to O. In other words, Engl occupies bhe

same general area of stemmatic middle ground as V and the other

closeJ-y related witnessesi it certainly could not be identified

with cc itself.

The next question l^tas \¡/hether a more exact stemmatic

l-ocation could be determined for Engl, given the identi f ication

of a growing number of rel-evant witnesses. An answer to this

question would permit a scientific reconstruction of the readi-ngs

in the translator's exemplar.
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The first step was to determine the relationship between the

extant Latin witnesses of our groupr. using the methods detailed

in the preceding sections. The location of nngl within this
pattern would emerge by comparing the readings of the English

version by turns with those in the several Latin witnesses.

The stemmatic relationships of V, the earliest among these

witnesses, provided the point of departure. The English text was

compared with v in those instances where the Latin exemplars

showed either an opposition in the readíngs of O )( V CC T G,

i.e. where V follows the inferior reading, or of O V )( CC T G,

i.e. where V has the more original reading. In simple terms the

fundamental- question becomes, "Does the English consistently

reflect a more original text than V, or vice versa?". If the

Iatter turned out to be the case, the procedure would be repeated

in turn with each of the stemmatically "lorder" witnesses.

Given V's cl-oseness to O, it proved particularly valuable to

be able to refer to passages whose origins could be traced to

some independent source, especially if the source \lras in the same

language. One such passage is the "Heresies Passage" at 276/n22

(cf. 24vb2-25a8), where the author inserts from an earlier

commentary by Rabanus Maurus (PL 107: col.759-60) a homiletic

passage dealing with the efficacy of the Three cifts in the

refutation of heresy. fn this passage vüe have not only an extant

original to provide a control over O, but a text with a wealth of

theological subtlety inherently likeJ-y to generate illuminating

instances of textual corruption.
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The following are some of the more significant variants in

the Heresies Passage.

(a) In the original version the openíng sentence reads:

In auro thure et mirra: per ista tríum munerum genera
in vno eodemque Christo diuina magestas et regia
potestas et humana mortalitas intimatur. (276/n22)

fn this example V, along with M and D, preserves the original in

vno eodemque Christo, whereas the Late Group omit the word in

(allowing the phrase to be interpreted as dative); the English

has Golde Encense and Mirre By thise iij loriouse 3iftes is

shewed to oon and þe sameCrist..., suggesting that the

translatorrs exemplar also lacked in. fnference: V preserves the

better reading, nngl the inferior one.

(b) A littIe further on is the sentence:

In oblacione thuris confusus est Arrianus
patri sacrificium offerre contendebat; in
mirre confusus est Manicheus qui Christum
pro nostra sal-ute non credebat.

qui soli
oblacione
vere mortuum

Here the original Arrianus qui . in obl-ac ione mirre confusus,

though preserved in V, is lost in the other witnesses and is not

represented in the English. The inference is as above.

(c) Later we find in the source version the Arian described

as (qui) deo vnigenito naturalem nititur dare servitutem. This

difficult phrase had become confused in the tradition already by

the stage of V (which reads de vnigenito na turale m (?)nititur

sailutem seruitutem ). KD emends with de vnigenito negare nititur

naturalem seruitutem. On the other hand in the Late Group we

find the original text replaced b

independent version (qui negat in

ther different and

fil-ium patri

y an altoge

diuinitate

coequal-em). The English translation indisputably follows the
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l-ater reading (And arian also the which deneyede the sone to been

euene with the fader); on the other hand it is clear that Vrs

reading (and that in K and D also) reflects the original reading.

fnference: as before.

The readings in the Heresies Passage consistently show: (a)

where the readings separate according to the opposition O V )( CC

T G, that V follows the original text of this passage more

closely than does Engl; (b) in regard to O )( V CC T G, that

there are no non-trivial instances where engl preserves a more

original reading than V. This pattern of variation has been

tested and confirmed from passages throughout the work. Its

general validity implies that Engl occupies a l-ower position on

the stemma than V, transmitting some of the readings preserved in

the earlier MSS but at other times reflecting the more advanced

stage of corruption exhibited in the readings it shares with the

Late Group.

(The last example in the Heresies Passage is interesting in

that it provides evidence for a measure of revision in the later

stages of the tradition: the l-ater definition of Arianism cannot

be construed as having been generated by random evoÌution from

the original version, but clearly represents a fresh and

independent input (for other indications of revision in the text

of the Late Group, including the notable addition of an

alternative ending, see 6.4.4). On the evidence of the Heresies

Passage, Engl indisputably belongs to the "post-revision" stage).
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Turning to KD, we find in the Heresies Passage the following

agreements for this independent subgroup: (a) in the first

example K omits the in of in vno eodemque Christo, but D includes
it, so the evidence is ambiguous in this caser (b) KD omits the

pa ssage arrlanus qui . (confirming its links with the later
witnesses); (c) on the other hand, KD's reading de vnigenito

negare nititur naturalem seruitutem c1ea11 y reflects the more

original reading in vt not the revised version found in the Late

Group and reflected in the English. We can conclude from this
passage that rel-ative to V and Engl, K and D occupy a lower

position in the stemma than the former but a higher one than the

l-atter. This is consistent v\¡ith earlier findings.
(Z was collated against the other witnesses in this passage.

Z turned out generally to follow the readings of V, in particular
preserving the earl-ier definition of Arianism, but never followed

the peculiar readings either of KD or the Late Group texts. This

is consistent with the previous conclusions concerning the cfose

relation of Z Lo V, though it offers no confirmation of the

precise Ìocation of this witness nor indeed any direct insight

into the position of Engl.¡

The definition of Arianism in example (c) above, with its

earl-ier and later versions, seems to provide an indisputable link

between Engl and the Late Groupt against not only V (and Z) but K

and D as we11. Such insights \4rere of fundamental importance for

textual establishment and interpretation in the present edition.

The practical significance is that we are given a control over

the parallel Latin text which r¡/e print. Our base text
(transcribed from CC, which in general shares the readings of the
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Late Group witnesses), contains a text more degenerate than what

would have lain before the transl-atorr so our edited text needs

the inclusion of a corrective el-ement. Accordingly, the

apparatus is designed to offer relevant readings of the more

original stage of the text -- V, K, and O (and occasionally M, D,

and other witnesses) ; these in general ref l-ect the stage of the

text bef ore engl h/as copied. The EngIi sh vers ion will- ref lect an

oscillation, so to speak, between the two textual stages, at

times reflecting the readings of the better Latin witnesses, at

others those of the base text. (fhe rationale behind the

apparatus to the paraller text is discussed in more detail at

6.6.)

On occasion it was found that the reading of Engl reflected
neither of these thro cl-asses of readings, but some peculiar
variant. Such instances can be explained on the assumption that
the translator's exemplar $/as stemmatically independent of the

remaining'witnesses of the group (there is nothing surprising in
this; in fact all the extant witnesses of our group prove to be

independent). As such g.g1 could be expected to preserve errors
generated independently of the other branches of the tradition.

Specific evidence consists in occasional peculiar omissions

of text: for exampre at 10v16 the Engrish fails to transrate¡ âS

a result of eyeskip, a portion of texL (226/nr7-n2B) preserved in

all Latin exemplars so far examined. This is admittedly weak

evidencer âs eyeskip losses can occur independently, and in this
case the loss could probably have occurred as easily in the

prearchetypal stage of the English tradition as in the Latin.
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Other evidence is furnished by some curious cases of

"mistranslation". Generally speaking it can be shown that our

translator is both competent and careful-, and not inclined to

make blunders in interpreting his exemplar. However at r4ar7,
where the Latin (in all exemplars) decl-ares that Herod was etate

annosus (233/n5), the English on the contrary says he vras but

3onge of age. Now the wÒrd annosus 'fuI1 of yearsr is not

altogether uncommon, nor especially opaque in sense, so it is
surprising to find the translator rendering iL in an opposite

sense if this rea1ly were the reading in his exemplar. Another

example occurs at 2ïvb27 (Zg3/II), where aIl extant Latin texts
state that'no living creature'can survive in the waters of the

Dead Sea (nulIa creatura viuens pre mal_ediccione e ius in ea

reperitur); the English instead says ther is noon cristen man

lyuynge founde in here. Perhaps the corruption of the original
creatura to christianus, or something similar, produced this

reading in the English version.

If one grants the independence of Eng1, the practical
implications are that whereas our reconstruction of the paral1e1

Latin text wiII be dictated at times by the base text reading and

at times by the superior readings, on occasion our interpretation
of the evidence will have to be modified to take into account the

fact that the translator's exemplar contained pecul-iar readings

which no extant MS authority provides the means to anticipate or

rectify. In practice it has proved possible to introduce

typographic conventions to signal the presence of independent

readings in the parallel text (see further at 6.6).
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At this point, however, the investigation of the stemmatic

l-ocation of Engl takes a new and surprising turning, and

introduces an intriguing complexity into the argument. The

following summary notes only the main points; detailed discussion

of the evidence appears at relevant points in NOTES.

As I worked my way systematically through the Durham text,

the anal-ysis of passages late in the text (notably the Heresies

Passage) seemed to provide an irrefutable argumen for Iocating

Engl in close stemmatic proximity to the Late Group witnesses.

However, on returning to revise my printed texts from the start,

and with data from a larger number of witnesses at my disposal,

it became clear that the earLier sections of the work reftected a

rather different refationship.

SpecificaIly, a pattern of agreement could be discerned

between this part of the English text and the readings of KD (two

witnesses which had only recently become avail-abl-e for

collation). This pattern included predictable instances such as

3va27 weder t l.êf lecting auram (O V K), rather than auroram (l-ate

Group) r and 4a7 the deue1, reflecting dyabolus (O V K), rather

than dominus (Late Group); such agreements were to be expected

given the evident location of Engl at an intermediate stemmatic

position between KD and the Late Group. However it was al-so to

be seen in the case of the peculiar readings of KD (examples

include 3va8 as the a rysynge of the sonne, reflecting the

transposition ortus so1is,/prout peculiar to KD; 4va12 Lo se that

sterre, reflecting KDrs peculiar emendment ipsam stell-am videre;

and 15a32 They say also in the Est, reflecting KD's peculiar

general conuersi ).conuersati rather than the
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ri.

Moreover close analysis revealed a

agreement specifically with the second

The constant stylistic modifications in

less obvious pattern of

of this pair of witnesses.

D went far to obscuring

this underlying relationship, but the striking paralì-el between

Dfs peculiar addition at 223/n9 of semper nix inuenitur and the

English ther is eueremore þurg houte the eere snow a boute in the

countree (8vb34-36) affords clear evidence of an intimate

grouping of D with nng1. Confirmation is provided by a number of

other readings, incÌuding instances where the transl-ation retains

scriptural citations in the original language (e.9. the citations

at BO/36 and 90/20 reflect the peculiar form of the text in D).

Now in the light of previous conclusions such a pattern of

agreement is truly anomalous. KD conStitute an independent

subgroup of the traditionr located in the line of descent from O

on a branch complementary to that which leads to the Late Group

(see Fig. l). In such a case it is most surprising to discover

the English reflecting an alternation of agreement between the

pecuJ-iar readings of two independent subbranches.

In principle various explanations are poSSible. One that

immediately suggests itself is that the pattern reflects an

alternation of exemplars: in other words the translator had

access to more than one Latin text and worked from either, or

consulted his second exemptar in cases of difficulty in his

primary one, each exemplar being of different provenance and

stemmatic affilialion. Another explanation is that he used a

single exemplar whose text was in itself contaminated.
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However further investigation brought the pattern of

alternation into sharper definition. Tn some passages the Durham

text proves consistently to reflect peculiar readings in KD (and

equally signi f icantly, fails to ref l-ect the peculiar readings of

the Late Group), whereas other passages reflect peculiar Late

Group readings, but not the peculiar readings of KD. This seemed

to fit the al-ternation of exemplars theory, rather than the model

of a thoroughly contaminated exemplar.

But most revealing of all was the next discovery: the

pattern of variation has evident parallels in the composition of

the Durham text itself. When the patterns are compared over the

whole length of the text, it emerges thaL the one pattern

(reflecting the KD readings) corresponds with passages common to

both the unabridged and abridged traditions (henceforth,

"abridged" passages); whereas the other, reflecting peculiar

errors of the Late Group, normally only appears in passages

peculiar to the unabridged Durham text ("unabridged" passages).

The identification of these patterns, which emerged only

Iate in the study (and necessarily subsequent to the

identification of K and D as members of a stemmatically

independent subgroup)r is of the greatest significance for the

vexed question of the evol-ution of the English text. The

implication of the evidence is that the alternation, fat from

being arbitraryr E€fl-ects the fact that the "abridged" and

"unabridged" portions of the translation depend on different

exemplars, in other words, that they represent two independent

textual strata.
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I

The further implication is inescapabl-e: the passages

peculiar to the Durham MS must be a secondary textual layer.

Therefore, the unabridged version cannot represent the original-

version of the transl-ation.

The main problem in unreservedly accepting this conclusion

lies in the extent of the evidence. The pattern of readings

reflecting the variation of exemplars does seem genuinely to

correlate with the pattern of "abridged" and "unabridged"

passagesi but it must be admitted that the readings that refl-ect

the correlation are not as "dense" as might be wished. In any

particul-ar passage the number of indisputable correspondences

between Lhe English version and the peculiar readings of the

relevant form of the Latin is never great in absolute terms.

WhiIe this no doubt is simply a reflection of the fact that the

Latin text does not vary so very greatly overalì-, it makes it

difficult to present a conclusive case for the postulated model-.

Nevertheless it was principally the evidence of the Latin

exemplars that inclined me to my preferred theory of the

evolution of 3KCoI, namely the primacy of the abridgement. My

initial working hypothesis had been the reverse; it seemed

instinctively more plausible to imagine a prototypic unabridged

version serving as basis for subsequent abridgements, the forms

in which the work \4'as evidently destined to win out in popularity

with the contemporary readership.

At the same time, the evidence of the Latin tradition is

supported by weaker evidence of other sorts: partly "formal"

arguments, based on analysis of transitional- passages where the

"abridged" text crosses into the "unabridged" portions; and
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partly linguistic considerations, such as the identification of

lexical and stylistic pecularities. As with the testimony of the

Latin witnesses, discussion of this evidence (which has its o\{n

inherent problem s) wilI be taken up at rel-evant points in NOTES.

(My initial assumption of a contrasting pattern of

agreements between the earlier and later parts of the work turned

out to be an oversimplification in part occasioned by the

physical staLe of the Hunter MS. The earlier portion of the MS,

up to the Major Lacuna, covers the first twenty-odd chapters of

3KCo1, and in these early chapters both abrídged and unabridged

versions preserve much the same text; the differences between the

versions becomes notable only later, especially after the

conclusion of the narrative proper (much of which is fost in the

Lacuna) , when extensive passages of "unabridged" materì.a1,

including the Heresies Passage, appear in the text -- hence the

observation of a preponderance of Late Group agreements in the

later portions of the work.)

It is worth remarking that this application of the evidence

of the textual tradition of an original- Ianguage to explore the

evolution of a translated text has wider methodological

implications. At the same time the effectiveness of such a

methodology is dependent on thorough background research: without

a far ranging recension of bhe tradition of HTR' the group of

witnesses relevant to the English versions would not have been

ídentified in the first place (who would have predicted that

Latin texts of relevance were to be found in provenances as

distant as Denmark and Czechoslovakia?).
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Moreover, identifying the relevant group of witnesses would

not have been sufficient in itself: it was essential that the

witnesses prove capable of being located within a precise

stemmatic framework. Even then, it is notable that the pattern

of variation underlying the Durham version would most like1y have

gone undetected had the witness of KD not become available: it

vras the location of these two wi tnesses in an independent branch

of the stemma complementary to the Late Group that establisheC

the polarity which proved decisive in revealing the pattern of

variation in the Engì-ish text.

Finally, it should be pointed out that as the Durham text

can no longer be regarded as a uniform textual entity, strictly

speaking it is inaccurate to refer to this witness by a single

siglum. Consequently in subsequent discussion the use of n.rg1

wilI be restricted to the witness of the abridged tradition of

3KCo1. The location of Engl on the stemmatic diagram reflects

this definition (no special siglum or precise stemmatic location

is assigned to the exemplar underì-ying the "unabridged" portions

of the Durham text).

6.4.4. A digression: the alternative ending

Signs of textual- revision at a later stage of the tradition
of our group of Latin tt4SS were noted in the context of the

Heresies Passage. Others include interpolations such as the note

on the name Egrisculla (CC Grisculla) at 228/n3, alibi scribitur

vel- Eqriscula.Egr i scul 1a veI EgrosilLa
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But the most striking example of editorial intervention is

the appearance in the later witnesses of an "alternative" ending.

This ending (Hm. 315/n5), a series of notes concerning the Magi

(Nota quod .), replaces the "standard" ending, a passage in

praise of Cologne (Gaude felix Colonia .). This ending is
preserved in the Late Group witnesses, in D (anomalous1y, it

would seem), and, as a notabl-e example of the contam ination in

that witness, in C; it evidently al-so appeared in EngR.

However, the choice of the epithet "alternative" to

characterise this ending should not be taken to imply that the

ending entered the tradition by simple substitution. Tn fact no

witness of our group preserves the standard ending, nor does any

text have both endings (not even C, where it might have been

expected through confl-ation). In the earlier witnesses (V, Zl

and K) the text terminates with the verses Ab Helena

(3L0/n19), which precede the standard ending in the common text.

Thus in the earliest extant stages of the tradition of our group

the original ending had been lost, but the al-ternative ending had

not yet been introduced; in other words, a further evolutionary

stage (of "no ending"r so to speak) intervenes between the common

text stage and the introduction of the alternative ending (it is

possible to argue that the "no ending" stage was in fact the

original one, and that both standard and alternative ending are

secondary, but the quest ion has no direct rel-evance to our

purpose s) .
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The point at which the alternative ending entered the

tradition cannot be determined with precision. The evidence of

the ( stemmatically) earliest witness for the ending, D, is

ambiguous, as the ending appears in this witness (and in the

stemmatically indistinguishable engR see 6.4.1) but not in K:

given the close relation of K and D one would have expected both

to either preserve or lack the ending, and the anomaly is to be

explained correspondingly as due either to omission in K (which

however is not notabl-e for such large scale omissions), or as

contamination in D (for which there is otherwise no evidence).

In short, the introduction of the alternative ending frây, or

may not, precede the emergence of KD as a separate subgroup. Tt

certainJ-y precedes the emergence of the Late Group as an

independent entity, and might be associated with that stage of

textual- revision evidenced elsewhere in the Late Group.

Evidence for M is lacking, since the text terminates at an

earlier point (304/I3). The readings in bhe "unabridged"

portions of the Durham text reflect an exemplar belonging to the

Late Group, which implies that the exemplar contained the

alternative ending; however direct evidence is l-acking (see

11.3). As for Engl the archetypal form of the abridgement shows

no trace of either ending, and the evidence of the most closely

related Latin witnesses (f and D) is ambiguous.
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6.4.5. The Late Group: CC, T, À, G, Eng2

The later witnesses are placed in a distinct subgroup on the

basis of the many common readings that have accumul-ated in their

text through the process of textual degeneration.

Of the four witnesses CC, T, A, G, and øng2, the first to be

appreciated as important for 3KCol- was CC (apart from C, no other

witness of this group was known to Hm.). The readings of G, the

next to be identified, proved often to be identical with those of

CC. However, G is conspicuous for its peculiar errors, and

particularly its frequent omissions of text (e.9. at 263/n2I G

omits in cruce matrem . Iocum quo Ihesus); CC on the other

hand has peculiar readings of its own (e.9. at 232/n38 CC reads

aurium where the other witnesses have the more original crurium).

The two witnesses are therefore stemmatically independent. (fn

practical terms, the identification of this independent witness

brought the reconstruction of Engl a step closer, since it
provided a means of identifying and discounting the peculiar

errors of CC, the base of the para1lel text.)
The position of T i s not qui te so obvious; but occasional-

agreements between G and T (e.9. at 232/n26 G and T uniquely

include the chapter reference ysaie sexagesimo capitulo after the

scriptural citation), and the fact that neither agrees with CC

against the other in cases where the third witness preserves an

original reading, would seem to indicate that these two witnesses

stand together against CC. T however has its own peculiar

readings, and is thus stemmatically independent.
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Owing to the tightness of the binding B.L. was not able to

supply a microfilm of the fulI text of A; however a copy of the

folios rel-evant to the Collation Passage \das provided.

Subsequent col-lation suggested that this witness belongs with the

Late Group, being related most closely perhaps with T.

In contrast to Engl it proved possible to arrive at a

definition of the stemmatic position of Eng2 with surprising ease

and precision. The difference is due to various factors: the

close refationship of the Late Group witnesses, the evolved state

of their textr âs well as to the greater l-iteralness of the

second prose transl-a tion.

To start with, the membership of Eng2 in the Late Group

cannot be a matter of doubt: it is evidenced by countless

instances where the English transl-ation reflects the peculiar --
and inferior -- readings common to the Late Group witnesses, and

most notably by the preservation of the aÌternative ending, as

well as the spelling variations at 228/n3.

Specifically, there prove to be readings in the English

which can only be accounted for on the assumption that Eng2 i=

most closely al1ied to c. For example, ât 2BI/nI} aIl other

witnesses but G read:

et episcopi eorum et presbiteri ab episcopis latinis
consecrantur et ordinantur;

G however

with end

reads Iatini for latinis, and Eng2 reflects this

her bisshopes and prestis be made and halowid latynes.
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Again, ât 3II/n5 a sentence in the al-ternative ending is

printed in Hm. as:

ordinauerunt quod eligerentur duodecim de melioribus
familijs inter eos,

familijs being the reading of CC. T has the same reading (and D

reads famulis). However G uniquely (apart from the contaminated

witness C) reads astrologis. zng2 reflects G's reading \,v i th þe i

ordeyn id that þer shold be ordeynid xij w1s a stronom e rs.

FinalIy, in the same passage the Latin texts read:

secundum enim beatum Augustinum magi in caldeo idem
quod philosophi (add sunt c C) in greco et sapiens
(sapientes G C) in Ïatino;

here eng2 reads For by seynt Austyn Magl in Ca1dee is as mych to

sey. as phil-osophi in greke. Sapientes in latyn. V'iyse in

Englisshe, i.e. preserving Grs plural form sapientes.

These readings confirm the link between G and eng2, and

imply at least one intermediate evolutionary stage on the line of

descent from the common ancestor of T and G to G.

In fact, as the next section shows, we have evidence which

allohrs an even more precise definition of the stemmatic position

of Eng2.

6.4.6. A late contaminated witness: C

Though C was paired with CC in Hft., C often preserves a

better reading than any other witness of our group (eg. praua for

plana at 229/n5). Furthermore if one scans the apparatus in Hm.

one notes that while C and CC frequently agree in variant

readings, there are equally numerous cases where C agrees with P,

the text in one of the early printed editions. As there is every
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reason to believe that CC and P belong to widely divergent

branches of the tradition of HTR, this contradictory pattern of

agreements can only be explained on the assumption that C is a

contaminated text. Corroborative evidence is provided by

conflated readings which appear in C, a predictable feature of

contaminated texts: e.g. at 237/nB O reads tenebat, P leuabat, C

tenebat et leuabat; at 2I/n2 O reads multum, F CC P read

communiter, C reads multum et communiter. (Here as elsewhere I

use the term "contamination" to refer to instances where the

readings of one branch of a tradition have entered an otherwise

unrel-ated branch, either influencing or replacing the original
reading; whereas the term "conflation" will be restricted to

cases where a composite reading is arrived at from the

amalgamation of two readings from separate branches.)

Clearly Crs practical- value in the present context is
marginal. At the same time it turns out to be possible to Cefine

more closely the point of connection of the rel-evant stratum of

readings in C and the witnesses of our group. This serves to

complete our stemmatic anal-ysis, and could prove useful in other

con text s .

Specifically, the source of these readings in C proves to be

a text close to the subgroup comprising nng2 and G. Evidence

appears in the readings of the alternative ending. The following
passage has been previousJ-y cited (here the text follows D):
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ordinauerunt vt el-igerentur duodecim de melioribus
famuli s inter eos.

We saw previously that for famulis the reading familijs appears

in CC and T, astrologis in G and C, and astronomers in Eng2

showing C in agreement with the subgroup consisting of G and

Eng2r against the first two witnesses.

(This effectvely ruLes out the possibility that the

alternative ending entered the tradition from C itself. If the

source of the al-ternate enCing was indeed C or a text like C,

then in the above example astrologis woul-d have been the

consensus reading of the witnesses, not simply that of a

peripheral group, as our stemmatic analysis shows the subgroup G

and Eng2 to be).

Yet there are signs that lve can arrive at a still more

precise definition of the association. The Latin texts preserve

a series of verses at the end, and in the Lambeth translation
these appear in the original language. The majority of

witnesses, including the MSS of our present group, reproduce

these verses as seven triplets; however C and Eng 2 both omit the

last stanza (but not so G, which has the ful1 seven).

Furthermore, both C and gnq2 anomalously read nusquam in the

sixth stanza for the generally received numquam. UnÌess these

agreements are coincidental, it seems that we can identify a

closer grouping comprising c and eng2, indeed an independent

subgroup, given that G preserves the regular number of verses.
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It is interesting that it has proved possible to define so

precisely the relationship between these two witnesses: this

might not have seemed inherently 1ike1y, given the nature of the

evidence (a translation on the one hand and a contaminated text

on the other). On our stemmatic diagram the witness of C is

bracketed, to stress the need for caution in interpreting the

evidence of its readings. The identification of the further

subgrouping is not without value (it confirms the mutual

independence of Png2 and G), and woufd be worthy of further

investigation in a closer study of the second Engl-ish prose

translation. It is of course of marginal importance to our

present purposes, since we have seen that 3KCo1 was translated

from a Latin MS considerably better than, and stemmatically quite

removed from, those in the subgroup to which the exemplar used by

the Lambeth translator belonged.

6.4.7. The exemplar of the R-editor

The R-text is one of three broad types in which the abridged

3KCol circulated: it corresponds to the first group in Hnì., the

archetypal text being preserved in witness R. In this version of

the translation many modifications and additions appear'

including passages omitted in bhe other abridged versions but

reintroduced from the original Latin. Our analysis of the Latin

tradition can be used to el-ucidate the source of this

reintroduced material.
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(No version of any matter cited in this section from the R-

text appears in the other abrídged English texts; it will be

shown in 10.3.3 that all such material is secondary. Tt is also

worth pointing out that this reintroduced material is independent

of comparable matter in the Durham text, with which it shows not

the Ieast verbal similarity; indeed, separate Latin exemplars

underlie both -- see below. The exemplar available to the R-

editor in preparing his adaption of the EngJ-ish text will be

termed the "R-exemplar" EngR for stemmatic purposesi it is of

course a reconstructed witness).

The R-exemplar must have contained the alternative ending

(and, by implication, must have belonged to our group of Latin

wiLnesses), since material introduced at two separate points in

the R-texL (37/6-39/13 and 47/16-49/12) lvas taken from this

ending. The R-text al-so preserves an independent version of the

Heresies Passage, in which the "earlier" definition of Arianism

appears (79/I2-I4: þe Arrian he forsakeþ in goddis Isone] Crist

Ihesu kyndelich subieccioun). Now among the extant Latin

witnesses only D preserves both the alternative ending and the

earlier definition of Arianism; this suggests that D is the

extant witness closest to the R-exemplar.

Collation of the Latin texts confirms this relationship.

Significant examples from the alternative ending material in the

R-text include the foll-owing:

a) 49/9: Magi in þe tung of Chaldee is as moche as to seye
as a Philosophre in þe tunge of grewe;

here D alone of the Latin witnesses has the sing

in place of philosophi.
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b) 37/16z þei chose among hem .xij. of þe beste seruauntes
þat were among hem;

here the word corresponding to seruauntes in the original is in C

and G astrologis, and in CC and T familijs but D has the exact

equivalent, famulis tservants'.

here

c) 47/ 362 "Nor,v i s bore of a mayde a childe . and he
schal reigne.xxxiíj.3ere, and in token here-of I
schal lyue .xxxiij. dayes and þan I schal dei3e";

the other witnesses read (triginta tribus annis) viuet

'shalI live (for 33 years)', whereas D alone reads regnabit

'sha1l reign'.

d) 47/292 (a Rose) þe which about mydny3t spred abrode and
out of þis rose 3ede oute a faire white dove fleyng
vppe and doun in þe eyre and in mannys vois spak and
seyde .?

again the version in D is the one which corresponds most closely

with the R-text: where the other witnesses have (rosam) de qua

quidem media nocte exiuit quedam co1 umba, D reads que dilatabatur

et media nocte exiuit de ea quedam columba, and here the other

versions have nubes ascendendo et dixit, D reads nubes ascendendo

et descendendo.

Confirmation of the close relationship between EngR and D is
also found in the R-editor's version of the Heresies Passage

(e.9. 79/24 in one v/yse . and in an oþir \{yse, compare the

reading unique to KD alio modo et alio -- the other texts reading

alio or alia et alia).

This close relationship implies that engR is also closely

related to K (as reflected in the Iast example). Unfortunately

we cannot be sure of the exact interrelations of these three

witnesses on the basis of the relatively brief passages available

for anal-ysis (X lacks the al-ternative ending, the most

alio et
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substantial source of reintroduced material in the R-text). The

evidence is in fact somewhat contradictory: at I0I/ 5 the R-text

preserves (in Latin) the scriptural citation, whereas both K and

D have l-ost these words, at first sight suggesting that the R-

exemplar is more original- than either K or D -- but the l-oss

through eyeskip (peregrinorum . peregrinorum) could have

occurred independently; at II5/16 the R-text preserves the

anonymous citation in the original language and in the form rn

carne viuere preter carnem vita est ange I i ca non humana, where D

reads In carne preter carnem vivere vita est angel ica non humana,

but all other witnesses, including K, have In carne viuere sine

carne est vita angel ica non humana -- suggesting a cl-oser link to

D than to K (it is however conceivable that both scribes

independently restored from memory the more original form of a

well- known (verse?) quotation I have not succeeded in tracing

the source).

If this last supposition -- of more intimate connection with

D -- is correct, it raises the interesting possibitity that the

exemplar of the R-editor and the exemplar of the original

translator, i.e. Eng1, were identical- (we have already shown that

the extant exempl-ar most closely related to engl is D). But the

question can never be resolved in an absoLute sense: the R-editor

reintroduced into the abridgement matter original-Iy omittedr so

by the very nature of the evidence EngR can al-most never be

directly compared with Engl (using the latter in its strict

sense, viz. to refer to the exemplar behind the abridged 3KCol).
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However my impression is that Engl is an earlier form of the

D-type text. The peculiar errors of D are extremely frequent,

and neither English witness reflects more than a portion of them.

But nngl only rarely reflects these peculiar errorsi whereas the

number of parallels betvreen the R-material and D, even in the

limited text available for analysis, suggests that engR reflects

a higher portion of the peculiar mistakes which devel-oped in this

subtradition. The implication is that engR is more closel-y

related to D than nngl is. However as the three witnesses can

never all be directly compared at once, their mutual

interrel-ationship does not admit of precise definition;

consequently on our sLemmatic diagram nngR is linked to the

remaining witnesses by dotted 1ines, to reflect this uncertainty.

6.5. Postscript: some other witnesses

The text of HTR in Ro (8.L. Royal B F XIT) ends with a note

which appears to derive from the alternative ending (Nota quod

isti magi dicuntur... Caldei enim stellam pro deo colunt).

However textually Ro belongs to a different branch of the

tradition, where vre should not expect to find the al-ternative

ending. It may be therefore that this sentence is an independent

addition deriving from the sources of the al-ternative ending.

The catalogue entry for Ro lists several other copies of the

same text in the B.L. collection, among them Royal 5 F. XIV. The

description notes that RoyaI I F. XII "appears to agree generally

(except in the concluding passage) with 5 F. XIV and the Cotton

MS. Cleop. D. VII ti.e. our witness Cl". As the latter preserves

the alternative ending, whereas Royal B F. XII only preserves a
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sentence of it, this note might be taken to imply that 5 F. XTV

also had the alternative ending, and so presumably belongs to the

part of the tradition with which we are directl-y concerned.

Unfortunately no further analysis of this witness is currentÌy

possible, âS disrepair of the binding prevents filming of the MS.

B.L. Add. 34276, ff. 32-33v preserves a short passage De

triginta arqenteis (the name "John (?)Narburn" appears in the

margin). The text is clearly based on the account of the ThirLy

Pennies in HTR (248/n27-25I/I2), though the materiaf is

considerably abridged. Only tentative stemmatic analysis is

possible in view of the brevity of the excerpt and the reworking

of the material-. However there are some common readings which

might be taken as evidence that this witness belongs with our

group (e.9. 248/n29,30 de terra caldeorum, whereas in our group

only the contaminated M has the generally received reading de Ur

Caldeorum), and indeed with the Late Group witnesses (249/22

ligatos). It might even be grouped vüith T and G in the light of

the reading ad egiptum, for 249/n5 in egiptum, which only those

two witnesses of our group share with the extract (and

conceivably with T especially, in view of the reading quidem for

quidam at 249/n23, unique to T and this extract).
(Warner, George F., and Julius P . cilson. Catalogue of

western manuscripts in the o]d Royal and Kings colLections.

4 vols. London: BM, 192I.)
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6.6. The significance of the analysis

The Latin text which accompanies this edition has been

established on principles which reflect the analysis presented in

this chapter. The following notes may further assist in

interpre ting the parall-e1 text.

The parallel text is designed to present nothing more and

nothing less than a best approximation to the reconstruction of

the Latin text available to the transl-ator(s). Tn a broad sense

it is defined on the one hand by the superior witnesses O and V,

and on the other by the readings of the Late Group. The peculiar

readings of O are of general interest in that they provide an

indication of the author's original intention, but are only

relevant to the English text where they corroborate the

superiority of the readings of V and K. The base text (printed

from CC) generally reproduces the consensus of the Late Group

witnessesi but peculiar readings in CC are noted.

Howeve,r our analysis suggests that the unabridged English

version is not a textual unity, but contains two components. The

more primitive reflects an exemplar of the KD subgroup, one

particularly closely reÌated to D; the second component, the

passages peculiar to the unabridged text, têflects the readings

of the Late Group (more precise definition of the underlying

exemplar is problemat ic ).
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The apparatus to the Latin presents two "registers"

separated typographically by a broken 1ine. The principal

register (above the line) records variants directly reflected in

the English text. In general terms this register offers a

corrective t Qt at feast an alternative reading of equivalent

value, to the reading in the running text. Where the Latin

parallels "abridged" sections of the EngIi sh text, the readings

record the original form of the text (typically signalled by the

sigla O V K), or the peculiar readings of K (and specifically, if

relevant, the peculiar readings of D).

l{here the Latin text is tracking "unabridged" portions of

the English text, the running text as it stands will closely

approximate lhe exemplar on which the translation depends. The

transition from "abridged" to "unabridged" passages is indicated

by the use of bold type for portions of the Latin text

corresponding to English "unabridged" matter (another signal is

the readings of K, which will often appear in the upper register

in the "abridged" portions, whereas they move to the lower

reg i ster in "unabridged" pa ssages).

The register below the line shows the range of significant

variation in the tradition. These readings may be useful to a

student of the Latin tradition ¡ ot of interest to the general

reader seeking to clarify the authorrs original meaning since

they cite the readings of O -- but can be safely ignored by the

reader who simply wants to read the Engtish text against a

Latin text approximating that on which the translation depends.
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In addition the apparatus indicates points where the base

has been emended to remove orthographic peculiarities; these

emendations are marked with an asterisk. A separate register
(tagged with an obelisk) offers notes to the reader in cases of

textual, grammatical, or orthographic obscurity; these include

instances where there is reason to believe a peculiar reading

stood in the translator's exemplar (accompanied by "?read",

"?g.", etc.). For general purposes the reader can sa fely ignore

the former register, and refer to the latter as and when it
proves helpful. These two registers appear immediately beneath

the Latin text.
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7 3KCOL: THE TRÀDITTON OF TIIE IST GROUP

1.I. Introduction

The next four chapters contain a detailed examination of the

textual tradition and evolution of 3KCoI.

The abridged witnesses are classified into three groups in

Hm. Two witnesses are placed in the lst groupt to these the

sigla R and V are here assigned:

Q = London, 8.L., Royal 18 A X

V = London, B.L., Cotton Vespasian E XVT.

A further, albeit defective, \ditness can no\,v be included in

this group, to which the siglum S is assigned:

S = London, B.L., Stowe 951.

Reference was made in the previous chapter to the text in

this group, the archetypal form of which was designated the R-

text (it will be shown that this text is archetypal-ly preserved

in R). In a later chapter (9.6) it wiIl be argued that the hand

responsible for this version (the "R-editor") used a more

original form of 3KCol- as base, introducing into it numerous

modifications includingr âs noted earlier, material independently

transl-ated from the Latin original. In other words the R-text is

not a primary witness of the archetypal- text of 3KCo1.

Apart from minor textual paraIIels, general features shared

by these three witnesses include pecularities of format, e.g. the

l-ocation of passage 69/32-7I/ B (which in the other versions

appears laterr ât 72/25-35) and the inclusion of passage 19/I-3I
(not present in the other versions)r âs well as the Latin
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marginal notes, the absence of chapter numeration, and the

acrostic chapter initial-s (see Hm. vi ).

Citations will follow the form in the individual MSS, with

references (by page/ l-ine) to the corresponding printed

version(s). Citations from R (recto pages of Hm.) have no

accompanying siglum but can be recognised by the odd numbered

page references. The variants of V are given in Hm. (199-205).

A sample of the variants of S is included in APPARATUS under FULL

VARIANTS FOR SELECT CHAPTERS. A reasonably accurate control- over

the pre-archetypal stage of the R-text is provided by the primary

versions of 3KCol, and on occasion comparison will be made with

these to confirm the archetypal reading where the 1st group

witnesses differ. These traditions are accessible in Hm. (verso

text); citations are recognised by even numbered page references.

7 .2. V: an inferior witness

7.2.I. The three witnesses conpared

Hm. prints the text of R, describing V as a "l-iteral copy"

of R; S was not identified (Hm. v). fn fact both textually and

dialectically S is much cl-oser to R (N. Midland dialect,

according to Hm. viii) than V (northern) is.

V introduces many peculiar errors into the text -- e.g. kepe

taken and ofte for 5/32 kepe take of i callynge for 23/).2 (a

comune) chepyng and omits a whole passage (61/I7-26 Thys

syde . fewes) preserved in R, S, and the rest of the

tradition. This shows that V cannot be the "precursor" (direct

ancestor) of R or S.
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7.2.2. The possibility of contamination in v

Whereas the majority of V's errors are erro rs of omission,

and and 9/ 22 ofusually of isolated words (e.9. of 3/7 worshippe

diuerse), a minority are of a different type (additions,

al-terations, etc.) which sometimes agree with the readings of

other branches of the tradition (in particular, with H' Lt E' BN,

and I',1P). Examples include byhete grete yiftes to Þe kepers vL

for 9/ 2 bihetten 3iftes to þe kepersi many maner of men VBN for

9/ 23 all- maner of meni and

5/22 3if hys prophecie had come þorwe þe deuelys
crafte, þe deuyl wolde not have forbode hym to curse
I sr ael

þe deuelys crafte þe deuyll þe deueles crafte þey
V, devels craft they H.

Nevertheless this hardly constitutes compelling evidence for

contamination. Detailed examination of Vrs distinctive errors in

the first 10 chapters reveals mostly trivial parallels with other

strands of the tradition, such as variation of prepositions:

5/22 þorwe þe deuelys crafte
þorwel of VEMP,

or the alternation of the definite article with demonstratives

(9/32 þis progenyel þe progenye VEL) coincidences predictable

enough in late exemplars. Moreover, the proportion of such

coincident readings is small compared to the numerous distinctive

errors which V does not share with any other branch. At best it

can be suggested that if extraneous readings are believed to have

entered V, the source is to be sought in the branches of the

tradition identified above.
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1.3. The relationship of R and S

To return to the main argument, we have shown that:

R ( V; S ( V

(the notation "B K A" meaning that stemmaticaJ-1y witness B does

not lie in direct Iine of descent from witness A -- in other

words, that A is not the precursor of B).

As previously noted, S is closer than V to the group

archetype: S contains fewer peculiar errors in a 1O-page

sample passage, S averages fewer than three errors per pager

whereas V averages over nine -- and the errors of S are less

distinctive. Consequently it proves more difficult to define the

precise stemmatic position of S than is the case with V.

However, it seems that S is not the precursor of R. S

contains many distinctive errors in passages where R preserves

the more original version, for example:

69/15 And as hit is seyd afore
asl om. S (cf. 68/15 and as hit is seyde .)

II5/IB to lyue in body and not bodilich ne aftir þe
fleissche is an aungeles ì-ijf Ivita est angelica] and
not mannys lyfe

isl as S.

In particular S in two passages has an omission which R does

not have. The first is:

I29/I4 And þis Cytee of Nazareth is in þe lond of
GaIilee, and bisyde þis calilee is þe hille of Thabor

of Nazareth is in þe lond of Galileel om. S; And
þis Cytee . . calilee andl om. V

where the verso version (I28/13 Also þis cite of Nazareth is in

þe londe and þe lordschippe of gaì.iIe, and bysyde þis galile is

þe hilf þe wich is clepedThabor) shows that R has most closely

preserved the original reading.
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The second omission occurs in the following passage:

I35/I4 þer began a3en a ne\,ûe persecucioun of eresye
a3ens þe cristen feiþ, and also a persecucioun of deeþ
a3ens hem þat wol-de mayntene þe cristen feiþ & þe
cristen lawe.

and feiþl om. S; and lawel om. V

where the wording of the al-ternative tradition (I34/14-18) is

almost exactly the same as R's.

In either case, it is impossible to imagine that the scribe

of R could have reconstructed the more original reading from S's

corrupt one, so \de may conclude:

R ( S.

7 .4. S and V: a subgroup

the last two examples also provide evidence of a close link

between S and V: at 129/14 S preserves a corrupt form of the text

which V omits altogether, and at I35/14 almost exactly the same

omission occurs in both witnesses. More instances can be cited:

in a 1O-page sample (Hm. 97-115) where S has 26 distinctive

readings, 11 of these are common to V. Examples include:

89/3 And þus þes.iij. tvorschippful kyngis þei dwellid
in her londys and kyngdoms

worschippful kyngisl kynges worschipful S, kynges
worshipfully V;

97/32 þer cowde no l-eche hele hym
nol add man no S, add man ne V

I03/26 Thys was to vs aII a gret profyt (l-atin: id
nobi s omn ibus profui t)

profytl prophete SV.
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These readings are evidence of a separate subgroup SV whose

members preserve common peculiar readings distinct from those of

R. The next step is to define the exact interrelationship of the

two witnesses. It has been shown that S cannot descend directly

from V. We must therefore accept one of two hypotheses: either V

descends from S directlyt ot the two witnesses are mutually

independent (i.e. both stem from a common precursor -- say, *SV).

Support for the second hypothesis comes from examples such

as the following, where in each case V preserves the same reading

as R, which in turn is closer to the other versions:

69/15 And as hit is seyd in þe gospel afore: Et
intrantes domum &c., so þei 3ede and offrid to god

asl om. S

83/29 3ei my3t not vnneþe go after ne ryde home a3ene
in .ij. 3ere

a3enel om. S

II7/22 (Iohn Ewangelist) \das a preest & most
specialyche chose and louyd of god almi3ty

ofl em. S.

It is significant that in each case the reading of S makes sense

in itself; thus, if V did descend directly from Sf there would be

no reason to expect to see a reversion to the archetypal reading.

None of these examples is conclusive in itself. The

argument rests rather on accumulated evidence: in the 10 page

sample there are 10 cases in which S has an inferior variant when

V preserves the superior one (inherited via *SV).

Admittedly a portion of these variants may fairly be termed

trivial. This is a problem we face in dealing with a text so

close to the archetype: S may be a direct copy of *SV, and the

product of a careful- scribe at thatr so its distinctive errors

are all of a quite minor nature.
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(In fact S's readings are often so close to R's that it is

hard to imagine an intervening copy (viz. *SV). Thus S shares

with R a number of quite particular lexical (e.9. II9/4 for an

euery lsicl lastyng memorial-) and morphological (e.9. I15/I0

diuers exposiciouns of her 3 ifty I sic ] ) irregularities --
anomalies usually normalised by the stage represented by V.

However the retention of these anomalies may be simply a

testimony to the conservativeness of a succession of copyists.)

Counterevidence against the model is the occasional

ostensible retention of a more original reading in V. An example

is ( text as printed in Hm.):

63/3 doctours of þe l-awe and þe scribes. were
evermore present in þat cite; so þat þe Iewes and þes
Iscribes] þat knewe

scribes(2)l om. RS.

the primary versions do not contain the omission, nor does V. At

first sight this suggests an RS linkager âs opposed to the SV

one. However an al-ternative explanation is that the word is a

scribal erïendation deduced from the context (to make good bhe

awkward þes þat), and thus not an archetypal reading.

A similar case is:

79/13 in goddis Crist Ihesu RS
goddisl add sone V;

the lacuna is so transparent that at least one scribe in the line

of transmission from *SV to V could have been expected to guess

the correct reading and emend the text accordingly.

Based on the conclusions reached so far, vizz

six (and only six) valid hypotheses can be constructed (nig.2).

R

R

(
(

S ( V;
V ( S;

S

V
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VRS R VS R VS

(a) (b)

V

(d)

V
(e)

Fig. 2. Possible stemmatic models for the 1st group witnesses.

(c)

R

S

R

R

VSS (f)
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However the following considerations al1ow certain model-s to

be eliminated. In the sample passage, S and V in 11 cases share

a common reading that differs from that of R. Often it is

possible to show that one of the two alternatives (i.e. the

reading of *SV or the reading of R) is closer to the archetypal

reading; in particular, six examples are found where R's reading

is probably original. Now if R in a significant number of cases

preserves a more original- reading than *SV, then we can eliminate

those models which subordinate R within this group, viz. (a),

(b), and (c) in our diagram; for in each case the inferior

reading, which must have been present in the common ancestor *SV,

would have been transmitted through all lower branches, and so

woul-d have appeared in R. Moreover (d) can be eliminated as the

evidence implies the existence of a subgroup SV whose peculiar

readings are distinguishable from the peculiar readings of R.

This reduces the valid model-s to two, (e) and (f ), bringing

us to the final and most significant question.

7.5. The evidence for the group archetype

In Hm. it is assumed that V descends from R directly. This

is at first sight a plausible conclusion. OnIy close anal-ysis

reveals occasional agreements between V and the other traditions:

5/28 þerfore þei cleped him a enchauntour and no
prophe te

clepedl caÌle V ( cf.. 4/ 28 therf ore þe Iewes . .
clepe hym a enchauntour and no prophete)

I7/31 And þe cause þat þer were.xij. men ordeyned is
þisl

isl \,{as V (cf. 16/33 was).
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Even these, like the previous examples at 63/3 and 79/13, can be

explained as coincidental parall-e1s or scibal emendations. As

such, they do not constitute evidence aga inst Hm.rs model-.

(CuriousIy, Hft. seems to a1l-ow the possibili ty that V all

the same might occasionally transmit a more plausible reading

than R; thus at II5/I5 in token of dedyng of fle i sche V's var ian t

reading deying (for dedyng) is recorded marginally. The practice

of citing the readings of a witness ín direct line of descent

from another is of course inconsistent with stemmatic theoryr âs

in a cl-osed system such a witness cannot independently preserve a

more original reading than any of its precursors.)

ïn fact it is not possible on the evidence of V alone to

discount the second possibility, illustrated by model (f), that R

is not the archetype of the group, but that both it and *SV are

dependent on another earlier exemplar *RSV, sây. (The

possibility that this model is the correct one is of more than

theoretical conseguence, fotr., if it were correct, Hm.'s printed

text would have to be revised to take into account the readings

offered by the alternative tradition, viz. the SV branch.)

However, methodological problems arose in attempting to

resolve the dilemma. The question revolves around two knowns

(R's readings, and that of the other versions) and two unknowns

(the readings of *SV, and the readings of the possible earlier

archetype, *RSV). To complicate matters, it is not al-ways easy

to find really distinctive variants on which to base the

argument. The best approach seemed to be the accumulation of

many small pieces of evidence which when examined in quantity

would hopefully aIlow reliable conclusions to be drawn.
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Consequently as a basis for analysis the whole extant text

of S \^¡as collated against R, V, and the other versions. For each

peculiar variant of S an attempt \,vas made to reconstruct a

reading for *SV to set against R (where these differed). These

two alternatives \¡i/ere then set against the hypothetical reading

of the archetype *RSV (as confirmed by the verso textr or

otherwise), and a count was made of the number of times R and *SV

respectively seemed to preserve the archetypal reading. fn each

case the most probable reconstruction was accepted, in order to

avoid rejecting too many examples as I'not proven"; occasional

mistakes wouÌd presumably l-evel- out in significance over the

whole range of evidence.

Out of 115 variant readings in S, it proved possibte to

reconstruct a reading of *SV in 83 casesi in 54 of these cases

this reconstructed reading differs from that of R (thus in 29

cases S's variant is reflected in all three witnessesi of these,

five cases point to a common error -- a matter to which \^¡e shall

return later); in 39 of these cases an archetypal reading can be

reconstructed wit'h reasonable certainty, and in 37 cases either R

or *SV (not both) preserves this ostensible archetypal reading.

Separating these 37 readingsr r{ê find R follows the archetypal

reading in 26 cases, *SV in 11 cases.

7.6. Errors in the group archetype

The first point of interest to emerge from the analysis is

that there are five cases where the reading of the group

archetype seems to be corrupt. One case is (text of R):
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93/30 þe bawme is put in gret Isic] siluer pot, þe
which pot is of .vj. or.vij. galouns.

pot( 1) I potes SV

where both context and the other version (92/30: þe bawme is put

in to a grete potte of syluer, and þat pot is more þan.vj.
galouns) suggest that the singular is the originaÌ reading. The

article is restored in the printed text (þe bawme is put in Ia]
gret siLuer pot), but the evidence of the MSS suggests that it

must have been lacking in the group archetype (the reading of SV

being a rationalisation of this archetypal reading).

In another case both R and S read:

83/ 26 þei come hom saf and hole in to her ol,vne londy
lsicl

Iondyl londe V

(the archetypal reading, prêserved by R and S, most probably

stems from a misreading of the abbreviation for the p1ural; that

this reading has been rationalised in V is not surprising).

In a third R and have the following text in common:

93/24 and þan þe roddys be knytte after þe maner as a
'vyne is kitte

knyttel kyttes V (cf. 92/23 rnd than þe roddys be
kytte as a wyne);

this example is somewhat more difficult to interpret in view of

Vrs reading; but apparently both *Sv and R concurred in the

erroneous reading knytte.

The two remaining cases, at 63/3 and 79/13, have been dealt

with previously (7.4)

I conclude from these readings thaL errors existed in the

group archetype. Unless these errors r/ùere lready present in the

editor's base, they indicate that the archetypal- text does not

represent the original text of this version of 3KCo1.
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(There are further examples in the printed text which lie

outside the passage of analysis, which lvas necessarily limited to

the common extant text of the three witnessesi at this stage

these can only be termed archetypal- errors on the presupposition

that R is the group archetype. It is noteworthy that such

readings are normal-1y emended \,ùithout explanation in Hm. (e.9.

II/8 [&]; IVIS Iof] the bracketed words are not in the MS).

7.7. R: the group archetype

A second deduction from the data rests on more detailed

anal-ysis of the other readings. In our exhaustive sample only 37

readings could be isolated as evidence for the independence or

otherwise of *SV from R. In theory lve should predict the resuf ts

to show either that all the readings of R follow or are closer to

the archetypal readings (implying that R was in fact the ancestor

of *SV); or eÌse (if both stem from *RSV) to find a distribution

of agreements -- R preserving the reading of the eommon precursor

in some passages, *SV in the remainder.

The figures as they stand, with 26 readings against 11, at

first sight seems to accord with the second alternative. However

on closer examination the evidence of these 11 readings in *Sv is

Iess convincing. For a start, six can fairly be dismissed as

trivial -- Þ"=/Þg (twice); ry (-þat); her,zhei (a pen slip);ca!{se

TarLary/ (-n); and whan/and so whan. Another two occur rn

familiar Latin citations, where one might expect to find the

original reading restored by a later scribe.
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This

some real

where

Ieaves three pieces of evidence

basis for preferring the reading

where there seems to be

of *SV. The first is:

in to dissches of93/28 þis bawme renneþ downe
syluer ( text of R)

in tol add þe SV

where the alternative tradition reads (92/27) the bawme

downe in to þes vessels; but in factr the modification

preceding context in the R-text makes Rrs reading, not

more plausible.

The second example is:

95/ I 4 And þis bawme i s at I sic ]
lvyne and grene (text of R)

it were thynne

atl as SV

the Ieft hand version reads (94/ 15) and þis

renneþ

of the

*svts, the

bawme is as

þou3 it thynne grene wynet but SV's read ng is an obviouswere

emendation in the context.

7I/35 is a very simil-ar example.

Thus the evidence for a pre-R archetype *RSV has melted away

under detailed analysis. There seems in the final anafysis

Iittle support for the notion of an independent SV branch, in

other words, to challenge the accepted model that R represents

the archetypal witness to this version of 3KCo1. Admittedly, the

opposing 26 readings could be subjected to similar anafysis, and

the number of convincingly superior readings m ight wel l- be

considerably reduced in the process. But there sti11 exists a

disparity of 26 to 11 in the preservation of aIl-eged archetypal

readingsi moreover the fact remains that whereas the readings in

R include indisputably superior readings (e.9. I29/I4 and 135/I4,

examined at 7.5), there is no convincing example of an archetypal

reading preserved in,*SV independently of R.
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(In practice, even if the alternative hypothesis hãd proved

to be true, the conclusion wouLd have little practical bearing on

the establishment of the lst group text; since the only readings

in doubt were precisely those cited above, there would only be a

handful of cases where a cautionary note would need to be

introduced into the apparatus of the printed text.)

The preferred model is summarised overleaf; as previously

noted, the retention of particular archetypal errors in S would

suggest that no more than a single copy intervened between this

witness and the archetype R.
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S

I the original form of the R-version]

R (the archetypal form of the R-version)

Fig. 3. Stemma of lst group

V
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B 3KCOL: THE TRADITION OF TÍIE 2ND GROUP

8.1. fntroduction

Hm. places al-most all the remaining witnesses of 3KCo1 in

the 2nd group.

These include the base text of the verso version, to which

the siglum K is here assigned:

K = Cambridge, Univ. Libr., Eê IV 32

as well as a number of other witnesses to which Hm. assigns the

sigla B, D¡ P, and T (D and P are defective):

B = London, B.L., Addit.369B3 ("Bedford MS,')

D = Oxford, Bodleian Libr., Douce 301

P = Cambridge, Univ. Libr., Add.43 ("Patrik Papers")

T - London, 8.L., Cotton Titus A XXV.

According to Hm. the printed edition, W, "fol-lows the Cbr.

MS Ii.e. K] or a copy of it" (159n; v/nI):

[J = the "lst Edition" of Wynkyn de Worde

Another witness placed in this group by HÍì., but not cited

in the Various Readings (159-86), is here assigned the siglum Q:

Q = Oxford, Bodleian Libr., Ashm.59.

It should be noted that Cambr. Kk I,3, wrongly assigned by

Hm. to the 2nd group, in fact belongs in the 3rd group (see 9.4).

It will be shown that the unique unabridged witness, here

assigned the siglum Ff r,vas f ounded on a 2nd group base:

F = Durham, Hunter 15 pL.2.

Further 2nd group witnesses unknown to Hm. will be

identified later in the present chapter.
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As previously, citations will be from the original MSS, with

line references to the correspondíng passage in the printed

version. However the consensus text will normally be cited from

F.

The reader may care to anticipate the conclusions of the

chapter by referring to the stemmatic diagrams (Figs.4pre sen t
and 5 ) at the end of 8.2.6 and 8.6.

In Hm. the 2nd group is described as the generally received

text (v-v j. ). Apart f rom F, some 2I wi tnesses of 3KCol are notv

known, of which 12 belong in the 2nd group; thus the 2nd group

remains numerically the most commonly preserved version.

The number of previousl-y known witnesses was insufficient to

allow more than general observations concerning relationships

within the group (Hm. vi-vii). However it is noh/ possible to

define these more precisely and to represent them with stemmatic

models. For reasons which will be more apparent in the ensuing

discussion, and in the chapter on the evofution of the 3KCol

(INTRODUCTION 10), it makes sense to divide the witnesses of the

2nd group -- for the time being setting aside W, which proves

somewhat anomalous -- into three subgroups, vizz (i) the "A-

subgroupu (7 witnesses); (ii) the "K-subgroup" (f witness); (iii)

the "B-subgroup" (3 witnesses). In fact these subdivisions

are implicitly recognised in Hm.rs analysis.
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8.2. The A-subgrouP

Of the witnesses of the A-subgroup, four 1, D' P, and A

are discussed in Hm.; to the remaining three the sigla A' M,

and E are here assigned (n l-acks the f inal section):

A = Astor A2 (present whereabouts unknown)

M = Cambridge, Magdalen Co11ege, Pepys 2006

E = Cambridge Mass., Harvard College Libr., Eng. 530.

8.2.I. The A-addi t ion s

Of the seven the text is best preserved in A. However it

will be shown that A is not the group archetype; rather, an

archetypal text for the group (the "A-text") can be reconstructed

on the basis of a bifurcate stemma.

Not surprisingly the features which distinguish the A-text

from the other 2nd group texts are not so obvious as those which

distinguish the major groupings from each other. Nevertheless

the A-text is marked not only by peculiar errors but by a

peculiar formal- characteristic, namely short but significant

passages appearing at scattered points in the text but omitted in

the other 2nd group subgroups. These distinctive passages' which

Hm. identifies in the text of T and D (without explicit note of

their appearance in P and a as weII), are here termed the "A-

additions" (it wiII be shown in a later chapter that the A-

additions constitute significant evidence for the evolution of

3KCoI; however the term "addiLions" is used descriptively, and in

itelf does not carry evolutionary presuppositions).
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The A-additions, which also appear in the text of the 3rd

group witnesses, are printed within square brackets in the verso

text in Hm. (where they are commonly identified by the marginal

note "added from Tit. Ii.e. T]", e.g. at 30/n4, 42/n3, 54/n4, and

60/n2).

8.2.2. The archetypal text of the subgroup

Aside from the "additions", the A-text is characterised by

peculiar errors. An anal-ysis of the witnesses over twenty

chapters reveals 42 instances where all share or reflect a common

peculiar reading. Examples include:

I0/ 28 . of hereynge and of syghte and al-so of
sermouns and omelyes . FKY etc.

and also ofl monu Ii.e. mony] faire ATDEMP

30/7 men repe corn . moost in May after the place
and the grounde is sette as in some place þe ground is
heyere and in some place 1ower. But by Bethleem

(. secundum locorum situac ionem

the pJ-ace place lowerl om. ATDEMP

32/22 The sceptre of Iuda shal nought be bore away ne
the stokke of þe lynage til he come that shal- be sent F

etc. (non auferetur sceptrum de Ïuda et dux de
femore eius donec veniet qui mittendus est)

ne I fro ATDEMP

52/32 Ierusafem a ryse and take light for thy lyght is
come and the ioye of god is spronge vp on the F etc.
(surge illuminare rerusalem quia venit lumen tuum et
gloria domini super te orta est)

is comel om. ATDEMP

48/17 none . knewe of othres purpos ne
entencioun by cause of the longe weye and fer weye
that was bytwixe euery kyngdome F etc.

the longe !\Ieye and f erl l onge hteye and f or the
ATDE, the lang wey and yet not wythstondyng the grete
and Iong MP.

e tc.be .F
.)
after
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Such readings, which in many instances are demonstrably

inferior, indicate that the archetypal text of this subgroup

already contained errors.

Statistical analysis of the readings reveals that the next

most frequent pattern of agreement is of TDE against A

( 30 instances). This suggests that the three witnesses belong

together as a subgroup. More often the TDE reading is the

inferior onei nevertheÌess peculiar readings in A establish the

independence of this witness from TDE (see 8.2.5). fn practice

this means that the consensus readings of TDE must be consulted

as control- over A in reconstructing the text of the subgroup

arche type .

We now turn to examine more closely the relations between T,

D, and E.

8.2.3. T

The

features

and D

relationship between T and D and the significant

of their common text are defined thus in Hm.:

MS Tit. and Douce form a subdivision of this group:
they have not the omissions of MS Cbr. and are,
therefore, derived from an older MS.; but they are
later and more corrupt.. Both MSS., cIoseJ-y
reJ-ated, are, however, independent of each other, and
are copied from a third MS. of the same kind; sometimes
MS. Tit., sometimes MS. Douce has the preference. (vii)I

I

¡

t

I

rì'

i

á
T

,t

I

.r{

i'
.l

In other words T and D are a mutually independent pair of

2nd group

feature of

witnesses, both preserving the A-additions. A

TD (the consensus of the pair) not shared bvA

184;al terna t ive

in E).

version of I40/ 34-150/ 2 ( printed at Hm.

notab le

is an

wan t ing
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Numerous readings confirm the mutual independence of the

two witnesses. D has pecul-iar errors and omissions not shared by

T or the other witnesses, such as the omission of B/19 whan þe

citee of Acon that in this contree is cleped and 32/16 and of a

v\¡omman paynym on the moder side. T on the other hand makes

errors independently of D, a typical example being:

30/25 therefore the sheperdes... now in oun
place now in another . dwellede there with her
sheep FD e Lc.

now in oun placel mowen oon place and T.

T also omits 60/3-4 thus it.. . Iurye which D and the other

witnesses preserve.

8.2.4. The mutual independence of

Two conspicuous corruptions

classification of Tt D, and E as

TD and E

can be cited in support of the

a subgroup. One is:

cui tamen imposterum multa62/13 filium non vidit,
preuidi t AMP

cui tamenl certamen TDE.

The other is at I8/2, where A preserves the original reading:

Neuertheless the people Ioked not only after the sterre
but after that man that was bytokened by this sterre
the which man shuld be lorde of aIl folkes;

here E has a significant lacuna:

The losS of not was the first step in a process of degeneration

which reaches an advanced stage in TD, where the text reads:

neuer the lesse the peple lokid oonly affter the
but affter þe man þat was betokend be the sterre
whiche man should be lord ouer al-le the worlde.

Netheles þe peple loked after þe sterre but
þat man was bitokenede by was this sterre þe
schulde be lorde of a1le folke.

s terre
the

a sterre
whiche man
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Obviously the more corrupt text in TD cannot lie behind Ers

at the Same time E contains the innovation (lord) ouer all-e

worl-de, So presumably cannot be the direct ancestor of TD's

This passage not only provides a further example of the link

tex t;

the

tex t.

between the three witnesses (the loss of not), but also

establishes the mutual independence of E and TD.

Peculiar readings in E are in fact numerous (further

examples can be gleaned from any page of APPARATUS). Some may

derive from contamination, specificall-y with BN in the B-

subgroup, with which E seems to have a consistent link (e.9. BN

end the last passage with lorde of alle the worlder êchoing E).

It is possible that contamination links also exist between E and

t"lp as well as between E and various 3rd group witnesses' as \de

sha1I see later.

8.2.5. the relationship of ll' P, and À

In M and P we find a very similar version of an inferior

form of the text. Their common text -- here termed MP -- is full

of peculiar errorsi some passages are quite anomalous. For

example at 24/21-36, in place of the standard version (text of

A):
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no man toke kepe of this hous bycause it was also
destroyed and no thinge left but as it is aforeseid a
Iitel vnthrifti hous and a Caue vnder erthe and wallys
on euery side And afore in this hous was brede solde ç
tymbre and other thinges that were brought to Market
And assys and hors and other beestes that come to the
market were tied aboute this vnthrifty hous

!{e find in MP the following:

no man toke kepe of this hot¡/se and no thyng left but as
it is a for seide and brede Tymbre and aJ-l-e oþer thyng
that com to (add the P) market weren solde ther on the
grounde sum wytfr in the house summe wyth out and the
(thel om. P) bestes that brought thyng theyer (theyerl
om. P)-for to siIl b/ere tyed a boute this howse.

Again, in place of 26/31-34:

Ànd suche a maungere was made of stone in the same
place that Crist was born and in that same maungere
oure lady seint Marie laide her sone as it is tolde
be fore

MP read And the maunger þer god was Ie ide in was made of stone.

Another anomalous passage replaces

However, M and P are mutually

omissions and peculiar readings in

example of a peculiar reading in l'1

22/ 3r-24/ 4.

independent, as shown by

their respective texts. An

i s:

they browght a dyademe of

M.

Iacuna extends

but M does not

.).

omission where M preserves the

Again, beginning at I0/29 of diuerse bokes . the standard

I0/4 And among all othere
gold P etc.

they browght al the

text is omitted in both M and P, but in M the

further: P resumes at I0/30 (Also 3e

re sume tilI I0/ 3 2 (Vaus bereth

fn

or ig inal

other instances P has an

text, for example:

12/2 as hit is aforeseide the more þat this sterre was
loked after the more the . fame of thís sterre
encrescede FM etc.

the more þat this sterre uras Ioked afterl om. p.
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In short, M ( P and P K M, thus demonstrating the mutual-

independence of M and P; the close similarity of their texts

suggests that each quite faithfully reproduces the text of a

corrupt antecedent exempJ-ar (*MP).

Within the A-subgroup, MP is more closely aligned to A than

to TDE. MP shares the reading of A in 25 of the 30 instances of

variation between A and TDE, and in four of the five cases of

variation between AE and TD.

The text of A is patently superior to that of MP;

nevertheless it remains to be established whether *MP descends

directly from A or f rom an earl-ier MS of the A branch (in short,

whether A and MP are mutually independent). The statistics

immediately suggest the second alternative, for complementing the

25 instances of agreement between A and MP against TDE are the 5

instances where tvlP agree with the other witnesses against A. An

exampJ-e i s 54/ 27 Precedet vos in Galileam: ibi eum videbitis,

where after videbitis A uniquely adds sicut dixit. Further

examples incl-ude:

40/ 12 lt i s also the manere in the Est . FKTDEMP
etc' 

isl was A

58/9 A1le men shul come fro saba brynginge
encense and shewynge praysinge to god FMP

. et laudem domino annunciantes)
and shewynge praysingel and shewynge

preysyng TD, shewyng praysyng E

(in the latter exampJ-e the combined evidence of the

shows that the original reading may well have been

subgroup archetype, though it is onl-y preserved in

golde and
e tc. ( cf.

A, and

witnesses

found in the

MP ).
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The only difficulty is the possibility that the data is

compromised; anomalous readings common to MP and E, MP and the B-

subgroup, and MP and the 3rd group witnesses may attest to

contamination tinks across the tradition. The supporting

evidence is not strong; in any case there is little reason to

believe the direction of contamination is from outside into the

MP subbranch, since we find no reflex of peculiar textual

features of distinct parts of the tradition in MP, nor any

indisputable instances of "reversion to archetype" (i.e. where MP

preserves a more originat reading than the other witnesses of the

A-subgroup). To be sure, the effects would be harder to identify

if contamination had entered MP from the closely related E.

However the evidence of one passage would seem to confirm

the independence of MP:

And so it 3ede to fore hem tyl they come to Bethleem
the which is but .ij. lytill myle from Ierusalem TE,
1ac. D

Bethleeml a place A, wher the child was MP.

TE preserve the original reading. The variant readings suggest a

lacuna ( in place of the proper name) stood in the exemplar the

scribe of A was copying from. MP's variant is more plausibÌy

explained as an independent emendation for this lacuna than as a

direct reflex of Àrs reading (it can be shown in this case that

contamination is an unlikety explanation of the reading of MP).

At the same time it is hard to imagine any copyist

hesitating to fill such an obvious lacunar so it is presumably

the very exemplar that lay before the scribe of A, rather than an

earlier precursor, from which *MP descends. At any rate the

relative integrity of the text of A (as evidenced by the rarity
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of peculiar deviations from the reconstructed A-text) indicates

that very little stemmatic "distance" (in terms of numbers of

copies) can have intervened between A and the subgroup archetype;

consequently even l-ess distance can have stood between A and

*AMP, the common precursor of the three witnesses.

8.2.6. O

A further member of this subgroupt Qt came too late to my

attention to be included in the statistical analysis. However

even from cursory examination it is apparent that this text is

characterised by an unusual- degree of independent elaboration.

For example, where the standard text (represented by A) reads:

48/20 yet the sterre euenlych yede tofore euery king
and alle her puple And whan they rested or stode stille
the sterre stoode stille and whan they yede or riden
the sterre alwaye yede forth tofore hem in his vertue
and in his strength and 3aue liqht to aI her way and as
it is writ afore fn the tyme that Cryst was bore it was
pees in alle the worlde wherefore

the text of O reads:

þe sterre went evenlich byfore hem and alle þeire gret
noumbur of people And whane in þeire saide wey þey
rested or stode stille þane þe sterre wolde hoove and
stande þer stiIle, and whane þey departed frome place
to place in þeire goynge on þeire saide viager so wolde
þe sterre semblabully hoove and abyde hem in his
fervoure his beaute and clerenesse and light boþe by
daye or by þe þe night and whane þey remoeved so godely
þe sterre moeved hit and was þeyre lodesman conduyt and
hooty goode aganst alle oþer thinges þat hade might or
powere to destourbe or in any $/yse þoo kinges or any of
þeire people And yee should vnderstande þat in þes same
tyme of þe birth and nativyte of Ihesu Cryste it was
pees and reste thorowe oute all þe worlde wher
fore. .

Such

the text
point of

elaboration

would repay

v iew.

is by no means uncommon in Q, and suggests

further study from a lexical or stylistic
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For present purposes however an analysis of variants over

several chapters points to the underlying evolutionary

relationships. The peculiar readings of MP are virtually always

reflected in the text ofQ; moreover on the rare occasions where

M and P differ in their readingr Q commonly reads with the latter

rather than the former.

The existence of an independent PQ grouping is confirmed by:

42/3 4 In that londe is also founde Gold wonderly rede
in manere of thynne and smal rootys AM etc.

rootysl peces PQ.

As M could hardly have restored the unpredictable rootys from

the context, it can be assumed that this was the reading in the

common ancestor of the three witnesses (i.e. *MP), and that the

variant reading peces is an innovation of a PQ subbranch

independent of the M Iine.

Another passage which supports this interpretation is:

32/25 and many other questions been bytwixe the
cristenmen and Iewes in that contry of her unction and
her kynges FK etc.

beenl om. AM, were PQ

where PQ agree in their emendation of the lacuna which must have

stood in *MP.

A further example of a peculiar reading in P0 is:

40/2 bestes as oxen sheep and othere bestes FKM etc.
asl and his P, hees Q.

Nevertheless it is unlikely that Q is a reworking of P

itself, since in spite of its numerous innovations Q on occasion

preserves a more origÍnal reading:

32/7 he was made kynge by the Emperour FKMQ etc.
madel om. P
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46/4 wherof seith Dauid FKMQ etc.
wherofl wherfoor P

46/16 IIes þat be there aboute in the contree
bel FKQ etc., wer P.

P and O are therefore to be regarded as mutually independent

witnesses. However the common precursor, *PQ, must be

very close to *MP on the stemma. The close similarity in text
between M and P shows that Èhere can be little stemmatic distance

between *MP and P; therefore the distance must have been

proportionally the less between *MP and *PQ.

The

subgroup

stemmatic relationships between the witnesses of the À-

is summarised in the diagram overleaf.
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lthe archetyPal 3KCol]

lthe A-text]

*AMP

*MP
A *PO

P o

T D E

Fig. 4. Stemma of the A-subgroup
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8.3. The K-text

The witness K and its textual relations are described in the

following terms in Hm. (my notes in square brackets):

Of the MSS. of the 2nd group, MS. Camb. Ee tKl is the
best . yet it is not without mistakes. . MS.
Bedford tBl descends, though not immediately, from MS.
Cbr., as it shows the same omissions Isc. of the "A-
additions"l and mistakes, which, however, with many
more of an intermediate MS., it suppLies and corrects
on its o\4rn account, and rather f ooli sh1y, so making the
text worse. . (vi-vii)

In oLher words K is -- and, after reexamination of the tradition,

remains -- the best single wibness of the 2ndgroup; but it

shares with B omissions (namely of the passages preserved in the

A-text) , as welI as having peculiar readings of its o\^¡n; thus i t

cannot be the archetypal text of the group. Rather, the formal

characteristics common to K and B point to an earlier textual

stage (the "K-text"), which can be reconstructed by eliminating

the peculiar errors of K; this is essentially the same as the

verso text in Hm., minus the bracketed A-additions.

An example of the shared omissions occurs in the following

passage:

54/24 (þe disciples) wer wonte alwey to come to q

in þat town pryuel-y for drede of þe fewes; and in
same Iitil toh/n god almy3ty apperid to hys
disciples A etc.

pryuely. . townl gq. K!^1, for OBN

yd ir
þat

(all other witnesses preserve the fuller text; F has

version). Further examples will be cited in a later

However other errors and omissions are peculiar

example:

an anomalous

con tex t.

to K, for

4/I4 Balaam was no prophete but an Enchauntoure thoru3
wicche-crafte and þe deuellis crafte he prophecied K

Enchauntourel add and F etc.
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Similarly there are minor slips at I2/27¡ 20/28¡ 46/II¡ and 14/8

(further examples may be gleaned from an inspection of the verso

text in Hm., where peculiar readings of the base MS are noted in

bhe margins).

The reconstructed K-text contains surprisingly few peculiar

errors (as opposed to the shared omissions)t in this sense it

differs from the previously examined archetypal texts, ví2. the

A-text and the R-text, with their clearly identifiable errors.

An isolated example is the reading ferusalem in:

L4/6 he was nat that man that shulde aryse vp of Israel
and be lorde of aIle folkes

Tsraell ferusalem KWBN, 1ac. O.

8.4. The B-subgroup

The third subgroup of the 2nd group is the B-subgroup.

Three witnesses belong here, of which B alone is identified in

Hm.; to the other two the sigla N and O are here assigned:

N = Cambridge, TEinity College, R.5.43

O - oxford, Bodleian Libr.' En9.th.c.58.

8.4.1. The B-texÈ

In the passage quoted from Hm. in 8.3, the formal features

linking B and K are notedr âs well as the inferíor quality of the

text of B. The stemmatic relations between B and the other two

witnesses of this subgroup are precisely defined (see 8.4.2), and

an archetypat text of this subgroup (the "B-text") can be

reconstructed accordingly; however, as aIl three witnesses are

closely related, the B-text is not markedly more original than

the text of B itself.
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The state of the text in these late witnesses is no doubt in

part the effect of progressive textual degeneration (a relativeJ-y

Iate dating for this form of the text is suggested by the

colophon date of 1442 in B, the only precisely dated MS of

3KCoI). However other factors played a part.

fn the first place, there is some evidence that the text in

these witnesses is contaminated (see 8.4.3). More significantly,

the B-text seems at some pre-archetypal stage to have been

subjected to a superficial but thorough reworking: comparison

with the other versions reveals a continuous series of minor,

mainly stylistic deviations which modify the original- wording and

on occasion reinterpret the sense, but essentially import no neht

con ten t .

In practice this corruption, modification, and possible

cont.amination mean that the B-text can be of onl-y minor value in

the reconstruction of the archetypal text of 3KCol; indeed, on

stemmatic grounds it is debatable whether this version of the

text could ever transmit archetypal readings. (On the other

hand, such a thoroughly reworked text, with its línguistic

regularisations and modernisations of vocabulary, might in a

sense be viewed as a fresh, updated edition of 3KCoI, and would

possibly repay further investigation from this point of view.)

A further characteristic of the B-text is the presence of a

stratum of readings also found in the "abridged" portions of F;

the implications of these readings will be discussed at 8.5.
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8.4.2. The stemmatic relationship between B' Nr and O

Peculiar readings common to the three witnesses abound. To

take a random example, where the standard text reads:

60/14 and whan þei si3e þe sterre, þey were ri3t glad K

etc.

the text of OBN reads:

and then they saugh ( they saughl om. N) the sterre
stonde stille owyr the place ther that Cryst was borne
and then they were g1ad.

Such passages justify bhe classification of these witnesses as an

independent subgroup. At the same time we saw in 8.3 that K'

though Iinked with the witnesses of the B-subgroup by formal

characteristics, has peculiar readings of its own. This confirms

the mutual independence of the two subbranches.

The definition of relationships within the subgroup presents

no complications. Where the witnesses differ in their readingsr

B and N are much closer to each other than either to O, implying

a split in the tradition between O on the one hand, and B and N

on the other. For example, where the standard text reads:

20/12 soo whan þei were þere, þe tyme vtas come þat oure
lady seynt Marie scholde be deliuered of her childe:
and was delyuered K etc.

O reads:

and as sone as they werre come thethyr anone aftyr come
the tyme that oure lady seynt mary schulde be delíverid
of his schilde and was delyverid

whereas BN preserves the following text:

And as sone as þey vreren comen thedyr anon þat (add
tyme N) oure faOy- seynt mary þat was hys (Joseph-T-s N)
wyffe Sche was grete wythe chylde and (Sche . andl
om. N) Iokyd her tyme and as sone as þey weren come
þedyr (add wythe in schort tyme after N) Sche schuld be
(was N)-d-elyuerid of her chylde oure blessyd lorde (her
blessyd sone N) ihesus.
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A further example of the very close relationship between B

and N is the passage (text of F):

44/29 and þan afterward the mirre is wronge oute of
hem. wherfore we shul vnderstonde that

where O follows the standard text, but BN read:

and than they gadyr yt (it is gadryd N) of and do
withalle what þei wylle and (andl om. N) ye may wele
consyder and vnderstonde that.

However, on occasion B and N independently preserve peculiar

readings. An example in N is:

I48/3L (Preester Tohn) sent his oldest sone þat was
cleped dauid with a strong oost and a gret multitude of
pepil in heì-pynge of þes Nestorynes KB etc. (O l-ac.)

oost helpynge of I polrer to help N

N al-so has lacunas not present in the text of B or the other

witnesses (e.g. a short lacuna at 40/29-3I and a longer one at

28/19-25). Notable pecularities in N are the incipit ( see

APPARATUS), and at the beginning of ch.[33] the added words Dere

bre theryn (Ionge tyme after the de the .).

B also has independent readings, such as3

32/L5 but 3it the fals Iwys forsake na3t þat herodes
com of a fwe on þe fadir side KON etc.

Þat herodesl her Errowor B;

and where the standard text reads:

154/22 and þat Þei do in tokene þat þis iij kyngis
sougthen god K etc. (1ac. O)

N reads And Þg! do Þil in tokyn of þese thre kynges þat soute,

but B reads þat sought god.

The existence of independent variation (generally of a very

minor nature) demonstrates that B and N are mutually independent

witneSSeS, both closely reproducing the text of the same corrupt

exemplar ( which \.re will caIl *BN).
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O shares many readings with the other two

times preserves a more original reading. One

has already been cited. A further instance

witnesses, but at

example (at 44/29)

numerous others

where O preservescan

the

be found in APPARATUS -- is the following,

standard text, but an anomaÌous version appears in BN:

60/28 also þey were destourblid bycause þey htere com
from so ferre contrey to worschip þe kyng of Iewes þat
wa s ne ræ bore; and bycause þa t herode s vra s bu t an
alyen KO e tc.

and bycausel of oure lady seynt Mary also a nother
cause was for lone BN.

This conservativeness demonstrates that O cannot derive from *BN.

Elsewhere O preserves readings and omissions peculiar to

itself:

72/33 and many oþer Iwelis þes kyngís brou3t with
hem to offre to godd KBN etc.

to offre to qoddl and Purposid to an offerid ham
vnto almyghty god O

32/L8 wherfore cristen men make þe fwys vtterlich
confuse of þat prophecie of facob her patriark, þat
sayde þus Non auferetur . KBN etc.

of(1) þusl om. o.

This shows that O cannot be the dírect ancestor of *BN.

rn short, O K *BN and *BN ( o, demonstrating that O and BN

represent mutually independent traditions; in other words, the B-

subgroup divides into two branches, with O to one side, and the

mutually independent witnesses B and N to the other (see Fig.5

at the end of the chapter).
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8.4.3. Contamination in the B-subgroup

A broad collation reveals anomalous readings linking the B-

subgroup with almost every other branch of the tradition. The

possibility of a contamination Iink between the B-subgroup and MP

has been previously noted; another consistent pattern of common

readings exists between E and the B-subgroup. A further set

might indicate l-inks between the B-witnesses and various 3rd

group witnesses. Nevertheless the coincident readings are

generally minor or trivial. In any case the question is largely

theoretical: the witnesses involved are all late and relativeì-y

insignificant for the reconstruction of the archetypal 3KCol.

Rabher more significant is evidence for contamination

between the B-text and the R-text, i.e. the archetypal text of

the lst group. Consider the following examples:

26/20 and to þat same manger was an ox of a poure man
teyde þat noman my3t euer herborwe

my3t euer herborwel mygt ne wolde herborewe R,
wold herborwe OBN

34/8 þe sterre ascendid vp ín to þe firmament
vpl add a hi3e R, add a yen OBN.

56/31 herodes kynge and al the Citee were gretliche
de s tourbed

herodes kynge and al thel Herodes kyng of all þe
R, kyng herod that was kyng of that OBN.

Individually unconvincing as these examples míght be, such echoes

of B-text readings appear consistently in R. Furthermore they

are perhaps a little less arbitrary than appears at first sight:

they show a certain discrimination often lacking in coincident

readings.
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If these readings are genuine borrowings and not just the

product of convergent evolution, then we have an interesting

insight into the lst group editor's method of working. In

undertaking a ner^/ edition of 3KCol he was evidently not content

to trust the authority of a single witness: instead, he prepared

his base text by taking one exemplar (which wiIl be shown to

belong to the 3rd group) and collating it against a second (an

early B-subgroup MS). This revised base he then modified,

abridged, and, with the help of a Latin base, corrected and

expandedr so as to produce the original Ist group text.

8.5. The unabridged witness F

Of the recently identified witnesses of 3KCo1, only F proves

to contain a substantially new form of the text. ft would be

consistent r^rith the classification of Hm. to define the

unabridged version as a fourth group, of which the archetypal

text (the "F-text") is uniquely preserved in F.

Comparison of the English versions does not offer any

obvious answer to the evolutionary dilemma raised by this new

witness; rather, as hlas shown in INTRODUCTION 6, it is the

evidence of the Latin tradition that, by offering insights into

the underlying Latin exemplars, indicates that the "unabridged"

portions of the F-text are a distinct and Iater textual element.

Once separated out, the "abridged" component of the F-text

can be subjected to stemmatic analysis as any other witness.

From this it emerges that F has clear links with the 2nd group'

and specifically with the B-subgroup.

d
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In the first place, the formal elements characteristic of

the 1st and 3rd group texts are absent in F; where comparable

material is preserved, the version in F is textually independent.

Moreover the A-additions are lacking, just as they are in K and

the B-subgroup. However, whereas only trÍviaI echoes of the

peculiar readings of K are found in F, there is a consistent

pattern of agreement with the readings of the B-text;

specificalJ-y, when F was collated against Hm.'s verso text, it

was found that out of I22 readings that differed in F, no fewer

than 40 were paralleled in the B-text.

It is worth analysing these shared readings in some detail

in view of their intrinsic interest to the present edition (they

represent the stage closest to, if not identical with, the "F-

base", the abridged witness underlying the F-text).

A proportion of these readings are variations of a minor

nature such as:

'70/r'un"i;t-i.tit"Li."hilde 
or xii j daves ase K etc'

However other readings are more substantial. Some appear to

be in the nature of a gloss, such as:

72/27 ornamentis þat Alizandre left in ynde and
in Chaldee and in perse K etc. (cf. . ornamenta que
Alexander Phillipi Macedo in Chaldea India et Persyde
rel iqui t )

Alizandrel kynge Alisaundre the (add grete OBN)
Conqueror (the Conqueror om. W) that conquered a1 the
worlde FOBNW.

Others may originate as emendations, for example:

22/33 than he deschargeth hym of his hors or what beste
that he hath of his berthen FOBN(W) (cf. extunc
depositis suis rebus. .)

hym ofl hym K, om. YATE
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(in the l-atter instance the reading of FOBN(W) can be explained

as a rationalisation of the reading transmitted by K, even though

the emendation still fails to produce coherent sense; this

passage is discussed in more detail in NOTES).

The shared readings are commonly no better thanr oE

demonstrably inferior to, the alternative reading (i.e. that

preserved by K and the rest of the tradition). Thus in the

following passage the Latin shows that the other witnesses

preserve a more accurate version of the original:

60/IB Of þis why þes iij kyngis com first in to
Ierusalem raþir þan in to bethleem, many bokys in
diuers maners declare and expotvne K etc. (De hoc quare
isti tres Reges . .)

Of þis why þes iij kyngisl Of these thre kyngis
why they FOBNW.

Another passage contains two readings where the original

clearly indicates the superiority of the alternative text:

66/9 Therfore to þis cornerstone crist boþe þis sydes,
boþe þi s wall-ys come and made o corner of trewe byleve
K etc., lac. W (ad lapidem ergo angularem vterque
paries ven-Ït et verum angulum veritas fidei fecit)

tol om. FOBN? cornerl corner stone FOBN

In fact it proves difficult to find examples of readings

shared by F and the B-subgroup which are demonstrably superior to

the readings of the al-ternative tradition; the following three

are the most plausible examples gleaned from chs.1-222

22/ 4 and in þe same place god cristis soone of heuene
hras bore of oure lady K etc.

god cristisl Cryst goddes FBNr wâs Cryst borne
godes O, crist was borne goddis W
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1

68/8 til þei were afore þat litil hows þere crist was
KY, ATDE 1ac. (. tugurium in qua spelunca Christus
f ui t natuE)-

wasl add bore FOBNW

68/12 and þan anoon a3ene þe sterre hit ascendid vp in
Lo þe eyre K etc. (et iterum mox in aerem sursum
ascendit)

þanl om. FOBN, 1oo W.

Although favoured by the Latin, these readings are predictable

enough in their context: in other words, there is no reason to

view them as anything other than later emendations. Moreover

such examples are very much in the minority; generally the

variants common to F and the B-text are demonstrably inferior.

The overwhelming superiority of the alternatíve readings

provides further support for the theory of the evolutionary

primacy of the abridgement. In the immediate context, the most

obvious implication of the shared readings is that a stemmatic

link exists between the B-text and F; the evidence cited above

points to the existence of an antecedent exemplar *FOBN

from which both derÍve. That this exemplar represents an

evolutionary stage subsequent to the K-text is demonstrated by

the agreement of F and the B-witnesses in inferior readings

relative to the consensus of K and the other witnesses. That it

preceded the emergence of the B-text itself is shown by the

fact that the witnesses of the B-subgroup share peculiar

innovations; specifically, there is Iittle sign in F of the

multitude of characteristic B-text readings introduced by the

stylistic reworking. In other words, the B-text is a

stemmatically independent branch of the tradition.
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In summary, *FOBN is the best recoverable witness of the

text of the abridged exemplar on which the unabridged version b¡as

founded ( i.e. the F-base). In addition to the omissions

inherited from the K-text, this reconstructed witness is

characterised by trivial variations, elaborationsr "glosses",

secondary emendations, and corruptions, but lacks the great mass

of stylistic and other variants characteristic of the B-text.

On the other hand, there is no way to demonstrate whether

the F-base represents an independent tradition in itself. Tt is

implicit in our theory of the evolution of 3KCo1 that the F-text

presupposes an antecedent abridged exemplar; but the very fact

that F is the unique witness of the F-text means that evídence

for other intermediate stages is no longer recoverable. fn other

words, there is no hray to demonstrate that the F-base and *FOBN

were physically distinct exemplars.

The argument so far demonstrates that the original version

of the unabridged text was founded on an exemplar a number of

stages removed from the origÍnat draft of 3KCoL (of these *FOBN

perhaps, and the K-text certainly are securely identified). It

is the final (post-*FOBN) stage(s) that contribute the peculiar

errors of F ( for examples see APPARATUS, where such errors are

signalled by the consensus of all abridged witnesses, i-e.

KYARTDEOBN, in support of a variant reading).

Moreover examination of the "unabridged" portions of F

reveals errors even in this self-evidently most recent textual

stra tum :
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l7vb8 And the same Prestre Iohn in his seles and in his
armes bereth the ryght half of god blessynge in a
compas (. et habet dexteram dei benedicentem in
giro)

where the Latin suggests that half is a scribal slip for hand.

This implies that F is at least one stage removed from the

original version of the unabridged text.
(The general paucity of superior readings in the F-text is

somewhat surprising, given bhat the editor had access to a Latin

exemplar. Presumably the editor was concerned primarÍ1y to

identify and replace passages missing in his unabridged base, and

took its overall textual integrity for granted (the R-editorrs

modus operandi might be compared see 10.3.3). A rare example

of a superior reading in F, the correction of I4/6 ferusalem to

Israel (see 8.3), is an analogical alteration which might just as

readily have been supplied by an alert scribe as by the editor).

8.6. 91, the printed texÈ

Hm. cites the f ull readings of Wr Wynkyn de Worders 'rlstrr or

"I499" edition elsewhere, "1 499(? ) (date omitted)" at 159-

61 and 186-98 (see v' 159' 186). The present analysis is based

on the first 19 chapÈers of the reprinted version (a moost

excellent treatise of the Thre Kynges of Coleyne); a sample of

the readings is found in FULL VARIANTS FOR SELECT CHAPTERS in

APPARATUS. Hm. mentions other editions, r^¡ithout specific note

that all the editions preserve a virtually identical text (see

INTRODUCTION 5). Hm. states -- not quite accuratelyr âS we shall

see -- that "W. de Worde follows the Cbr. MS Ii.e. KJ or a copy

of it" (159n).
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In literary and textual terms W would rank asone of the

poorest witnesses of 3KCoI, being fulL of omissions, corruptions,

syntactíc irregularities, and foolish readings (see

INTRODUCTION 5). The question of the stemmatic position of this

witness is complicated by the fact that the text of the print

does not consistently reflect any particular MS, nor do any of

the more distinctive readings of W appear in the text of any

other witness. we find parallels for individual readings of W in

a wide range of secondary MSS of the tradítion:

8/20 (Akers) was enhabited richelich with worschippeful
princes K etc.

enhabitedl enhaunsed PW

I0/7 aboue stode lettres of chalde K etc.
chalde I golde VMPIll

I0/15 whanne the coroune was leyde vpon hym
F etc.

corounel diademe EJLW

L2/B Whan Ezechias reigned and was kyng of þe londe of
þelewes. Ketc.

kyngl lorde & kyng R, kynge and souereyne W.

But these coincidences are hardly significant; they are such as

one might expect to find in a late textr âs a result of

corruption, convergent development, and/or contamination.

Surprisingly, there are instances where I¡l shares superior

readings with other isolated witnesses, for example:

6/3 (Sabob) is fro damaske ix days iournay F etc.
ixl almost a R, â W (. distat a Damasco fere

per unam dietam)

18/I0 vpon this hille of Vaus in a clere weder been
seye many dÍuerse and stronge sterres F etc.

strongel straunge TW (. quamplurime stelle
rare discernantur)
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More remarkabl-e still i s the appearance in W of readings

which reflect the oríginal more closely than any other witness.

The following are not isolated instances:

I0/14 what man þat was take with the foul evel F etc.
the foul evell the fallyngeuitl W (cuicunque

epilent ico . )

B/II ther is not a more I¡¡orshipefuL ne a more myghty
kynrede in alle the Londes . of the Est F etc.

worshipeful ne a more myghty kynredel worshipful
kynrede ne more noble and myghty W (maior ve1 nobilior
vel potencior progenies)

18/22 ín the heuede of this piler stondeth a grete
sterre wel made and gilte F etc.

weI made and giltel gylt and wel made & fayre W

( . m ire pulchri tudini s).

The most obvious explanation of these sporadic superior buL

non-archetypal readings is a superficial revision of the text

against a Latin exemplar. A reading such as the following must

surely have come from such a sources

l0/28 and so of thise bokes.. . been thus writen
togedre and putte into oon boke F etc.

putte into oon bokel compresed in one libeI or
lytel boke lrl (. . . in hoc libello in vnum conscripta
e t redacta).

However such readings are sporadic and secondary; to

determine where the basic stemmatic relationships of this witness

1ie, we need to search for consistent underlying patterns.

W follows the format of the 2nd group, and contains none of

the characteristic material of the lst or 3rd groups. Moreover W

does not preserve the omissions (e.g. at 4/I4, 30/7, 52/32),

"additions" (e.g. 6O/I6, BB/ 30-32, 94/ 35) , or peculiar readings

(IO/28 etc.) of the A-subgroup, but rather, shares the omissions

of K and the B-subgroup witnesses. Qne instance (the passage at

54/24) was cited in 8.3. Another is:
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96/I Afterward roseph was solde of his breþeryn in to
sa me
were

Egipt
xxx gy
þes xx
etc.,

to
Ir
xg
FI

marchauntys þat were of fsmahely for þes
penyes. Afterward whan Iacob was dede þan
ylt penyes sent in to þe londe of Saba YA
ac.

Àftilrward(2) penyes(2)l om. KW, that were O,
and after þey were BN.

This suggests W is to be grouped with the non-A witnesses.

However there is no reflection of the readings noted in 8.3 as

peculiar to K (which precludes direct descent, pace Hm. v/nI)i

coincidences such as the following can be dismissed as trívial:

84/24 And þe Iwes that knewen þe scripturys and þe
berþe of cryst and þe place of Envye and of falsnes
excyted þe paynyms all aboute to calle hem wycchys Y

etc., Iac. F
pTã?el places KW, place r^'ere he was borne oBN.

On the other hand, W shows clear links with the other branch

of this subgroup. l'lany of the readings common to the B-witnesses

and F appear also in W; in fact these common readings constitute

the most distinctive tink of W with any branch of the tradítion.

Examples (e.9. at 72/27, 60/I8, 22/4, 62/25, 6B/8) have already

been cited in 8.5; others include the spelling Bona for Bena for

the name of the mountain aL42/36, and 52/28 as the prophecie of

ysaie for the alternative reading g! Þ!1 prophecied ysaias and.

Although such readings link 9{' F, and the B-text, it is more

difficult to determine Wrs closest affinities. The following

passages perhaps point to a particular link with the B-text:

I34/13 After the deth of þis gloriouse kyng (Þes ITI
worscheppeful kynges KA, þis worshipfull kyng Y)
Constantyn and his holy moder (seint) heleyne
aforeseyde . ther began a new persecucioun of
heresie a3eyn þe cristene feith F etc.' lac. o

and ãf ter-þis be proses of tyme Conffi-ntyne Noble
and his moder Seynt heleyne deyde anC after that ther
began . BN, After Ithis] thise thre worshipfull
kynges bodis were brought vnto Constantynopl-e kynge
Constantyn & his holi moder saynt Eline deyed And
ayenst the fayth of crysten men began . [.ü
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I34/26 (they) b/onne with stronge batayle the londes of
grece and of Armenye F e tc.

bataylel hande in gret and strong Bate1l B' hande
be Bate11 N, honde & batayl W

54/27 as it is write: Precedet vos in Ga1ileam K etc.
writel add in the gospelle OBNW.

But none of these coincidences is very compelling; they could as

easily be independent developments.

A complication is the existence of isolated readings common

to W and F but not found in the B-subgroup witnesses:

20/5 and euery man 3ede forþ in to his contrey KBN etc.
f orþ I hom FI/ù

50/20 þe caue þere crist was bore and Ieyde in þe
manger K etc.

þe(2) J an olde FW, om. A, a TDEOBN.

ff, as indicated in 8.5, F and the B-text are mutually

independent branches of the tradition, the agreement of W with

peculíar readings in both branches would be anomalous.

If the peculiar readings common to F and W are deemed the

more significant, then the peculiar readings common to 9{ and the

B-text must be dismíssed as coincidences ( it is noteworthy that

this mode1, presupposing a common precursor *WF, would confirm

the separate identity of *nOgN and the F-base). On the other

hand, peculiar readings common to W and the B-text seem the more

common pattern, in which case it may be that the peculiar

readings shared by F and W were the inherited ones (via the

common ancestor *FOBNT oF even via an earlÍer *WFOBN), and the

appearance of the more original reading in the B-text is the

result of contamination from other branches of the tradition

(see 8.4.3). In view of the ambiguities of the data the position

of W is marked by broken lines on the stemmatic diagram.
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In short' W is a corrupÈ 2nd group text' superficially

revised against a Latin exemplar. StemmaEically its links lie

with the non-A witnesses of the 2nd group, i.e. with the K- and

B-subgroups. Specifically, the peculiar readings common to F and

the B-text appear also in hl, suggesting thaÈ Ehe most immediate

stemmatic relationships of W lie with these witnesses.
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lthe K-textl

*FOBN

lthe B-textl
W

Fig.5. The relationships between K, F, W, and the B-subgroup

witnesses.

F

oNB
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9 3KCOL3 THE TRADITTON OF TTIE 3RD GROUP

9.1. IntroductÍon

Hm. distinguishes a third group within the tradition of

3KCoI, although only one member, H, is identified:

H - London, B.L., Harley 1704

(tt is defective, lacking II6/ 31-122/I0 and ending imperfectly at

I48/I8). However we have noted that Kk, described as "late, and

very bad" and assigned to the 2nd group by Hm. (vii), in fact

also belongs wíth the present group:

Kk = Cambridge, Univ. Libr., Kk 1r3 section 12.

The following additional witnesses can now be assigned to

Ehe 3rd group:

f = Oxford, Bodleian Libr., Laud misc. 749

J = Oxford, Bodleian Libr., Laud misc. 658

L = Londonr Lambeth Palace Libr., 72

Y = Blackburn, Lancs.' Stonyhurst CoIl-ege, B.xxii i.

t'toreover it will be argued that the R-editor, in producing

his reworking of 3KCot (i.e. the lst group version), used as his

base an exemplar belonging to the present group (the "R-base").

In the section of the introduction dealing with the

classification of the witnesses of 3KCo1, the following remarks

concerning the 3rd group appear in Hm.:
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MS HarI. (3rd group), late, and frequently corrupt'
joins the 2nd group, but shows traces of an older text,
and has, besides, not a few additions from the Latin
source, some of which are found in MS. Roya1 [i.e. 1st
groupJr some in no other MS., so that it stands apart
from the rest. When these additions were made, it will
be difficult to decide, but most likely they e/ere taken
from the oldest text. I have given these additions
beside the Cbr. I i.e. verso] text. (vii)

This passage makes a number of important points (but the

references to "an older text" are tendentious). The Harley MS is

defined as a 3rd group' a cÌassification confirmed by the

discovery of additional MSS of the same type. It also "joins the

2nd group"i specifically, the Iinks are with the A-subgroup, the

common element be ing the A-addi tions ( see 8.2.I; thi s i s not made

explicit in Hft., though marginal notes record readings shared by

uTit. & Harl.", e.g. at 40/n2, 100/nI,140/n3, cf.72/n1).

The 2nd and 3rd group versions agree closely enough for

peculiar 3rd group readings to be printed as marginal additions

or footnotes to the verso text. These additions will be termed

the "Y-additions" (for reasons which will become apparent).

Usually the Y-additions are quite short, but more substantial

examples appear at I42/n4, 146/nI, and after I20/25 (the latLer

wanting in Hr cf. APPARATUS and 10.3.2).

At the same time, Hm. notes a connection between the 3rd

group and the lst group: H has additíons from the Latin source'

some of which are found in the 1st group text. From the tone of

the remarks the common matter could be taken to be limited to

isolated or secondary passages. However I believe a more

fundamental connection exists between the two groups, the true

nature of which is intimated by marginal notes in Hm. like "Here

MS. Harl. continues, with nearly the same text as MS Royal in
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this Chapter" (I22/nI, where the similarity between the 1st and

3rd groups is underlined by the change of convention for citing

the peculiar readings of H from the margins of the verso to the

margins of the recto, i.e. lst group, text for the course of the

chapter; cf. L24/n5). The deeper connexion between the two

groups is explored more fuIIy in 9.6.

9.2. The Y-text

The passage cited in 9.1 accurately reports the corrupt

state of the text in H. The discovery of fresh MSS permits a

better appreciation of the orÍginal 3rd group text, and presents

an opportunity for revision of the printed version, and in

particular for supplementing the lacunae in H.

Like certain other groups and subgroups, the 3rd group is

distinguished by having one member with a markedly superior text..

In this case the most original witness is Y; this is confirmed by

passages where Y agrees with the version of the other groups when

the remaining witnesses of the 3rd group share an innovatíon:

48/17 noon of hem wist of oþir ne knewe of othirs purpos
neþer intencioun KYR etc.

purposl comyng HIKkJL

72/28 all þe ornamentys þat Quene Saba fonde in
Salomons temple Y(R)

Quenel kyng HIKk, kinge of J, þe king of L

124/n4 a1I þes places this worshippeful quene
with grete humilite and deuocioun visited and
worshipped Y' lac. R (. humiliter visitauit
deuot i ss ime rroñõ?i f icaui t)

humilite andl om. HIKkJL.

et
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It is notevlorthy that these common innovations imply a

textual stage distinct from Y -- SâY, *HIKkJL -- from which the

remaining witnesses descend.

fn fact the text of Y proves to contain remarkably few

demonstrable errors. It is thus more difficult than in previous

cases to identify peculiar readings of the group archetype. One

plausible example occurs in the passage following as þei of ynde

seye at I2O/25 (lacking in H), in which one sentence begins:

For all maner of peple in what dyssese or infirmite
tribulacioun and anger þat þey r^/ere Y (

quacumque infirmitate dolore ve1 angustia vel
tribulacione detinebantur .);

here anger is arguably a slip for anguish compare angustia

(the other extant witnesses of the group follow Y).

Moreover, when other passageS containing peculiar readings

of y are examined, in no significant case can it be convincingly

demonstrated that the other witnesses preserve a more original

reading than Y. Apparent anomalies are generally trivial' as

when an obvious emendation has been supplied (e.9. 62/38 as hit

tisl aforeseyde). A rare non-trivial example is:

58/I ffortitudo gencium venerit tibi, inundacio
camelorum operiet te KRHJ

tibil om. YrKkL

and even here the appearance of the correct reading in H and J

can be explained as the result of contamination, or the

restoration of the correct wording of a familiar scriptural

passage from the scribestmemories, rather than as the

preservation of an inherited reading.
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In short, the lack of inferior readings peculiar within this

group to Y implies that there is no reason to reject the

hypothesis that Y is the group archetype, from which *HrJKkL

directly descends hence the terms "Y-additions" and (for the

archetypal text of the group) "Y-text'!; moreover the rarity of

inferior readings in Y generally implies that bhe Y-text is a

very close witness to the archetypal text of 3KCo1. In one sense

the textual tradition of the 3rd group shows a similarity with

the 1st group, in that the group archetype is extant; compare the

subgroups of the 2nd group, where the archetypal text must be

reconstructed on the basis of a stemmatic model.

9.3. The independence of E

Of the 3rd group deteriores, H proves to be the most

original in stemmatic terms. A statistical analysis of the

readings of this witness over nine chapters reveals the following

pattern of. opposition in agreements:

HTKkJL )( Y 13 cases

IKkJL ) ( YH 16 cases.

From this it is clear that H often preserves the archetypal

reading (i.e. the reading of Y), where the other witnesses share

an innovation. A notable instance is aL I28/ 9-13, where the

originat text Nazareth::: Nazareth is Iost in IJL (Iac. Kk),

but preserved in Y and H.

Two conclusions can be drawn from this set of agreements.

The first has already been noted, that the subordinate witnesses

of the groupdescend not from Y directly, but from *HfKkJL (from

which they inherit the 13 common errors in the sample).
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On the other hand H has numerous peculiar readings of its

own, such as:

2/30 aftir hirynge sight and speche of oþere men
somme thynges hire ben writen K etc.

oþere menl clerkes and oure fornefaders H

(further examples can be found in FULL VARIANTS FOR SELECT

CHAPTERS. This shows H cannot be the direct precursor of the

other witnesses. In short, H and IKkJL represent two mutually

independent subbranches of the tradition, both stemming from the

lost *HrKkJL which descends directly from Y.

The second conclusion to be drawn from the above data is the

identification of IKkJL as an independent subgroup: the

agreements where IKkJL share an innovation agaÍnst an original-

reading preserved in H attest to the existence of an independent

precursor of the four witnesses. The stemmatic relations between

these four witnesses wiII next be examined.

9.4. The interrelationship of f, Kk, J' and L

There is some uncertainty over the precise relationship

between I, Kk, J, and L.

In textual terms I is, after Y, probably the most faithful

witness of the 3rd group texE, in that it lapses into error much

less frequently than H; but in stemmatic terms I has been shown

to be subordinate to H, since it shares innovations with the

subordinate witnesses of the group. ft is also an independent

witness, as its peculiar errors and omissions demonstrater e.g.:

50/31 kyndely resoun scheweþ hit to a man YHKkJL
scheweþl om. I.
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A subgroup KkJL independent of f is implied by common errors

such as those in the following passages:

50/I þei were in grete dowte what hÍt scholde be KYHI
e tc.

bel mene KkJL

44/33 Thise iij kynges . of thilke londes and
kyngdomes in the whiche thise liftes wexed and growede
and also the whiche shulde be óf fred to god in the ol-de
prophecie rather of thise smale londes they shulde be
cleped kynges than of other gretter londes FYHf etc.

and alsol om. JL; the whichel om. Kk; the olde
propheciel the õÏd prophecied J I ooldã tyme
prophecied L¡ they kyngesl om. KkJLi gretter
londesl add and kyngdoms JL.

The latter example also supplies evidence for a further

subdivision JL, with common peculiar readings. Yet JL must be

independent of Kk, as the latter has peculiar modifications of

its ovrn (in particular, Kk radicalty abbreviates the entire

text) t in other words, Kk and JL constitute mutually independent

subbranches of the tradition. Common JL readings, usually of

minor significance, are frequent (see FULL VARIANTS FOR SELECT

CHAPTERS for examples); a count in one chapter aÌone found 14.

Nevertheless J and L are mutually independent, as each has

peculiar omissions and additions. J alters and adds¡ âs in Ehe

following passage:

56/L9 euerych of hem as to her semyng spak aI1 o maner
of speche YHIKkL

speche I .add In so moche that euerich of hem
vnderstode otñEl-s langage wel and fyn J.

Peculiar readings in L are likewise numerous, for example:

80/7 hit was in a moment all tobroke in to dust K etc.
dustl smale pecys L.
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There are problems in data available for these four

witnesses (e.g. the abridged state of Kk, and the possibÍ1íty of

contamination Ín the case of J and L see 9.5). Nevertheless

the above analysis offers the most probable description of the

stemmatic relations between them. The relationship between the

deteriores is of purel y theoretical interest in any case; in view

of the archetypal status of Yr none of them is of any relevance

for textual reconstruction.

The conclusions of Èhe present chapter are summarised on the

following page.
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[the original text of the 3rd group version]

H

Y (the archetype of the 3rd grouP)

"HIJKKL

KKJ L

Fig. 6. Stemma of the 3rd group
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9.5. Contamination in the inferior witnesses

Of the MSS of the 3rd group, Y, the archetype, and probably

I and Kk are free of contamination, but H, J, and L may be

contaminated from diverse sources.

However, we can be reasonably confident about the direction
of the contamination: any common material must be crossing from

other groups into the witnesses of this group. This assertion is
based on examination of the text of witnesses outside the present

group at points where the 3rd group text has its y-additions.

These supplementary passages amount perhaps to a thousand words

in totaL, and are often intimately interwoven into the context;

yet not a word of this material appears in any witness outside

the 3rd group. As any contamination that occurred less than once

in a thousand words would hardly merit the name, such

contamination as exists must be passing from outside into the 3rd

group, not from the 3rd group into other witnesses.

The readings of H are often shared by E; moreover, as E

the B-subgroup, commonto have contamination Iinks with

dif
ID

I

I

appears

read ing s

As

found of

often link the three traditions.
weIl, persistent and reasonably convincing evidence is

a link between J and BN:

2/23 ffor þis goyng doune of þe sunne
ffor þisl Right so the BNJ

Y etc.

I0/20 where þat diademe and oþir preciouse ornamentes
bycome aftir, hít was neuer knowe 3it in to þis day
YKkL e tc.

oþir preciouse ornamentesl many other feweÌs and
Ornamentys BN, many oþer precious rewellis and rich
ornamentis J

,t
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Another possible source of external readings in J is MP; but

as common readings appear variously in J, in L, and in both, the

contamination must have entered the tradition at a stage prior to
*JL (unless both J and L independentLy acquired these readings):

I22/19 Preester John and Patriark Thomas my3t no3t
revoke þe pepil from her heresyes K etc.

revoke heresyesl make the puple to revok here
fals opynions M, lac. P, make hem to revoke her Eresyes J

8/33 And whanne they seye aIIe thyng more wonderful
than ynde and in the Est F etc.

morel add plentefull and MP; wonderfulJ add and
more plenteñÏs L (not J).

There are also suggestions of a Iink between L and the B-

subgroup:

136/8 and so þis Eustorgius sent þes iij bodyes in to
Melane and Ieyde hem þerin yn a feyre chirche þe wich
is cleped þe frere precheours with a1le solempnite and
worschippe K etc.

worschippel add þat þe seyde ffrerys coude doo BN,
Iac. O, add þat þey cowde doo L.

Individually any of these coincidences could be an

independent innovation; it is their frequency, rather than the

plausibility of any singJ-e piece of evÍdence that suggests

contamination. grle have seen that the question is purely of

theoretical interest in the context of textual reconstruction;

however, contamination may provide an explanation of certain

anomalous instances of "reversion to archetype" such as3

Surge illuminare Ierusalem . quia ecce tenebre
operient terram YHJ

eccel ex te IKkL

(our stemmatic analysis indicates that ex te must have been the

reading inherited by Jr So that the more correct reading that

actually appears in J may derive from an extraneous source).
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9.6. The evolution of the R-text

In 9.1 it was suggested that a more intimate relationship

exists between the lst and 3rd groups than has hitherto been

recognised. The best approach to this question might be to begin

with a summary of the relationships established so far between

the main textual groups (postponing a comprehensive discussion of

the evolution of 3KCol until the next chapter).

3KCol is an abridged translation of the original work, and

the process of abridgement was generally by excision rather than

precis. The primitive Iiterary unity of the abridgement is

apparent in all its versions, but the subgroups of the 2nd group

in particular have a very similar format, despite individual

textual discrepancies. For want of a better designation this

form might be termed the "basic" abridgement (no evol-utionary

presuppositions are necessarily involved).

Superficially indistinguishabLe from a primitive unabridged

translation, the unabridged version according to the present

study is in fact an expansion of a particular type of 2nd group

text through the reintroduction, in the original order, of almost

all the omitted matter. The source of the additions is thus

single, and their order predictable. Otherwise the F-editor made

few changes in hisbase text (for example, no attempt was made to

supplement the omissions inherited via the K-text).

In the 3rd group we find essentialty the same abridged text,

but enlarged with passages of original material not present in

the 2nd group versions; these passages are reintroduced at their

original positions.

i
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The 1st group is in some ways the most complex and evolved

version of 3KCol (see further at 10.3.3). While exhibiting an

overall similarity in format with the other abridged groups, this

version amounts to more than a simple abridgement-by-excision.

Passages preserved in the other versions are in the 1st group

either omitted (cf. 3/2I-26¡ 85/34-87/6¡ I25/I0-I2), condensed

(e.9. 25/I4-19, cf. 24/I2-36¡ 4I/5-13, cf. 38/28'40/24),

conflated (e.9. 7I/32-73/13 = 10/32-72/I3 + 74/7-15), or

transposed (e.9. 75/ 3I-77/5, cf. 72/ 13-23) ¡ these passages

include (e.9. 124/n5), but are by no means limited to, bhose

peculiar to the 3rd group. At the same time additional material

peculiar to the 1st group appears, some of which derives from the

orig inal e.g. II/ 3 s-36 ì 37/ 6-39/ 13¡ 47/ 16-49/ 12¡ Is3/ 19-22)

and some from extraneous sources 27/28-29/ 2 (Gregory), 29/3-I0

(Bede), and 3I/23-29 (source unidentified). Along with this Ehe

lsb group contains sporadic superior readings which, it will be

argued, are the resul-t of revisíon of the text against the Latin.

fn the passage of Hm. cited in 9.I, we find the 3rd group

classed with the 2nd group, though links with the 1st group are

also noted. The additions of the 3rd group hlere "most

Iikely . taken from the oldest text". There is also mention

of "additions from the Latin source", some of which are common to

the Ist and 3rd groups, and some peculiar to the latter.

Aspects of this description are a littIe puzzling (e.9. the

distinction between the "traces of an older text'r and the

"additions from the Latin Source"). Moreover a fresh entity is

introduced, namely an older text, for which no independent{

-.i
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evidence exists. Nevertheless at face value Hm. appears to be

claiming that the lst and 3rd group versions h¡ere separately

reworked with the introduction of passages from an older

Lext/ Latin source, these presumably being independently selected

by the respective editors, but on occasion showing coincidental

corre spondence .

lVhile agreeing with the description of the textual

similarities between the t$¡o groups, my concept of the evolution

of the 1st group is in certain respects fundamentally different.
According to my interpretation of Hft., the lst and 3rd groups are

viewed as independent versions. However my belief is that the

two versions were produced sequentially; the 3rd group was the

earlier, and furnished the lst group editor's base, into which he

introduced extensive modifications in format as well as

independent additions from varÍous sources including the Latin

or ig inal .

On this assumption both the parallels and the peculiarities

in the two versions can be explained. The R-editorrs use of a

3rd group base accounts for the common material peculiar to these

two versions, these being the Y-additions which were carried over

into the lst group. The material unique to the 3rd group

consists of those Y-additions which, as it happens, the R-editor

chose not to retain in his version. Finally, the R-editor's

independent additions constitute the material peculiar to the 1st

group.
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Detailed analysis shows close textual parallels between the

lst and 3rd group versions throughout. Wherever the 3rd group

deviates from the "basic" abridgement, the same modifications are

normally found in the text of R (occasional anomalies occur where

the R-editor introduced further modifications). As far as the

two versions are comparabJ-e, f can find no convincíng examples at

any point in the text where the primary readings in the R-text

imply a source other than the Y-text (exceptions are the

corrections which the R-editor introduced independently from the

Latin). The conclusion that the R-editorrs base text belonged to

the 3rd group seems inescapable. The differences between the 1st

and 3rd groups are mostnoticeable on a formal level (the general

"shape" of the t$¡o versions); at the textual level the two

versions are very close.

On this interpretation the R-editor's considerably modified

version becomes the latest in evolutionary terms, the 3rd group

representing an intermediate stage. The latter closely resembles

the 2nd group, but is distinguíshed by the presence of the Y-

additions, most of which v¡ere carried over into the 1st group.

We can summarise the connections as follows (leaving open the

question of the historical relationship between the 2nd and 3rd

groups):

2nd group 3rd group >

This explanation of the evolution of the two versíons is

novel; but it has the advantage of not requiring the introduction

of a further unknown, ví2. the "oIder text'r (except in so far as

this older text is to be equated with the Latin original). It is
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admittedly impossible to make a final pronouncement on the

relationship between the two versions; it is conceivable that

there did exist an older text containing fuller material than now

appears in either. But in the absence of contrary evidence it
seems best to accept the most ec-onomical hypothesis and assume

that the R-editor's base text was little different in form and

wording from the archetypal 3rd group text, i.e. Y.

A final question remains, that of the stemmatic relationship
beth'een Y and R a separate issue from the evolutionary

relations between the 3rd and lst groups. If one grants that the

lst group is a modified 3rd group text, then it is legitimate to

inquire whether the R-base descends directly from Y¡ whether it
forms a subgroup with the 3rd group deteriores; or hrhether it
depends on a 3rd group exemplar antecedent to Y.

fn none of the passages examined does the reading of R agree

with the peculiar reading of *HrJKkL (see the examples cited in

9.2). This suggests that the R-base is not to be grouped with

the inferior witnesses. By implicatÍon this means that it either

descends from Y independently, or from an antecedent exemplar.

Evidence for the l-atter model would come from readings in R which

are closer to those of the other versions. However, such

evidence as there is appears to be limited to trivial examples.

We have seen that Y is very close to the archetypal 3KColt it

contains very few mistakes, and very few copies can have preceded

it. In any case the R-editor not infrequently reworded and

rearranged the textr so agreements between R and the other

versions against Y can always be dismissed as coincidental and/or
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secondary. fn short, there is no convincing evidence to suggest

that the R-text descends from a text antecedent to Y itself.
(Note that if the 1st and 3rd group texts were independent

modifications of a 2nd group baser âs the description in Hm.

seems to imp1y, one might expect to find superior readings

preserved independently in both versions.)

There are occasional superior readings in the R-text that

are not found in Y or the other versions -- examples include 7/3

almost a dayes iorneye (fere per unam dietam) instead of ix dayes

iourney; 9/ 22 Barouns for lordys (barones); the addition 69/34

Þe! is to seye alf þ ornamentisr 103/36 lenger and bredder for

more (longior lacior et maior); 743/9 in Iatyn (in Latino) for in

his owne tonge. But these are satisfactorily explained as the

result of the R-editor's revision of the text agaínst the Latin

(it is indisputable that the R-editor had access to a Latin

exemplar, from which he reintroduced matter originally omitted).

Overall the present reinterpretatÍon leaves the relationship

between the lst and 3rd groups much more unambiguously defined,

and clarifies certain aspects of the evolutíon of 3KCo1. Tt also

simplifies the recension of the text, since the assumption that

the R-base derives from Y eliminates R as an independent witness

to the archetypal 3KCo1. Nevertheless the question of the

direction of evolution between the groups remains to be settled:

the validity of Èhe evolutionary links is indisputable, but it is

possible to argue in favour of a reverse direction. This issue

will be taken up in the next chapter.
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10 3KCOLs THE EVOLUTION OF THE ÎEXT

10.1. Introduction

The internal stemmatic relations of the several- groups have

been explored and aspects of their evolution elucidated; it now

remains to formulate a comprehensive model of the development of

3KCoI. The present chapter argues for a preferred mode1, but

will also consider a contrary theory.

I0.2. A revien of the major textual strands

There is a clear underlying unity in the abridged versions;

they agree substantially in what they preserve or omit as well as

in the order in which they present the material. Their texts are

directly comparable over most of the work, and the readings of

the best witnesses show only minor variation. ft ís indisputable

that alI derive from the same translation.
The basic parameters regarding the classífication of the

versions the essential unity of the translation, and the

division of the (known) tradition into three groups -- were

established in Hm., but the evolutionary problems were never

fully resolved. In Hm.'s discussion the groups seem to exist in

something of an evolutionary Iimbo. More than once the

obscurities of a "first text" are alluded to, and the hope

expressed that the discovery of fresh MSS will eventually throw

greater Iight on the history of the text (vii).
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The identification of the Durham MS as the unique extant

witness of an unabridged version of 3KCol at first suggested that

Hm.rs "older text" had been recovered; but such hopes proved

unfounded when the additions of the lst and 3rd groups were seen

to have no real textual affinities with corresponding matter in
the Durham version, as the following passages demonstrate:

29a25 And whan alle the custumes and vsages be fu1 done
at fordan thanne aI þe peple goth home with grete ioye
and by the weye as the goon euery man casteth at other
apples orenges for they been rype at that tyme F

I42/ n4 And whan þis is do þan euery man !t/ith grete Toye
goþ home in to.his olì¡ne contrey and þan þey pleye with
applis in þe weye þe wich be cleped Aran3a And þes
appils in þat tyme of þe 3ere be rype Y.

I43/ 30 And whan þis is do þan euery man goiþ hom a3ene
pleiynge with applis in þe vreye þe which be cleped
aran3a and þes applis in þat tyme be rype R.

Nevertheless the essence of the evolutionary problem, the

the relative merits of the abridged and unabridged versions as

the primary version of the textr Lêmained the central dílemma

until analysis of the Latin MS tradition, together with

supporting stylistic and formal evidence, started to shift the

balance in favour of the primacy of the abridgement.

with the status of the Durham version clarified, the problem

of the evolution of the abridged versions returned to the fore.

The formal unity underlying the groups implies the abridgement

once existed in prototype. However as Hm.rs remarks make c1ear,

the exact form of the prototype is not easy to discern. It is

best to set aside this question for the present, and to return to

an examination of the relations between the several versions.
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It is illuminating to set out in the fotlowing order a

summary of the generic relations so far determined:

a) the unabridged version, F, reintroduces virtually all the

original material excluded in the basic abridged versions: at the

same time Frs additions are quite independent of corresponding

material in the 3rd and lst groups. Its primitive textual links
are with the non-À 2nd group witnesses, and in particular with
the B-text.

b) the B-text is a much evolved 2nd group textt its textual
links are in the first instance with F, with which it shares

peculiar inferior readings, and at an earlier stage with K, with
which it is linked by common omissions.

c) the omissions common to K and the B-subgroup link these

witnesses together against the A-subgroup.

d) the A-subgroup, though very similar in overall formaL to

K and the B-subgroup (and thus qualifying for inclusion in Hm.rs

2nd group) is distinguished by the preservation of those passages

(the A-additions) omitted in the non-A witnesses.

e) the A-additions appear in the 3rd group, demonstrating

it.s primitive links with the A-subgroup. However the 3rd group

is distinguished by additional passages (the y-additions), which

correspond to matter in the Latin original.
f) the present study argues for a direct evolutionary link

between the lst and the 3rd group texts: all the primary readings

of the one can be derived from the other. In addition the editor
of the lst version had access to a Latin exemplar, from which he

supplemented and corrected his base.
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The sequence a) to f) points to an evolutionary continuum:

unabridged version B-subgroup K A-subgroup

3rd group -- lst group

(the links between particular forms may be indirect). It is

noteworthy thatr âs set out abover ño stage of the continuum

involves presuppositions as to the direction of evolutiont in

other words, the sequence of Iinks remains valid regardless of

the chosen starting point and the directions the paths are

traversed in.

10.3. Possibilities for the archetypal 3KCoI

Having connected the various forms of 3KCol along this

continuumr \dê are in a better position to assess the "historicaÌ"
factors and to consider the merits of each version as a possible

primary form of the text.

10.3.1. The 2nd group

V'te can begin by eliminating the less likely candidates. The

present study has argued that the unabridged version, a priori a

plausible contender, is actually a secondary form of the text: ic

originates as an expansion of a primitive version of the B-textt

and as witness to the archetypal text of 3KCo1 has no authority

except as a control over the latter.

The B-text is only one branch of the non-A side of the 2nd

group tradition, the complementary branch being represented by K.

Together the two branches permit the reconstruction of an earlier

"K-text" stage, the distinct feature of which is the omission of

short passages preserved in the A-subgroup (the A-additions).
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Now these A-additions give every appearance of being an

integral part of the archetypal text. They correspond to

material present in the Latin origínal, and are stylistically

consistent with the remainder of bhe texti moreover the

corresponding omissions in the non-A branches of the tradition,

which normally are readily explained as the result of eyeskip,

often render the context incoherent. Thus the originality of the

A-additions can hardly be doubted. The following examples

itlustrate the point (the additions are printed in sguare

brackets, and cited from T, followíng Hm.); cf. 30/n4¡ 42/n3¡

60/n2¡ 70/nI¡ 72/nL¡ 94/n5t 136/n4z

54/23 for þe disciplys of god allmy3ty . were wont
a1lwey to come togedir in þat towne Ipryuely for drede
of þe Iewesi and in þat same l-itiI tounl god allmy3ty
aperid to his disciplis after his resurreccioun K etc.

94/15 and þis ba\4rme is Ias it were thynne grene wyne' a
litil troublid. and this bawme isl cleped rawe bawme
Iand the toþer i s callid soden bav/me. Manye moo
vertues ben of this bawmel, þe wich were longe to telle
here K etc.

96/I aftirward foseph vras solde to his breþerin in to
Egipt . for þes same .xxx. gilt penyes. IAftirward
whanne lacob was dede, thanne were thes xxx gilt
penyesl sent to þe londe of Saba. . K etc.

The om i ssions in the non-A trad i tion e ffect ively eI im inate

these versions from consideration aS archetypal forms of the

texti on the other hand the inclusion of the A-additions gives a

convincing textual and literary unity to the 2nd group version of

3KCoI. My feeling is that this the 2nd group text with R-

additions is the version closest to the prototype (this is in

fact what is printed in Hm. as the verso text). However this is

ulLimatel-y a subjective judgement, inasmuch as it is based
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largely on stylistic criteria (see below). ft should be noted

that the corresponding archetypal text must be reconstructed from

comparison of the K-text and the A-text (with the Y-text as

control), since neither is free of peculiar errors.

The alternative possibilities will now be considered.

I0.3.2. The 3rd group

The distinctive feature of the 3rd group format is that,

whilst preserving the A-additions, it addítionally incorporates

the Y-additions, which the 2nd group versions lack.

The two sets of additions bear a certain resembl-ancer âs

both correspond to matter in the Latin original, but cl-ose

analysis reveals a significant difference: the A-additions

constitute an organic textual element, and cannot be removed

without damage to their contextr whereas the Y-additions can be

detached or replaced without fundamentally impairing the textual

integrity. The implication of the contextual evidence is thus

negative: it offers no insíght into the question of whether or

not the Y-additions are relics of an archetypal text, and no

solution, therefore, to the question of the status of t.he 3rd

group version.

Some of the Y-additions are quite substantial (e.9. I42/n4¡

L46/nL¡ 148/n5)¡ the longest would be the passage following seye

at I20/25 (Iacking in H):
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Ferthermore 3e schul vndirstonde þat oure 1òrd ihesu
cryst þat is glorious in his werkyng and wondirful in
his seyntes, as he lovid þes iij worschippeful kynges
in her tyfe, r i3t so he worschipped hem after her dethe
For all maner of peple in what dyssese or infirmite
tribulacioun and anger þat þey were in whether hit vrere
in þe londe or in þe see, whan þey cryed to þes iij.
kynges for help and socoure oure lord þorw þe merites
and þe preiours of þes.iij. kynges sent hem helpe and
grace. Wherþorwe grete multitude of peple com from
ferre contrey boþe by londe and by $¡ater to visite and
to worshippe Þes iij worshippeful kynges. And so þe
feiþ þat þey preched with seint thomas þe appostil in
her lyfe here in erþe þey confermed hít after her deþ
þorw wirching of diuers tokenys and myracles among þe
pepil. And whan þey laye aIf.iij. to gedir in her
toumbe with hole bodyes and incorupt arayed with diuers
ornamentys as hit [ís] aforseyde þey semed to þe pepil
na3t as dede folk but as men þat were a slepe and þey
were better and feirere coloured þan þey were in her
Iyfe and so þey laye incorupt many 3erys and dayes Y.

But in general the Y-additions are shorter, and constitute

minor additions (e.9. 116/nI¡ I26/n4¡ I28/n4¡ 132/n4), variations
(e.g. blysse euerlestyng for II8/32 euerlasting Ioye) t ot

clarificationsr ê.g. (Y-addition in square brackets):

II6/n9 and so þes lordis and gouernours of ynde be
cleped þe same namys I that i s to saye pa tr iarch Thornas
and Prester lohnJ 3it in to þis daye K etc.

Stylistic criteria afford no insights. There are no

obvious discordances in style between the Y-additions

the rest of the text. The phrase þat is g lor i ous 1n

and

his

werkyng and wondirful in his seyntes in the Y-addition at

I20/25 recalls 84/36 (allmy3tÍ god) Þu! i= euer wond i r ful

in his werkys and glorious in his seyntys; but this may be

coincidence or a case of conscious stylístic imitation,

rather than a reflection of literary unity. Comparison of

the Latin exemplars, which revealed textual stratification

in the unabridged version, proves inconclusive in the present

context, since examination of Èhe Latin passages underlying the
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y-additions fails to reveal any significant variation which might

serve to identify a corresponding change of exemplar.

In shortr ho means have been found to decide concfusively

the evolutionary dilemma posed by Ehe 3rd group version. My

personal feeling marginally favours the primacy of the 2nd group

over the 3rd, if only because the Y-additions, at least the less

substantial ones, Seem often a reflection of the efforts of a

Somewhat pedantic corrector rather than an organic part of the

original translation.

A further possibility is that the Y-additions are not a

unified textual stratum: the more substantial additions might

have been part of the archetypal text, and the less substantial a

later Stratum peculiar to the Y-text -- but there is no cogent

evidence to support this theory either.

10.3.3. The I st, group

In the previous chapter the comments of Hm. on the 1st group

$¡ere cited in the context of the question of the relationship

between the lst and 3rd groups. The present study rejects Hm.rs

notion of an "o1der text" as a source of the additions in the

Harley and Royat ¡JISS, and argues instead for a direct linkage

between the lst and 3rd groups.

Further remarks on the lSt group appear at other points in

Hm.'s introduction. Taken together they show a correct

appreciation of the peculiarities of this version, but also an

ambiguity in assessing its originality and its evolutionary

significance.
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The first passage appears under the heading "groups of MSS".

Having noted the qualities of the 2nd group text, HÍì. continues:

On the other side, MS. Royal (1st group), carefully
written and executed, with Latin marginal notes, is of
older date (beginning of the 15th century); its
readings are generally the best, its language and
dialect very nearly original. But its arrangement in
some parts (p. 69-78¡ I45, 24-152), contrary to the
Latin source, and without apparent reason, ís such as
can hardly be deemed original. Ia discussion of
the acrostic chapter initials ensuesl . The text
of MS. Royal has many additions . whereas in other
cases it Ieaves out or abridges. . For these
reasons T cannot bel-ieve MS. Roya1 to contain the
primitive textt it is rather to be regarded as a
separate version, made after a first text. (vi)

Hm.rs catalogue of the formal pecularities is vaIid. But

the statement that the "readings are generally the best" calls

for comment. The reference is presumably to R's occasional

superior readings, which the present study argues stem from a

revision of the text against the Latin. However the handful of

readings cited in 9.6 constitutes close to an exhaustive listing

of Rrs superior readings. The notion that the readings of R are

generally superior may thus rest on a misapprehension: possibly

the appearance of one or two such readings early in the R-text

(e.g. at 7/3¡ 9/22) led to an overgeneralisation regarding the

text as a whole. (My impression is that in revising his base the

R-editorrs attention was occupied primarily with broader matters

such as the reintroduction of substantial units of omitted

matter, and only incidentally focused on individual readings.)

These readings are thus no argument for the originality of

the R-text; in fact the only valid argument adduced is the early

date of R. Otherwise all the evidenqe supports Hm.'S ohtn view

that R is a separate version, made after the first text.
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However this ambiguity concernÍng the status of R is echoed

elsewhere, under the heading "history of the text":

MS. Royal is quite another version, made soon after,
and from, the first text, wíth additions (in the
homiletic part), and omÍssions (in the descriptive
part) r so that it could be given out as a new versioni
but the bulk of the text, where it coincides with the
other MSS., is stilI in a better state' though
sometimes difficulties are disposed of by simply
skipping them (as on p. 3). (viii)

Here a fresh element is the explicit statement concerning

the superíor state of the bulk of Èhe text in R. The present

study endorses the general conclusions in the above passage,

without placing as high an implied value on R as witness to the

archetypal text. At the same time one can appreciate that, given

the MSS available at the time, R could well have seemed superior:

of the other witnesses only K, the base of the verso textr wâs as

faithful a witness of one particular form of 3KCo1.

Further remarks on the Royal MS appear under the heading

"date and dialect of the English text". In support of the date

of 3KCol, stylistic examples are cited from the recto text,

implying that in this regard the "first translation" is best

represented by this witness (viii/n2). On the second issue the

comment is " It]he dialect of t4S. Royal, and, Ehough less pure, of

MS. Cbr. Ee Ii.e. K], is South-midland; and this' most likely,

was also the dialect of the first textrr, which accords with Hm.rs

previous estimate of an early date for the Royal MS.

Taken together, these passages present two conclusions which

are in some ways difficult to reconcile. The first is that R

cannot be the original form of Èhe text; the second, that R is an

early witness close in language and style to the original
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translation. In fact neither is contradicted by the present

studyt indeed, the anomaly is if anything more striking' now that

there is no longer any reason for retaining Hm.rs notion of the

dependence of the lsb group on an older text rather, the lst
group assumes the preexistence of the 3rd group, implying even

further distance between R and the original 3KCo1.

In the discussion so far it has been assumed that the close

links between the lst and 3rd group versions result from the

evolution of the more evolved lst group from an antecedent 3rd

group. However, the early date assigned to R could serve as

starting point for a hypothetícal argument in favour of a reverse

model. With the notion of the primacy of the 1st version would

accord the early dialect and style of R, as well as the sporadic

appearance of superior readings. According to the continuum

established earlier, the 3rd version would be the next stage to

emergêr as a rev¡orking of the translation into a form closer to

the order and wording of the Latin. The loss of the Y-additions

would have produced the next evolutionary stage, the 2nd group,

from which the other versions would have progressively derived.

So stated, such an evolutionary theory must be considered

improbable, but not impossible a priori. However it can be

tested in var ious vrays.

The methodotogy of analysis of the underlying Latin

exemplars proved fruitful elsewherei unfortunately it fails to

turn up valid contrasts in the present instance' not because

evidence is lacking,

to be stemmatically ind i st in{i shab le

but because the underlying R-exemplar proves

f rom nngl (see 6.4.7).
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Another approach is the anal-ysis of formal and stylistic

features. The former offers few obvious clues (though the

evidence of the acrostic chapter initials may repay closer

investigation). However the stylistic peculiarities of the R-

text constitute a significant body of evídence. The style of

3KCol is fairly consistent and to a degree repetitious; moreover

certain passages peculiar to the R-text (e.9. 31/6-39/L3) closely

resemble material founC elsewhere in the text. The opportunity

for stylistic, and in particular Iexical, comparison thus

presents itself.

I¡'Iords peculiar to the R-text include 79/ 3 mortalite ¡ 79/ I2

incarnat; g3/24 lakkid, peryssched. More significantly, certain
lexical items in the R-text are aÈ variance with the usage of the

rest of the work for example 83/25 meyne 'followers' is never

found elsewhere in this sense in 3KCol (cf.7a15 of þe housholde

and of þ meyne of kynge Dauid: de domo et familia dauid), the

standard word being oost (e.9. 40/12¡ 56/I0r11 &c.), though

company (52/25¡ 66/ 29), folk (?54/201t and peple (38/29¡ 4B/2I¡

82/II¡ 86/25) also occur. Other examples (with the contrasting

usage outside the R-text) are: 79/ 3 por^¡ste, cf . power (8a/ 6) ¡

53/21 mark, cf. tokene (L52/24, 154/23 &c.); and 79/L6 help

rsalvationr MED s.v. h"þ 4.(d) cf. sauacioun (I8/ 35 ,

18/35). The standard translation of exspectare is loke aftir
(I2/3¡ 18/2ì 32/321, also abede pp. (36/ 5); but in the R-text the

verb is translated as awayte aftir (37/20). AII these words --
powste, mark, awayte (aftir) occur only ín the R-text.
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StyJ-i stic di screpancies can be f ortui tous, and the extent of

text avail-able for analysis is not very large. Nevertheless I
believe these and other examples afford convincing evidence that

a different hand composed the material peculiar to the R-text.

As this merely serves to confirm the secondary nature of the 1st

version, the question of which extant version of 3KCoI most

closely approximates the prototype reduces to a choice between

the 2nd group ( r.¡ith A-additions) and the 3rd group -- a dilemma

on which I have already stated my or^rn subjective judgement.

fn theory it should be possible to go one step further and

subject the three most primitive forms of the text (K-text, A-

text, and Y-text) to stemmatic analysis; but in practice it has

not been possible to come to any conclusion about the stemmatic

interrelations of these three witnesses. The pertinent readings

are few in number, their evidence is ambiguous, and, granted the

primacy of the 2nd group, archetypal readings uniqueJ-y preserved

in the 3rd group would be indistinguishable from superior

readings introduced into it by revision. In turn these

unresolved problems surrounding the stemmatic relations between

the most primitive witnesses, coupled with the paucity of direct

evidence, render virtually insoluble the question of the possible

existence of archetypal errors, and so of the distinct existence

of the archeLype and the original version of the translation.

The evolution of 3KCol is summarised on the diagram

following. Due to uncertainties regarding the primitive

stemmatic relations, the archetype is represented as an area from

which the lines of evolution descend r Tdther than as a point.
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10.4. An alÈernative evolutionary theory

Given that I long considered the primacy of the unabridged

version as the more plausible evolutionary theory, it is worth

reviewing the arguments in favour of this opposite model.

Let us assume that the evolutionary starting point was an

unabridged translation. The continuum established in I0.2

remains va1id, but the primary split will- now be between

the abridged tradition and bhe unabridged tradition from which F

derives (and from which it acquired its peculiar inferior

readings). The prototype of the abridged tradition would be the

abridgement of an unabridged text which descended independently

from the (unabridged) archetype. Remarkably, this model requires

the prototype abridgement, and indeed the archetype, to contain

the omissions common to F, the B-text, and K, q¡hich presumably

leaves the corresponding additions of the A-subgroup to be

explained as a later set of correctíons. From the 2nd version

with the A-additions would derive the 3rd group, and from the 3rd

group, the lst groupr âs in the standard model.

There are a number of difficulties with this model. The

paucity of superior readings in F is a major problem. It has

been shown that where the unabridged text and the abridged texts

are directly comparable, the former rarely or never preserves

demonstrably superior readings. This is hardly what would be

expected if both F and the abridged tradition are independent

witnesses to bhe archetype.
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The peculiar readings common to F and the B-text are also

problematic: if they hrere a feature of the archetypal abridgement

then the K-text must represent a further stage of correction

which purged these generally inferior readings from the abridged

traditiont otherwise the common readings could only be the result

of contamination -- a process difficult to envisage occurring

between two forms of the text so different in format.

There is only one feature of the texts which is perhaps more

satisfactorily explained on the reverse mode1. It is notable

that Èhe A-additions occur most frequently in the earlier parts

of the work, one of the latest examples being at 96/nI¡ on the

other hand the Y-additions are quite infrequent until 116, when

they become very common, occurring on every page until 150. The

distribution of the two sets of additions might be interpreted as

representing the result of two successive and complementary

stages in a revision process. On the other hand it is equally

possible that the distribution is completely fortuitous.

In short, there are major problems even in its own terms

with the theory of an unabridged archetype, of which perhaps the

most cogent is the general inferiority of the readings of F (this

underlines the lack of authority of this witness, which therefore

little merits more general publication' apart from its

independent additions, which are of considerable length and

interest). These arguments, persuasive in themselves, are

confirmed by the evidence of the Latin tradition which points to

the presence of different exemplars behind the "abridged" and

"unabridged" portions of F.
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10.5. Conclusion
grf e can nor^r see that 3KCol ltras a transla t,ion orig inal ly

conceived and executed in abridged form. From the original

version several furÈher edítions deriver ât least two of which

brere executed with reference to a Latin exemplar. The many

instances of modification, correction, and expansion at different

stages in the tradition (which extended to printed editions)

constitute an interesting textual and Iíterary phenomenon, and

shed light on literary tastes and biblÍographical trends in l5thC

EngIand.
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11 THE DURHÀl.l lts

11.I. General description of the nanuscript

A description of the MS (which I have not had the

opportunity to inspect personally) is published in Ker 492-94, to

which the reader is referred for codicological and other details,

and from which citations in double inverted commas in the

following paragraphs derive.

Durham MS Hunter 15 consists of two separate parts, written

at different dates and in different languages.

The first, in Latin and, according to Ker, written in

England in the 13thC, preserves in one hand a defective text of

the Historia Scholastica of the biblical commentator and teacher

Peter Comestor (1100-79). This work, a history of learning from

biblical times to his own, became the standard work on the

history of the Bible in the Middle Ages.

The second part, "s. xv in.", contains works of diverse

content. This part was originally longer; a number of

intermediate leaves are lost as well as a whole quire between

ff.16 and 17, and in addition, to judge from a 16thC list of the

contents on f.3, a "tracÈ in French" still followed the last

presently extant item at that time. Of the seven extant

gatherings, presumably all originally consisting of eiqht leaves,

only 48 leaves survive. The textual losses relevant to 3KCol are

discussed in detail below.
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A1I the extant items are in English and copied in the same

hand, "a good anglicana". A similar format appears throughout.

All items are written in double columns of 36 lines eachr €Xcept

that the columns of the extant text of the GovernayJ- of Helthe

are of 44 lines. Space for initials has been left, most commonly

a square of two Lines high, but sometimes of one Iine high, for
example at the beginning of each chapter of the TabIe of Contents

of 3KCol, and a five line square is left at the beginning of the

first chapter of 3KCo1. The letters to be inserted are

indicated, but have not been completed, except for a few of the

smalIest. The latterr âs well as the scriptural citations and

the Latin chapter numbers, are apparently in red ink.

We have no information concerning the identity of the

scribe, but a number of early ov/ners of the MS have Ief t their
mark on its pages. The most conspicuous of these \4rere the

evidently youthful hands in Treland in the 16th-17thC who defaced

the pages with marginal scribbl-ings (sketches of boats and

handwriting practice predominate). A more serious hand added

Notas (in English, Latin, or a mixture) and occasional comments

(on f.25, by the section on the Nubians, he notes ecce

con trad icc i o. quomodo essent heretici t etl primi). Samples of

the more notable marginalia and further details on the persons

responsible are found in Ker.

II.2. Cont,ents of the ÈlS

The following four items make up the present contents of MS

Durham Hunter 15, pt.2.
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1 1.2.1. 3KCol

This is the Iargest single item (although in its original

state the fourth item may well have been of comparable length).

Though defective, it is the unique surviving witness of an

unabridged version of this translation, and as far as can be

judged it reproduced with considerable fidelity the order and

contents of the original Latin (cf. below on the lost ending).

Three portions of the text are wanting through loss of leaves

(see below), and the first folio and portions of subsequent

folios are blackened and largely unreadable on the film.

II.2.2. The Governayl of EeIthe (GE)

This work (unidentified in Ker) is a regimen of health in

eight chapters, giving practical advíce on diet' lifestyle, and

so on. Copies of two prints survive, one by Caxton (1489) and

one by Wynkyn de Worde. Caxtonrs text hras reprinted with

introductory notes by Blades in 1858; not having had the

opportunity to examine the latter, I rely instead on Blades's

biography of Caxton for most of the following information.

The work is a translation. The original Latin is attributed

in the MSS to John de Burdeux (latter half of l4thC) or

Bartholomaeus (14th-15thC), but perhaps only because both t4'ere

known as prolific authors. Blades suggests a date in the latter

half of the l4thC for the original. The work is a compil-ation

from the medical works of the Arabian and Greek physicians, and

ímen Sanitatis Salernitanum.quotes largely from the Reg
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Not a great deal- appears in the literature concerning GH and

its textual tradition. The name of the translatcr is unknown;

but the appearance of the text in our early l5thC Hunter MS

dispels the notion that the translation was one of those executed

by Caxton himself. Bladesrs biography makes no note of MS

copies; but IMEP 3:47-48 cites five MSS from Bladesrs 1858

edition and refers to a further listing in Robbins. The two

listings partially overlap, but between them bring the total to

eleven, to which can be added the present witness, as well as BL

Add. 29,301 (according to the catalogue entry for Egerton 1995,

which includes a reference to a copy of the Latin in SIoane

1986). The extent of the manuscript tradition suggests that the

work b/as popular and designed for lay medical practitioners, as

opposed to the university specialists (Robbins 409), but it would

be rash to presume from the inclusion of the work in our MS that
the scribe (or his patron) was a medical practitioner.

The Durham text begins in the middle of the fifth chapter
(originally entitled How a man sholde haue hym in etyng). The

verses referred to as "medicina stomachi" in the Caxton print and

formerly attributed to Lydgate (Bl-ake 230) do not appear at the

end of the MS as they do in the prints. fn each of the prints

the text, though very similar, contains enough peculiar mistakes

to suggest that the two versions are stemmatically independent

(in other words Wynkyn de Worde did not use Caxton's print as

copy text when he reprinted GH, but a very similar independent

text, perhaps the very exemplar which his master had used).

Surprisingly (in view of its earlier date) the text in our MS is

not conspicuously superior to that of the prints.
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(B1ades, William. The biography and typography of V,lilliam

Cax ton, Englandrs first pr in te r. I877. N.p.: Muller, 197I.

Blake, N.F. Caxton and his worId. London: Deutsch, 1969.

Robbins, Rossell Hope. "MedicaI manuscripts in MiddIe

EngIi sh". Speculum 45 ( 1970): 393-4 15.)

II.2.3. ftinbledonrs sermon

The sermon bears the rubric Redde racionem vilificacionis

I i.e. vilicacionis] tue (f-uke 1622, rendered 3e1de reknynge of

thy bailye). The text is edited with a valuable introduction by

Knight. Preached by Thomas Wimbledon at Paul's Cross evidently
about I388, the sermon $¡as one of the most widely copied of the

period (Knight 9/n4), and 15 other texts, 13 English and two

Latin' are known. The Durham text is defective: two leaves are

Iost, and a passage occupying nearly 40 lines in the edited text
is omitted. A cursory collation does not reveal close links with

any of the textual groups identified in the edition, nor would it
appear that, the Durham witness preserves any conspicuously

superior readings.

(Knight, Ione Kemp, êd. Wimbledonrs sermon Redde rationem

villicationis tue: a Middle Enqlish sermon of the fourteenth

century. Duquesne Studies Philological Series 9. Pittsburgh:

uP, 1961 .)Duque sne
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1I.2.4. À treaÈise on the Seven Deadly Sins

The present title is adapted from the rubric to the textt

the work is simply entitled "Tract on confession" in Revel-1 116-

17. The text in our MS ends imperfectly; there is a complete

text in MS Sloane 774 according to Jolliffe, who classífies the

work (C.5) under Forms of Confession and relates it to part Il of

a text on "þe clensing of manes sawleu (E.14).

(Jotliffe, P.S. A check-list of Míddle Eng_l:!s! prose

writings of spiritual guidance. Toronto: PIMS, 1974.

ReveIL, Peter. Fifteenth cenÈury English prayers and

med i ta t ion s: a descriptive list of manuscripts in the British

Library. NY: Garland, 1975.)

11.3. Losses in the l{S

The losses relevant to 3KCo1 are the following: one quire

between ff. 16 and 17¡ a single bifolium between f.27 and f.28¡

and two bifolia containing the ending of 3KCoI and extending into

the begÍnning chapters of GH. The corîresponding gaps in the text

wiIl be referred to as the Major Lacuna, the Minor Lacuna and the

Lost Ending.

This raises the question of the extent of text lost at the

end of 3KCol (the abridgement terminaÈes at a much earlier point,

so the alternative versions offer no insight into this problem).

My first approach was to attempt a calculation on the basis of

the corresponding Latin: for in passages where the rnaterial ín

the original is faithful-Iy reproduced, there vtas a general

equivalence of 300 words of Latin per MS page of English.

However in practice this approach vras to prove unhelpful.
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rn the first place the equivalence is not uniformly

applicable: for example, this conversion ratio would overestimate

the extent of the Minor Lacuna by one leaf and the Major Lacuna

by two (the translation was presumably more concise than usual

within these intervals). But another problem is the assumption

that the English faithfully reproduces the ending even in the

broadest sense.

An alternative approach starts from an estimate of the loss

of text at the beginning of the ensuing work. This estimate can

be made with greater confidence3 versions in the same language

are available, and, although the two prints of GH do not exactly

agree either with each other or with our text, all three are very

close -- they derive from the same translation, and differ only

in m inor ve rbal de ta i l-.

Using these prints a conversion ratio was calculated for the

extant portions of GH, on the basis of which the estimate for the

lost portions came to seven MS pages (actually 7 I/3 or 7 I/2,

based on Caxton and Wynkyn de Worde respectively; but our scribe

regularly begins each work on a freshpage' so the MS version may

have been a Iittle more concise than the prints). As four

bifolia are lost between the two works, this leaves at most a

single page for the ending of 3KCo1.

The first poÍnt of interest is that the initial assumption

that the translation more or less exactly reproduces the original

cannot be vatid for the final sections of the work. The single

leaf left for the ending of 3KCoI indicates that the translation

could hardly have extended much beyond Hm. 307, whereas the
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original- ending extends for several edíted pages more (tfre entire
text runs from 206-312). At least three more pages of MS would

have been needed to reproduce fully the ending of the Latin.
As no relevant Latin text finishes so early, the conclusion

seems inescapable: the scriber oE the editor of the F-text,
deliberately curtaiLed the ending of the work (alternatively, the

scribe's exemplar might have been defective at the end). IndeeC,

there is a piece of internal evidence which supports this notion

and accords surprisingly neatly with our comparatÍve estimates.

The English version of the Table of Contents (extant only in

our MS) appears on ff. 1-3. However the English fails to

reproduce the final two sentences of the Latin. At the same time

it is perhaps significant that the end of the Table of Contents

corresponds exactly with the page end, the text of ch.t beginning

at the head of f. 3va.

Two explanations can be offered ( though for present purposes

they amount to the same thing). The scribe may have wanted the

main text of the work to begin on a ne$/ page, and so, purely for
cosmetic reasonsr ornitted the last two sentences of the Table of

Contents, and abbreviated the main text accordingly. On the

other hand it maybe that the abbreviation of the main text
occurred f irst ( rdhether by the scribe's own choosing or through

previous aLterations or losses in his exemplar), and the

correspondence of the ending of the Tab1e of Contents with the

page end is simply a coincidence.
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In short, if the Table of Contents is reliabl-e, the Durham

version ended at the point indicated, viz. after the section

describing the folke of ynde who dar not for colde come ouer þe

see (3b33-36), and presumably no later than the start of the next

main section (the Workers in the Vineyard, which begins at

307/24), otherwise this conspicuous passage would surely have

merited an entry in the Table of Contents. The Vineyard passage

in fact begins some 300 words of Latin on from 306/nI3
(approximately the point where the extant English text

terminates) just enough to fiIl the page left to it according

to our conversion ratio. If this correspondence seèms a little

too neat, Èhe fact remains that the evidence of GH provides

convincing evidence that GH occupied seven of the eight lost
pages, and that the text of 3KCol must have finished more or less

at the point indicated in the Table of Contents, considerably

earlier than in any Latin MS belonging to the relevant part of

the tradition.
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12 EDTTORIÀL PRTNCTPLES

12.I. Introduction

The previous chapters have covered the literary and

codicological background to 3KCo1. This final chapter of

INTRODUCTION offers an overview of the main sections of the study

and explains the editorial principles employed in the paralleI
texts. The J-anguage of the Durham text of 3KCoI is anaLysed in

terms of its dialect elements, and these and other matters are

examined for what they reveal about the scribe.

12.2. The parallel texts: English and Latin
The Durham 3KCol occupies 32 folios. The text in the

present edition is diplomatic, the line by line transcription
reproducing the layout of the MS as closely as possible. Each

column of MS is reproduced over two consecutive pages ( 18 lines
per page), as it proved impracticable to print the whole of a

column on one page. FoIio and column are indicated at the top

right hand corner of a page¡ the marginal line numbers (inserted

by the editor) indicating whether the upper or lower portion of a

column is represented. At the foot of the page appear notes

relating to difficulties or ambiguities in the transcription.
Uncertain readings are enclosed in square brackets;

unreadable Ietters are represented by bracketed stops, the number

of stops corresponding to the number of illegible letters¡ ott

where individual letters are indistinguishable, by a bracketed

space of appropriate length. Cancelled letters (which in the MS
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are subpuncted) are represented by str{kiag eut the printed

letters. A departure from strict diplomatic layout, introduced

for the ease of reference, is the series of modern English

chapter headings within square brackets. Fuller detail-s of the

transcription conventions are given below.

The decision in favour of a diplomatic transcription r¡/as

made after consideration of the alternatives, the principal one

being a continuous text with modern punctuation and

capitalisation. Both methods have their advantages and

drawbacks. The principal recommendations of the diplomatic were

practical: it allows unambiguous text references, independent,

indeed, of the actual transcription. The fixed format also

furnishes a ready made solution to many problems of layout and

typography (but also a challenge in attempting to interpret and

reproduce the intentions of the scribe). The alternative method

has many inherent attractions: it offers an easily assimilated

text, and circumvents many of the dilemmas inherent in an attempt

to reproduce exactly the scribal letter forms, punctuation, and

capitalisation (though it introduces its own problems in these

and other areas). In a more widely accessible edition a

modernised transcription might welI be more suitable.

A Latin text has been printed in parallel on facing pages.

This text is included primarily as an aid to interpreting the

unabridged English version. Passages omitted or transposed in

the Durham MS ?.. treated correspondingly in the parallel text,

and no equivalent Latin is supplied for the lacunas, even where
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the translation i s recoverabl-e f rom the abridged tradition (an

exception is made in the case of short link pasSages, which are

usualJ-y retained even where no obvious equivalent appears in the

English).

The base for the Latin is Cambridge Corp.Christ.Coll-. MS 275

(CC). Here a "quasi-diplomatic" transcription has been empJ-oyed,

with the punctuation, capitalisation, orthography, and word

divisions of Ehe IvtS; but the line divisions are not retained, and

the chapter headings are transposed into a space created between

the chapters. Uncertain readings are enclosed in Sguare

brackets. Erroneous or misleading spellings are normalised (such

emendations are tagged with an asterisk, and the MS reading

recorded below the text).

fn retrospect the decision to transcribe the Latin text

quasi-diplomatically has caused me some misgivings. The

arguments for a diplomatic transcription of the auxiliary Latin

text do not seem so compelling, and the burden imposed on the

reader by the absence of modern punctuation and capital-isation

may be deemed unnecessary. However, it can be argued that the

problems are comparable to the ones the translator himself would

have faced: medieval manuscripts do not normally contain what

modern readers would deem a satisfactory system of punctuation,

and none of the related Latin MSS employs a notably more

acceptable system. To put it another way, a text without modern

editorial intervention avoids the bias that such intervention

inevitably imposes.
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In the end, however, some measure of compromise was adopted.

The commonest mark of punctuation, the stops, which are not

confined¡ âS in modern use, to line ends, and which do not seem

to be used in accordance with any obvious or consistent system,

are printed in two different ways according to their function,

viz. directly after the word if the word occurs at a sentence end

(corresponding to the modern use of a stop or semicolon); but

elsewhere with a space on either side -- or even withno Space on

either side where the stop simply serves to separate clauses,

phrases, or adjacent words. As a further aid to interpreLation

a second register, signalled by an obelisk, is added below the

Latin text; this register aims among other things to clarify

ambiguities of orthography, word division' syntax, and general

irregularities which confuse the sense and which would probabJ-y

be less obvious in a fully edited text.

The principles on vrhich the Latin text i s edited are

explained in other parts of thís study. The meaning of the

various critical symbols accompanying the apparatus is summarised

on the pages preceding the text proper.

12.3. Notes

The texts are accompanied by annotations. This section

(NOTES) is intended primarily as a linguistic commentary' but

material dealing with descriptive, literary, and historical

background has been included. In addition a distillation of the

data contained in APPARATUS is gathered at the head of each

chapter, under the subheading SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS (see below).

u
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However in order to avoid overburdening NOTES, much

linguistic information is relegated to other parts of the

edition. The glossary for example attempts to note aLI examples

of peculiarly ME (or simply obsolete) words and sensesi

consequently the reader is urged to make fu11 use of this
resource, and to guard against the assumption that words in the

text have their modern sense simply because no explicit notice to

the contrary appears in NOTES (however where Iexical items are

dealt wÍth in a note, this is signalled by a cross reference in

the glossary entry in the form of an rrnrr added to the end of the

line reference).

In the same way the parall-el Latin text is taken to be an

implicit commentary on the English translation, and only the more

significant implications of the original version will be

discussed in NOTES.

12.4. Àpparatus

The apparatus to the English text appears in different form

in different parts of the study. This arrangement reflects the

diverse function of this element of the edition.

The purpose of an apparatus is to províde the reader with an

instrument for interpreting a work in the Iight of its textual

history, and for recovering an earlier stage of the text than

that preserved in the base or any other surviving version. At

the same time the information in the apparatus constitutes a data

base for research into the history of the text, and implicitly, a

body of evidence against which the editor's theories and

conclusions can be tested and validated.
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The arrangement of the apparatus in the present edition

reflects this multiplicity of function. The variants appear

under SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS, included at the head of each chapter

of NOTES; and more comprehensively in APPARATUS (under VARIANTS

FROM SELECT WITNESSES aNd FULL VARIANTS FOR SELECT CHAPTERS).

The justification of this arrangement is the belief that Ehe

editor's duty does not end with the recording of textual data and

the presentation of a stemmatic model, but extends to the

interpretation of that data in the Iight of the model and the

presentation of the results of the analysis in a manner

immediately accessible to the reader. It is the task of the

editor to sift through the data and make objective decisions to

the best of his ability, thus freeing the reader from the

necessity of performing this onerous operation independently

(whiIe still providing the opportunity for independent

verification of the results).

The apparatus has therefore been constructed according to

different principles in its different parts. In order to provide

a data base, it was decided that a complete set of readings of

aII exÈant MSS should be given for at least a part of the work;

this appears in the final section of APPARÀTUS (under FULL

VARIANTS FOR SELECT CHAPTERS) where the readings of al-I extant

MSS for chs. 1-4 and ch. 2I are provided.

(The bulkiness of this part of APPARÀTUS shows the

impracticability of presenting the readings of aIl MSS over the

entire work, irrespective of the theoretical arguments for

selecting and condensing the data. At one stage consideration
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v/as g iven to the possibility of the inclusion of readings f rom

aIl independent MSS i.e. excluding those MSS which can be

shown to be directly dependent from another; however even the

reduced number of readings arrived at under this selection proved

to be quite excessive.)

The other part, VARIANTS FROM SELECT WfTNESSES, is

constructed on a further set of principles which reflects the

conclusions reached in the study of the MS tradition. Our

preferred evolutionary model implies that in order to recover the

archetypal text the evidence of all other versions must be

compared with each other, and the consensus reading recorded

wherever a discrepancy exists between it and F.

The major problem however is how to determine the consensus

reading. White this consensus is self-evident where all the

abridged versions agree among themselves, it is not always easy

to identify when the witnesses disagree. The abridged tradition

is transmitted in a number of lines, and the stemmatíc model does

not clearly reveal where the Iines of descent intersect when

traced back as far as possible (i.e. to the abridged archetype).

In the circumstances it seemed best to present in VARIANTS

FROM SELECT WITNESSES the evidence of each of the main lines of

descent of the alternative (i.e. abridged) tradítion. These are

essentially four: the single witness K, the B-group, the A-group,

and the subarchetype Y. In practice even this selection of data

is contentious. The B-group in particular is problematic, since

these witnesses present a very divergent textr and one moreover

which cannot conclusively be demonstrated ever to preserve

original readings.
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reco rd i ng

(a)

(b)

following selection policy h'as therefore adopted in

the peculiar readings of the four lines:
for the B-group, the consensus reading was recorded

where all three witnesses of this group were extant and

where a consensus could reasonably be ascertained from

the datat but where fewer than three of the witnesses

!{ere extant, only the more significant common readings

were recorded (the implied element of subjectivity is
not a significant problem given the demonstrably poor

quality of the readings independently preserved in this
subbranch) .

for the important witness K all readings, no matter how

minor, are printed, except for simple misspeltings

(these are faithfully recorded in the margins of Hft.,

e.g . 8/n4 worschippulful , L2/n3 wrondrid).

for the A-group the inferior witnesses M, P, and O are

ignored, and a consensus reading is recorded, taken as

the agreement of A with at least one of TD or E;

peculiar readings of A or TDE are not recorded.

for the important witness Y, the same policy as for K

is adopted; the other wiÈnesses of the 3rd group are

ignored. The Y-text differs from K, however, in that

it contains many individual readings and passagesi

these are arguably secondary elements in the text, but

have been comprehensively included, since evidence for

this group has previously been available only from Hfi.,

and there from the inferior and defective witness H.

(c)

(d)
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Peculiar readings of R are not generally recorded; but

as it is possible that R has a degree of stemmatic

independence, a record of its readings is on occasion

desirable ) .

(fn addition to the sample chapters where a fuI1 record of

variants is preserved, the reader has access to the evidence of

certain of the secondary witnesses via the "various readings"

printed in Hm. (159-205). The readings of R are accessible from

the edited text; the text of H has also been printed).

Thus APPARÀÎUS overall- reflects the history of the text,
presents a selection of readings preserved in the main lines of

transmission, and provides the reader with an insight into the

archetypal stage of the text. Nevertheless even in select form

the quantity of readings is dauntingly large, and unnecessarily

detailed for the general reader. The main lines of the

alternative tradition may well be a long way from consensus at

any point, and it can be argued that it is the editor's task, not

the reader's, to sort through the variant readings and to decide

on their significance. In any case even in instances where a

consensus reading can be determined with reasonable certainty, íf

this reading presents an alternative which turns out to be

linguistically trivial, it is questionable whether Èhe reader

should be troubled with having to consider it at aLl.
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These considerations !{ere the basis for the inclusion of a

further more succinct version of the apparatus, namely the

SIGNIFICÀNT VARIANTS which appear in NOTES. This set of variants

is the editor's final distillation of the information contained

in APPÀRATUS, and presents the readings at points where the

archetypal text (as defined in 10.3.1) is deemed to show

significant variation from the text of F' or else to contain

material of linguistic interest (in practice this means that

peculiar readings of the subgroups are normally ignored; the

primary stratum of readings of the A-subgroupr âs opposed to

peculiar readings of this subgroup, is identified by agreement

with the readings of Y). The amount of data presented in

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS represents a drastÍc reduction, and some of

the evidence is cited in abbreviated form (e.9. the secondary

readings of Y, given in full in APPARÀTUS' are noted simply as

"ry. Y" in SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS).

A summary of the layout and conventional abbreviations is

presented in the pages preceding VARfÀNTS FROM SELECT WITNESSES.

L2.5. Glossary

The glossary attempts to record all obsolete and ME words

and senses, and (in a separate sequence) all but the most common

proper names. A description of the principtes adopted in

preparing GLOSSARY precedes that section.
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12.6 . f{orks cited

FuIl bibliographic details of literary works and reference

tools are recorded at the point of first citation in the text,

and again in alphabetic sequence in the bibliography (WORKS

CITED). Subsequent references are by author and page number;

multiple works by Ehe same author are distinguished by

publication date. The method of entry follows the principles of

the MLA handbook, with some exceptions (e.9. titles are recorded

with natural rather than conventional capitalisation). A list of

bibliographic abbreviations appears in the preliminaries

(STANDARD BIBLIOGRAPHIC ABBREVIATIONS).

L2.7. Principles of transcription

The following section deals with the practices of the Hunter

scribe and the methods adopted for representing them in

transcr ipt ion.

I2.7.I. Transliteration and capiÈalisation

Tn transcription the following printed equivalents of the

lower case series are used:

abcde f g 3 h i j k I m nopq rs tþuvwxYz

3 representing yogh and þ thorn. However some of the printed

equivalents represent letters with more than one written variant:

thus e stands for the long s (used initially and medially), the

sigma-shaped s (an alternative initially), and the B-shaped s

(the final form); r includes both the short form of the letter

and the 2-form used after o.
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On the other hand some of the printed forms are mere

positional variants in the scribal hand (! i, Vu, and arguably

VLh and j/gh). Furthermore (z) and (3) do not seem to be

distinguishable; and z is used as a plural marker in the ending

mentz, where strictly speaking its phonetic equivalent is / s/

(angIe brackets are used to reþresent the scribal concept or

representation of a letter formr âs opposed to its transcription,

which is represented by italicisation, except after a colon;

oblique slashes enclose phonetic equivalents).

fn short, some letters identical in the scribal hand are

transcribed differently according to their phonetic value 1e.g. J
and z), and other forms which are clearly distinct are

represented with the same printed form (e.9. the several forms of

s); this indicates the practical limitations of a diplomatic

transcription, which inevitably íncludes a range of compromises

imposed by editorÍa1 decisions and typographic limitations. A

further lack of correspondence between manuscript and

transcription may occur in the case of letter forms composed of

minims: for example <n> and (u) are not formally distinguished,

and this poses occasional uncertainties in Èheir transcription.

Lower case <i> is usually dotted, and so often is (y). As

well a faint oblique Iine at times appears above (i) and other

minims; this mark may appear in addition to the dot over <i>.

Most letters have more or less distinct upper case forms,

these being represented by:

ABCDEFGHILMNOPORSTVW
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though the absence of those which do not appear in this series (K

X Y Z and upper case yogh and thorn) may be fortuitous, the

sample of text being limited. The absence of J and U is not

surprisingr âS by convention these letters do not appear in

initial position.

With this series transcription again involves a certain

measure of compromise. fn some cases (notably <L> and <P>) the

upper and lower case forms are sufficiently similar that a

distinction is sometimes difficult to make by visual inspection

of the microfilm, and the transcription has been to that extent

arbitrary. fn the case of <A>, whereas an unmístakable upper

case form (with a tongue) is found (e.g. And aE 2vb28, 3va18), at

times it can be difficult to distinguish upper and lower case by

form alone; with <H>, although a distinction seems intended (and

is introduced in the transcription), the only detectable basis is

a difference in size. On the same principle it may be that upper

case forms for certain other letters were intended, but as it has

not proved possible to make a consistent distinction, no

corresponding upper case forms have been introduced Ín the

transcription. On the other hand there are two forms of <S>' a

looped form and a doubled form t :.-êspective examples of which can

be seen at 4a30 and 4a32. Another ambiguous form is initial-

double-f; this is probably intended as an upper case form, but in

some instances it seems to have a distinctive form (e.g

L7b2It29), in which case it has been transcribed as F, whereas in

other instances the form is indistinguishable from two

consecutive lower case letters, in which case it is transcribed

as ff.
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The identification of upper case forms rests on an analysis

of function. This agrees in many ways with modern use, but shows

some differences. Proper names are generaì-ly spelt with initial

upper case forms; common nouns usually begin with lower case

forms but occasionally (and erratically) have upper case

initials, e.g. Chapel (as well as chapel), chapitre, Mirre, and

so on. There are even rare examples of medial upper case forms,

e.g . 9va15 sauAcion. Upper case forms are normal at the

beginnings of sentences and are occasionally found at the

beginning of subordinate clauses.

12.7.2. Punctuation

!ledieval punctuation is notoriously unsatisfactory, and the

difficulties in making distinctions from the film compound the

problem. Ultimately a decision was made to distinguish six

principal marks of punctuation. These are:

( i ) an extended r¡¡avy line, sometimes term inating in a more

or less distinct oblique tail (transcribed by a low

dash (_) and generally corresponding in modern use to a

fuIl stop);

( ii) a more condensed version of the same, usually with a

distinct tail (transcribed with a semicolon and similar

to a comma or semicolon in modern use);

(iii) a punctus interruptus (resembling an inverted

semicolon, and transcribed with a comma, to which it

approximates in functionÌ

( iv) a stop ( transcribed by a stop, but used more generally

and more loosely than a modern stop).
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(v) a smal-l- mark sim ilar in shape to a modern comma

(transcribed with an apostrophe, and marking minor text

divisions);
(vi) a sign like a modern "equa1s" sign (so transcribed and

apparently of similar function to the modern hyphen,

except that the sign is written twice, being attached

to the front of the second member of the hyphenated

unit as well as to the end of the first; it is commonly

used to link the two halves of quite short words broken

over two lines, rather than Ionger compound words).

Another mark which appears rarely is a pair of dots similar

to a modern coIon. This symbol has been transcribed with a

colon, but it has proved impossible to classify -- it may

represent a form of (ii) or (iii) above.

There seems to be a discernible progression in specificity

in marking major and minor sense divisions as we move from (i) to

(v). It should be noted however that the choice of printed

equivalents has been dictated by the avaílability of typographic

symbols, so that the printed forms do not necessarily correspond

to the wrÍtten forms in appearance or (modern) function.

Besides it is not always easy to distinguish the marks of

punctuation on the fÍlm. In particular it is not certain whether

(i) and (ii) are distinct forms or the same mark in different

graphic environments. Moreover (ii), when written compactly, can

be difficult to distinguish from a simple stop or a simple

oblique stroke (the latter being reprèsented in transcription by

an oblique dash in the rare cases where it occurs).
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A further complication is that the form transcribed with an

apostrophe sometimes appears over one of the other marks; this
may mean that it is an element superimposed by a later reader

rather than a part of the original system of punctuation.

12.7 .3. Írlord division

This is another area where clear distinctions have not

always been possible. fndeed medieval notions may not have been

as clear cut as our o\^/n on such matters, and in some instances

divided and undivided spellings may have been considered equally

val-id. In other cases word elements apparently admitted of

intermediate degrees of independence: a word can appear in

divided and undivided forms which are clearly distinct -- compare

for example the forms a?eyn (2al) and a leyn (2a5), whereas the

word agone as h/rÍtten at 2b25, with a Lesser gap between the (a)

and (g), suggests that the first graphic element was felt to have

a less than fully separate status (a further example of such

semi-divided spellings is wher of at 3a17).

At first sight it might seem that the scribe's notion of a

word unit could be gauged from his practice of hyphenating words

broken over lines ( for examp 1e SUm==mer âS==tfOnOmie, Vn==der).

These hyphenated words do conform in general to our notion of

what constitutes a word unit (a complicating factor being that

sometimes hyphenisation does not appear where it might be

expected; on the other hand in some cases the apparent absence of

a hyphen may simply reflect the lack of resolution in the

microfilm copy). Nevertheless it is notable that hyphenisation

seems only to be employed in instances such as the words cited
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above, where their status as word units is not otherwise in

doubt. lt would therefore be difficult to attempt to standardise

ambiguous cases on the basis of scribal usage.

In practice the word divisions in our MS are generally

unambiguous, and in the circumstances it might be best to leave

the matter to rest here. As we are following the principles of
diplomatic transcription, the problem of defining a word unit is
not one which normally arises, except in regard to filing order

in the glossary. But it is worth noting some instances which may

seem surprising to the modern eye: to fore==hem; sumdel-=fati

aI==to gedir; haþ==eu"tti þey==don"; shalbe ( ttre last is widely

paralleled outside our text, and may be a reflection of incipient
standardisation) .

On occasion we f ind the second hal-f of a broken word

appearing not at the beginning of the following line but at the

end of it. This is perhaps an alternative method of hyphenation.

fn the transcription such groups of letters are enclosed in angle

brackets, but placed after the first part of the word in the

previous Iine. Another mark (which appears, for example, ât the

ends of lines 3va5r6) is a faínt single stroke, only found after

the first half of a divided word; this may be intended as yet

another form of hyphenation.
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12.7.4. Abbreviations and otiose strokes

The abbreviations found in our text are generally of

standard type and unambiguous. Among them are several

Superscript forms: the "r-Series" (a superscript (a), transcribed

as ra, and a Superscript <i>, transcribed as ri); the Superscript

hook, transcribed re; and the macron' transcribed where

appropriate either as m or ¡t (but in some cases superscript (a)

represents the letter itself .aaaþranm, 'Inoms, aeunqellst ln

which case Ít is italicised in the transcription). other

abbreviations include (p) with a horizontal stroke through the

downstroke (transcribed: per, par)t the same letter with a

rounded tail through the downstroke (transcribed! P¡g); a

downward tailed loop to indicate the plural ending (expanded to

êSr according to the scribe's usual spelling); an upward loop

replacing the Iast two letters in after (again' expanded

according to the scribe's usual practice, and italicised); and

the final hooked or looped r-form, transcribed as: re.

A comparatively rare form for the plural i s (e) with a

following raised (s) or hook? (e.g. 3va21); this ending is

transcribed: es. Other rare forms include the abbreviation

represented by the raised (m), as in: Eustachium (20va36), cf.:

Soldinus (25va27)¡ and a stroke over (p) (Erchebissho at 24a29,

transcribed: Erchebisshope). NormaIIy abbreviations are

represented by italicisation in the transcription;.however they

are expanded silently in Latin chapter headings or citations, in

accordance with standard practice for Latin texts.
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Abbreviations for specific words include: wt (transcribed:

with); rerlm (transcribed: ferusalem, according to the scribe's

full spelling practice; Ihu (transcribed: fhesu); and ampersand

(transcribed: and; the abbreviated form of etcetera is

transcribed: &c). GeneraIIy speaking abbreviations are used

comparatively sparingly in our MS.

Otiose strokes are another contentious area. In our text

such marks are rare: they appear at word endsr ilâinIy where the word

falls at the end of a line, and regularly as bars through h

medialIy. There seems to be a modern trend towards ignoríng

otiose strokes, on the grounds that it is difficult to decide

what the scribe "really'r meant by such marks. On the other hand

words in which they occur medially seem to be normally spelt with

such a stroke in this text, and in the rare instances where a

stroke is used finally, the word is spelt with a final (e) at

other placesi this suggests that bhey are more than mere

flourishes, and it seems best to transcribe the final strokes

with an italicised (e). On the other hand an attempt has been

made to produce a typographic approximation to the medial strokes

(e.g. Iohn), though the presence of these medial strokes is

ignored in other contexts (e.9. in the filing order of GLOSSARY).

In our MS we find for the (-t/s)ion ending two spellings, õn

and io-u; these are represented in the transcription respect ively

by: ion and ioun.
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12.8. Dialect

A considerable amount of information, including a Iinguistic

profile drawn up in accordance with LALME criteria, was gathered

and analysed in an attempt to determine the dialect, or dialect

composition, of our MS as represented by 3KCoI (since the same

hand wrote the whol-e extant MSr âñ analysis of the other works

might provide a useful control, but has not been attempted in the

present study).

The traditional studies of ME dialects, accessible in

summary form in MED (Plan and preliminaries B-11) provided a

starting point. These earJ-y studies are considered to have many

limitations, but the maps of isoglosses offer a convenient

summary of conventional wisdom. The general conclusion suggested

by these studies is that our text comes from the south central- or

east Midlands. The North is excluded by õ v. g (Map 1); West

Midland by man v. mon; Northeast Midland by pr.3 sg. -eth v. -es

(Map 2), as virell as by sha1, hem v. sal, theim (Map 3); the

Eastern margins of bhe Midland by pr. ppl. -ynge v. -and, -ende,

-inde (though in this case the evidence of LALME suggests the

situation is rather more complex); and the absence of voiced

forms like võt v. fõt (Map 3) excludes the South.

The exact position of bhe southern and western boundaries

is not clear from examination of the maps. The evidence for pr.

p1. -""/ -eth (t'laps I and 2) is ambiguous, as -eth appears as a

rare variant (e.g. 3b32: frogges wexeth hoos); and although the

form hiIIe appears regularly, the definition of the boundary for

huI/hiI varies in different studies, Moore, l'1eech, and Whitehall

pl.acing it much further to the East than either BrandI or Wyld
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(Map S). But taking a broad perspective we would be justified in

locating our text within an area north of Sur/Ken, bounded in the

West perhaps by the counties Wrk/Ox/Brk, extending on the East to

all but the most northerly and easterly areas of Nfk/Sfk,/Ex, and

on the north not much further than Lei/Ru/S.Li an area thus

e mbrac ing PeL/ Nht/ EIy/ Hu/ Cam/ Bed/ Bck/ HLf/ l[x/ Lon ( abbrev i a t ion s a s

in LALME).

This conclusion hras refined by making use of the more

abundant material in the main sections of LALME. Although no

specific methodology is detailed in the Atlas, a statistical

approximation to the ufitu technique was employed (see LALME

1: 2.3.3). A li st of counties was drawn uP, and a number of

items were selected in turn from the County dictionary volume; i f

the form that regularly appears in our text for any particular

item was attested for a particular county, a ta1ly was entered

against that county.

The tallies for each county were cumulated. Any particular

form might occur over quite a wide geographical area (though

judicious choice was used to select forms with a circumscribed

range). But the rationale hras that as the tallies for successive

items were added, a proportionately large number would accumulate

in the home area( s) of the dial-ect of the MS.

The results of the analysis pose certain problems. Tn the

first place the conclusions suggested by the tallies are somewhat

at odds with those arrived at using the isoglosses. In

particul-ar there are some discrepancies in the outer boundaries.

The more southerly counties are poorly represented (tallies in
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brackets) -- Brk (6), Ox (5), Bck (5), Bed (1)' which could

reasonabl-y be interpreted to mean that these counties are

unlikely to have been the home area of the dial-ect. On the other

hand the more westerly and northwesterly counties have quite high

tallies Stf (14), Sa1 (13), Lei (12). However the areas with

the largest number of tallies are Wrk, Nht, and Cam (22, 19, and

2I tallies respectively).

A refinement is afforded by the process of exclusion; bhe

dot maps in LALME provide a useful tool for identifying areas

which show ûor or rarer êvidence of particular variant forms.

Thus the dot map showing the distribuÈion of 90 tmanyt/

glrmony'makes it unlikely that a text like ours which

consistently uses many would have originated in the more

northwestern counties (SLf/SaI). This conclusion is reinforced

by the distribution ofEACH forms (Maps B4-89) since in these two

areas 'ich' or 'uch' forms alternate (our text has eche); this

al-so eliminates Li (characterised by'iIk'type). The regular

use of any in our text rules out Ox/GI ('eny'type) and Bed/Hu

('ony' type), thus supporting the evidence from the tallies; the

maps for MUCH and eRE confirm this (our text has principally or

exclusively moche, been). Thus ultimately the two approaches

seem not to be greatly in contradiction, and between them al-l-ow

the definition of the home area with some degree of confidence.

A more difficult problem is that posed by the three areas

most frequently represented in the tallies. Had the areas been

contiguous, the evidence would have been easier to accept at face

value. But whereas the first two areas (lrtrk/Nht) adjoin, the

third (Cam) is further to the East and separated from them by the
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intervening counties Pet/ Hu/Bed, which in fact are not well

represented in the tallies (as might have been expected if the

dialect of the MS extended over the whole area).

Eurthermore, cÌose analysis reveals anomalies in the

evidence: there are forms which point predominantly or

exclusively to the more western area of the range (e.9. ronne RUN

pt.; honged HANG pt.; euerych(e) EÀCH), whereas other forms are

confined to the more easterly area (e.9. heyere HIGH comp.). We

seem therefore to be dealing with at least two regional focuses,

where the language is in many respects similar but each contains

variants distinct enough to mark them as separate dialect areas.

How are rde to accoun t f or thi s?

It is not enough to say that the western (Wrk/Nht) and

eastern (Cam) areas are simply two areas with the same dialect

with a wedge of different dialect separating them: the evidence

of mutually exclusive local forms precludes this. Nor can the

explanation be that the scríbe changed his exemplar in the course

of copying: if that had been the case there would be signs not of

a mixture, but of a linear succession of different variant forms.

Yet as far as I can tell there is no such disconcinuity in the

distribution of forms in the text.

À plausible explanation is that the text is a product of

translation(s) from one dialect into another, one or more sets of

forms being show-through from earlier stages. Granted our

evolutionary modeI, the Durham text is several copies removed

from the archetype, and a Mischsprache (partÍal translation) is

one predictable result of successive copying (see LALME 1, Ch.3).
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À complication is the possibility that v¡e are also seeing

the effects of standardisation of spelling. Even as early as the

beginning of the l5thC forces vrere working towards the

establishment of supraregional- and national standards in the

vernacular; this undoubtedly led to linguistic mixtures resulting

from partially successful attempts to imitate the prestige form.

In particular it has been proposed that non-localísed

regional forms came to be favoured when scribes, aware of the

growing prestige of the standard language, âttempted to rid their

Ianguage of what were by then felt to be the more grossly

parochial forms, while not actually affecting to write Chancery

Standard (see Samuels). There seems to be evidence that scríbes

would replace the forms of their own usage with those from

outside their area known or believed to have a wider currency'

though these would not necessarily be sel-ected from any one

consistent source. In the process the scribe would be creating

not a pure,Mischsprache of two or more genuine dialects but a

somewhat artificial language. One consequence of this is that it

places Iimits on the extent to which our data can be subjected to

anal-ysis, since any particular form þ/e m ight wish to use in

argument could be an imported form. Any such mixture ultimately

could never be amenable to strict dialectal analysis.

In practice h¡e do f ind forms that could be interpreted as

neutral in instances where the item exhibits wide variation over

the central midlands (e.9. the scribal sit(t)h conj.; thurgh).

Even where the scribe uses more than one form, each of the forms

is usually a valid one for either of the focuses we have defined

(e.g. the variants heye, heigh, hye for HIGH).
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Furthermore, where the postulated home areas of the dialect

offer alternatives, the scribe has a preference for the more

widely distributed form. Thus he commonly writes chirche, rarely

the more restricted cherche (or is this to be interpreteC as a

compromise between more typically eastern 'cherch' and more

typically western rchurch')i f irste, rarely ferste; and '\^torr-

type (v. 'wir'-, 'wur'-) for WORSHIP. We might conclude that

this is evidence for the beginnings of supralocal (regional)

standardi sation a process in which the M idlands by i ts central-

position linguistically and geographically was in the natural

course of things inevitably bound to play the central role, ât

Ieast until other politicaL and cultural forces intervened to

affect the rise of standard Engl-ish.

Unfortunately there is reaIly no way to prove such a theory

in connection with our text, since we do not knohr exactly how

many sLages it passed through, nor can any of the stages be

precisely located (aI1 h/e can infer is that it is likely that F

is the end result of several stages of copying). All in all the

evidence allows us to say little more than that the scribal

repertoire is conspicuously lacking in distinctly local forms.

Nor is there reason bo believe that comparison with the other

MSS of 3KCoI would shed much Iight on the question. Most are

1ate, and the process of mixture and standardisation is only

likely to have been compounded over the course of the 15thc. rn

any case a full analysis of the witnesses is not available.

Certain have been used in LALME: H seems to fit in Lei, and V in

Ru, while the language of B seems to be very colourless and
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standardised (private communication from Dr Margaret Laing). Of

the others some have localisable elements (n has the Nfk/Sfk

forms like xul-de SHOULD). But most are of mixeC language, with

elements that would enable them to be located in an area covering

most of the southern midlands. In any case this can hardly be

taken as evidence for the dialect of F.

For the dialect of the original translation the surviving

witnesses offer only the faintest cIues. The evolutionary

conclusions of the present study suggest that the stemmatically

and paleographically earlier wiLnesses K, Y, R, and A, for

example are still some stages removed from the original. More

detailed analysis would be required to determine whether any are

precisely locatable ¡ ot whether any affinities exist within the

group.

One possible example of the influence of the original
dialect is the reading at 6va2}z But specialy vpon this hille of

vaus in a clere weder been seye many diuerse and stronge

sterres . (2I8/ 21 et specialiter super istum montem Vaus in

aura clara quamplurime stelle raro -- read rare? de nocte

d i scernan tur All the texts have the reading stronge

except T, where we find what must be the correct reading,

s trange ; yet in the tight of what we know of the history of the

text this restoration in 1 can only be explained as a uniquely

inspired guess on the part of the scribe.
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Now among the ME varÍants recorded for the word (OeO s.v.

strange a. ) is the form strang, but no record of any form

However strang does exist as a variant form ofstrong(e).

"strong" -- a northern form according to OED s.v. strong a. So

the archetypal readíng in our texts could be explained by

assuming that the translator intended bhe word "strange',, which

he may or may not have spelt differently to "strong", but spelt
it as (strang(e)>; whereupon a subsequent scribe misinterpreted

the spelling and copied it in the form \^¡hich to him and

subsequent copyists unambiguously signalled "strong".
But what does this tell us? À11 we can really say is that

at least by the archetypal stage a copy $¡as made by a scribe who

knew that (strang(e)> was a possible spelling for the word which

meant to him "strong". ft would however be rash to conclude from

this that the scribe had before him an exemplar written in a more

northern dialect. fn this particular instance the dialect
situation is not clear cut. Although no specific evidence is
available for the distribution of STRONG in LALME, the dot map

for -ANG shows a very wide distrÍbution for this form,

principally in the north but with sporadic instances well into
the midlands. Thus it may hrell be that the misreadíng has a

dialect basis, but there is really very tittle specific in it
which can be made to yield an indication of the location of the

original language of the translation.
(SamueIs, M.L. "spelling and diafect in the late and post-

Middle EngIish periods". So meny people longage s and tonges.

Ed. Michael Benskin and M.L. SamueIs. Edínburgh: Benskin &

Samuels, 1981. 43-54. )
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I2.9. The identity of the scribe

What can we say about the scribe who wrote our text? As we

have no external evidence, the question can only be judged on the

basis of what he produced (and here I refer primarily to his
3KCo1, the only part of his output I have examined in detail).

The items selected for inclusion in the MS (a11 in the one

hand) might give some indication of private taste and interests,
if we could be sure that the MS had been produced for the

scribe's personal use. But it could equally well have been

produced on commission or for speculative sale. The careful hand

and the space left for initials suggests one of the latter
alternatives. In that case the rather assorted collection of

texts in our MS may tell us something about late medieval

Iiterary tastes and,/or commercial possibilities in the book

trade, but Iittle about the scribe himself. We gain some

impression of his personality from his interactíon with the text
he h'as copying. The corrections to the text would indicate that

he was not a blind copyist; his emendation of the Table of

Contents subsequent to his copying of the main text (see 3b7n) is
very scrupulous, and the alterations at 8vb1-2, if in his own

hand, indicate further that a revision h'as made against the Latin

original, again suggesting a more than usually alert and

intelligent reading of the text.

{
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À NOTE ON IIEDIEVAL LÀTIN

Those more familiar with Classical Latin may find features

of Medieval Latin (ML) surprising and at tirnes conf using (though

many are not specially medieval, buL made their appearance in the

language of Late Antiquity or even earlier).
Orthography reflects the pronunciation of Late Latin. The

classical diphthongs disappear; thus (classical) coepit is not

distinguished from cepit. SpeIlings like resurrexionem for

resurrectionem appear, and the interchangeability of -c- and -t-
before front vowels means that certius is not distinguishable

from tercius; a further stage is the substitution of -s- for -c-

/-L- (e.9. ardensiores). other examples of variability include

yemps (for hiems); hijdem (idem); orto (horto)r simplifications

of double consonants (vberima); alternation of -ijs and -is
(denaris); pellicea alternating with peIIicia. Some spellings in

our Latin base may reflect peculiarities of local (English)

pronunciation,

elegerun t .

e.g. Caluerie for CaIuarie, eligerunt for

There are alterations in the word-stock, new words

supplementing or replacing classical forms and familar words

being used in non-classical senses, of which examples include

( with the classical equivalent in brackets): ciuitas (urbs);

viIla (oppidum); itaque ( ita). Many words reflect the influence

of Christianity: pagani, reliquie, translacio. We also find ne\^¡

collateral forms (aera for aer).
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There is a break-down in some of the distinctions maintained

in classical Latin grammar and syntax (e.9. ei appears for sibi,
quiuís for quisque), and in particular the formal- distinction

between 'motion tor and 'pIace in which' is blurredr so that in

egipto appears for in Egyptum , Col-on ie f or CoIon iam (' to

Cologne'); the form parisius (presumably for parisios) is

noteworthy. Tense distinctions are not always clearly

maintainedr so that $/e find fuerunt translata (or even fuerant

translata) for the standard perfect sunt translata. In syntax a

conspicuous innovation is the use of quod-clauses to introduce

indirect speech; such clauses may also begin with quia, and the

verb can be indicative or subjunctive. The distinction bet$reen

indicative and subjunctive use ín subordinate clauses is
generally weakened. A notable innovation is the use of dum +

subj. for cum rwhent, ras soon ast.

Other instances of ML usage which could confuse are noted in

the apparatus to the paralle1 Latin text (signalled by an

obelisk).
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CORRESPONDENCES BETTiTEEN THE UNABRTDGED AND ÀBRTDGED VERSIONS

Hn. Theme ('unabridged' passages)F

1a 1- 3va 1

3va2-1 0vb4

10vb5-7 ( in Larin)

1 0vb8-1 1a3 2

1 1a3 2-b4

1 1b5 -L2vb23

I2vb23-13a12

13at 2-b7 (variant)

13b8-t3vb7

t3vb7-14a10

14a11-16a14

16a15-33

16a3 4-L6va28

16va28-b16

16vbl 7 -3 6

238/ 16-23e/ r2

239/n17-n20

239/ 15-245/ 9

245/9-11

245/ LI-246/ n26

246/ n27-247/ 2

247 / 2-250/ 16

250/ n2 0-n 2 8

preceding 2/ 8

2/ 8-40/ 35

40/ 35

42/ 2-44/ 4

44/ 4

44/ 6-54/rr

54/ rL

5 4/ I7 -32

54/ 35-s8/ rr
58/ rr
58/ 22-68/ 3L

68/ 3r

7 0/ e-72/ 2s

72/ 25

72/2s-36

MAJOR LACUNA*

72/36-14/3r

74/3r

7 6/ 2o-e8/ 2r

88/ 2r

88/ 2r-92/ 4

e2/ 4

e2/ 4-100/ 6

r00/ 6

Table of Contents

Assuerus

Prester John and the Sultan

Chapel of the Nubians

Balthazar at OIivet

Wethers of Nebaioth

Fulgentius on the Gifts

The sound of the sunrise

The significance of the Gifts

Chape1 of Kings and St Nichol-as

New Babylon and Cairo
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250/ 22-25L/ r2

25I/ nL6

252/ nI-257 / nI7

257/?nI7-I2

17 aL-25

I7 a25-I7v a2

I7v a3-4

17va 4-22

17va 22-bI2

r7vb13-24t*

17vb25-32

17vb3 2-LBaL9

L8a20-18va33

18va3 3-b22

18vb2 2-35

18vb35-19a15

19a15-b4

I 9b5-6

19b6-19vb35

l9vb3 6-20a2

2 0a3-15

2 0a 1 6-2Lv aI5

2Iv aL6-23

2Lv a2 3-b3 6 #

2 1vb3 6-22aL9

22alg-b29

22b3O-23a26

r00/ 8-3 1

L00/ 3r

L00/ 3 1- I 12/ 3r

IT2/ 3I
ll

rr2/ 3 1- 1 76/ 6

TT6/ 6

rL6/ 7 -19

116/ 19

Lr6/ 20-22

116/ 27-32

116/ 32

rr8/ 5-L20/ 25

L20/ 25

r22/ 5-13

r22/ L3

I22/ 1 3- I 24/ 5

r24/ 7

L24/ 8-r26/ 35

126/ 35

126/ 3s-r 28/7

r28/ 7

r28/ 8-r2

r28/ L2-13

r28/ 13-25

r2e/ 25

I28/ 27 -L32/ 2r

Feudal customs in the East

Virginíty of the Kings

The Kings had no heirs

Prester John' s letters
gfhy he is called John

The Princes of Vaus

Cult of the Kings

Decomposition of the relics

The year 234 AD

Patr iarch Zacharie

Our Lady's smocki Bethlehem

The chapel at Nazareth

tl
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23a26-36

23br-r2

2 3b 1 2-25

23b26-23val 0

23v aIO-27#

23v a27 -3 4

23v a3 5-3 6

23v a36-2Ava2 3

24v a24-25a7

25a8-19#

2 5a19-b5

2sbs-9#

25b9-23

25b24-25va18#

25va19-b18#

25vlol9-26a23#

26a24-b30#'

26b3l-26va2 3 #

26v a24-b9#

26vbr0-27vb28

27vb29 -3 6 #

132/21 The relics of King Jaspar

132/ 2r-27

I32/ 27 The church of St Sophia

132/ 27 -13 4/ 5

I34/ 6-9 Rel- ics at Constantinople

13 4/ 9-r 4

L34/I4 Julian the Aposate

13 4/ 1 4- r 38/ 25e

L38/ 25 Heresies

138/26-27 Reverence to Kings

r38/ 27-r40/5

L40/6-7 List of sects

140/7 l(en of f nde (t atins)

144/ 31-1 46/5 Nubians

146/ 6-L7 Soldini

146/ 18-25 $ Nestorians

L52/ 18-28 Ind i

I52/ 29-L54/I I Greeks

154/ 12-24 Syr íans

I54/24 Armenians; Georgians; Jacobites

I54/ 24-27 Maroni tes

MINOR LACUNA*

154/2740Ì rr

I54/ 30 Copts

L54/31-35t rsini

156/ I-4t ¡laronin i

L56/ 4-7t Nicholaites

156/ 8-2Lt Mandopoli

284/ 2-r0

284/11-18

284/ 19-285/ L4

285/1s-20

285/ 2r-287 / r4

287 / r5-289/ 7
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289/ 7 -n17

289/ n18-3 I

290/1-19

2 Bal-b1 I

2 8b1 B-24

28b24-28

28b28-32

28b33-28va5

2Bva5-29a3I

29 a32-29v a2

29v a2-b20

2gvb21-3 3 #

29vb3 3- 3 0a 2 I

30a21-3 1a3 3

3 la3 4-3 1vb2 0

3 tvb2 0- 3 2vb3 6

156/ 2r

(r40/ 9')

r40/ r0-25

r40/ 25-142/ 25

742/ 25

r42/ 26-27

r42/ 27

142/ 27-32

r42/ 32

r4 4/ r-2e

r44/ 2e

146/ rB-2r

r46/2s-148/12

r48/ r2

r48/ 1 1-1s0/ 36

150/ 36

Àrriani

Sectarian divisions

Water from the Jordan

The Sultan's guard

The Jordan and the Dead Sea

Jews, P€rsiansi curvature
of the Earth

Nestorians

Baghdad, Tabriz¡ Tartar emperor

Isle of Egriswille; cult oL
St. Thomas; relics at Cologne

LOST ENDTNG*

306/n14-307l?S Pílgrims from Inde.

* In the lacunas left hand column references are to the Latin.
# F expands the abridged material.
@ rhe story of the "translation" of the Kings ends; the
abridgement has no further chapter headings.

$ Some of this material appears at 2gvb26-28.

t the original material is much condensed in the abridgement.

S rhe English version would have terminated somewhere between
307/nL (compare the Table of Contents) and the next major
section; see the note at 32vb36.
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1a3.

1a9.

3va1 1.

3va23.

3v a32.

3va36.

3vb9.

4b6.

4b1B .

4vb1 5.

5aI7.

5b26.

5va5.

5va3 2.

6a13.

7v a6.

7va15.

9a4.

9 a9.

TRÀNSLÀTION DOUBLETS

holy and worshipefull: sanctorum

from her Cu[ntr]e and her londe: de terra sua

in sprynginge and arisynge of the sonne: ipso solis ortu

shewed and halwed: dedicauerunt

shewed and expressed: ?ornaueruntr/approbauerunt

ofte . and openlÍche: cf. prescripta

sette and putte in oone: in vnum redacta

declare and telle: enarrare

the warde and the kepynge of hem of ynde was ordeyned and

keped: Indorum custodie observabantur

the name and the loos: nomen; (4vb24) fama

helede and sauede: infirmitates depulit

the loos and the fame (transposed in variant): fama

tolde and sayde: dixit
r^rere in purpos and w i1Ie: proposue run t

in captiuite and in prisone: in captiuitate

a grete chepynge or a feyre: commune forum

made and shapen: formatam

to grovte and hrexe: crescere

after the place and the grounde is sette: secundum l-ocorum

situacionem

9b5. made and ordeyned (=9bl9 made): constitutus (=20a28 facta)

9vb9 ,14 . strakes and bemes: rad ios

9vbI0. more brennynge and more lighter: ardenciores

9vbt6. a forme and a liknesse: fcrmam

11a3. a water and a grete flood of paradys: fluuium paradysi
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IIa22. thynne and smale rootes: tenuissimarum radicum

11a30. kept besilyche and strongliche: diligenter custoditur

11va11. wexed and growede3 crescebant

I2b26. to lede and to brynge: ducere

12va15. lowede and mIe]kede him self: exinaniret semetipsum

I4va32. her falsness and her trecherye: perfidiam

15b12. ij walles ij sydes: duo parietes

15bI3,18. one feyth and one byleue: vnitatem fidei
15va14. false goddes and maumettes: ydolis

16b25. leest of stature and of persone: minor in persona

I6va27. the more and the grettere: maiora

L7a25. warnede and conseillede: hortabantur

17a33. able and discrete: ydoneum

17a34. loue & desyr: voluntatem

17va5. chosen and ordeined: elegerunt (=77lo22 chose and toke)

17va9. wolde aryse or attempte a3eyns: rebellarent seu a fide

apos ta taren t

18vb24. stood and $ras in prosperitee: f loreret

18vb28. goodnesses and vertues: bonorum

19b18. wíth the lewes lawe and with her byleue: iudaica perfidia

19vaI4. a ryal and a worshipeful chirche

pulcherimam ecclesiam

( transposed 19va2 0 ) :

L9vb26. with al reuerence and solempnete: reuerenter

20a36. is arayed and made gay: ditissime est ornata

20b6. to make and to shape: facere

20b33. dighte and smoked: fumatas

21a7. ostryes and houses: hospicia
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22a35.

22vbL0.

23a7 .

23aL9.

23b3 4 .

24b20.

26a36.

26b3.

26vb2t.

26vb3 0.

26vb32.

27a4.

27b33.

28a36.

29v aI2.

3 0va3 .

3Ova20.

3 0va2 3 .

3 1b1 2.

3 Ibt 5.

3Lb26.

3 1vb6 .

32a27.

3 2a31.

32b5.

32b27 .

in vrorshipe and honour: in honore

hryse and witty: prudens

telle and seye: publice vaticinantur et dícunt

be translated and bore: transferri
for (to¡ socoure and helpe: auxilium

his loue and his lordeshÍpe: graciam (=24b'26 grace and

loue )

translated and bore: translata

ordeyn e and make: ordinant (transposed 26vb24).

encrese and turne: accrescunt

lyke and in the same forme and manere: in modum et

formam

come and soughte: quesierunt

the Custume and the vsage: ritum

entrede or come in to: intraret

in minde and tokene: in signum

many tales and fables: multa fabulosa

to hoolde and to haue: ad optinendam (terram)

were kynges and regnedens regnabant

fauorebh and socoureþ: fauet

(no) helpe ne succour3 auxilium

her malice and here wikkednesse: eorum nequiciam

dremes ne . avisions: sompnia

in mynde and worshipe (of): in memoriam

any worshipe or reuerence: reuerencia

3eueth and ministreth: tradat

hrere seyen and knowen: veraciter videbantur

formed and shape: formata
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SUI,IIIIARY OF THE I{AJOR LÀCUNÀ

CHAPTER 22

(The Kings brought many precious gifts from the East to

offer Jesus, íncluding the treasures of Alexander the Great and

the vessels plundered from bhe Temple at Jerusalem.)

(72/35) But so awed were the Kings by the brilliant light

in the manger that what they actual-ly offered from their treasure

chests were the first things that came to hand: Melchior found a

golden apple and thirty golden pennies, Balthazar offered

incense, while Jaspar with tears offered myrrh. All they

recalled Mary saying as they offered their devotions were the

words "Deo gracias".

(74/24) Melchior's first gift was one of the treasures

Alexander had left behind in Inde when he returned from Paradise

Terrestre the Golden Apple which he had had fashioned from

particles of gold from every land he conguered, and which he

carried in his hand wherever he went.

Í239/n17-n191 As something round is without beginning or

end, the roundness of t,he Apple symbolised the all-

encompassing . and also the repentance of sinners, which is

why kings and emperors still bear such objects Ín their hands

today on special occasions.

1239/n201 Various explanaÈions are gÍven of the three

giftsi one is that the gift of gold was an offering of material

assistance to Mary and her chíld.
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(76/20) Moreover it is a custom in the East that when a

royal procession passes the streets, the people burn myrrh and

incense before their doors as a gesture of loyalty and true

submission. SimiIarly in olden times martyrs were ordered to

worship pagan idol-s with incense and fire; and even today the

Saracens demand similar offerings of their Christian prisoners.

CHAPTER 23

(78/34) But of course God Almighty who created the world

from nothing had noneed of material gifts; being born into the

world without sin, he took the Golden Apple that represented the

world and crushed it to dust in his hands, just as the "stone cut

from the hill without human hands" broke to pieces the fearsome

idol that King Nebuchadrezzar sah' in his dream.

CHAPTER 24

(80/2I) Their devotions completed, the Kings and their

entourages once more experienced hunger, thirst, and tirednesst

and spent the rest of the day in Bethlehem refreshing themselves

and recounting to the people the story of their wonderful

journey.

(80/33) But in their sleep a warning came to them not to

return to Herodr so they chose another path for their journey

home.
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(82/II) The Kings travelled together through the lands

where Holofernes had passed in former days, and the inhabitants,

thinking the general's armies had returned, treated the Kings

with great respect, especially when they heard the account of

their visit to Bethlehem. Throughout those lands the story of

the Kings and their miracul-ous journey uras never after forgotten.

But they returned vrithout the Star's guidance, and their journey

lasted not thirteen days but two whole years a demonstration

of the gulf that separates divine and human action.

(82/34) Furious at their secret departure, Herod and the

scribes pursued the Kings, burning the ships of the people of

Tarshish and Cecile for having ferried the Kings across the

water.

(84/II) The name commonly applied to the Kings, Magi' arose

out of a misapprehension. The peoples through whose lands the

Kings had so miraculously passed on their u¡ay to Bethlehem failed

to appreciate the role played by divine providence, and

attributed the speed of their passage to supernatural power,

spreading the notion that they were magi, witches; the Jews knew

the truth of the matter from their scripLures, but maliciously

fostered this misapprehension. The true explanation of the name

is detailed elsewherer it suffices here to affirm that in reality

they were of course not witches, but great and glorious kings.
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CHAPTER 25

(84/33) This miraculous journey of the Kings h'as ordained

by God Almighty so that knowledge of his bírth, hítherto confined

to the Jews, should be revealed to all peoples, and his name be

praised from one worldrs end to the other.

CHAPTER 26

(86/1 ) At Mt. Vaus the Kings consecrated a chapel in honour

of the Child, and agreed to meet there once a year; they also

chose this chapel as their last resting place. Returning with

great honour to their separate lands, they told their subjects

the story of their journey, and had a representation of the Star

dÍsplayed in all their temples.

CHAPTER 27

(88/8) Meanwhile as news of Jesusrs birth and the visit of

the Magi spread, fear of the Jews forced Mary to abandon the

manger and seek the shelter of another cave. fn later days a

chapel in honour of St. Nicholas and the Three Kings htas

consecrated in this second cave, and pilgrims today are shown a

f lecked stone on r¡rhich drops of m iIk f ell as Mary suckled her

child.
(88/28) However on leaving the manger Mary left behind her

dress Iand Jesusrs swaddling clothes], which were discovered

later by St. HeIena.
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(90/ 6) The fame of Mary and her child vras f urther increased

by the prophecies of Simeon and Anna, so Joseph took his family

and fled for safety to Egypt. (90/3I) The path they travelled is

marked by the Roses of Jericho; these roses grow nowhere else but

along this way. 1246/n27-247/21 The place where the HoIy Family

sojourned for seven years in Egypt is near the great cities of

New Babylon and Cairo, the residence of the Sultan. (92/4) A

garden of balm now grows there, in which there are seven

fountains; there Mary washed her son and his clothes, and to this

is attributed the peculiar therapeutic properties of the sap of

the balm bush. The balm is harvested each year in March under

the personal supervision of the Sultan, but the bushes will grow

only if tended by Christians.

CHAPTER 28

(94/24) As for Melchior's other gift, the Thirty Go1den

Pennies, they had a long history. They were originally made by

Terah, the father of Abraham, in the name of Ninus King of

Mesopotamia. Abraham took them with him from the land of the

Chaldees, and used them to purchase a burial ground for himself

and his family in Hebron. The same coins subsequently changed

hands several times, passing to Egypt with Joseph and his

brethren, to the land of Sheba, and to Solomon's Templet fínally

they found their way to the treasure chests of the kingdom of

Arabia, from which Melchior took them when he set out on his

journey to Bethlehem.
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CHAPTER 29

(96/24) Mary lost the Three cifts on her flight to Egypt,

but they vrere found by a shepherd, who brought them to Jerusalem,

and gave them to the Temple after Jesus had cured him of a mortal

disease.

The incense was burnt on the Temple aItar. 1250/ 11-141 Part

of the myrrh was mixed withvinegar and offered to Christ on the

cross, while the rest was given to Nicodemus for Our Lord's

burial. (98/24) The Thirty PennÍes became the thirty "pieces of

silver" a generic term in the Gospel-, since they were actually

of gold -- which v¿ere given to Judas for betraying his master.

However, after Christrs betrayal and passion the Pennies hrere

divided and dispersed for the first time, fifteen being given to

the knights who guarded the Sepulchre, and fifteen being used to

buy a f iel.d for the burial of strangers 1250/ n20-n28I the

Potter's Field is not far outside Jerusalem; in Crusader times it

was converted into an underground burial vault. But coins with a

similar imprint are stil1 minted in the East today, one side

bearing the image of a king's head, and the other Chaldean

letters r{hich no one today can readi each of them is worth three

flor in s .

1,25L/ n16I The soldiers who stood guard at the Cross and who

kept the Sepulchre belonged to a class of feudal knights who

maintain their traditions to this day.
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CHAPTER 3 O

(100/31) After their seven year sojourn in Egypt, the Angel

commanded Joseph and Mary to return and settle in Nazareth; thus

the prophecy was fu1filled that "He shalI be called a Nazarene'r.

The full story of Christrs earthly ministry is to be found in the

gospel narrative.
(I02/5) Àfter his resurrection Jesus sent Thomas to Tnde to

preach the gospel. A1Èhough Thomas went unwi1lingly, it was

appropriate that the apostle who had with his own hands proved

the truth of the resurrection should be the one charged with

carrying the story of God's passion, ascension, and resurrection

to the same Kings who had seen and worshipped him in his

childhood a matter which St. Gregory discusses.

(I02/3I) Other disciptes as we11, Sts. Bartholomew, Simon,

and Jude, r¡¡ere also sent to preach in this part of the world.

This should surprise no one: there are many parts of fnder any

one of them larger than the whole of the world on this side of

the Sea in the East they reckon Christendom here as no more

than a hundred days'journey.
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CHAPTER 3 1

(L04/ 6) As St. Thomas journeyed through the kingdoms of

Inde on his minisLry, he noticed in all the tempÌes an image of a

star containing a cross with a child above it. When he inquired

about this, the priests of the temples told him of the Star that

had appeared long ago above Mt. Vaus and the journey of the Three

Kings. When Thomas heard this, he gave thanks to God and

joyfully explained to the priests the significance of the these

symbols, and converted them and their people to the Faith. The

temples were cleared of .their idols and consecrated afresh in

worship of the child. PeopIe from far and near $tere healed by

St. Thomas of aIl manner of sickness, and these people in turn

carried the Faith to more distant parts.

(L06/20) At length St. Thomas reached the kingdoms of the

Three Kings, and learnt that they were still alive greatly

advanced in years, but stil1 whole in body, and living, like

Simeon the Just, in expectation of receiving the HoIy Ghost and

the sacrament of baptism. In spite of their âge, when they heard

that a man called Thomas had arrived in their kingdoms preaching

of Christ and baptism, they assembled their retinues and set out

to meet him.i
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(108/5) Thomas received the Three Kings with great joy and

reverence. He told them of Christrs teaching, passion, and

resurrection, and in particular explained the importance of

baptism. He baptised the Kings and their followers, and as he

did so¡ the Kings hrere filled with the Holy Ghost, and joined in

Thomas's preaching, confirming his story with their ou/n. Then

they took him to Mt. Vaus and had him consecrate the chapel

there. At the foot of the mountain they began the construction

of a magnificent city which they named SewiII, a city that

remains to this day bhe greatest and richest in Inde, and the

residence of Prester John and the Patriarch Thomas.

CHÀPTER 32

(110/15) St. Thomas then ordained the Three Kings as

priests and subsequently as archbishops; they in turn appointed

bishops, priests, and clerks, bestowing material possessions on

the clergy for the maintenance and propagation of the Faith.

Thomas instructed the clergy concerning the form of the mass, the

Lordrs Prayer, and the rite of baptism, laying particular stress

on the importance of the latter.
(IL2/4) Thomas subsequently suffered martyrdom, the details

of which are contained in the book of hÍs Passion; it is

noteworthy that the land where Thomas lvas martyred is inhabited

by a people whose faces are dog like, though devoid of hair.
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CHAPTER 3 3

(ILz/I4) After the death of St. Thomas, the Three Kings

completed the organisation of the church in their lands, and then

retired from the world to their city of SewilI, having

transferred to certain of their subordinates the spiritual and

temporal administration of their realms.

(II2/27) Then two years before their death, the Three Kings

calIed a great convocation of their people.

1257/ nI/ -I2l They $¡ere no$¡ very old; but they had no he irs,

for, contrary to the usual practice in the Orient, they had

neither married nor kept concubines.

(In fact it is generally held in the East that they remained

virgins alI their lives, and were thus not only the first

converts to the Faith but the first to dedicate themselves to

chastity -- which some authorities say provides an alternative

interpretation of the Three Gifts, gold representing virginal

dignity and chastity, incense virginal prayer, and myrrh the

mortification of the fIesh.

so The Kings summoned all the ir people, great and smalì-,

to a convocation. After first admonishing them to remain

steadfast in the Christian faith, they urged them to elect

leaders to assume spiritual and temporal leadership of their

realms. On the man chosen to be their spiritual leader Ehe

people bestowed the hereditary title of Patriarch Thomas, while

the temporal leader was honoured with the hereditary title of

Prester John.)
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SUIIiITIARY OF THE üTNOR LACUNÀ

(CHAPTER 4O)

(The next sect are the Maronici.)

(I54/27) They hold masses only at Christmas and at Easter,

and then in honour of St. Thomas the Apostle and the Three Kings.

t2B4/51 Among their errors is the notion that churches can

be desecrated by the most trivial incidents, such as the entry of

a spider or a sunbeam; in addition, they a1low unilateral

divorce.

1284/IIl The Cepti are another dispersed heretical sect.

An apocryphal book known as "The Secrets of St. Peter" is used in

their churches, as well as the Gospel of Nicodemus. Their

bishops wear hoods resembling those of the Dominicans, and their
masses always include a collect in honour of the Three Kings.

t,284/.n111 The Ismini, a heretical sect found mostly in

Egypt, brand a cross on the forehead of their children at

bapt i sm .

t284/251 In 1341 in Egypt and Damascus the Muslims

endeavoured to instigate a persecution against these Christians

(similar to the anti-Jewish pogroms in our own country at the

bime of the PIague) and denounced them to the Sultan on the

pretext of certain extravagant boasts the Tsmini made about the

potential growth of their population; but a wise ansvrer on the

part of the Su1tan prevented bloodshed.
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(154/3I) At the end of the mass, the priests of the Ismini

bless the congregation and call on God to guide and rule them as

he guided the Three Kings by the light of the Star to Bethlehem.

Í285/ nl6 l The Maromini are another scattered sect of

heretics; they adhere to the Nestorian rite, but do not practice

circumcision.

(156/2) When beginníng or saying anything their first words

are always, "Tn the name of God and the Three Kings".

1,285/ n19l The Nicholaite are among the world's earliest

heretics, being mentioned in the Book of Revelation. Libertine

views on relations between the sexes are one of their principal

errors, for they believe that God shows indulgence in these

matters; they also believe that through God's mercy even the

demons will find salvation.

1285/ n28 I Together with other heretics the Nichola ites

contrived to compromise the authority of the great doctor Origen

by inserting statements reflecting their own errors into copies

of his works. Many unsuspecting Christíans were deceived by this

subterfugêr and Origen's works $rere condemned at subsequent

Councils. Nevertheless the oldest copies of his works are free

of heresy and are hel-d in the highest respect among churchmen in

the East. Origen was in fact a man of truly saintly life, and

his concern to counter and combat heresy is evident in his many

homilies on the subject.

1287/n18-n191 Yet for aIl their heresy even the most

impoverished of the Nicholaites
(L56/5) gives alms to the poor three times a day in honour

of (God and) the Three Kings.
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(156/8) The Mandopoli are a peculiar sect, who follow no

special rite and have no priests.

Í287/19l They move about with their families and livestock,

adhering to an itinerant lifestyle aIl year round under the

harshest conditions. They do not practise agriculture or live in

houses, for if they stopped for more than three days in one place

they would die; instead, they earn their livelihood as tinkers.

Their Ianguage is unintelligible to others, though they

themselves are acquainted with many tongues, and they never

engage in open disputes. Wherever they find themseÌves, they

participate in every aspect of communal life; lacking their own

clergy, they folIow whatever practice obtains locally in regard

Lo baptism, communion, and burial.
(156/10) But once a yearr or'ì a Sunday, they fast and go in

procession to church,

l2B8/ n32-n331 to the sound of pipes and music,

(156/12) and celebrate mass in honour of God and the Three

King s ,

l2B8/ 30-289/n2l praying God to l-ead them through desert,

fieId, and mountain safe from all perilous beasts.

(156/I4) Space precludes further discussion of these sects,

save to note that the peoples of the East hold the Kings (who were

once their kings) in particular esteemr êXhibiting a devotion far

greater than that shown to them in our ohrn coun try.
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Í289/71 A final note: there was once a sect of heretics

called Arriani, but they had no reverence for the Three Kings;

the whole world was infected with their heresy, but now they have

been exterminated completely.

CHAPTER 4T

(I40/ 3) Now each of the above named sects are divided by

doctr inal di fferences.

l2B9/ n23-n311 They l-ive in the same towns, but each sect

has its own priest and church, and the priest obeys the bishop of

the diocese in which he or hisparents were born, no matter how

far away he now lives. In the secular sphere these people are

generally highly skilled, excelling as doctors and merchants.

(I40/7) But for all their sectarian differences these

Christians are united in their reverence for the Three Kings

1289/281 and against the Saracens.

(I40/I0) thus at Christmas tide aI1 the sects follow the

same ritual. They fast till- dusk on Christmas Eve, when each

householder sets up a table with lighted candles and sufficient
food and drink to last till the Twelfth Night. On Epiphany eve

everyone goes with a candle in hand to visit the houses of

friends, and the greeting delivered at the door is, "Good day to

you" never "Good evening" or

("Good night", which would be regarded as a grave offence,

and 1ega11y actionable.
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Àfter the evening of festivities the whole body of

Christians goes on the morning of Epiphany to the Jordan to

perform bheir rites.

A monastery stands near the Jordan where Jesus was baptised.

The river rises in the mountaÍns, flows through the Sea of

Galilee, and enters the Dead Sea, on the banks of which the

cities of Sodom and Gomorrah once stood.)
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THE LOST ENDTNG

( CHAPTER 44)

(Many travellers come from this side of the Sea to Jerusalem

bearing merchandise. )

1306/ nl4l In particular they bring with them mementos of

Cologne, including earth from the cemetery of the E1even Thousand

Virgins; this earth is sought by the men of fnde, who say it has

the power to silence the croaking of frogs which plague their

homeland. The reputation of the relics at Cologne draws people

from Inde over the sea on pilgrimage, but they f ind the col-d in

our regions extremely difficutt to tolerate: even in the month of

August they h'ear ankle length fur coats of russet hue' and many

die of cold on the way or turn back -- for men are smaller and

weaker the nearer the East they are born, although they are

skilled archers and generally most astute. In Jerusalem the men

of Inde discover all they can about conditions in Europe,

especially about Cotogne and the relics of the Three Kings, and

bear back official letters to show to Prester John and Patriarch

Thomas.

t307/I7) For throughout the East the Kings are held in the

highest regard and rightly, f.or the Kings were the Firstfruits

of the Gentiles, the First of Virgins, the Labourers senL into

the Vineyard by the Heavenly Householder at the start of the New

Testament in the last age of the worId, to labour faithfuLly the

full course of the day and to receive without murmur the same

eternal reward.
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For at daybreak in Jerusalem and Bethlehem the Kings cleared

the Vineyard of the harsh and inexcusable stones of Jewish

perfidy and malice.

Àt the first hour and in the company of the blessedThomas,

the Kings purged from the Vineyard the brambles and weeds of

error and idolatry, and planted it afresh with the palms and

vines of the Catholic Faith.

At the third hour the Three Kings hrere gathered after their

death by St. Helena. They restored the Vineyard which haC

suffered decay and damage from heresy and idolatry, and irrigated

its trees with miracles so that they again began to bear the

fruits of the true Faith.

Àt the sixth hour, translated to Constantinople in Greece,

at the centre of the world, the Kings husbanded the Vineyard with

further miracles to increase íts fruítfulness and to send new

shoots of the Faith into every corner of the wor1d, until every

race and people, drunk on the juice of the Vine, should praise

the name of the Lord, which ti11 then had remained concealed in

the country of the Jews.

At the ninth hour the Kings, translated to Milan to glorify

the Vineyard of the Lord of Sabaoth in the West, by means of the

interpretation and exposition of the three Gifts expelled the

foxes who spread error and heresy.

At the eleventh hour, ât sunset, these glorious labourers

were translated to Cologne, which they chose as their final

resting place, after receiving their eternal reward from the

Heavenly Householder.
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Yet there they continued to tend the Vineyard with miracles

and wonders. For nowhere in bhe whole world, from the sunrise to

the sunset, have any such glorious saints graced so noble a city

and cathedral. Eor though God bestowed favour and honour on many

cities and places and hallowed them with miracles and relics, yet

no churchor city isendowed with so noble a college of canons

and ministers of God or so honourable a populace -- an evident

token that God has specially singled out thÍs noble college and

this honourable people as worthy to receive these most nobl-e

Kings in their final resting place.

1309/ 321 Re joice, nobl-e colIege, that God has so singly

favoured you with his love and honour and with natural bounties,

and bestowed upon you his most special treasure, the Firstfruits

of the Gentiles and the First of Virgins. Wherefore you must

never tire of offering thanks for such blessings and performing

services in his honour and in honour of the Three Kings, lest

your tike the despised Nestorians, be visited by the Lord's wrath

and deprived of the blessings you enjoy, and find yourselves set

on God's left hand at the Final Judgement. But rather be counted

with the Nubians, beloved and honoured by men and singularly

honoured by God, placed at the Judgement in glory on the right

hand wiCh the Kings themselves. For it was not by chance t.hat

the ancient city titled Agrippina has now received the name

Cologne from bhe cult of God as lhe following verses explain,

telling in Latin the story of the Kings whose praises the

churchs, chapels, and oratories of the East celebrate in many

different tongues:
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The

The

Holy Cross by He1en found

Kings to gather further bound

fn kingdoms near.

Í3I0/ n1e l

Of Constantine the city fair
Eastern Kings with relics rare

By grace adorn.

In the town of bless'd Ambrose

The glorious relics next repose

A precious gift.

Thrice discovered, thrice translate

By God's will Cologne of late

Adores the Kings.

From East to West the glory passed,

Cologne the resting place at last

Of thrice found Kings.

Never now to journey on

Nor as once to venture home

A different way.

But $¡orshipped for the high Kingrs sake,

Whose laws Cologne wil-1 never break,

The Kings find rest.
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I Standard ending ]

[ 311/n5] Rejoice, blessed Cologne, by special grace and

divine providence favoured with the Three Kings and the noble

college that ministers to them, the most glorious of all your

treasures and the joy of all other peoples, the goal of

pilgrimage for princes and potentates, nations and tongues from

the farthest ends of the earth! For thís singular honour you are

the more strictly bound to show due thanks to God and reverence

to the Kings and their servants, that in the final Judgement you

may be secure in rendering your accounts. Amen!

lAlternative endingl

l3LI/n5/2I Note: the names of the Magi are as follows, as

recorded by the Master in the Historia Scholastica: in Hebrew --
Appellius, Amerus, Damascusi in Greek -- Galgalat' MagaIat,

Serathimt in Latin -- Jaspar, Balthasar, Melchior. NoLe: the

title "magi" derives not from the practice of magic but from the

pursuit of wisdom; for according to St. Augustine the term "magi"

in Chaldean has the same meaning as the Greek word "philosopher"

or the Latin "\r/ise men". Again, according to St. Remigius, there

are different opinions about the Magi: some say they vrere

Chaldeans, for the Chaldeans worship the star as god; some say

they were Persians; some say they came from the farthest regions;

and some say they $¡ere the descendants of Balaam, which is the

most probable explanation, since Balaam among his other

prophecies uttered the words, uA star shalI arise of Jacob".
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l3LL/n2/I2l Whence Chrysostom telIs he found the following

account in certain books.

There was a race of men in the East of great wisdom and

nobility. Discovering in the books of Balaam for they

happened to be descendants of Balaam that Balaam had

prophesied, "There shall arise a star from Jacob .", they

interpreted this literally to mean that such a Star should appear

at the precise moment of Christ's birth, and set about to observe

the rise of the Star and the hour when Christ would be born.

l3IL/n2/17l To aid theÍr observations they chose twelve of

the best Iastronomers] from among them this number, so that if

one died a repJ.acement would always be found, and there would

still be twelve of them to maintain a watch for the Star-- and

they built a beautiful palace for them on the top of the highest

mountaín in the East, where the air vras always clear, and stocked

the palace with aIl necessary provisions. There the twelve

remained in silent prayer and abstinence, in solemn exspectation

of the rising of the Star.

l3IL/n2/241 At last the hour of the Nativity arrived. The

astronomers were Iat prayer] at the very hour of midnight' when

there appeared in the air above them a most beautiful and

brightly shining sÈar, in the top of which was the image of a

child bearing a cross. At the appearance of the Star the

astronomers were filled with joy that this sight had been granted

to them in their own lifetimes.
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The astronomers told the news to the wise men of their
country, and these chose three of the noblest and wisest of their
company to journey withgifts to the new born Child and pay him

homage as king and lord. The three at once set out, and with the

Star's guidance¡ âs the Gospel telIs, they arrived on the

thirteenth day, to worship the Child and offer gifts.

1,317/n2/ 331 Note: Germanus, a historian of the era of Our

Lord, and Theophilus, who \"Jrote of Christ's deeds, record three

miracles that Ied the three Magi to set out in search of the new

born Child. Jaspar had a tree in his yard in which ostriches had

buiLt a nest, with two eggs from which at midnight on Christmas

night a lion and a l-amb came forth. Bal-thazar had a herb garden

planted with balm, and from the stock Ia shoot] emerged with a

beautiful round rosebud at the top; from the rosebud at the hour

of midnight a white dove appeared which spoke with a human voice

as it flew up to the clouds, saying, "God is born of a virgin,
Creator and Saviour of the worId". Melchior had a wife who gave

birth at that time to a boy child, who immediately stood on his
feet and cried, "A chil-d is born of a virgin, the Saviour of aII
mankind; he shal-l Iive thirty three years . (and so on)r in

token of which f shall Iive thirty three days and then die".

And so it came about.

l,3II/n2/461 The last miracle contradicts the statement in

ch.33 that the Kings had no queens or concubines but remained

virgins.
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APPARATUS

VÀRTÀNTS FROII SBLECÎ ÍTTNESSES

FULL VARIANTS FOR SELECT CEAPTERS
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ÀPPARATUS is divided into two sections, a main section,

VARIANTS FROM SELECT WITNESSES, and a section containing the FULL

VARIANTS FOR SELECT CHAPTERS. The editorial principles behind

the division of the apparatus and the selection of variants are

set out in INTRODUCTION I2.4.

The variants are entered in standard form, following EETS's

Notes for editors. Each lemma is preceded by its line reference,

and, where it is the only Iemma from that line, ends with a stop

followed by four spaces. Lemmas in the same line end with a

semicolon, and are separated by two spaces. Variant readings

within a lemma are separated by commas, and have a single space

between them. InterlÍneaI or marginal readings are enclosed ín

angle brackets; cancelled readings are indicated by a note or

simpJ-y by strikiag eut.

The following abbreviations are employed:

om. the witness(es) cited omit the word(s) in the lemma.

add the words that fol1ow are added at this point in bhe

text by the witness(es) cited.

trs. the two words in the lemma are transposed in the

witness(es) cited (the two words may be separated by

and; where the Iemma contains more than two words,

the point at which the transposition occurs is

indicated by an oblique).

lac. the witness(es) cited are wanting at this point.

anom. the witness(es) cited preserve an anomalous version at

this point, and so cannot be directly compared (this

abbreviation is used selectively).
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The citation order is as foll-ows:

FK Y ÀRS VTD E H I O B N M P KK J L W.

When required, qualifications are attached to the sig1a.

Where the reading of a witness is uncertain, the siglum is
followed by a question mark. À bracketed siglum implies that the

witness offers the equivalent evidence as the others cited, but

not in exactly the same wording.

In the entry of variants the citation order is strictly

followed; EETSTs prescription that the variant that represents

the minimum alteration of the base text should come first is

disregarded (4). DialectaI variations in spelling, lexis, and

morphology are disregarded -- generally speaking, following the

policy evidenced by the examples selected for inclusion as

variant forms under headwords in LALME. Where the same reading

is shared by several witnesses, the spelling in the lemma follows

that of the first witness cited.
(Early English Text Society. Notes for editors. ILondon]:

EETS, 1972.)
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VÀRIÀNTS FROU SELECÎ T{TINESSES

SIcLAs ASTOR A2 = A; B.L. ADD. 36983 = B; BODL. DOUCE 301
= D; HARVARD ENG 530 = E; DURHAM HUNTER 15 = F; CAMBR. U.L.
Ee 4.32 = Ki TRINITY COLLEGE R.5.43 = N; BODL. ENG.TH. c.58 =
O; ROYAL 18 A X = R; COTT. TfT. A.XXV = T; STONYHURST COLLEGE
B.XXIIf = Y.
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al

f. 1a1-3b36.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Ìac. KYARTDEOBN.

f. 3va

l-ac. KDO (the first
CHAPTER 1

folio recto of K is unreadable).

1 Incipit primum Capituluml om. Y, De tribus regibus Colonie
prologus A, Mi3tfu11 god þatlõuermore is wondirful in hys seyntis
and glorious in his werkis many wondirful þingis wrou3t and
schewed to aIl- his holy seyntis and specialiche to þe iij
worschippeful kynges þe which with all worschippe and deuocioun
sou3te oure lord ihesu cryst in Bethelem in his childhode R, Here
foloweth the manere and fourme of sekyng and offeryng and also of
þe beryng and translaciouns of þree holy and worshipfulle kyngis
of Coleyn Taspar Melchyor and Balthaser T, Here begynnyth the
Story of the thre holy and worshipfull kynges of Coleyne E, Thus
begynnyth the lyffe off thre kyngys of Coleyne B, Plesyth it to
aIIe Cristen pepil to here this lyteIle tretyce Of þe þre
v\¡orshypf u11e kynges N. 2 I lf tthe I se th YAT, And f or as moche
as R, om. B, anom. E, anom. N; thisel add thre YART, anom. E,
the th-rê B, aÏãmi N; 

-worshipefull 
addFnd glorious YR. -

5 a risynge I reysyng A, risyng TE, v-p Rysynge BN. 7 meritesl
om. ATE. 10 t.hel thise YARTEBN. L4 in verrayl levyng
lãOO here in erthe N) bodely They beleuyd in Cryst veryly he
bãñg BN. 16 t hat goos t1y I worldely they bodyly mevyng and
going with goostly hert BN. 22 maydenesl that made knowe BN;
thel om. ÀTE. 23 first shewedl sche\4'yng ffyrst B' shynyng
fyrst-Ñ. 24 tol in AE, amonge T; mysbyleuyngel mysbyleue YR,
misbileued ATE. 25 sol add at the BN; thel this Y?ATE.
28 ffor thisl Ryght so the BN. 31 and expressedl schewyd
(of þe seyd kynges schewyd N) many myracles in Dyuers maners BN.
35 crist the sone of godl the sunne crist Y?ARET(BN).
36 placesl add of the Est BN; oftel om. BN.

f.. 3 vb

2 menl add it ATBN. 6 ofl om. YATE. B herel there BN.

CHAPTER 2

I
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4
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10 Secundum Capi tul-um I Capi tulum primum YAT, om.
11 thisel the AT. 13 þe Balaaml om. BN.
Gadian A, Gadian corrected to Madian Tr-Godyan E;

-18 ipsel om. Y, Iac. R.

REBN.
I4 Madianl

thel om. YART.
15 þyngesl add for he BN.
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19 gencium I add &c YE. 22 he l
pepille BN. 23 contenedl add
ËeV Ue her BN. 3 5 a I no BE-

om. YARTBN; folkesl folke YART,
f[flich YARTEBN. 3t in] they

36 wasl add and ATE.,

f 4a

2 rightl om. ATE, so he BN.

K becomes readable.

9 forl of KYARTEB. 10 thel om. KT, a YR, an AEBN. 12 hisl
om. BN; wikkedl euyl KYARTEBN. 16 nol om. BN. I7 bookesl
wEytyng BN. 2I commendethl comawndyth BN. 23 sitthel add
þuË rvn. 24 thel oqì. ATE. 26 lawel om. BN; andl add iñ-
KYARTEN.

D begins.

31 that is nowl
KYARTDEBN?.

om. ATDE. 32 therel om. ATDE; Sobabl Sabob

f. 4b

,t
&t

r

3 no of his wordesl om. BN; nol ne KYATEB,
and tel1e I te1le and to declare KYTD?, trs.

neþer
AEBN,

R.6
anom. R

declare

I

CHAPTER 3

6 Capitulum terciuml Capitulum Secundum KYA(D)' om. RTBN.
1O lóndel landys BN; tiggyngel longyng BN. lT-andl that BN;
wasl add so ATDEBN. 12 thatl thee etO?nBN. 13 fere andl om.
KYATE-he gret BN. 16 clepidl nempned Y. 22 afterwardl
also BN. 23 so thatl For TD, om. E; sol because A; 3if anyl
the Ai anyl add of the BN, the Rõmayn TD, so were þat þe E.
25 of thel anil BNr ofl or YR. 26 anonl om. BN; the(2)l om.
KYÀRTDBN. 29 that . . Vausl of the other-hlyIlys And the kepers
of thys other (thys otherl om. N) hille of Vawce were (was N)

warnyd BN. 3 0 asl add th-us BN. 31 made I add a KYARTDEN.
32 màOel add a KYARTDffi; that hiIlel thilk ATD. 33 passethl
passen A,-þãssid TD. 34 hilLesl hill K; inl of BN. 35 inl
of BN.

t. 4va

2 þatJ þe KYARTDE. 3 a3eyn stondel withestonde hem BN.
4 anyl add of her BN. 7 the incarnacioun ofl om. BN.
8 Cryst-l g!. KYATD. 9 stella ex Iacobl om. YAE; ex Iacobl om.
KTDBN. 10 thannel that EBN; allel add þ KYARTDEBN.
11 allel add þe KYARD?B, om. Ei ofl in Vn. 12 andl om. BN;
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inl om. A, of TDE. 14 of(2)l om. YR. 18 fer or nere anyl
Fyre-or ony other BN. 19 otl Þ*. BN. 2I Þatl om. KYARTDEB.
2i shewe anOl om. BN. 23 thatl-þe YARTDEBN. 2-s-andl of that
yt was BN; ofl add þe KYARTDEBN. 27 Vausl add And so (also N)

Lhere BN. 29 E-ÌG Estl that Coste BN. 32ilom. ATD.

f. 4vb

3 crystl add in Bedelem BN.

CHAPTER 4

4 iiiluml tercium KYATD, om. EBN. 5 t lnl rn KYATDEBN, anom.
R; Iórdel add a KYATDEBNI- t his vertue ioye and prospeFîte
andl prospe-ryte and in Ioye and in (in1 om. B) vertu it BN.
13 a1le maner of men ofl many BN. 16 ofl om. YR. I7 allel
add maner of BN. 18 andl add of diuers BNt thiderl add and
E?ic-u3 te thider KYATDEBN. 7õ-and broughte thiderl om.-

N. 30 andl or BN; in(2) I add a1le BN.KYARTDEB

;

t

t

¡ì

.,1

ï
(

4
Ii

f. 5a

6 andl þat KYAE. 7 andl as ATDE. I madel om. BN. 10 al
þe BN. 11 byside And thatl And besyde Þat BN. 12
Melchioresl Mel-chior KYAEBN; þel made that was BN. 13 þatl
and AE. 14 seynl sey3en K; fforl Ànd BN. 15 meritel
merites RTBN. 16 thel þes RBN. 18 andl add woman and BN;
diuersel add tormentes and Y. 23 maysterl 

-maisters 
ATDE; andl

of RTDEBNI 24 ordrel ordres ATDEr ofl add the EBN.
27 latel gote BN; profitel Rycchesse BN. 28 Butl and ATDE.
30 wasl were TDEBN; therel om. BN. 31 andl add many BN;
preciousel add rewellys and Ñ 32 bycome afterl can no man
telle BN. -33 knowel add 3it rvanTDEBN. 35 thatl þe
KYATDEBN.

f. 5b

4 iijl add blessed KYAEBN, add hooly TD. 6 ofl be BN. 7 and
also off-ñ'ony faire ATDE. -E- thratl om. BN. 9 beenl were BN-
10 beenl and BN. 13 berethl bere A-RTDE. 15 al the ATEBN;
thel a ATE. 16 maner and the samel om. ATDE. 17 iijl add
blessid KYAEBN. 20 that alwey afterT-alwey þat a Sterre BE
23 ther afterl þere BN; thisl þe YATDE. 24 a fore seidel add
And BN. 25 thisl þe Y. 26- the loos and the famel trs-
KYATDEBN. 28 thurqhl add alle TDBN. 29 all om. BNIpepIel
g99 gt"tely BN; desiredel add at al tymes BN. -10 quintuml
quartum KYATD.
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32 wasl add
Than BN.
35 h
KYARTDEBN.

CHAPTER 5

Iorde and K. 33 the(1)l om. YARTEBNT Iewesl
34 propheciede ..I propheciE of KYARTDEBN.
her soon KYARTDEBN. 36 con tl concipiet
filiuml add &c BN?.

add

f. 5va

1 thel þis KYATDEBN. 3 thisl om. EBN; ysaiel add and afftyr
thys prophesy hit be fe1le that BN. 4 sykel add ny BN.
6 tol add þe YDB. 7 wherforel as seythe the scripture BN. B

as hol!-Ïrit seithl om. BN. 9 wepte And noughtl he (helom. N)
wept not only BN. -TO onlichel om. BN. 11 Andl add alGõ eN;
byheste I be hestys BN. 13 proplãciesl prophecie xEnroeeNl.
15 whe.forel And BN. 16 ofl on ADEBN, vppon T. 19 here
of thisl that he myght haue in (a N) knowlege whethyr yt r¡/ere
trewe or not And oure lorde sent hym thys tokyn BN. 22 orl and
BN. 23 kyndel add and Kr itl om. RTDBN. 24 so bel trs.
TDEBN; Àndl add þãñ- venrnen; thãl- þees KYARTDE; ChaldeysJ add
þanK. 26ÏnTl)lof ATDE; sonne (29)thelthatBN. Tõ-
theyl add of ynde and of the Eest BN. 31 manyl uqd riche ATDE.
33 forlã kynge Ezechiasl Ezechias the kyng BN. E innocencel
fnnocency YRBN. 35 dissimulacionl Symulacioun B, l-ac. N.

f. 5vb

2 Lher ofl of hys grete myracle BN; butl add had KYARTDEB(N).
3 pridel add a ++t++ pryde Þer of Y(R). 4 s-omdell om. BN;
a3eynsl wFtn BN. 5 therfore godl om. BN. 6 kyng€-by his
piophetel prophete and kyng BN. STyl of YR. 9 by her
messagersl om. TBN.

A few r4rords in D at the point corresponding to 5vb10-12 are
diTEïcÏlÎtto reaã'.

10 tol om. K; as it is writen inl And thus witnessyth BNr it
isl his-R-. 12 $¡as kyngel the kyng !{as þe (þo N) BN. 13 andl
add þat BN. 16 arysel ryse BN; Israell lerusal-em KBN.
17 folkesl folk KYARTDE, the worlde BN. 23 mayde in a mannes
housl man in hys house they BN. 29 sciencel craft YR, add
dwellyng witfr in hem BN. 31 astronomiel add Capitulum QÏÏntum
KYATD. 33 and this Manassesl that ATDE. 

-35 
regnedl add Amon

and after hym reigned KYARTD(E)BN.

f . 6 a

{ 3 and I add in hys
KYARTDE, IêweIlys

B, add in tyme N.
andTif AT. 7

5 vessellel wessels
in tol to (and to N) þem

tyme
BN;
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Þat were bore in BN. t hel they BN. 11 the whichl oute of
ferusalem and BN. 12 andl 999 þere YARTDE. 13 theyl add
þere K; werel add there BN. 

-16 
of(3)l add dyuers BN.

20 Cyrusl TirusT-yRneNI, Tyro R, Titus TD. 
- 

23 as herel om.
KYARTDE, and seyde BN. 24 abscisol precioso BN.
25 conscidenciuml add as 3e schul here KYATDEBN. Afterl add
and KYRT, hereafter And ATE, here afftyr but BN. 26 thingesl
om. KYARTDEBN. 33 Cyrusl Tirus KYARE, Titus TD, the BN.

f.. 6b

3 and alle othere propheciesl om. BN. 5 bokes andl om. B,
bekes N; foundenl add in thesã-bokys of prophesies BN.
6 thyngesl thing K.-7 the I these BN; and I add by RBN, add
AE. 10 iacobl add &c YATDEBN. 12 andl add be BN. 13
for othere causes-l om. BN. 15 andl in TDBN. 16 wher byl
wherefore BN. 21-The firstel thys BN. 23 nol om. BN.
25 thel þat KYARTDBN. 27 thisel the thre BN. 3T thise
propheciesl this prophecie ATD. 32 tne(2)l þey KYARTDEBN.
3 3 w i ste I add wel l-e YARTDEBN; v/hat I whateuer KYARE, whatever
D, what thãEeuer B; hadde I add euere T. 34 prophetesl
prophecie ATDE. 35 andl adFTo KYARBN; itl add And BN.
36 of the wyseste men andl m-õ eN.

of
and

þat

on

f 6va

2 astronomyel Astronomyers BN. 7 whyl þat KYARTDEBN.
8 thisl ffor the cause BN. 9 deydel happyd to dye BN.
10 anonl om. TDBN. 12 was thatl ther was sometyme E; thatl
add somty-me AT, add þat some tyme D; summel suty K, vj BN.
Ttotkysl folk YÃTRTD, the worlde EBN. 24 morel moost
KYATDEBN; beenl were BN. 28 Butl add yt be BN. 29 vponl
KATDBN, a hi3e on Yt in a clere wedeffieen seyel And yit the
wedyr mostbe ryght Clere And þan a man may se BN. 30 and
strongel om. BN.

1ac. D.

32 be
thisl

right noughtl may not be BN.
that ATE, lac. D. 35 abouel

33 AIsol om. ATE, lac. D;
aboute ATr-Tac. D.

f . 6vb

1 is madel stondith B, my3t stonde N. 2 Lhisel the AT' lug. D.
3 dedel add do B, add to N. 4 ther b. aboutel þer be aboute
KYARTEBNTIac. D. 

-5 
men .o g . vpl men to go vppe KYAR(T)EBN'

Iac. D. -O-ãnhe iqh.I add and also þere gro!{e many goode tree s
ãñd'herbys and diuers 6þTces alle aboute þe hitle KYATE(B)N, l-ac.
D. 7 ,rpl vp on KYAE, lac. D, add to BN. 8 hille I chapelle
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BN; isl add so KYATEBN, lac. D. 9 And. .-hillel g.. KYATEBN'
And R, lac-. D. 11 Ther . alsol There is also KYARTEBN, trg.D. ITEhisl the ARTE, lac. D. 16 thatl the ATE, 1ac. D.
I7 asl add dothe BN. 19-Thurg rl add þe KYATEBN, lac.-l 20
byl in þõxvn. 21 3euethl add Grete BN. 24 werel add to YE-

26 and l

CHAPTER 6

add of KYARTEBN, Iac. D. 28 ofl on ATEBN, 1ac. D.

f. 7a

descrye KY(R)T, descroye AEBN, 1ac. D.
descrivyngel discrying KYRTE, diFriynges
BN. 7 hom I forth KYARTEBN, ]ac. D.
1ac. D. 11 of I om. KYARTEBNIac. D.

2 maundementl commandement KYARTEBN, 1ac. D. 3 de scriue l
4 &cl om. KY' lac. R;
A, laclõ, disEF-uccion

8 wen-EJ 3ede KYARTEBN'

O begins.

35 Iordel add Ihesu TOBN.

f.7b

4 sodeynlichel ac\] þ"t KYARTEOBN' Iac. D. B hominibusl om. K;
&cl om. KYTD, lãEamus A, lac. RD. 9 to seyel so sey3e V;
to(2)T om. K. 14 al no X:e-ntEOBN, Iac. D. 15 fundacíounl
fundameFt KYARTEoBN, ]ac. D. 17 theT om. KYAREoBN' Iac. D;
Andl add þat KYATEOB, aãa þis RN, Iac. D:_ 18 ijl a Á8, Iac.
D. -T9- it(2)l om. Y. 

-22 
LounlTyme AE, citeê T, Iac. D.

23 Isayl ysaie K;- 24 tol of ATEO, Iac. D. 29 Cry-lF goddesl
god cristis KYATE, Iac. D; of heuenel-om. Y. 33 and that was
thannel þat þan was-KYARTEOBN, lac. D. - 34 coueredl add or þe
helyd YR: 35 wasl is KYARTEOBÇ lac. D.

f. 7va

2 coueredl heled aboue KYARTEB, lac. D, hellid abowte O' helyd N.
4 vsed there 3itl vsed 3it there RÃn, 3it vsed þere Yt 4. RN,

3it fO, l-ac. Ó. 8 andl add of KAT; otherel every AT, 1ac. D'
diuers E. 9 oþerl and YATE, ì.ac. RD.

R condenses 7va10-8b3.

10 thatl þis YATE, lac. D. 13 of kyng Dauidl
KYTBN, kynges dauid A, Iac. D, kyng Dauydes O.
KYATEOBN, Iac. D; CiteêT-citees KYATEOBN, lac.
add and KYATOB, Iac. D. 31 otherl om. KYATE'
3fweyel contrey-TI

kyng dauid
23 of I in

D. 28 horsl
Iac. D.

29r



f.7vb

2 bestel add þat (Þatl om. TE) he wil for a certeyn prys and whan
he hathe ffiãt beest KYAE, lac. D. 4 a notherl add ci tee
KYAEO, 1ac. D. 6 hym of l-hym K, om. YATE' lac.õT
9 sendeã-Ï sende ATE, lac. D; in toT vnto ArlTac. o, to EoBN.
10 al-so therel trs. KAIE-I lac. D, om. BN. 14-thisl the ATEBN,
1ac. D, the said-e O. 17 the I adã-same KATEBN, lac. D.
2-O nynl hym KYATE, lac. D, hem oÑ 2'I hyml om-. K, hem oBN.
22 the(1)l add hy3e F 28 suchel add hows wit-h- swiche YATE,
Iac. D.

f. Ba

1 therel that ATE, lac. D. 2 thel add tyme of þe Y. 3 Cryst
goddes sone I oure lõrd-- ihesu crist KYãEEOBN, lac. D. 4 in so
mochel add that ATEOBN, lac. D. 7 thel om. X-yaOe, Iac. D.
10 alsol a¿¿ the YATEOBN,Tac. D. 15 tn-e-(Z)l add c-ountrey þat
owyth þe 

-oBN. 
16 hauel ã&i þerof KYÀTEO, Iqc.-õ-, there BN.

20 his f adresl ysay his fad-ãF YATE, lac. D. 
-24 

hede ne I om.
KYATEO, lac. D; ne kepel om. BN. ã alsol aIIOBN. 30 to
forel adFin ATE, 1ac. D. --33 and marketl om. ATE, lac. D;
andl oli-. xyo; thaTT-om. BN.

f 8b

2 thel om. Y. 3 thisl þat Y.
1ac. D, õ-ctauianus E, Betoneanus
õÞãr N. I7 comel add but OBN.

Octauianl Octouianus KYATO'
15 allel add the OB, add

add and a mayde R.

- 
29 inl in to

se int mary

5

BN.

D resumes.

20 specialyl namely OBN. 22 \ttomanl mayde Y'
25 atl om. ATDE, vppon OBN. 27 þisl þat YRD.
KYARTDEOBN. 30 ourel om. K. 32 ladyl add
RTDEOBN. 36 thatl þe KYARTDEOBN.

f 8va

3 atl om. K, to YARTDEOBN. 5

add ne-Folde R, wolde OBN. 9
FT 10 therel þeryn KYRTDE.
22 therel that ATDE, where BN.
KYATD. 33 thatl add the OB.

myghtl add euer KAE' add neuer Y,
sonel add oure lord ihesu crYst

16 m-adel om. KYATDE.
25 a forel-add Capitul-um vijm
35 3erel g¡lq--þei KYARDEOBN.
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f.. B vb

1 is langgistl om. KYARTDEOBN.
been bothe of oõñ- lengthel not
6 wonderfullychel wondirlicl-T

3 sentl add
aboutel om.E.
þe YART-DEBN.

stl om. KYARTDEOBN;
KYARTDEOBN.

11 And in sum placel

I2 otherel add
ce ssab i t vn ct io-

2 leng i
cance I 1ed

ATDE? OBN.
repeated K. L2 itl after Þe tyme is YR. 13 after the tymel
ãdd als K, om. Y, add is ATDE, ben B, that O. 14 places beenl
þTãce is KYãRTDE, f,aces is O. 15 contreesl contrey KYARTDE,
om. OBN. 16 in som placel om. YARTDEOBN. 18 ofl in Y.
ZI puttel add it KTDE, þey pu-t-te hit oBN. 25 it(1)l om. KAR.
3 3 an I any KYARTDEOBN.

f. 9a

4 growe andl om. KYATEOBN. 5 thel c*. OBN. 12 andl om. KY.
14 goode places of pasturel placys of goode pasture KYARTDOBN.
I7 bygynnethl add to haue YARTDE, add to oBN. 20 fattel add
anO þãV beye báñych þere in þe fee-lile by a certein mesure ãl-C-

þei þat haue swich barlich to selle þey haue certein stables and
in hem þey put her hors and her mules to make hem fatte YATDE.
29 wherel Þere YATDEBN.

f. 9b

CHAPTER 7

1 vijl
I onde s
ve s tra

viijm
and Y
Y.

KYATD.
16

36 þatJ

out OBN.
24 &cl

f. 9va

I þusl om.
folke haue l

13 viijl
ATD.
soone O.

ATD?8. 7 borel do YR; nel fro ATDE.
that that folke haue longe OBN.

CHAPTER 8

the EOBN.
20 andl a K.

9 that

I7 the l
27 sol

ix YATD, om. K. 15 forl add
18 vpon I o-n ATDE, vn to OBN. 

-30 therel om. KYARTDEOBN.

om.

f. 9vb

vpl add a
hisl her

hi3e R

OBN.
, add ayen OBN. 7 tol "gd the ROBN.

F-stiedel stered KYRDEB-F; stirid AO,
self KYARTDEOBN. I8 the holYl a OB'

s tur id
þe RN.

4
13
T. 16 hyml add
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23 quirenduml inquirendum KYARTDEOBN. 26 lorde isl he is lord
OBN. 28 r¡re shulle I trs. ATDE. 34 asl add seynt KYARTDEOBN.
36 Thisl þat YARTDE; þFngesl þiLk KYR, hem-ATDE, tho OBN.

f.. 10a

1 thil-ke l
om. OBN.
õm. TE.
oeN.

hem ATDE, thow OBN. 5 al the OBN; or made an assel
11 man and wommanl men and women OBN. 20 nol a AD,

22 in þat contreel dwellyng in the contree ther abowt

CHAPTER 9

22 ixl decimum KYATD. 28
30 haddel add that ATDEOBN.
þis sterre-RO.

thel þes KATDE, om.
35 afterl add-þe

YRON, other B.
sterre KYAE, add

f . 10b

9 tol add a KYARTEO. 10 mulesl add and KYARTDE. 11 withl
add 916Tã YRBN. 12 andl add a KYÃÑ. 13 þeyl udd kouth and
õÉf. 14 tol add go KYAToEM 19 worchepf ullicããI worthely o,
worthilyer BN. 

-21 
morel om. Y. 22 f ferthermorel And so OBN.

23 thisel add þre oBN. ZZ-nisl grett oBN. 25 sayl add
diuers OBNI- 26 oxenl add and KYADBN. 29 longethl longed
KYATDBN. 30 beddynge oEto chambre and to kechynl chambre as
beddynge and all that longith to hal-le and kechyn O, halle or
kechyn BN; andl or ATDE. 32 longedel longyth OBN.

f 10va

1 well Inowe YR; all om. OBN. 3 hyml add a KYATDEOBN.
7 outakel add in y. -Tf vitaillel vitaiE KYATD.
13 multituõT add of pepille þer OBN. 16 to hem I om. EOBN.
20 orl and YATD, om. EOBN. 2L morel moost KYATDEBN. 22 all
add þe K, add in Þã y; forl add þe EOBN; and brennyngel om.
OBN. 26 kyngesl add of Y; thel þes YR. 29 therel om.
RTDOBN. 29 wildeñEssesl add and OBN. 33 menl add E-her o,
add of þat contre BN. 36 

-ferl 
om. OBN

f. 1 0vb

3 landel yIe KYATD, om. R. 4 orl om. KAR, and TDEOBNT tol
into KYÀR; Vnde . þ?ouinciasl om.-xlyAtDEoBN, Hit is also wryte
þat Assuerus regned and was kyng -aboue Cxxv prouynces þat was fro
Ynde in to Ethiope R.
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B YA add Prima India
13 whFchl add londe
thar o; iñT-into EO
add it KYAR. 2L t
REnronoex. 24 þa
27 isl be KYATDB, 1i
om. YR. 31 in the
ãdo a KA.

CHAPTER 1 O

; wasl is OBN. 10 þel that EOBN.
YARTD; andl add ther TDBN. 14 mayl add
BN. 16 ffeFEÍèrmorel efso oBN. 19 seel
houghl om. Y. 22 itl þat the water
tl add -Ïã KyARTDEoBN. 26 all add oþir YR.
e nl 28 seel add And oBN. 29 ellesl
of ATDEOBN. Tal but R¡ offi. OBN; orl3

l

f . 11a

I same
into t
into N

KYARTD
ryche l
om. KY
E rfe
25 isl
29 isl
31 ofl

I om. KYARTDEOBN. 3 floodl add into a flode YARTE, add
heTlood of D, add that comytfr owt O, add oute B' þat ffie
. 5 sol þat NT-fus KYARTDOB' þat E, ÑTus N; forthl om.
EOBN. 6 comethl come KYARTDE, lac. OBN; grete and
!Eq. KYARE, ryche and mervelous TD] Iac. OBN. B outel

eRTDnoeN. 11 thatl and ATDEoBN; beei borel om. oBN.
rthermorel AIso OBN. 22 thynne and smalel t¡e. vn.
was oBN; Bonal gena KYARTDE. 28 thatl þiileRroe.
was OBN; thel þis RTDOBN. 30 thatl this ATDE.
add the ATDOBN.

f . 1rb

CHAPTER 1 1

4 xil duodecim KYATD. 5 was kyngel Reynyd kynge.(ugd th"l
was calliä O) Balthazar and in (inl om. N) that londe is þe londe
of Godeley And this kyng (add Ba1tazã7 BN) Regnyd oBN.
6 kyngdomel kynge AE; whiõ-f þat KYARTE. 9 ensence/to godl
trs. OBN; ensencel cense KYAE. 13 many mo goode
sþlces/growenl trs. YARDE, be many good spices growyng (add moche
o) more oBN. -Tii- thanl þat K. 16 any other placel all þe
placys KYARTDEOBN. 20 in the worldel capitulum xiij KYATDT 9I.
nnoeN. 2I wasl is oBN; that \^tas clepedl of oBN' 22 whichl
that KYARTDE, þis OBN. 24 the whíchl And in the same tyme of
Crystes brythe the seyd OBN. 26 that(1)l þe OBN; therel 9*.
REöBN. il rlel add Seint Thomas þe appostil lieþ And in þis
yle YR. 33 is( l]T-wexeþ YR; sol om. oBN. 34 vponl on
KYARTDEOBN; mennysl amanys OBN.

f. 11va

I drawel throwe ATDE, bynde OBN; heml om.
YR. 3 the I þe s KYARTD; þan I so YR.

ATDE; eresl eerbes
7 of( 1) I add þe Y;
eide OBN. 13 godl
be BN. 14 of thisel

of.(2) I add þe KYAOBN. I 0 t hit ke I t hi s
add out-of þese londes OBN; inl aftyr

S

I
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þan of þe OBN. 16 gretterl grete ARTDEBN. 19 adducentl add
&c KYAOBN. 2I Ilel yles OBN. 22 3iftesl add and OBN.
26 andl add of KYARTDEOBN; Arabiel add And OBN. 29 kyngel
kyngisKl 32 thel þatY. 33soJ-õm.oBN; thatlom.
KYARTDEOBN; the names of herl þis NamlE of this OBN. -- 35 forl
from OBN.

f. 1 1vb

CHAPTER T2

2 After wardl And aftyrwarde OBN. 5 and(1)l om. KYARTDEOBN.
7 andl add were YARTDEO, þey B, lac. N; passedl add forþ
KYATDEOBE B nonel add of hem EeRTDoBN. lIl.tr-el om. ATDE;
ferl for the ATDE; weyel om. OBN. 12 kyngdomel addãd OBN.
15 stode stille or restedl rested or stode stille AT-DE; orl and
OBN. I7 3eden or ridenl yedyn and Ridyn forthe Ot redyn forLhe
BN. 20 tol add hem in (be BN) alle the EOBNr weyl add that
they went OBN.- 2I wryte a fore in thel schowid aforãe OBN.
22 inl throgh OBN. 24 thatl as OBN. 29 worthy kynges 3edel
thre kyngys rode OBN. 31 mervayledel add in ther wittys OBN.

f I2a

1 schuldel wolde ROBN; inl on KYATDEOBN, lac R. 7 longe tymel
add aftyr OBN; fferthermore whanl And alsõ-ãs OBN. B thisel
ãdtl thre EOBN. 11 valeyesl add and OBN. 15 euenel add and
RÏe-nroeoBN; Theyl om. AE: 17 -by the weye/ nyght ne daTT- trs.
YR; nyght ne d"yl by day nethyr by Nyght OBN; neu..l neuer
KYARTDEOBN. 18 selfl om. KYARTDOBN, 1ac. E; ne her horsl om.
OBN; ne( 1) I add þe i hemEl f ne KYATD, --14q. R; her(2 ) I oþer -KYATDE, J.ac R. Ig were in her companyGJ-\,vent wyth ham OBN.
20 notheætenl neuer etyn KY, eten neuer ATDE, neþer þei ete R,
nothyr they did ete O, nor they did neyther ete BN. 2I thatl
om. YR. 22 til they come in tol vnto O' towarde BN. 23 al
Tãis tymel hit oBN; hem I add all O, add þat it lvas all BN.
24 thel add grete KYAROBN. 25 and ledynge of the sterrel
thewer lede throw (be BN) this sterre tille OBN. 26 herl erod
is OBN. 30 fforl and than OBN. 31 derel om. KYATDEOBN' laç.
R; sonel childe Y, lac. R. 32 samel om. KYA-TDEO, lac. RBN-
33 thereJ that OBN; Tõrel add In OBN; -hã wasl om. fETon, lag.
R. 34 an oldel þe KYA, ì-a--n, a TDEOBN; mang-erl add end OEN.
35 inl om. OBN.

f. I2b

3 and(1)l om. OBN; and inl than So aftyrwarde O, so B, also N.
4 wher of l- hrherfore OBN. 5 Omelye I add thus KATD, add on thi s
wyse E, add that he made of the wyche he declaryth and sayth thus
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o,
9
15

add Þat
vbJT cui
tol add

he made and seythe thus BN.
KYRBN, cum O; experimentuml
a KYARTEO, D lac. Capi tlm

B haberetl habet A.
add et cetera KYA.
ÎîÏj I om. KYARTDEOBN.

CHAPTER 13

16 thatl om. OBNi ourel om. KYARTDE; lordel add gode þat
KYARTDEO,-ãdd god BN. T7 of I add the TEOBN,E-c D. 20
is KYARTDET iourneyesl da ies io-urney KYr bytwEe I add in
22 amongel add þe KYARE. 27 kynges so worshípefull
rÂrorschippef uT-( worþi RE) kyngis KYÀRTDE, kynges OBN. 28
oute ofl frome OBN. 30 with outenl with K. 31 asl om.

wasl
YR.

and
OBN.

f . I2v a

1 childrenl add Sydrak Misaac And abdenago OBN. 2 inl into
ATDOBN, to E. 3 ofl ne Y,lac R. 4 inl add þe KYATDEOBN'
lac. R; thel om. K, þes YATD-EOBN, JCç R. 

-7 
wasl is oBN; 3it1

as o, sche as EÑ. 8 euerel om. AffiE. 9 Andl Ryght So oBÑ,
Also R. 11 iijl add worthi-KTAT. 12 folkl folkis KA, oost
R, Iac. D, pepill OBN; thel add furdyst Ende of the OBN.
15 god almyghtyl trs. EOBN; almyghtyl of his grete (gretel om.
BN) mygh OBN; makedl meked YARTDE. 20 worldel add bothe OBN'
add anO E. 2I in(2)l om. ATD; withl add þe KYA-RTDEOBN.
Tn¡s( 1)l add hygh oBN;-of hisl of K, olloeNr capm xiijl
capitulum xF ryeto.

CHAPTER T4

23 Whanl Than K, Ryght so OBN; iijl add blessed KYARTDE, add
gloryous BN. 24 in his weye $/ith hT-hoste and hisl wytãTer
ost in har !{ay wyth her OBN. 30 as the prophesie of ysaiel Of
þis prophecied ysaias and KYARTDE. 31 Surgel add et OBN.
33 quial et ATE; operientl apparient O, aperient BN.
34 populosl add &c KAE. 35 thy lyghtl hit OBN. 36 is comel
om. ATDE.

f I 2vb

1 vp onl owthe O, of the BN. 4 thanl om. OBN. 6 byl byside
KYARTDE. I thel om. oB. 10 hel om.-Ãe. 12 there Crist
was done vpon þe crGl om. KYARTDEOBN. 14 vponl on KYARTDEOBN;
the[ ]esl thefys KYARTDEOBN. 16 thel her KYARDOBT offi. TN.
I7 bysidel add þis hill KYARTDEOBN. 18 thatl þis rYÃRroe;
heyel om. OBN; werel ben O, Iongyd BN. 23 tymel add Capitulum
xvjm KTATD; And therfore (13aI2)Caluaryel om. KYARTDEOBN.
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f. 13a

12 Also (13b6)ther aboutel the abridged versions have a
different text for this passage (Hm. 54/17-32i see 13a12n).

ts of the abridged tradition (basefollow ing
1 ine-re fer

are tEe vãFï-ian
ilrrce-s to Hm.); none s-i gn iTfcanTlv -ãFf e c t the-Eñ-t-în

MS
The

K,

Hm. :

I7 thusl om. OBN. 18 þel om. DOB, lac R. 19 þe
þat ATDE.- 2I is cleped/þerel trs. õBÑ. 23 þisl
þat TDi townel add the wyche ys callid galile OBN.
24 b/ere I they wher OB, he \,vas N. 25 in I into EOB,
þatl this OBN; pryuely tounl om. K, For OBN.
26 aperidl add ther oBN. 27 frisf tfris OB, þe N.
28 Thatl t¡tisOBN. 29hel yeOBN; 3el heK.
30 cleped isl cut away in Y.

woche l
the AE,

to N

f. 13b

CHAPTER 15

7 Capitulum xvl Capitulum xvijm KYATD. 12 the(2)l om. KYAR.
I4 ganl om. KYATDEOBN, to R. 15 thel þese KYARTDEOBN.
16 seyen that theyl that OBN. 17 t.houghl þey KYA, 3it TD, if
E, they ne B, om. N. 18 heml add 3it KYARET otherl add but
oBN. 19 her-l- the oBN. 20 f o1k I f olkis K, pepill oBN.
26 Àndl add so KYARTDEOBN. 28 andl add his DN, add there O,
add wyth-ler B. 35 anoon rightl anoñTTD, om. ElTonourid
othyr OBN.

f. 13va

2 langagesl langage KYARTD. 3 otheresl her KYARTDE.
4 manerel add of KYARTDE, add langage and one (of N) OBN; Sol
And OBN. 7 nis purposl 

"dd- 
to othyr O, other his purpose B'

others purpose N. B werel was YR. 10 andl add the OBN.
13 come I a¿a in KYARTDEO. 15 þe I a OBN. l8Estroyed I add
and than O, add þan BN. 20 the kynge there bore inl oure lorde
ihesu cryst lynq of alI kynges borne therin OBN; therel om.
KARTDE, óf twis YR. 2L fferthermorel And also oBN.
22 herodes kynge and aI the Citeel kyng herod that was kyng of
that Cite at that tyme OBN. 23 destourbedl desturbled KYR,
distroublid ATDEB, travbelid O, storblyde N. 24 sodeynel
sodeynlich KYAOBN. 25 bestesl add þey KYAE, add that O.
26 so(2)l add a K; gretel add a yeRtOBN, l-ac. O. 28 teteynel
resceyue KT-ARTDEoBN. 32 EiSil om. Y. -33 operietl aparient
O, aperiente B, apperient N. 3Tetl om. KOBN.
35 defferentesl differentes OBN; domino--taudeml trs. KYARTDEOB,
Iaudem domini N; annunciantesl add etcetera KAOBNTadd omne
pecus.. ministrabunt tibi R. To Thisl That KYARTil
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f . 13vb

1 folkl folki s KA, the
om. TDE. 5 Alle menl
6-'-bryng inge I and brynge
Mirre and schewe OBN;
anom. R.

folke D. 3 and þel and KYRBN, the A,
And alle that (thatl om. BN) OBN.
TDEOBN; andl om. OBN:- 7 and shewyngel
Atso (14a1OJEtrongel om. KYATDEOBN,

f . I4a

CHAÞTER 16

10 Capm xvjml Capitul-um xviijm KYATD. 12 tol in (inl om. E) to
þe cite of KYARTDEOBN; as it is sayde byforel om. KYARTõEOBN.
13 wasl add kyng OBN. 14 in the same tymel om. OBN; in thel
þat KYARTDEOBN. 15 the citee of Ierusalem Andl ferusalem OBN;
Andl add as it is sayde tofore KYATDEOBN, lac. R. 20 inl om.
OBN. 

-23 
gospel le I add and sayth thus OBN. 24 i hesusl gqq in

Bethleem Yo, aOO in eãAÏem Iude B, add in Bedelem rude in dÌã5us
herodis N; Tllwhich is thisl thaE-(-thys BN) is to say oBN;
whichl add gospell YARTDE. 25 cryst ihesusl cryst TDE, Thesu
cryst OBÑt al in the ATDEOBN. 28 londel add þe KYATDE, add
than this OBN; kyngesl add that OBN. 29 andl om. OBN.
31 hisl the OBN. 32 dolã hym worshipel worship-hym ROBN.
33 to done hym worshepel om. KYARTDEOBN; whanl add kyng ROBN.
34 wasl 4 g."tly oBÑ; ã-Ïstourbedl destourbleFrvnN,
destroubletl aloee, trowbelyd o. 35 rerusalem with hym] his
cite of lerusalem OBN. 36 to gidrel om. ATDE, to hym OBN.

f. 14b

1 of thel om. O

4 bethleemJ-add
and BN i pr estesl
in KYARDEBN, lac.

add of his lawe OBN.
T. 5 notl no ATD, lac. E

l-ac. D

6 luryel lewis OBN. B þanl add kyn (ie. kyng) OBN. 11 that
apperede I whan hi t apperid f rys-t OBN. -I2 so sente hem I then
they went OBN. 13 sayde Goth and enquerethl he preyed hem that
they wolde goo and enquere OBN. 16 comethl add a3en and R' add
agayn by (byl to N) me and OBN. 19 kynge they 3edel wyIl of
the kyng they tokyn her lewe and went forthe OBN. 22 the
chylde was And whannel as (asl þat BN) thisblissid child was
borne and then OBN. 23 they tresouresl stonde stille owyr
the place ther that Cryst wasborne and than they were glad and
(add þan þey BN) opened her treswris and 3eden into the hous OBN.
2Endl add þere þey founden þe chitde with Mary his modir and
YARTE,1ac. D.
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28 this iij
D. 29 in
many ( manyl
D; tel 1e l
34 otherel
de stroubled

CHAPTER I7

kynges why theyl þis why þes iij kyngis KYARTE, 1ac.
I om. OBN. 3 0 in I om. OBN. 3 2 and wryten-T-
oml e¡{) dyvers cause-s-OBN. 3 3 the I om. KAT, l-ac.

a-dd and (andl or N) declare hit (hitl o-m. BN) OBN.
Eño o, þe BN. 36 destourbedl destouFb-Iid KYN,

ATEB, 1ac. D, trowbelid O.

f. 14va

1 sodeynel sodeynlich KYAOBN, lac. D. 2 they seyen þatl sethyn
OBN. 3 andl add they and O,-add þat they and BN; hoostl
hoostes ATE, lac. D; coml add from So ferre O, so ferre BN.
4 andl add owEõgNI. 7 kyngel kyngis KY; and(2) . aboutel
bhat CiFand dystroyid hit And all the landes ther (therl om. B,
aIJ-e N) about And OBN. B the(1)l þat KYARTOBN, lac. D.
9 destourbedl destourblid KYR, destroubled ÀTEOBNT-1ac. D.
12 was newel the was O, to was BN; by causel for cffie ATE, lqc.
D. 15 thatl last KYARTEO, lac. D. 1B therl om. KYAR, la-
D. 19 come I add in KYARTE, 

-Iac. 
D. 20 the I t-hãt OBN; any l

om. KYATE, Iac. RD. 23 kyngFof the londe/alweyl trs.
lTentnOBN, Fc. D. 25 tfre(2)l om. ATE, 1ac. D. 2-7 þe Citee
So thatl tha-ttite and oBN. 28-ãndl addlãs KYARBN, add the
TOE?, lac. D. 29 knewel add of OBN. 

-3 
I borel add iln and so

they oEF 33 thisl add spekyth oBN. 34 speketf, . . se ithl
saying thus O, and seyTl-thus BN; hereofl om. AT, lac. DE.
35 profectol perfecte OBN.

f. 14vb

2 cuil nec OBN. 3 multuml multa YARTE, Iac. D; preuiditl add
et cetera KOBN. 4 sayl add And OBN; thTET add ysaac YR.
9 3it] neþerles YR. 10 manyl add othyr oBN. 12 ofl add þe
KYÃRTE, lãc. D; spirite of piopãeciel þrophecijs in spirFe oBN.
I7 borel@! of oBN. 18 they( 2)l om. KYARTEOBN, Iac. D.
20 butl Cq"Iso o, also of BN; þel-what A, Iac. or -T:n what E.
2I borel_-udd ynne IOBN. 22 kunnyngel kummyng XaO.
23 her(2)] om. KYARTE, Iac. D. 24 vs helpe of ourel oure helpe
and oure oBT

CHAPTER 18

2B
32
35

by(Z) I add þe KYARTEOBN, 1ac. D.
thel that OBN. 34 arstl afore R

forel add hem KYARTEOBN, 1ac. D;

3 I bore I add Tn OBN.
, afornetyme OBN.
inl om. ATEOBN, 1ac. D.
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f . 15a

2 ísl gm. y; were shewedel is ther (is therl om. BN) that
the angTfl aperid to the cheppardis wyth gret lyght schewyng OBN.
6 Andl than OBN; iijl add worþi KYATE, Iac. D. 9 ronnel
rownyd oBN. 12 thel ãT-yenreoBN, lac. õJ- hem and tolde heml
rtrs and tolde vs OBN. 14 ffertherm-orel Also O, And BN.
15 heml the Side (Sidel om. BN) Scheppardis OBN. 16 and a1
thyng that was donel thaEwas O, and done BN. 11 euery þyng to
thel to this OBN. 20 cherel .Qq they OBN; goodl grete YR.
2I thel add saide OBN. 22 of witnesse sheperdes and ofl
through @nese of this schepardis wordys and O, 1ac. BN.
24 samel om. KYATEOBN, lac. RD. 25 sterrel add that O' add for
BN. 26-any I no KYATEGT, anom. R, Iac. D. TO bothe f gq.
oBN. 34 3ede I wenr OBN. -T6- Þatl-cqq hir B, add t.his -Nl

f. l sb

2 Þatl om. ÀTEOBN, 1ac. D. 3 the(2)l þes YR. 4 thel þes
YOBN, lãc. R; kyngesl add hade OBN. 7 ffulgenciusl add the
grete l-gretel om. BN) cfE?ke OBN. 8 makethl made tha-t OBN.
9 ofl wyth OBN; sydesl add and ATEOBN, Iac. D. 12 ij wallesl
the tw wallis and (add þe BN) OBN; wallesl sydes KYARTE, lac. D;
sydesl vallys KYARTE-Jac. D. 13 to gedirl to geders YE,--e44
Sò holy chuiche hath ioyned this two pepill OBN. 14 of al-
throgh one OBN. 15 lhesu Cristl trs. KYR, crist ATEr 1ac. D,
Cryst Ihesu and OBN; þisel and ATEr-and thys OBN. 16-kynges
andl thys thre kyngis and this OBN. 18 al oq. ATE, lac. D.
19 knewe andl waè o, om. BN. thise I begins-t?t" new õIentence in
YAR. 20 sydesl add and TEBN, lac. DEO. 2I o.f kynges and
Iewesl the kyngesãT0 the Iewis 

-f 
or they OBN; hrerel add f erre

KYÀRTEOBN, lãc. D. 23 in diuerse andl of diuers coîTFeys and
of a OBN. aS hel bothe and OBN. 26 heml om. EOBN; bothe to
hym and made heml om. KYARTEOBñ, lac. D. 2Tnynges andl the
kynges and the OBNI- 29 cristenlãpIe I cristes puple ATE' lac.
D, om. OBN. 30 of preuyl and in werray OBN. 31 ourel add
lorEiã Ïhesu OBN. 32 se ithl add he was OBN. 33 oon . rnade
oonl in one OBN. 34 Therforel-add to KYARTEOBN' lac. D.
35 thise sydes bothe thisel sydisla-¿¿ and BN) both-õe-N.

t 15 va

I stonel om. KYATE, Iac. D. 2 that(1)l the KYATEOBN, 1ac. D;
that(2)l a-n-il O, and þ-e BN. 6 Aungelisl a aungell R, tñ-angill
OBN. 8 byleuedel leved KYARTE, lac. D. 9 Cristl adc! þ"=
scheperdys ware þe first of Iwys þat leved (belevid EOBÑJ on ( in
OBN) Crist KYREOBN; This syde the wall one side and (add thys
BN) one OBN; thel þis KYARTEBN, Iac. D. 10 This side thisl
and that othyr side and (add tfre ETI othyr OBN. 12 thisel add
kynges YR. 13 contreefE. KYARTEoBN' lac. D. 14 goddes
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andl om. KYARTEOBN, Iac. D. 16 hym This sydel Cryst Ihesu
worch$pid mot he UeThis syde and OBN. I7 but fro neigh and
thisl frome Nyghe that OBN. 19 wherel þere KYATEOBN, þat R,
lac. D. 20 borel add in KYART, Iac. D; Thise kyngesl And the
Tyngis Chame OBN; fFoml add þe KY-ARTE, lac. D. 2I contreesl
contrey ATE, 1ac. D; EstTãdd and OBN. 

-22 
hem self I om. ROBN.

24 to(2)l om. Eanteen, lacl5; honourel add Crist KYART; lac.
D; the I IJGsu oBN; kyngreJ kyngis K.

CHAPTER 19

25 Capm xixl Capitul-um xx KYATD, Iac. D. 28 b/ithl add þes KYR,
add the ATEOBN, Ìac. D. 29 3af i-3ove YARTE, l-ac. D, Tade ye\¡/e
o; und sol add hiTOe Y, þei R-, thañ they oBN. 

-30 
Thanl and

ROBN. 32 of I om. KYÀTE, lac. D. 34 and arayl om. OBN.
36 haddel add vpp-oì hem OBN;-shull scholde KYARTOBN: --

f. I 5vb

1 arayed theyl om. K; arayedl add so YAÎ, anom. Rr 1ac. D, add
so þat E. 5 w-a-sl add borne OBN. 7 3ede-nl-?ome OBN.
1O inl om. ATEOBN, lãt O; Bethleml add-in KYARTEOBN; vjl next
ATE, laE O. 11a-s it is afore sayõT om. KYARTEOBN, lac. D.
12 paEEãde byl riden þorwe KYARTEOBN; tFt. . clepedl onr.
KYARTEOBN, lac. D. 14 comel were KYARTEO, lac. D. -15 thel
þat KY(R) ; -Tfere housl om. ATD? E; - thatl orn. KYROBN.
16 borel om. KYR.

D resumes.

2I werel was OBN. 22 Andl add þan KYARTDE; a3einl om. ROBN;
sterrel add hit KYA. 25 riffil but KYARTD, 1aó. n; -isl add
aforseyd-e þe 1i3t abode in þe place þere crystGs and oure lady
And as hit is YA(R)(T)(D)(E). 27 Thatl This OBN; forl to
KYARTDEOBN; 3edenl enterid OBN. 28 foundel add ther OBN.
30 hyml hem KÍ. 31 Mirre Encensel mirre and êãõense KYATDE,
Iac. R, Encense And Myre And OBN. 33 vsel vsage OBN; thatl
om. ÀRTDEOBN. 34 Estl add that OBN; tol add the ATDEOBN.
36- golde I add in hys handfüeNl.

f. 16a

t hisl om. ATDE. 2 tol wyth OBN. 3 kyngel
4 inf 9*. KYARTDEOBN. 7 thel om. KYOBN. 9
YARTDEOB-N. I0 touche nol not -touche OBN.

kyng i s K.
hem I hym

CHAPTER 20

(33)xxjl om. KYARTDEOBN.15 fVlgencius
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CHAPTER

þat OBN;

2T

thisel the OBN. 36 3iftel34 Thel that KYATDE, and
3 i fte s KYATD( E)OBN.

f. 16b

1 Cristl om. YR. 3 oldel age KYA, of age TDE; hel om. TDEOBN.
4 hel om.-nlOeNì by wrappedl wrapped KYARTDEOBN. 5 andl om.
oBN; ÉTs moder lappel hey3e in þe (a R) manger vppe to þe a-rmes
Also (And R) oure lady seint Mary his modyr YARTDE; moderl
moderes OBN. 6 bokesl add and Syth Sayth that O, add and BN.
7 inl add hyr oBN; f lessÏ]]l flesshy KYREO. B thæ) I om. K,
þes YAÞ]ñEOBN. 9 and al om. oBN. 16 god almyghtysl hyr
Sonnys O, oure lorde god heF-sone his BN; almyghtysl almy3ty
KYR. L7 Sol and OBN; thatl whan DEO, om. BN. 19 hondesl
honde KYATD. 2L wasl where OBN. 22 afterwardesl add
Capitulum xxjm KYATD. 25 gol om. KYÀTDEoN; godl adffie
KYATDEON. 27 andl add of KYÀRT-DEBN. 28 godl addTe
KYA(R)TDEBNT ofl ggq u TYARTD. 32 to godl he KY(RE), add he
ATDOBN; moost .Tã-sl om. OBNi of staturel of persone XefO, in
persone YR. 33 andl aãõ'he KYARTDE. 34 wher of it isl wyth
owtyn OBN; itl om. KYA-RTDE.

f. 16va

3 pedum tuoruml etcetera KATEBN, eius etcetera O. 4 fallel
doune KYARTDBN, om. O. 6 erthel add and OBN. 7 detrahedl
shall betray OBN. 11 ofl at AB, add at TDEN, add in O.
12 ryghtl om. OBN; of persone I personys OBN. -T3- manere I add
of KYARDEBIT t5 that( 1)l they oBN. 16 v\¡erel om. ATDEBNI-
19 been andl ther of bene the lasse of Statvre-that bene
borne there and also O, þere be the leste of (be þer lasse of þer
N) persone þat be borne there and BN. 2l tendrel qdd of
complexion OBN. 22 herbysl add also there O, add 

-þere 
B;

hotterel add and better and alffi'aner of (of I om. n) spyces be
better YR-dd and better ATDE. 25 manerel -add of KYADEO.

page torn D.

28 fferthermore
Rr Iac. D.

(16vbl6)Capitulum xxijl om. KYATEOBN, anom.

f. 16vb

CHAPTER 22

add

2I kynge
Marcedo R

. \^IorIde ]
lac. D.

Alizandre KYATE,
22 thel add grete OBN.

20 manyl om. OBN.
Alisaundre Philippi
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23 h/orldel add and all the Ryche reweles he hade he O, add and
al-l þe rewyã-(rewels N) þat he BN; yndel add and KYARTE; lac.
D. 24 andl add in KYATEOBN, lac. D; alGT thes Tewels a-d O,
add þe Iewelly-s and BN; thel omTATeN, lac. D. 25 Quene Sabal
Efã quene of Saba A, lac. D, þe Ov'reene s-aba E. 26 Andl as YR.
27 in I of KYARTO, lac-. O. 28 housl housholde OBN; godl add
that was ON, god ys e.

D resumes.

29 ofl add
TOBN.

þe KAROBN. 3 1 l- onde s I add and OBN. 33 boþel of

CHAPTER 33

f . I1 a

1 And (20)mannes lifel om. KYARTDEBN. 2I Ferthermore
sayde I And KYARTDEBN. 26Eonse illede I add all YATDE; peple l
add boþe Spiritualle & Temporall BN. 3-0 shuldel add ben TBN.
3Twillel add to TBN. 32 a man/a monge heml trs.-T
34 desyr hert-rtlyl hertlich desire KYATDEi mayteÍ-nel add and kepe
BN. 36 chiefl chose ATDEBN; to forel aboue BN.

f. 17b

6 the patriarkl a patriarke and Namyd BN; forl add a KYATDE.
7 memoriall memory ATDEN, add as long as he 1evyffiN. 9 to
gidre anoþerl and chese a nother in a certeyn place assygnyd
BN. L2 And (15)thannel Than (thus D) whan þis matiere r,vas
(wasl om. E) þus (þusl in this wlse D, om. N) spoke amonge þe
pepif -(a¿¿ þat B, add and N) þei assenttã'(add and accordet D)

þerto aãti-of one (õTonel om. E) acorde and-ãf on will KYATDEBN.
15 allel om. BN. 16 andl7) I add al-I yATDBN, lac. E.
20 folwed-l-add þe techyng and I-evyng of BN. TA namel man
KYATDE, same name BN. 26 in (29)dayl made affter Seynt
Thomas And so yt was presentyd vnto the pope of Roome BNr inl
add all Y. 30 3auel add and asigned Y. 32 tyLhesl tithe AE;
ãÏel om. BN. ¡: And-l than KYARTDE.

f. 17va

3 by cause heyresl KYARTDEB, Iac. N. 4 byl of KYARTDEB,
lac. N. 6 worshi pe f uI I add and-a- my3 ty YR. 7 and
Î-em-peralteel a boue þe pepflf and chosyn hym (add a N) gouernowre
of all þe pepylI temporalt BN. I this causeT-Ehese causys þat
BN. 11 Thomasl add or þe bysshopes or preestys (or preestysl
om. R) YR. L2 añõit so werel om. BN. 13 Thomasl om. YR.
T6- tnisl the AE. 22 preesthodeT-add f for aIle þe world-e oweþ
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to obeye to holy chirche and to
spiritualteel om. BN; For

preesthode KYARTDET in
(b12)xxxiiijl om. KYARTDEBN.

CHAPTER 34

f 17 vb

\
13 Ferthermore shulde bel Also (Rnd also BN) he is KATD(E)BN,
Also (Also om. R) an oþir cawse is þat þe lorde of ynde is YR.
16 f ohnJ add--þe wich is Y; for . . forl in þe (for R) worschippe
of KYARTDEET. L7 rohnl add þe KYATDEBN. 18 the whichl þat
KYARTDEB(N); of god to fo?Fal1e othere best byloued and chosel
moost (in most ATDE) specially (special- YATDE) chose and loved
(byJ-ouyde TD) of god al1emy3ty KYARTDE, moost belouyd and
specyally chosyn of (cosyn to N) god almyghty BN. 20 and
(24)Andl om. KATDEBN, AIso an oþir car¡/se is ffor (and also in R)
worschippãof seint rohn Baptist þat bapt ized god al1my3 ty of
whom hit is red (god al-my3ty seiþ R) That among all þe childryn
þat were (add bore R) of wommen rras þer nat a gretter or a more
man þan seTñ-E rohn þe Baptist YR. 26 kyngesl add and
Erchebysschopis BN. 28 bel add chefe KYA(R)TDE, add chosyn B,
add chosyn to N. 29 chief I dñõsyn BN. 30 euerõT'orel add To

-whom 
all þe peple dyden obedience and with all mekenesse deÇe--

reuerence and obleysshed. hem with grete gladnesse to þe power and
to þe gouernayle of þes lordes aforseyde And þan euery man with
grete gladnesse 3ede home a3ene in to his owne contrey Y' anom.
R; thisel add ij BN. 32 -namesl add þat is to seye patrñTF
Thomas and Ester rohn 3it Y, add ft etoEBN, anom. R;
Ferthermore (18a19)MICCC1jl onr. KATDEBN, Also þes iij kynges
by ca!r'se þey hadde no eyres þey 3af to þe next of her blode and
to her eyres many yles and loondes þe wich scholde be cleped euer
after þe prynces of Vaws for an euer lestyng memorial And þis
kynred is'þe moost my3ty and þe moost worschippeful kynred in
ynde and in þe eest in to Þis day Y, anom. R.

f. lBa

CHAPTER 3 5

19 Capm xxxvl Capitulum xxxij KYATD. 20 thusl add
worschippef ullich Y. 2I disposed and ordeynediE. Y | Iac. R.
22 iij worshipefull worþi rATo?E, iij kynges and Erchebysshopes
yN, lac. R, iij B. 23 tol into ATEBN, Iac. D. 24 and
3ereT-!m. ATDE; therel in þis Cite v, ]g"l-R. 25 3ere_l add
aftyr BÑ; Andl add so Y, lac. R. 26 thel add feest of þe
KYART, lac. D. 7A þe I pÏs xaeNr ci tee I aciã-ã forseyde Y.
31 þisl-ggg wrecched Y, þe AE. 32 vn to-g.dd þe KYA, lac. RD.
33 heuenel add and so þei tolde to aÌI þe peple YR.
34 ordeynedêT-dyd make Y, ordeyned and dide make R.
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:i

t. 1Bb

1 in the Citeel om. Y, anom. R, add of Sewyll BN. 4 goddes
seruicel dyuyne Fe-ruyceTl seru-yce to Almyghty god BN. 5 Sol
And RBN; feste ofl viij daye of þe berþe of cryst þat is YR;
circumcisioun] add of oure lorde BN. 6 of Arabie and of Nubiel
trs. YEBN. 7 a ffyrst BN. B Chirchel add and þat tyme he
ñ-s a C and xvj 3ere of age (olde R) YR. 9'r,¡hanl om. K;
saydel do Y; thel his KYARTDEBN. L0 hyml hym self YR.
12 the spirit to the fader of heuenel to his (oure R) lord god
his spirite YR; the(1)l his KABN; the fader of heuenel
allmyghty god BN. 13 hel om. KYARTEBT in Cxvj 3erel om.
YR. 14 of hisl and BN; Cxv j 3erel C an xv j KATDE. - 15 th-e l
þat KYARTBN, lac. D, unreadable E. 18 and(2)l add so BN.
19 to I in to YT h i slEîã-ÁTe?; and t umbe I õm. eNr.
20 gretel add reuerence and Y; inl in to K. 2f-his tumbel om.
YATD(E); iñT þe v day after þe wich is Y. 25 deuoutelyl oml-
KYATEB, anom. R, lac. N. 28 euere lastynge ioye I blysse eFr
Iestyng ffie Ufisse þat is euerlastynge R. 29 c xij 3erel an
C an xij KYTDE, C ând xij A, a C 3ere and xij R, an hundryd and
,(i j yere BN. 31 andl om. AE. 33 theyl he TBN. 34 kyngel
add hys brothyr BN. :itfrisl om. YRN.

f . 18va

2 alsol offryd vppe to þe fader of heuene þe holy (blessed R)
sacrament on þe autere and YR, om. BNr g..dl a1l KYARDE(B) (N).
3 seydel perfourmed Y; Cristl o-rire lord god BN. 4 to(1)l from
BN; to(2)l in to KATDEB, to dwelle with hym in YR. 5 ioyel
add and blisse (and blisse om. R) And so to fore þe all þe peple
ã-passed oute of þis worl-Oe (fre deyed R) YR. 6 thel h'is
YARTDEBN. 8 thatl om. ARE; thisel om. KY, þe A(T)(D)E.
9 were I layen KYARDEBÑ-;- Andl as AE; tn-i. s there I and þanne
oure lorde god schewyd there a wondyrfill myracle BN. 11 the
body leydl þe peple had brou3t þe þrid kyng and wolde haue
Ieyde hym Y, þe pepiL wol-de haue leyde hym R. 12 the thridde
kyngel this Jaspar BN. l3 beryed andl om. KATD(E). 14 the
ijl þe ij oþir KR, þat oþir ij YTD, the oþ-er A, þe bodyes of þe
oþer E, þes ij other BN. 15 the ij otherel euerych of þe (þes
BN) ij KATDEBN, þe ij YR. 16 asonderl euerych from oþir YR.
17 receyuede hym to ligqel he was receyvyd to be leyde BN.
24 etceteral om. YÀRTE. 25 gloriouse kynges and
ErchebisshoppGl i i j kynges BN. 27 lyuesl lyfe KYARTDE(B).
28 werel louyd and BN. 31 stillel add ouer þe Citee after her
deþ Yr lac. R. 33 yndel add and of-Fãt parte of the Est BN;
Aftur . . (18vb22)heylyì 9m. xaTDEBN, Fêrthermore 3e schul
vndirstonde þat oure lord-Ïhesu cryst þat is glorióus in hís
werkyng and wondirful in his seyntes as he Iovid þes iij
worschippeful kynges in her lyfe rí3t so he worschipped hem after
her dethe For aIl maner"of peple in what dyssese or infirmite
tribulacioun and anger þat Þey were in wheþer hit were in þe
londe or in þe see whan þey cryed to þes i i j kynges f or heÌp and
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4

socoure oure lord þorw þe merites and þe preiours of þes iij
kynges sent hem helpe and grace Wherþorwe grete multitude of
peple com from ferre contreyboþe by londe and by water to visite
and to \4'orschippe þes iij worschippeful kynges And so þe feiþ þat
þey preched with seintThomas þe appostil in her lyfe here in
erþe þey confermed hit after her deþ þorw wirching of diuers
tokenys and myracles among þe pepil And whan þey laye aIl iij to
gedir in her toumbe with hole bodyes and incorupt arayed with
diuers ornamentys as hit is aforseyde þey semed to þe pepil na3t
as dede folk but as men þat were a slepe and þey $¡ere better and
feirere coloured þan þey h'ere in her lyfe and so þey laye
incorupt many 3erys and dayes Y (reworked in R).

f. rSvb

22 Longel new chapter (xxxiij) KYATD. 23 iijl add
worschippeET vR. 26 andl add in KYARTD?EBN; ÞET add parties
and YR. 27 thannel whan BN. 28 goodnessesl goodnesse
KARTDE, godenes is enmy Y.
vertuousnes BN. 30 his

so gretely þat yt BN.
R; in I into Y; diuerse l

29 andl add of alI (Y)R; vertuesl
w ik kede angel-e s I þe w ik ked angel 1 þanne

34 gretelyl add fro day to day Y, lac.
add places and Y(R). 35 ffor

he BN. 32 diuersel add errours and YR. 33 and gretelyl

d
IH

Ï

(19a7)powdrel om. KYARTDEBN.

f. 19a

7 wher fore (17)rested Innel insomochil þat þe kyngdoms and
þe londes þere þes iij blessyd kynges were lordes and kynges of
and also (a1sol all R) þe pepil of þe Cite of Sewyll where þes
iij kynges restyd in for þe moost partye were dyuyded among
hemself and heeldyn diuers oppynyons of eresy a3ens þe feyþ of
holy chirche YR; wher fore (15)afore saydel om. KATDEBN.
16 thatl ther KATD, anom. YR, þer as E. 17 Innel om. KATDEB.
18 nel and KYARTDEBNT t-hel om. KY. 20 herl om. ATe-; byl add
no KYARTDEBN. 2I correctiounI add ne temporell-correctioun 

-KYARTD; And so lawe of godl Ïñ-pis persecucioun þat v\¡as þus
brou3t vppe among þe pepil 

"3ens þe cristen feiþ (þat feiþl
of this eresye R) þe pepil left her ry3t byleue and toke hem to
her olde lawe þat is to seye to worshippe ( toke l4torshippel
worshiped R) fals goddys and mawmettys YR. 22 lawesl lawe
K(Y)A(R)TEBN. 25 thatl as AT. 27 ofl add al TDBN; peplel
add ( for þe pepil had hem at no reuerence neþer at no reputacioun
nJ-anO as þes iij (add worþi R) kynges (add and Erchebisschopes
R) laye in her toumËãincorupt to fore (Ïã-to þe tyme of R) þes
eresy ri3t so whan þes eresy and diuisioun $¡as so gretlich
encresid in her kyngdoms þere as þey were kynges þan as nature of
mankynde (man R) askeþ þe bodyes of þes iij kynges (add wexed
corupt and R) h'ere dissoluyd and turned in to erþe and dust
(powdre and in to erþe R) YR. 28 And peplel om. BN.

i
i

i

I
1

¡.

il
ï
rt

I
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l'
i
t'
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29
32

thatl om. AE.
kynge sT--add and

19b

the(2)l om.
3 6 ba?ãl

KYARDBN, 1ac. TE.
caried ATbE.

31
BN.

f.

i

I gretel add solempnite and YR. 3 hisl her ARTDE.

CHÀPTER 36

4 Capmxxxvjl capitulum xxxiiiim KYATD. 5 And CC xxxiiijl
om. KYARTDEBN. 6 whanl Thanne B(N). 7 Constantynl add de
Xo-Ole BN. B godl add and diuers miraclys KYART(D)EBN.-
9 Siluestrel add the-pope BN. 10 hisl add or¡rne ATDE.
11 in( 1) I addT-Ï s KyATDE, 1ac. R; in(z ) l-ãAd hi s KYARTDE?, Iac.
R; manereGT-manere ADE. -Ïg the(1) I om.-F lawel Iif ATDET
Inl And BN. 16 wasl add conuersaunt-and Y. 19 with.. ofl
om. ATDE; byleuel fats-beleve And thys quene to fore her
convercion to Cryst was a grete enemy to þe lawe of Cryst and
(add to þe N) feyþe BN. 20 wonderfullyl wondirlich YR, add a
nõõÏ BN. 27 rhel her KYARTDEBN. 29 rhel þar KYARTDE.-
30 thel add holy KYARTDEBN. 31 that oure lorde ihesul þis holy
quene ArEat T, whiche D, þe holy qh/ene þat E. 32 manhedel
add had KYARTDE. 33 thurgh hisl whan he was BN; vpon erthe

BN. 35 holyl om. BN; falsl om. XyefO, þe EBN. 36 falsel om.

f. 19va

I cursede and odiouse placesl for a Cursyd pJ-ace and for an
odyous place BN; Asl all þes places þis worschippeful quene to
þe vrorschip of god and of his blessed modir Marye with grete
humilite and deuocioun visited and worschipped After þis þes holy
places þat is to seye Y, and also BN. 2 Caluariel add in þe
same wyse BN. 3 crosl add and deyde for mankynde Y. 4 hisl
þe KYÀTDN, om. E, lac. N;-sepulcrel add and þe ptace þere þe ii j
Maryes stodãñ- and ãi-3en þe stone remoffi fro þe toumbe Yl
sepulture ADEBN. 5 þatl þer KYRDB, þe N. 7 Iohnl add þe
YARTE?BN. 9 Cristl add aÊter his vpperysing fro dethiEo lyfe
in þe þridde day Y; a-pperedel add after hys Resureccioun R.
10 AIle thise placesl om. BN. 

-11 
places that vrere holyl holy

places KYATDB, anom. R, places ful1 holy E, holy placys þe which
aforne her conueEion sche hatyd þurgh þe counsell of þe rewys
and after her conuercion BN. 13 in tol within KYA, with TDE,
in BN. L4 chirchel om. BN. 15 allel add þes KYA(R)TD' add
oþer BN; placesl add -aforseyde Also in oþ-r diuers places sõã
made many chirches-aTO ordeynde Archebysshoppes bysshoppes
preestes and clerkes and oþir mynstres of holy chirche to serue
god and sche 3af to hem many grete possessÍouns to maynten and
encrese goddis seruyse Y. 16 thel þis KATEBN, þis holy Y, this
worthi D. L7 the placel all þe placys BN; thatl þer KYARTE,

BN

d
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i,,

ther as D, þere þat B. 19 godl criste KYARTDE; thel þat
KYARTDEN. 20 shel om. K; didel add do B, add to N.
22 namel add and catlyd'- yt B(N). T excelsÏõT add deo TEBN.
24 in(2)l 

-onr. 
BN. 26 of I add a Y. 27 bygonne-l þey begynne

BN. 28 e-xcelsisl add deo f-DEeNI. 29 Rightl om. KYATDEBN' lac.
R; donel add here ilynroe, lac. R. 30 adiutorTuml add meum-Ç
lac.R,addãtceteraB. Tdayl addandBN. 33-hadde
fiãl om.-sÏ. thel þis KYATD, lacIFEB. 36 moderl add oure
lad i 

-ATDEBN.

f. 1 9vb

1 Andl om. BN; seydel add Tho B, add that N. 3 ne childel
childe ñã beest KYARTDEEM 4 it . . placel þat place A Cursyd
BN; itl add for YA(T)(D)E. 5 Andl add so YR. 7 thatl þis
KYARE, thæD. I til . . therl om. gT 9 manl add vroman BN.
I0 beestel add tytl tyme þat seynFEtyne come BN; Ç-hãn she l
þan seynt e$e at her being there BN. 13 crist was leyde
innel tay BN; andl yn KYARTDBN, Iqq. E. 16 alle þyse thyngesl
many othèr thynges þat BN. 21 6õndel wounde KYATDEBN, lac. R.
22 Andl add al-t YRTD, all BN. 24 saufl add in A, add oonly
(oonly omT-e) the hay in TDE. 25 Constantynoplel Constantyne
A. 32-Charlesl Karolus KYA(R)TDEBN. 33 tol in to KYATDE,
anom. R; Ierusaleml add and in to oþir cristen Citees aboute
w-Ttn a grete oost Y, 

-anom. 
R; andl for BN. 35 of ( 1)l oute

KYARTDEBN; of(2)l add-her Y, anom. R. 36 zacharie afso
and I om. KYARTDEBN.-

f 20a

f f. 20va,b & 2La,b

CHAPTER 37

3 the cristenel cristen men KYARTDEBN. 4 in prisounl om.
KYARTDEBN; Andl add So BN. 6 þerl om. K. 7 reliquesl 9¡\|aforseyde and (so-Ef þorwe grete preiour he had all þes Relikes
KYATDEB, add aforn seyde N. 8 in tol vnto KY; þel his BN.
11 that.-. worshipel om. BN; halwedl om. KAE' made TD, lac. BN;
thel om. KY, lac. -eN. 

- 13 therel add îã ne¡{. 14 reliqGsl
add añti þere ffi epi vrorshipedl adFand visited Y. 15 of I add
þ-rvan,-a¿¿ ãti BN; peplel -adá 

]ÏE xeron, a99 o.f díuers lond]-
aboute 3i-t Y, men þat comeþ (-ggq thedyr B' add yit N) BN.
16 But:. (20va6)cãpm xxxvijl o-om. KYARTDEBN.

t

i

ì.

t
ï

(

4
i'ì
t'

7 AIso vpon
(Also R) seint
chirche aboue
R) And in þat

. (zlva15)Capm.xxxviijl om. KATDEBN' Ferthermore
E1ene dyd make a feyre Tadd and a strong R)

þe same þlace þere cryst ñG bore (add in Bethleem
same place þere cryst was bore (þere bore om.
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R) bysyde þe manger lyeþ (be beried R) se int Ierom Paul-a and
Eustochium Romayns þe wich of grete deuocioun come þedir
(Eustochium þe which were Romayns and com þider of greet
deuocioun R) with seint Ierom YR.

f. 2 lvarb

CHAPTER 3 B

16 Ferthermorel om. Y, anom. R. 18 tol add þe cite of KY(R)8,
into þe Citee of-a-ronm.-20 al-sol om. RBNT 21 bisshoppesl a
Bysshop BN. 22 clerkesl add and man-y oþir mynstrys of holy
chirche and 3af hem many gr-ete possessions Y, Iac. R.
23 In (21vb36)Andl and in þis cite of NazarFh oure lady was
gret of þe (an D) aungell KYATDEBN, anom. R.

f.22a

1 Nazarethl Galile KAE; londe andl om. A; andl add þe K, add in
þe Y, Iac. R. 3 hiltel add þe KYÀl-anom. R. Ttohn anF
IameslEmes and andrewe BN. g menc-Fouil mynde KYATE. 9 itl
gq. K; isl om. Y. 1I iourneesl Iourney KYARTDEBN.
T5 taughtel ããO hem BN. 16 didel add mãny BN; he 3edel trs.
KYARTDEBN. -Tg hem I Cqd in þat conEey BN; And . . - (ZZb2Ñayl
om. KYARÎDEBN.

f 22b

29 Capmxxxixl Capitulum
Y ATDEBN r âÍrom. R.

CHAPTER 39

xxxvffi KYATD. 34 dol to K, Lo do

f.22va

2 Lo thenke/grettyl trs. ATDBN, to thenk E. 6 certeynl add of
ATDEN. 7 tol in Iõ-KYARTDEN; thel om. K, þes R. I wãGÏ add
entryd and BNr tol in to KYATDEBN, Iãd. n. 9 the(2)l o!n.
KATDE, anom. R. 1O fal-sel add goddys and Y, anom. n, oil Bu.
11 UynsEFl Monasteries KYARFDE?, anom. R, mynystrys BN;-
L4 amonge fe ithl om. ATDE. 15Te I add techyng and
prechyng of þe f feyth-þat seynt Thomas pre-chyd þe pepyl1 BN.
17 the whichl had prechyd þem and taught hem all (at N) þat tyme
BN. 18 was(1)l were ATE, hras than D; destroyedl add and þanne
BN; renewedl add and encresed Y, anom. R. 20 whan they herdel
þat herde and ffie BN. 22 seint-ffiynel om. KAEBN, and Y' 1ac.
R, that is D. 23 the(2)l add hoty rOsn. - 25 of(1)l om.
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KYARTDE,
pepyll BN

of(2)lom.
god I cryGE

KYATDEBNT Iac. R

YTD, 1ac. R. - 27 theyl the1ac. R;
30

f 2 2vb

4 hidl add fuII BN. 7 loosl add and a name BN. 12 thisel þe
KYARToE-, anom. R, om. N. 13 õTT2 ) kyngesl om. BN.
14 the(l)T-om-. K, þ-e= n. 16 borel add hit KYARTE, hym BN.
21 3iftesl Çãgys BN. 22 thatl þis vn, þe seyde BN. 24 thisl
hys BN. 26 Thomasl add of ynde BN. 29 ben twyesl trs.
xÍeton, Iac. R. 33 ffiãr isl trs. Y, Iac. R. 34 thaFseyth
that he h-athl sei3e þat haþ KA,-sei3e þat lello$red Þy caret mark
but no insertion Y, lac. R, sithe that hath TDE, as they seyne
ÞãE rã the BN. 35 thatl þe YATDEB, 1ac. R. 36 Thomasl add þe
KYA( T) E, 1ac. RD.

f. 23a

l nel þat KYATDE, lac. R, in þat Br Íror þat N; hath seye hys
bodyl haue seen hyiñ-Eodyly BNr al as A, om. E. 5 and seye
thatl om. ÀTDE. 10 andl add so BN; witty and alsol so KYATDE'
Iac. Rl- 12 of.l a KYA, lac-l-R, and a TD. 14 Tartariel
ilã?taryn KYADEBN, Iac. R,-Tartaryon T. 15 t4'ith . frendshipel
so with his frenshÇã and power N; contractel om. B. 16 the
hooly landel þat þe holy Crosse BN. 11 mannesl mennys ATDBN;
hondesl add and KATDEBN, honde and Y, lac. R.
19 transFateC bel borne in (inl om.-ÑT to culleyne and þere
translatyd and BN. 20 bel om. KYA-TTE, lac. R. 22 beenl he
A, is TD. 23 Nestorynesl nõEtorini YADfÏac. R, NestorinuS T,
nestorien'E; heedel kepe KYATDBN, Iac. R. 

-24 
thisl his

KYATDE, lac. R; but ther tol t-hym no reuerence Y, lac. R.
26 prophe--iel add and for loue of Seynt Elyne BN; And..
(36)f ulf iIledl ló-nr. KATDEBN, add Than whan se int El-ene had brou3t
þe þridde bodyÞ-at is to seyla-spar to his ij felowes þan swich a
swete sauour aroos of þes iij kynges þat alt þe pepil of þe
contrey aboute were replete þer with Y, Iac. R. Capm x1l
Capitulum xxxvffi KYATD.

CHAPTER 4O

f. 23b

1 Thannel And þan KYATDE, anom. R, and þís BN. 3 al one
KYARTDEBN; itl hem BN. -Z richessesl richesse KYATDEBN, riches
R. 5 itl hem KYARTDEBN; in tol add þe Cite of Y, to BN;
alle I repeated Y. 6 reuerence I aclcj þat she coude BN; leyde
hem I a-iffiGþey were putte Y, pu-fte hem.R. 7 thatl þe wich
YR. 10 withl add help of god and of Y, lac. R. 12 And
(25) hede I om. KYATT-DEBN. 26 also wasl wa-s that tyme K' was in
þat tyme Y, was sometyme ARTDEBN; thel a BN. 29 andl add þe
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KYA(R). 32 sentel
KYATDEBN' anom. Ri
Y, oost (R]T-

seynt K;
thannel add

seyntl kyng BN.
þis KYA(R)TDE.

to I om.
hondõT peple

34
36

f.23va

1 partiel parties KY, anom. R. 6 grekes andl om. BN.
1 0 t he mor$re duy I c!. KvaTDEBN, 1ac. R. 1 1 in to I vn to
YTN, Iac. R; Parysl add in fraunce BN. 12 And (27)arayedl
and 3Gchulde ( shultã-Yenet{, shall also TD) vnderstonde þat
Constantynnopil is þe chefe cite of (Cdd all EN, in all B) þe
londe of (of om. T) grece (Grek TD) anFwhan þes iij kyngis (þes
iij bodyes ofles iij kynges Y, thise iij kinges bodies ATDE)
b/ere brou3t in to (vnto N) þe (þis BN) Cite (add and þe chirche
Y) aforsefde (aforseyde om. BN) KYATDEBN, 1a<¡1-. R. 28 thel þat
AE. 29 and/ with grete-ãeuociounl trs. EBil 31 alongel long
Y(R)BN. 32 tymel add And oure lorõäihesu crist of his grete
mercy (oure mercyl god almy3ty n) wrou3te þere many myracles
(add to þe pepil R) þorwe þe merites of þes iij holy (holy oT. R)
kynges y(R); After the deth of þis gloriouse Constantynl And
affter thys be (in N) processe of tyme constantyne noble
deyde BN. 33 gloriousel iij worscheppeful kyngis KA'
worschippeful kyng Y, noble kinge D, kyng RE. 34 holyl om.
ARTDEBN; moderl add seynt KYARTDEBN. 35 what tyme that Tulian
Apostata regnedel-om. KYARTDEBN. 36 therl om. ATDE; byganl
aãO a3ene KYARTDE.-

f. 23vb

2 also feith andl a 3enst BN. 5 persecuciounl add and
tribulacioun YR. 6 thóugh haddel thoughten yf fE-so vrere
þey had so BN. 7 worshipefull worþi RBN. 10 3itl þat BN;
thel add ri3t Y. 11 t.hel add articles of þe I' 1,u=.. R.
12 heñT-om. ATDEN; by hem sellTi om. BN. 16 the(ÐT om. K' þes
YARTDEBNI 18 Andl add so KYATDE add in þis tyme of eresye R;
thel þes KYABN. 24 anl Þe BN. 76-heml men ATDE. 27 þel
þes KY, hys R. 29 there in that contreel of othyr contreys
þereaboute BN; therel om. ÀTDE. 30 thel þis vn. 31 thise
iij kynges bodyesl þes Ïî¡ (þe TD, þes B) bodies (add and the
relikes R) of thise (þe EB) þre kynges YARTDEBN. 35 grecel add
þe YARE.

f.. 2 4a

1 tol om. KARTDE. 2 Eustorgiusl Eustogius ATDE (not lvl! ).
5 the(2J-l to haue þes KYATDB(N) , þes R. 10 the I þes KYARE.
12 Eustorgiusl Eustogius ATDE. 13 in to MeÌanel to þe
Emperoure of Grees BN. 14 therel þerin K. 15 Freresl frere
KYRBN. 17 worshipel add þat þe seyd fre es cowde doo BN.
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18 thurghl add þe KYATDE, R anom. 20 Thannel !{han KA.
22 rol add ËãKYADE. 24 rÏisJ the ATDE. 27 of (3o)theyl
And þan-(þan om. R) þis Erchebysship of Coleyne þorwe hetp
(helpes D) of diuers lordys of þe londe of (þe londe of om. R)
t'telane YARTDE, of dyuers lordys for þes Rebelles off MilLa-n (a49
And þis Erchebyschoþpe came to þe Emperoure with a grete pusaliñãe
N) and this (þe N) Emperour and þe Erchebysschip of Coleyn went
and werryd on þes Rebellys and BN. 28 and (3O)theyl om. K.
34 tne(2)l þes KYARTEBN, anom. D.

f. 24b

5 thatl add in this (in this om. N) turment and BN. 10 inl in
ro YATE,-Ïñ- to the D. 13 pFiyOel add hym KYARTEBN. 14 thel
þis KYBN. 16 tol and speke with BN. 18 hyml 4 þut
KYA(R)TDE; the Erchebysshipl om. K, he YA(R)TDEBN. 19 and
woldel om. BN. 2L hisl add-gode BN. 22 thisel the ATDEBN.
23 thel þis KYA(R). 26 lõuel gode lordschippe Y, lordschippe
R, add and goode lordschip BN. 30 tne(1)l þes KYART(N).
33 forthl for Kr orTr. BN; by hi sl with a BN. 36 ef tl om.
KYARTD(E)BN.

f. 24va,b

I andl om. KYARTDEBN; grail om. KYARTDEBN. 2 thel þes
KYARTDEB-N. 4 hem I hym KYARTD-DEBNT Andl f for KYATDEBN, neþerles
R. 5 Bysshopl Erchebisshoppe KYARTDEBN; tellel speke to
KYARTDEBN. 7 whetherl where þat K, wheþer þat YARTE. 9 thel
þis YR; Erchebysshopl bisschop BN. 11 thisel add worschipful
änd v(n), add ii j BN. 12 kyngesl kyng K; in tõT-vnto YATD' of
E. 15 afT-also AT(D)E; the Contreel þat contrey aboute BN.
16 thel add worschip and BN. 17 myghte receyuedel coude (coude
do N) anZä'yght to Receyve BN; holyl i i j ( thre h'orshipf utl- N)
kynges and BN. 20 d.yl add And many myracles oure lord ihesu
crist þorw þe preioures an-d þe merites of þes i i j worschipf ul
kynges euery day scheweþ þere to all þe cristen peple Yt And þere
oure lord Ihesu Cryst euermore werkeþ myracles to aI1 þe pepil
þorov¿ þe merites of þe preieres of þes ii j worþi kyngis R.
2I thisel add iij KYATBN. 22 kyngesl add þat ys to sey BN;
Melchior .-l-rasparl om. YA(R) ' deo gracÍã-6 T, and Seyntes D,
Amen E, add Qui uiuilÏn secula seculorum N.

E ends.

24 Ferthermore (25a14) knowe thatl om. KYARTDBN.
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f. 25a

15 isl add a K; alle thatl of all þe kyngdoms (add of þe
Este Coñtrey N) þat holdeþ of hym and BN. 16 and (19)allel
om. KYARTDBN. 22 herl om. RBN. 23 andl add with KYATDBN,

ilneNI . 27 thel þi s K, her TD; of f rynge I tyme B, om. N.
28 inl at KYARTDB; the( 1) I add first KYR, om. TD.
29 secoundel add offryng KYR, add tyme N; tñèl add offering of
the AT. 30 atl af ter DBN. 3Z thise i i j oblãFionsl þis
oblacioun KYA, lac. R, thys oblacyouns TDBN. 36 massel add
tyme Y.

f. 2sb

2 manerl add of KYATDBN, anom. R; thatl amonges þem BN.
6Iatinil om. KYATDBN, anffi-. R; Armenil om. KYATDBN, anom. R.
7 surianil-Symani xyoeNl-ñom. R, suirani-4, Sumany T; 

-Georgiani Ceptil om. KBN, Maronici YATD. I ysminil
rsmanyny BN; Maromin-Ïl Nicholaite KN, add Nicholaite Y, Nichoo
B. 9 lvlandopoli I add etcetera KB, Mado-po.Li Y, Mandori j
Sacholaite with s added later? A, Mandorij Nicholaite TD, Al-so
þer is A noþFpat-T-s caÏÏt Mandopoly N; And (23)contreel
om. KYARTDBN. 28 andl add of KYARN, 1ac. TD. 29 the
qolOel om. KYÀRBN, Iac. TD. 31 ffor 

- 
(25va1)Nubianil om.

KYARBN, 1ac. TD.

f. 25va

3 in the honourel for (add þe BN) worschippe KYABN, lac. RTD.
4 in to (l0)Akne I om-. KYARBN, lac. TD. 13 or e-IIe s
ouergiltel om. BN. -15 thatl of Bf{. 16 with. heuedesl þe
which BN. - 17 heuedesl hede K l; almyghty godl trs. KYAR, lac.
TDr god B. 18 in Bethleeml om. BN. 21 menl om. KYARBN' 1ac.
TD. 23 the . . encensel om.-xlyeRBN, lac. TD. --Zq þeyl þeFY,
Iac. R. 25 virerel been BN; -in( 1) J a e-Jac. tO; in(2)l of A'

X-veeN, lac. RTD. 33 amonge benel as þe (þes Y) Nubyãñs
(add beþe eU) KYABN, lac. RTD. 36 ffor (bl0)corruptl om.
K-YABN, 1ac. RTD.

f. 25vb

L2 massesl masse KYARBN, Iac. TD. 13 hondesl hande KYA' lac.
TD. 14 subdekenel soutñGcone KYR' sodekene A' lac. TD.
16 That the iij kyngesl of þes iij kynges which BN. I7 in
Bethleeml om. KYARBN, 1ac. TD. 22 Ethiope (27)Nestoriusl
om. KABN (õT. 29vb25f f );Eor þey toke þe name of a eretike þat
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\4ras cleped Nestorius Y, lac. RTD. 27 And (26a5)reuerence
Butl om. KABN, And þes er@kes oute of all resoun were and be
apostãEes from þe feiþ of holy chirche for þey forsoke all þe
feiþ and þe lawe of holy chirche as 3e schulle here afterward And
þes Nestoryns do no reuerence ne worschippe to þe iij
worschippeful kynges Yr 1ac. RTD.

f.26a

5 whan masse tol and her preestis whan þei go to masse
(seruyce BN) þei KABN (cf. 29vb26-28), whan her bysshoppes
ordeyne preestys þan (whan þei make preestis among hem R) Þey
make hem swere þat þey schulle in her masse YRr lac. TD.
11 And (26a23)her afterl and for þe moost party þei be blak
Ethiops and al-le men of oþer sectys hate hem gretelich KABN, But
þes Nestorynes be odious and had in grete despite to all oþir
sectys And for þe moost party þeybe blak Ethiops And þey peynte
god and oure lady and þe iij kynges and seintThomas in her
chirches aII blak and þe deuelys all whyte And þis þeydo in
despite of all oþir cristen men and also of seintes Y, anom. R,
lac. TD. 25 been I i s ATDBN. 27 And (b17 ) shauen-Tõm.
FyetoeN, anom. R.

f 26b

I7 whan thise preestesl þe preestis of þis (that BN) londe
(Contrey N) whan þei KYATDBN, whan þei R. 18 seyel add a AT,
go to BN. 19 or ouer giltel om. KYARTDBN. 20 tha-nne hym
selfl þe preest (preestes D, add-þat seyþe messe N) and (add he
þat ys B) þe (and þel om. TD)Gkene and þe (þel om. TDN)-
southdekene þei (þeil om. R) mete togeder on (in BN) þre partyes
(add of the chirche N) and so þei (þeil om. Y) go (add to gedyrs
eNT-to þe (add hygh BN) autere KYARTDBN.-- 24 that-T-of KBN.
25 thatl om. KYARTD. 29 3edel add to gedyr BN. 31 Also/ther
isl trs.RTet, 1ac.R. 32 islËG-xy, 1ac.R. 33and
heerT-õm. KYARTõET. 36 þat t.hatl om. x-yeoeN, þat RT.

f . 26va

2 þanl om. ATDBN. 4 fourel in Br thre N. 9 atl aftir
KYARTE. 10 tne(1)l þis KYR. 15 Andl om. KYATD.
16 fallethl fallen ATDBNT tol in to K, an-oon in to YR.
17 donel doþ KYRBN. 18 þatl of BN. 19 kyngesl add þe whych
BN; gretel iij BN. 24 manere of sectel secte þe KYA, secte
T(D)BN. 25 isl be KYr Syrianil Symani KYTD, Suirani A, Sunani
R, Symyany BN. 26 beenl add men KYABN. 27 the whichl om.
BN; oi oI¿e tyne/ wasl trs.-Ð lac. R. 28 ynde is nowl ant- now
yt ys BN. 29 Syriel S-mys KYAI--Tac. R, Syms TB, S Jive minims s
D, symyany N; and syiiansl oñFxverDBN, lac. R.-gî-Tl-Ïsel
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add men
Ïac. R.

KYATDB(N), Iac. R.
34 seynt E-hannesl

3 t heresyesl heresye KYATD( B) (N) ,
mydsomere BN.

f.. 26vb & 27a,b & 27va

3 thel a RBN. 6
B the iij kyngesl
longe K. 9 thel
om. KYARTDBN.

thisl þat KYARTD.
god allmy3ti KYARTD,

om. KYÀRTDBN. 10

7 thisel þe YARTD.
god B, ofr: N; Iondel
Also (27vb28)3iftesl

f.. 27vb

29 AIso/ ther isl trs. KYATDBN, 1ac. R; whichel þe wich KYÀBN,
lac. R, þat TD. 

-3 
0 been I is eEn, anom. D; Maron ici I Moresyny

EM the Marol om. KYARTDBN. 3Fheyl þes (add men BN)
dwelle KYATDBN, lacTn. 33 and therel about-e KYATDBN, Iac.
R. 35 herl omIR-yanT(D); subdekenesl southdekenes KYR, 

-sodekenes ATD.-

CHAPTER 4 1

f 28a

I nyghtl add anoon KATD, add or gode euen be to 3ou anoon YR, add
Thanne BN. 2 asl add þow KYARTD. 7 candelesl add 1i3t KYTD'
candell light A, a cãfrell lyght BN; tokene ( lilh-em I -Loken
and mynde þat þe brennyng sterre which (that D) apperide fro þe
Natiuite of oure lorde Ihesu crist (Ihesu crist om. D) vnto þe
xijth dayè Ànd by (in D) all þat tyme ladde and -(ladde and gqì. D)
h¡ente byfore þe þree kyngis and a1le (om. D) her companye vñTo
Betheleem to whom was no ny3t but allnrey daye was seen to hem
with (add a D) grete brí3tnes TD¡ I of thatl þat þe KYAR'
anom. ib; of þe BN. 9 ãndl om. KYAR, anom. TD, that. BNr þel
Þ-es xyee, anom. TD. 10 host-eAl oost xFe-F¡¡, anom. TD.
11 thisel xTTf en. 12 therl to þem BN. 13-alf oon day to
heml allweye daye and semyng to þem (add that hit was N) butt oo
daye BN; AIso (28va5)nyghtesl om.-TD; Alsol Cdd on KYA(R)B'
1ac. TD, add in N. 14 xi jel xi i j e(t{). 15 what secte he bel
õE-what sõte A; what secte hel of what secte þat þei (he R)
KYRBN, Iac. TDr bel add þough B, add of þow N. 16 fro fer
contree-sl neuere so fEõñ' (from neuFso N) fer contreyis þey come
BN; bysshopesl add and preestys KABN' add Abbottys preestys Y,
anom. R, Iac. TD. 17 crosses sencersl crosse and ensensers
oE Syluer BN. 19 þeyl om. KYA, anom. R, Iac. TD; fluml em.
KYAR-BN, lac. TD. lolsl-Ee A(R)BlÑ7Îac. t-õT 25 hem seTFl
add and ñìilman shal speke a woorde Y.- 26 sectel party Y, anom.
n; feynl teiþ KYABN, lac. TD. 27 tol on KYARBN; reden
(29)sayl þan euery sect-e of what tonge þat þey be' þey schul rede
þis godspetl in latyn Yt þere þei rede þis godspell in latyn R.
30 in Bethleeml etcetera K, om. YA, lac. TD, add in diebus
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herodis Regis ecce magis
BN. 31 thisl þe K.
euery man to hys power B,
ovrne degre N. 3 6 and l

(magi N) venerunt ab oriente etcetera
34 offreth powerl and þan offryth
And þan euery man offeryth After his
add in KYABN, lac. RTD.

f.28b

1 offredenl add on þe xij daye B(N). 2 godl om. KYARB' lac.
TD; Àf ter th-isl Whan (an¿ whan R) þis is do YR. - 3 alf"J-@
in KYAR, Iac. TD, in B, on N. 4 Iohnl add þe KYARBN, Iac. TD.
5 they reGT euery party by hym self redeþ-Tr lal om. t<YAneN,
Iac. TD. 9 l-ocol add e tcetera Y. 11 sel om. KYARBN, Iac.
TD. 16 Andl add wãGãche hem and be alle ho1ê x; blyndeT-add
men and many oþ-Ï. febil- men Y, add men ABN, Iac. TDR. I7 EIel
þis KYABN, tac. RTD. 18 of . .124)hooll "r. KYABN, lac. RTD.
2ø man andl om. YA, Iac. RTD; andl of euery-eTN. 27 hGTþei
KYA, lac. RTD-.- 2B And (32)conspiraciel om. KYABN, lqc.
RTD. 

-34 
þe which Baptistel þaC seynt roEñ- the eaptyst

dwelyd in which ys clepyd with hem (þere N) Mantost And in thys
wyldyrnes Seynt Iohn Baptyst BN.

f. 28varb

2 Ihesul ihesus
KYÀ, lac. RTD,
KYABNTÏac. TD.

KYA, 1ac.
i n t he-g¡¡.

Ihesu
and( 2 )

RTD,
5

Cryst BN. 3 thel
(29a25)purPosl

in þat
om.

f 29a

25 And (31)Cat'lx1ijl om. KABN, Also all þes cristen eretykes
and diuers sectes þat dwelle so ferre þat þey mowe nat come to
þis water of lordan þey go on þe xij day to þe next water with
her bysshoppes and preestys and clerkys and oþir peple and whan
þey be come to þe water þan þey stonde al1 in a certein place and
offre deuoutlích iij 3iftes to þe cros in tokene of þe iij kynges
And þan þey rede þis godspell in latyn Cum natus esset ihesus
etcetera And whan þis godspell is redde þan þe bysshoppes and the
preestys blesse þe waler and wasshe þe cros in þe same water and
þan many syke men gone in to þe water naked and u¡asshe hem and
þorwe þe grace of god be hole And whan þis is do þan euery man
with grete Ioye goþ home in to his owne contrey and þan þey pleye
with applis in þe weye þe wich be cleped Aran3a And þes appils in
þat tyme of þe 3ere be rype Y' anom. R, Iac. TD.

CHAPTER 42

33 and otherel Abbotys and Y' and R; andl add alle KYB.
34 sectel add þat YBÑ. 36 ihesusl add in-Bethleem iude
etcetera YMadd et cetera A, lac. TDr-g-dd in Bedelem B.
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f 29}J-

2 principiol add erat verbum etcetera BN. 3 itl om. ABN, Iac.
TD. 4 onlyl-oã the xi je duyl trs. KABNr oñ the xij-day onlFñ-
(onlichl om. R) as hit. is afors-yde YR, Iac. TD. 7 thusl om.
A, l-ac. TD-.- B regisl reges B?N. 1O-îñ(2)l om. A, Iac. -TD.
12 TÏõl om. BN; regisl reges BN. 13 magil etããtera xve(R),
Iac. TDr-add venerunt BN; otherel there A, Iac. TD; menl
EFetike s-BN. 14 byl be AB, lac. TD; whosTãdd and KA, add
londis and Y, lac. RTD. 15 õñ"yngel add homfr, goyngeT-
16 a3eynl add þere þey BNr byl forby iilreuerence and worschippe
and Y, las-. n. 17 thisel þe KYA, lac. TD. 18 thel þis KYA,
1ac. TD. 23 et ceteral om. KAN, 1ac. TO. 24 Lhisel om. BN.
Z3-done therel trs. ABN, fãã. to.
Iac. TD. 29 ÍnT add a ffi, anom. R, l-ac. TD. 31 the
1ñ-fchel om. AN, laclTo. 3z-ã'TltroyeãT-add and BN.
33 templGl tempîFKYABN, om. R; theyl an-d þem A, Iac. TD.
36 thel thise A, 1ac. TD.

f. 29v a

2 de foulynge I add
(29vb20)xliijl orn.

of any manere
KYARBN, Iac.

dispyte BN;
TD.

AI so

f 29vb

CHAPTER 43

2L Also (23)th"yl om. KYABN (cf. 25vb19-23) ' Iac. TD.
27 Nestorinil Nostrynys Br Nostrynye N; Ànd they beenl
Ferthermore 3e schul vndirstonde þat þes Nestorynes aforseyde
were Y(R); wo.stel worst X(y)À(R)BN, lac. TD. 28 f. of
her circumcidedl om. KABN, for þorwEher eresye þere were
kyngdom s in þe eest c-orupt and enfect Y | Iac. RTD.
33 Ferthermore þatl And Y, Iac. R.

xI

f.. 3 0a

I a3eyns(2)l add her lawys and a3ens Y' Iac. R. 2-lawel lawys
YA, lac. RTD; chirchel add a longe tyme In so mochell þat þey
woldfrat be reuoked fro-m her wikkidnesse for no preching ne
techyng of doctours of holy chirche Yt lac. R. 4 theyl þer
KYARB, lac. TD; londel add of þes Nestorynes KYAR' lac. TD.
8 whicheT-arlq pepil rvenJac. TDi clepedel clepyth BN. 9 And
theyl om. X, en¿ þes Tarta-rynes YAR, Iac. TD. 13 the(2)l þes
YA, fac. fO. 14 destroyedenl kelde YR; peplel add boþe olde
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and 3onge Yt add anom. R. 16 tookl Þan þes tartaryns toke all
Y, lac. R. -TZ Eer . (31a33)Tartaryel grete Citees and
dwe-iTìd in hem and 3it do vnto þis daye And also þey toke among
oþir grete Citees iij Citees þe wich be chefe in aIl þat contrey
one Cite is cleped Cambalech þat oþir is cleped Thauris and þe
thrid is cleped Baldachþe wich Baldach is þe Cite þe wich of
olde tyme was cleped Babyloyne and þer is þe grete towre of
Babiloynê Yr lac. R; herl om. KAr lac. TD; dl and KABN' 1ac.
TD; townesl EÏres BN. -1-8 And 

- 
(31a33)Tartaryel om

KA(R)BN, 1ac. TD.

f . 3la

CHAPTER 44

34 And ferthermore (31b34)Nestorinesl
p.18a); And ferthermorel and KARBN, Than
36 londes and the kyngdomsl londe and þe

f. 31b

anom. TD (see Hm.
TD.

BN.
Y,

kyn
anom.

gõne

1 Nestorinesl add as hit is aforseyde Y' Nostrynes BN; thel þes
YR. 2 ioon l-Tõfrn KYAR, anom. TD, Iohn a noon ryght BN.
5 tr ibutariesl tr ibutary xffii tac. R' anom. TD. 6 hem I add
and socoure hem Y, Iac R. Z wi-l1e1 aãä-In ful purpos Y. 

-8 vpon a nyghtl afftyrwarde BN. 10 hyml add ferefully Y.
12 donel add no KYABN, anom. TD; socourl coumfort YR. 13 isl
r^'as YR. -1¿ shullel sõãlde YRBN î vtterly om. BN. 15 for]
g99 goO wolde no lenger suffre Y; andl add for KABN, neþer Y,
anom. TD. 18 avisiounl a visyoun KY(RET, anom. TD.
Fkynges¡ g99 þun BN. 2I rohnl add and of-ÏT-s counseill Y(R).
22 lordel add for hem BN. 26 heedel kepe KYARB' anom. TD.
27 avisionET-visions KYAR' anom. TD; thatl om. Kye, anom. TD.
28 hotde andl om. BN; ilrstel add wyIle and his FFrst YR;
purposl add þat he-was in Y. 29 Eåa-nnel om. BN. 32 witnl
add a KYABN, Iac. R, anom. TD. 33 andl add a KYAB' anom. TD,
Tac. N. 34TestoriñãEi- add a3ens þe Tartar-ynys Y.

TD

35

f . 31va

1 the bettre andl om. KYARTBN; andl add þer þei BN.
add þat was presteFlohn sone Y, add Eester Iohn sone
Ffratl om. KYA; ascapedel skapeffiYARDBN. 4 neuere
one YR, ããd on lyue BN; destroyedenl ad9 a1d conquerid
8 was he-l trs. KYARTDBN. t hadde donel did AD.

resume standard text.
pepLesI peple ATDB. 36 thannel om. KYARTDBN.

2 dauid l
R.
oonl nat
Y.
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10 commaundentzl commaundement KYARTBN, byddinge D; thel thise
ABN. 11 hyml add in his slepe as hit is aforeseyde Y.
12 askedel cryed-YF'. 13 iijl add holy BN; kyngesl add and
(and also Y) preyed (om. K, askyc BN) hem KYATDBN' anom. R.
14 the I þes YRBN ¡ i ijT a¿O holy BN. 16 TartarieT-ta-rtaryn
KYARTDBNT layl add on a tyme K. I1 andl add slept and Y.
1B shuldel add sesse and YRi no more done harmel do nomore harme
KYARTDBN. 20 make I add wi th hym Y; pee sl add wi th hym
KARTDBN. 24 stillel 

-oru 
ATD. 26 commaunããñ'entl add and also

for ensaumpl of hym and-of his successours Y, anom. R.
28 sorel sory and BN. 30 Messagersl a messailE? eN.
31 madel add love and Y. 32 for euere morel eueremore after Y.
33 that oóã-torde I þe Emperoure BN.

f. 3 lvb

1 isl add allwey Y, lac. R; dayl add and euer schal Y, 1ac. R.
2 LhisT-The AD; Empe6url add of t6-e--N. 3 kyngesl add-and BN.
4 and(2)l add whan KYARDN, 

-than 
B. 5 and of her 1y-1 om. V,

anom. R; ãã?i of her dedesl om. KATDB, anom. RBN. 6 a-ñ-dl add
Tn tcya, anom. R. 7 iijl a&i- froty Y, ãE-worþi R. 10 namGf
name KATDÑ. 12 thusl add þes wikked eretikes þes YR, add þise
ATDBN. 16 asl to þe eNr dwellel om. KYATD, lac. R, aãTeN.
I7 Contreesl add dwe1l KY, add Also þ-eT be BN; ñder tributel
om. ATD. f9 of I om. KYARõEN. 20 euery 3erel and so þey
Eõfratl do euere (euêlemore N) hereaf f ter BN; And
(32vb36)amongel om. KYARTDBN.
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f 3va

l-ac. KSDO (the f irst

CHAPTER 1

folio recto of K is unreadable).

I rncipit . (3vb10)in oonel Prologus Here begynneth the lyf of
the thre kynges of Coleyn fro that tyme they sought our lorde god
almyghty and came to BedLeem and worshipped hym and offred to hym
vnto the tyme of their deth As it is drawen out of dyuers bokes
and put in one And how they hrere translate fro place to place W;
fncipit primum Capituluml om. YMP, De tribus regibus Colonie
prologus A, Mi3tfull god þat euermore is wondirful- in hys seyntis
and glorious in his werkis many wondirful þingis wrou3t and
schewed to all his holy seyntis and specialiche to þe iij
worschippeful kynges þe which with all worschippe and (worschippe
andl om. V) deuocioun sou3te oure lord ihesu cryst in Bethelem in
his chi-ldhode RV, Here foloweth the manere and fourme of sekyng
and offeryng and also of þe beryng and translaciouns of þree holy
and worshipfulle kyngis of Coleyn Iaspar Melchyor and Balthaser
1, Here begynnyth the Story of the thre holy and worshipfull
kynges of Coleyne E, Hereth of these iij worschipfull and
glorious kynges H, Hic incipit uita trium Regum (vita trium
Reg uml unreadable I) colonie (I)KkJ, thus begynnyth the J-yffe off
thre kyngys o o yne B, PlesyLh it to alle Cristen pepil to
here this lytelle tretyce Of þe þre v/orshypfuJ-1e kynges N, Here
begynneth þe lyves of þe iij Kyngis of Coleyne conteyned in xlvj
chaptirs L, Capitulum primum The vertue and þe might of almighty
god of heven þe fader þe sone and þe holy gooste thre persones in
Trinite and oon god of his deytee wolde þat. frome þe begynnyng of
þe worlde into þe ending oure feyþe r^rere putte in to Remembraunce
for þencresce and ferme byleve of alle cristen peple bought and
saved by oure lorde Crist lhesus passion at lherusalem in þe
mounÈ of Caluarie þere passionde crucefied and putte to deeth by
þe wicked Iuwes by þe spirit of enspiracion of holly and solempne
clerkes putte hem in contynuell preyer and bysinesse for þe
compylacion of þis saide cronicle þat þus begynneþe Q.
2 Itthe kyngesl of the whiche E, in H, Of whom N; Itthel
seth YATfPJ, And for as moche as RV, om. B, With hit is so (or
1o) that Kk, Sith þat Q; thisel add t-h?e YARVTIMPKkJL, the Elre
B, add three saide Q; worshipefulfTyngesl kynges htorshipfull and
gloffius Kki rtrorshipef ul l added lateE V t add and glorious YRVJL'
add and holly O. 3 kyng"=l ac!5! glorll-ous kynges I.
Z-Efre(Z)l om. N. 5 a risynge-l reysyng A, risyng VTEMPQ'
vp Rysynge en. 6 hisl the H. 7 inl of TBN, om. H;
praisyngel praisyngis L; andl of theyre H; meritesl om. ATEMPQ.
8 ther forel Ànd H, add also L; as sol om. Li asl add be H;
a risynge I risyng VTEB. 9 clereth beme-sJ beames tFe world
clereth H; bemesl beme I, beem Right J; þisl þe RVH.
10 shynethl shyned Kk, shatl and doith schyne L¡ inl by the H,
add the BNPQ; thel thise YARVTEHIBNMPKkJLQ. 11 iijl holy E'

spryngingel sprynge N; anãl Cqq in þe A. 12 arisyngel rysyng
VTIKkJ; isl add for J. 13-Ïnl on H, frome Q; Estl add party
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EJ, add part HKkLr worldel Cqq So T' add Ryght so BN; thise iij
kyngæT knowlage ye thanne tlæ they H. 14 ii jl add
worschipfull BNJr in verrayl levyng (add here Tñ-erthe N)
bodely They beleuyd in Cryst veryly he being BN; and flessh
lyuyngel living flesshly loving O. 15 lyuyngel leuyng P, been
leuynge in L¡ crist . . goosL1-y/ soughten and worshipedenl trs.
H¡ verrayl owre L. 16 manl may L; herl changed from Þer M;
that goostlyl worldely they bodyly mevynftãfrofr-with
goostly hert BN. I7 and inl om. L; inl add moeving and Q;
menyngel mevyng EH; goostlyl Goddis flesshe þat L.
18 \4rorshipedenl viseted Kk, add hym L¡ And sol for Kk. 19 sol
thus Ht om. L¡ ii j I add glo?Ïõus Nr add worshípf uJ- JL; that
maydenesT-were made offiiss Creauntis@ntiles the fyrst of
byleve in H; thatl om. L¡ ofl om. Kk; myscreantesl add that E,
myscreaturys BL, mys-creante crea-tures N. 20 hrerel aEi-in Kk.
2l men . haydeneil h/ere in party ?causemenz Lhat Kklandl add
also J; of myscreauntesl om. BN; myscreauntesl myscreaturisT
22 maydenesl that made knowe BN, gap L; the berthel om. Q; thel
om. ATEMPT ofl þat was T, add lh-esu J; cristl Cqq þat vuas Kk.
73 tfre I om. H; f irst sheweãT-schewyng f f yrst B,-shynyng f yrst N;
firstl affi was J; and halwedl om. MKk. 24 halwedl honoured T,
add by Eãnne (perhaps by theime-j- Hr tol in AEMPQ, amonge T;
mysb yleuyngel mysbyleue YRV, misbileued ATEIMKkJQ; menl add that
v/ere shepperdis J; and expressed om. RV. 25 so
openlichel knowne a monge the peple grlherfore we shall telì- of þe
tyffe of thie thre kynges And of þe miracles þat they did and was
done for hem in þe birth of oure lorde Kk; sol in H, add at the
BN; the I this y?efef .l; sonne I son of Crist f hesu by ffiferyng
deth H. 26 thel t.hy E; byleuel byleuyng H; thisel om. N;
iijl add worshipful J,ac\! glorious Ñ; asl adg Vn P; ãT (a) P.
27 shynyngel .add cancelled yn P; bytokenethl betokenynge N.
28 ffor thisl anO-Ïñ-ÎÏ-fe wyse by the H' Ryght so the BN; fforl
Right so J. 29 dounl 9q'. e; thel add clere N; sonnel add
bylokenyth IJ, whan BN; -Tijl add wor-shypfull N, add gloriõG J.
30 whan theyl om. BN. 31 herT the N; and expressedl
schewyd (of þe -seyd kynges schewyd N) many myracles in Dyuers
maners BN; andl add þere Q. 32 expressedl add oure byleue H.
33 BuL for as mocñe-asl And J; whatl om. TQ. 34 iijl add
worshipful and glorious J; kyn.esl adil-what þei T. ¡SEist
the sone of godl the sunne crist Y?AEffiTIMPJQ, the sonne of Críst
H, the (thel om. N) sonne ihesu Cryst BN. 36 bookes and
placesl trs. ET placesl add of the Est BN; oftel 1ac. R, om.
BNM; writenl add oft M.

f. 3vb

1 openlichel add schewed 1t opened H, add declaryd BN' add yknow
J; dedel addEenly B. 2 áfterl Cdffipynly Ni par Gs to
manyl lac.-R; par caasl perauentureT?vn (pterl_a re.adable R),_
om. H; menl add it ATBNMPQ, om. V. 3 vnknowel vnknowynge N;
ffierforel þer6re RVH; af terT-om. E; herynge speche of l
1ac. R, sight heryng and spekyng-of V; herynge syghte I trs. Kk;
õTfere'*eni clerkès and oure tornefaders H. 5 menJ a¡þ-îs and
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also of divers writyng of diuers clerkes (writyng clerkesl
lac. R) RV¡ tol lac. R, we shall make a collacion in Kk; thel
õîl rn; ofl add-ãlfmighti J. 6 ofl om. YATEMPIKk; oure
Eãriel lac. Rf-ourel add blissed J; ál-dl add of H.
7 blessffil om. TKk, aild-and glorious J, bLe-sfuII MPQ; kyngesl
add of Kk; ilmme .-õGenl lac. R, be here in thus Tretis H.
E-Ehyngesl add that Kk; herilbeenl trs. V¡ herel there BN; and
ofl om. H; andl oute BN, add oute Kk, that ben taken oute J.
9 boõFysl add here Q; setFand puttel and compiled H, and be
(bel om. NFcompiled and sett BN; settel add togedir R?V, om. J;
and .l oonel 1ac. R, in oone and putte it-Tn an hoole crony--le
Q; putte I e¡l!-and se t al J. 10 oone I add &c E.

CHAPTER 2

10 Secundum Capitulum I Capitulum primum YÀTII\,IPKkr ofr. RVEHBNQ,
Capitulo primo L. 11 .he materel First 3e schul-vndirstonde
þat þe story RV; .hel This TE; materel add and þe content Q;
of thisel Iac. R; thisel the AT; iijl þ-ree <iij> T, om. Kk?;
blessedel worshipf ul and blissid J, worshipf uI r,, om. ll
12 toke bygynnynge ofl of the Est betokened Kk; toke bygynnyngel
h'as first bygunne RV; tokel add the EIBNPJQ, betokeneth þe L'
fro the W. 13 of(2)l om. e;rc N; þe . Balaaml om. IBNKkL,
and Jr þel om. W. 14 -M-adianl Gadian AMP, Gadian Zõrrected to
Madian T, Goä-yan E, MadianS W, Cadian Q; thel om. YARVTHMP, añã
W. 15 Balaám þyngesl om. W; þyngesl om.Tvl, add for he
BN, add be J. 16 prophecied and seidel ?beynge and
?proþlãcynge in this wyse Kk; propheciedl prophecies L; seidel
add þus L. 17 et genciuml &c RV; etl om. L; exurgetl
êÏÏrgat BN?. 18 de I ex Q; ipse I om. YHIKkJ-L; omn ium I ? suum
B, ot.l N. 19 genciuml add &c YEKÌJ-L; Thisl þat RVEKkWQ; isl
add for N. 20 shall schall schal N; spryngel add oute E.

I unreadable.

2I shall om. H; rysel aryse VPKkr spring Q; vp ofl vpon T, of
BN, oute õF Xf; Israell fherusalem Kk; and hel þat Q. 22 hel
om. YARVTHBNMPKkJLWT folkesl folke YARVTEHM?KkPJWQT pepille BN.
E itl om. W; isl add fully E, futly Kk?i contenedl conseyved
HJ?, adõ-fu1lich YAãTHTBNMJLQ; testamentl add But J.

I resumes.

24 Balaaml add there B; isl add an BN, add a gret Kk, add gret
JL; altercããiounl alternatioñ-E-, alteraffin Kk. 25 Estl add
cuntre J, add parte KkL, add partyes W; the(2) . menl CryGn
men and reìG RVMPQ; andTãdd the EHBW. 26 f.forl add the
TBNKkLT inl be followed Uy ""*ff"Ê twene B' be NJ.- 28 anl
add verry Kk; anil1 1m. r;a,]gG- L. 29 andl add by v, e99
þ-orough JL; thel om. H. 30 craftl om. H, helpe W; wher forel
oq. Q. 31 inl tlãy sey be her BN, tÏGy sey in J, add her L,
ãA-O iewes [,]; writynge] wrytynges Er he shulde be c]epedl they
õTte hym W; shulde bel is L. 32 propheLel add and BNMPJLQ.
33 A3eyns.. aleggenl the cristen men aleggen a3enst the Iewis
Jr the cristen I certeyn L¡ tfre(2 ) I om. TBNW. 3 4 aleggen and
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s.ynl seie RV, sayn and all-e allegen T, leggen and seyne BN,
alledged and saye W; and s.ynl om. L. 35 al adq prophet HfKk,
no BN, add prophete and a JL; añä was the first-þrophetel
repeated R; andl add he L 36 firstel add man B;

thatl or th=i-H, addprophe te l
euer MPQ;

add (a) man N;
wasl add and ATEMPQ, add ony H.

f 4a

1 andl add he W. 2 werel was Qi nol om. BNì right
gloriouãiche prophecyedl he propheciedTyght gloriously W;
rightl om. ATEMPQ, so he BN; gloriouselichel add he JL.
3 prophec-cyedl add to hem that hrere no fewes Kkfof I om. E.
4 rhesu cristlAñ. W; cristl om. RV; andl add also Jf of (2) l
om. V. 5 comf-ngel add and I; iijl add ho1-y Kk, add glorious
.r, add worshipful L; Tyngesl þinges f , aaO and also o-f þe sterre
J. 

-6 
hisl om. V; come þurghl ben bV wf þurghl of VEMPQ.

Z tfre(1) I om.-E; develesl devylle MP;

K becomes readable.

craftl add than BN; the deuell they VH. 8 hauel om. P; hyml
om. BW; Eo cursel þe cursyng of T. 9 Israell lherusalem Kk;
eut I add almy3ty JL; forl of KYARVTEIBNMPKkJLQ' of his H' by I/ü.

10 theT-om. KT, an YARVEHIBNMPKkJLWQi aungell aungelis T.
11 thurglf add dyuers BN, by grete W; tokenesl tokenesse to cese
H; orl om. Kk; hel om. N; greuedel shuld greve H. 12 hisl
om. BN; witfeOl evil-KYARVTEHTBNMPKkJLWQ;

I unreadable.

; wasl om. W.
that wasT-and W;

But ( 18)no
13 isl om. E;
firsteli PQ,
Iewesl om. Kk.

prophetel om
that Balaam l
om. M; that

But I and so Balaam
MPQ; thatl om. RV.

enchauntourl om. MPQ.

.W;
om.

I14PQ.

14 the
15 and

I resumes.

16 nol om. BN; Iewes(1)l add and J; the clepel þei cleped
R, þay ãlle V. I7 bookGf wrytyng BN; clepel clepid H(Kk);
an prophetel no prophete but an enchauntour H. 18 nol not
Kk; prophetel enchauntoure MPQ, add And J; Alsol and BN.
19 herl the Iewes W; isl add f w-retin J, in W; al add gret W.

20 whom I whan Kk, add almi-g-Fty.r; withl of Pi ownefrm. BN;
mouþel om. N. 21-commen¿étfrl commendíd V' comawndytl-eQ,
commaunã-ys N, comowndith Kk; thel om. Kk. 22 right nought or
lytel take kepe of sitthel toke but-lytitl hede or none for W;
right nought orl om. RV; take kepe ofl kepe taken and ofte V;
kepel heede A. 2z of I om. TrL; sitthel add þat KYRV, for J¡
a þaynym hebrewesl no-t of þe hebrew; but p-ainyme O.
24 nought of the hebrewesl and none Ebrewe V't; thel om. ATEI"IPL;
hebrewesl Ebrewe T, add And also J; fferthermorel om. RV.
25 seyel add also RV--, cm. N; thatl om. H. 26 lawel om. BN;

ã
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andl add in KYARVTEHINMPKkJLQ (in seithl added in margin T).
27 meFopotanye I Mesoponaye A. 28 thatl oml-il -29-seithladd þere Q; thatl om. W; hel om. TE. 3-õ-in(1)l om. T, of NW;
Vs-s inl om. Qi Vsl V-see BN, om. l?P, Hus W; in(2)l o-m-. M?PL;
Syriel 3ãrie H, Surry TBNKk;-Sirre V. 31 dwel ledel-dwel lyng P¡

D begins.

that is nowl om. ATDEMPQ; is nowl trs. W; now cleped therel
clepid no\^/ H;-now I om. BNKk. 3 2-ffiere I om. ATDEHMPWQ, þe L¡
Sobabl Sabob KYARVTDETBN?MKkJLW, Sal-os P, S-abous Q; thatl the
whiche toun J. 33 ixl almost a R, a VW; t^/herel and ther J.
34 sepulcrel sepulture HW; isl add they E, add yitte Q; seyel
om. BN, add yit MPJ, yit L; tol-iñto TDETNMFKkJLQT thisl his H.
35 thatl the TDEHBNKk; samel om. VMPQ; tounl tombe TD' add
Sabob J. 36 feldel add with-ã- lightnynge that come fro--hãvin
J.

t 4b

l therel add he was JLr onì. RV, add lvas BN; conuerted to crystJ
recouered-ãleyn by crist-Thesu Wt tol add oure lord rhesu J;
Alsol And so RV, And also Kk, and all L, Ne Q. 2 Lhel Þes RV;
kepe right noughtl take no kepe RV; kepe I kept.e N; right I om.
HBNM?; noughtl add to here N, liti1 L; ofl for Kk.
3 propheciesl prõ-ptrecie RVHIBNKki no telle I Orietur stel-la
Kk; no of his wordesl neþer of Tob R, nor of lob V, om. BN; nol
and also L¡ ofl sette right nou3t by J. 4 butl and-'î, þey -set
at nou3t L; inl add all RVL; bokesl add þey BNMPQ; sette
noughtl haue hem boþe in despite RV, om. L. 5 of tellel
om. RV; ofl add the EHMJLQ, the BN; whichl add mater N; itl þe
þFocesse L, gm:-eN; werel add to rMPQ; longã-l add for MPQ.
6 declare antl-te1lel telle ancl to declare KYTD?r, trs. AEBNL,
telle or declare Ht telle MPW, telle or to declare-il telle and
prolixse for þis oþer mater touched before Q.

CHAPTER 3

6 Capitulum terciuml Capitulum Secundum KYA(D)I(M)PKk, Capitulo
secundo JLr orlì. RVTHBNW. 7 Whanl Thenne H' Aftir þe tyme (add
þat V) RV. -8 of I add the tonde of L; hadde hem I whan þey
vo idid out of þe ci-te of f,; hadde I om. V. 9 wonne
(11)wasl largely unreadabl-e I; wonnã-. . heml made and wonnen Q;
and hemf om. MÞW. -f¡ alle the londe I om. P; londe I landys
BN, cuntrey Ll- liggynge I om. RVQr beyng P, Tõngyng BN, -add all
Kk. 11 a boutel therabowte TDBMPWQ, therto al N; and of
heml om. RV; andl that BN; wasl add so ATDEBNMJLQ, so Kk.
12 thatl thee ATD?EHTBNM?PKkJLW; il-treel add for Pt qdd fore to
to stere ne M, add for to stir or for Q; se-ETel stere-E
13 for heml om. MPQ; forl from T; fere andl om.
KYÀTEHIKkJLW, thãgret BN, ?the D; þat they hadl om. Kk.
14 Thanne was therl Also ther was JL, That tyme in Inde was W.
15 thatl in the Est cuntrey wich J; þe wasl and also they
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,4

caltyd W; þel om. H. 16 hilIel om. Kk; also/was clepidl trs.
RVBN; "iso-"ãs-l is also TD; hras cFpidl is nempnede Hi wasT-Ts
E; clepidl nempned YI, I namyd J¡ the hillel om. O. 17 onl
<on> N, of J; hillel add of vaws J. 18 wardel add of f,
worlde P; the(2)l omE 19 hem of I om. M; ofTãm. E; wasl
om. L¡ and kepedf gll-. RV. 20 aspiesl -k-eperes_ RV,-ã'en bothe L.
T øyl om. W; forl-ãdd drede of JL. 22 Israell add many dayes
J; ãf t6Fwardl also EE forl add drede of JL. 2Eo tymel
and so whan eny of here ( (here) l'1I seide Enemes MPQ; so thatl
For TD, om. E; sol because A, om. J, insoomoche Lt 3if anyl the
A; anyl-add of the BN, the Romãln TD, so $/ere þat þe E; peplel
men in þe-londis aboute RV. 24 in any tyme/purposedel trs. J;
in any tymel om. TWr inl that A, at Kk; tymel tymes B;
purposedel acþ-?(in any) tyme D' add hem L, purpose N' proposed
Kk; with s-tronge hondel for MPQ.- 25 in tol om. E' in B; the
countree of tf,"l seide MP, same Q; thel þat eN;-g. M;
countreel cuntreies L' londe W; of thel and BN; ofl or YRVHIL'
or to J. 26 kyngdomel kingdomes J; anonl om. among V' BN, and
L, ?þane Q; the(2)l oq. KYARTDHIBNM?PKkW. -27 espyesl keperes
RV; hillesl hille P;-aboute I 94. O. 28 thurghl by W, add þe
Q; shewedel shewende M; warne-õel add to N. 29 the(1)l gm.
Kk; that Vausl of the other hyl$ and the kepers of thys
other (thys otherl om. N) hille of Vawce $/ere (was N) warnyd BN;
that vi'ere inl of W;-thatl add been and M?PQ; werel add there
Kk; inl on H; the(2)J ac\! seiOe MPQ. 30 Vausl Va?ã<Vauce)
T, add for L¡ asl add thus BN; nyghtl nyghtes tyme J.
31 ñããel add a KYARilTDEHTNKkL; fyrel fires J; dayel dayes tyme
Jr þey mãiiãl om. EW, a Kk. 32 madel add a KYARTD?EHINL;
smokèl smokes ¡; that hiIlel thitk ATDr-E.hatl the E, thilke IJ,
this MPQ; hil1el add of RENJLW, add called ïas M' add callyd PQ.
33 Vausl om. Kk?; passethl passen Ar Passid LTDKkJWi of
heightel om. VEHJr ofl in L, or W. 34 hillesl hitl Kl'a9d in
heyght th-at ben E, add envyron Qt in Estl om. Kk; in that
contreel om. W; inT of BN; that contree ofl om. MPQ.
35 and . . estl om. RV; andl or JQ; inl of BN-L; Estl add
cuntre T, add pa-rTe L, add parties Q; Andl om. E; sol om-.H,
þan I. 36-6 anyl om. V; swiche tokenel om. L¡ tokene wasl
lokens were W; 

- was-l were N; seyl add thæ MPQ.
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l byl om. Ew. 2 maner of I the Ei of(1)l9!. HIBQ; þatJ þe-
KYARVTDEHIMPJL; contreel add þere O. 3 a6õutel om. HW; redy
to a3eyn stondel cut awayÇ to comenl for (adli-drede of Q)
here-enemyes UapO; tõT?or to W; a3eyn stonde I w-T:thestonde hem
BN, wiþstònde LW. 4 anyl om. E, add of her BN; hadde comenl
came W; comenl add in to tfrÇlond F 5 wherforel Also J; þat
tyme that balaam sol þe tyme of BaIaam
cancell-ed cun tre P; tha t f orsayde l

that W; þatl add
unreadable r;-Ehatl om.

JL.
incarn a
KYATDHK
by nygh

6so
c ioun
k; a
t wha

gloriouse:.y/ propheciede I trs.
ofl om. BN; fhesu CrYstl om.

nd(2)j-om. H, this hi1le of-va
n he J;- the sterrel þerre Q;

ç-

W

vts
S

7
.8
was k

ayde l

the
Crystl om.

epte by day and
add thus JL.
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9 stella ex lacobl om. YAEHMPQ; ex a forsayde I vt Supra Kk,
&cl&c W; ex Iacobl om. KTDBN; &c a forsaydel om. J;

exurgit homo de TEFaet et dominabitur omnium gencium L.
l0 thannel that EBN, add anoon L; allel add þe
KYARVTDEHIBNMPKKJL'{Q; gTeTe] om. J¡ Ioräãsl teades (Lordes) T.
11 andl add a
the w; õEl i
inl om. A, in
cancãïled des

lso J; al1el 
"¿O-þe 

KYARD?IBMKkQ,.om. E; otherl
n YRVHIKkL; yndel fade (ynde> T. 12 andl om. BN;
to V, of TDE, of aI MPJQ, add all L; Eestl adT
ide P, add pa rt ie J, add pã?E L; de s irede I 

-to sterrel om. L; tol for to MPQ. 13 thatldesiderin M;
þe Q; andl add they BN; byhyghtenl add grete VL, behestid BN,
height MP, tñey promysed for to gyue grete W; 3iftes tol om. E.
L4 thel þese Q; thisl þat V, his P, þe KkLWr of(2)l om. YRI.
15 andl add also BN; more ouerl add they BNJ, om. W. 16 medel
wages nv]-õm. I, reb/ardes and gyf:E-s 9rl; 3if .lseyel at such
tyme as they sholde se W; it . . nerel om. Hr itl gq. TDEL;
sol om. Ì'lPQ- 11 that they seye byl cuE-gway K; t-ffitl om. E;
seyeJ-seght MP, seygh Q; daye or by nygl'teT night or by Fye w;
by(2)l em. E. 18 fer or nerel om. MPQ; fer or nere anyl Fyre
or ony õEher BN; anyl add grete -fi lyght or any sterrel sterre
or light H, ster or eny-lyght MPQ' lighter sterre L¡ orl of J.
19 anyl om. KkI¡'I; the eyre or in I om. W; or in the f irmament l
cut arvef:-Îì or I om. BN. 20 thaì-. Anone I wyse fourmed than
hath be accustumed to be seen that Incontynent VV. 2I þatl om.
KYARVTDEHIBMKkPJLQ; tymel add or appered H, tymes B' om. L¡
theyl ?that D. 22 shewe a-ñã-l om. BN; shewel add to-kenes JL,
add J.yght W. 23 sol thus JL; -longe ( 25)borel þe longe and
comyn faame aroos and was spoken of þe sterre þat Qi tymel om.
P; that communel camme V; thatl þe YARTDEHIBNMPKkJL.
24 loosl pronystifyeng W; of this sterrel om. TD; thisl þat V,
þe KkI¡{; spokel add of þis sterre TD, gretly desyred W.
25 andl of that yt was BN; borel here P; thurghl þorugh oute
JL; londesl land Kk, add and kyngdomes L¡ ofl add þe
KYARVTDEHTBNMPKkLQ, 899 yttO and of the J. 26 Estl add party L¡
Andl add atso Li of-(T)l for RV, so J, also W; thisllG v.
27 vaGT add And so (a1so N) there BN, gdd moreouer of the same
hylIe W; 

-aroosl 
rose VWi a . greteJ-trs. Qt al and Kk;

worshipeful and al om. W; worshipef ull g-ret E. 28 and a
gretel om. J; a grEel om. N; gretel worshipfulle E; inl of E;
yndel +-aee (ynde) T. 29 tfre Estl that Coste BN; Estl add
þarte L, add of þis name and hill of vaus Q; the whichl Úãt W;
tfre(2)l om. t¡. 30 Vaus.l add ?it JL, Yaüe€ (Vauce) T;
in to . laf terward I om. RV;-T-n -to I vnto BNW. 31 And I add
þerefore N; al om. P- worshipeful morel om. N;
worshipefull Cgg-Tynrede TW. 32 ne myghtyl om. Q; ne a
more I and E; ãIom. ATDW; more I add noble and W; myghty l
mytyer N, myghtfulle E; kynredel g¡. DW. 33 londes and the
kyngdomesl lande Kk; andl of MPQr-ãdd a1t W; tfre(2) I om. TDEBJ,
yèfrê e. 34 of I in aI MPQ, in w; Fstl add cuntrey Lr-itl ye
N. 35 be shewedl here N; shewedl add more plainly W, add here
Q¡ afterwardl om. H; Ànd this $¡orshT-pefull þe whichfull Q.
36 thisl þat v,-Ehe w.
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f.. 4 vb

1 thel add kynredde of the
E; þatl the wiche JL. 3
cryst . (8)Acresl largely
Bedelem BN. 4 3el we TD;
afterl here Afftyrwarde B,
aftyrward moore pleynly P,

W, þees Q. 2
oure afterl
unreadable I;

that was clepedl om.
Criste Ihesu W;

1n
here afterl

here afterward more playne M,
it. more p1enly declared hereaffter Q.

crystJ om. RQ, add
aftirwarde here L¡

CHAPTER 4

4 Capm iiijtuml Capitulum tercium KYATDMPKkJLT ofr. EHBNW.
5 t lnl In KYATDEHIBNMPKkJLQ, Ri3t in RV; lorde-T add a
KYATDEHBNMPWQ, add fhesu Cryste a Et g5\! goO Kk, add ihesu crist
JL. 6 andl qm. VEHKkLWQ; whan .-clepedl om. O. 7 that in
this contreel Eãpeated B; thatl wich is J; in this contreel now
RV, om. lV; this contreel t.he contree þat JL. 8 florisshede
andl om. W; stodel was RV. t his vertue ioye and prosperite
andl þ?osperyte and in Ioye and in (inl om. B) vertu it BN; his
vertuel om. W; vertuel om. RV; ioyel oîì A. 10 enhabitedl
anheriteilH, enhabyte BN14, enhawnsyd PW;- worshipef ull diuers E,
om. W. 11 lordesl Barouns RV; and(2)l add also JW; with
duersel om. V; withl om. TDE, of R. 12-2 ordres diuersel
om. Kk; mãn of Religiouãl men and wommen of religíon J,
-ref igious men L. 13 andl om. W; of ( 1)l om. L¡ alle maner of
men òfl many BN; maner of mõl om. E; of(7fl gq. J; men ofl
om. W. 14 and tungesl om. RVr tungesl thyn-ges Kk.
T5 the(1) . loosl trs. Q;-and the loos of that Citeel of the
Citee and the loos TD; loosl praysynge W. 16 thatl the EPLW;
ofl om. YRVHIJ, repeated Kk; Aconl add or Akers W; þurghl add
outeT, þoroweowÉllffiL, add aI le M-PQ. 17 And more ouerT-Ïn
so moche þat E; more ouer . . tungesl alle maner of marchaundes
hriþ her marchaundyses (marchaundise V) RV; more ouer alIel so
for the name therof diuers maner (maners PQ) of MPQ; more ouerl
more Ji al1el add maner of BN. IB andl add of diuers BN;
tungesl londis illangages Q; thiderl add ããã brou3te thider
KYATDHIBNMPL, and brought a1le maner of-marchandises Q.
19 bothe seel om. MP; bothel and broght Kk; by(1)l add the
DE; londe (22-\thaLl þe water and by lande and so Q; -5t thel
om. W; thel om. VHfBNKkJL; seel water VHKk. 20 and
ñrldel om. RVr and broughte thiderl of KEW, om. YATDHIBNMPKkL.
2I of(1)l-om. HIJ; marchaundisesl marchaundise-THLW; of the
worldel both by tand and by water And MP, add þat my3t be L.
22 so myght I om. Li so I in so moche J; tha t I g.¡lt. MPW;
therJ they -ul cit-eel eqq in aI londis J. 23 thãF to
Thannel hit in blysse nõTin array So þat Kk; of nobleye and of
myghtl in alle (add the PQ) worlde MPQ; nobleye andl nobles ne
W; myghtl rycheG RV. 24 Thannel And MPQ; thisl the VEMPWQ;
grete name andl om. Kk; namel renommee Q; andl 9*. E' add the
11. 25 grete loosl manyfold prasynges W; gretel om. VEBNJLQ;
andl with oþer Q; mervaylesl meruelle MP. 26 vilerel add
haboundantly founden Q¡ therel om. L¡ the hterel om. Kk; of
birthel om. Jr ofl CdQ þe BNJQ. 27 that l4'erel om. Wf werel
add was Ç there Í.¡ -TñLsl the VELWQT progeniel add and burthe
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L, add a
repãTed
thyns I þ
in more
30 wonde
add was

nd kynredde W. 28 in tol add the seide Cite of (of
O) MPQ. 29 whannel for HE-ÑIJ; seyel add þere TD;

inges RVEKkW, add Þere Q; more wonderfull there habunde
worshyppe W; morel add plentefull and MPQ.
rfull add there BMP, add and more plentevous L; thanl
H; anãT-or BNMPJQ; -i.nT2)l add alle BNMPJWQ.

31 contree of the Estl Est cuntrey J; om. MPQ;
fõ? herecon tree I con treyi s Bûtl;

M?PQ, add the TD?.
ofl repeated W;

32 desportel d iserte L, so many plasures W;
theyl om. H; abydenl add and dwellid stille RV, taryed W, add
reseant-Q. 33 madenTã O þer MPQ, buylded w; fairel addEur
W; and Castel l Castffie & a Strongé E. 3 4 in . -lo-rde l
om. MPQ; inl add the Cite of J. 35 kynge or lordel lord or
l-ynge BNW; kyngre orl om. L¡ lordel add to abide fnne TDL, add
to Iy in J; Andl add also L; theyl om. HQ, add of ynde BN;
broughtel add owt F 36 ynde and oF]- om. BÑf andl add owte
VKKJL.

f 5a

contree of thel
by cause ofl

¡t

1 Estl add party L; ryche and wondirfull trs. RV; ryche andl
om. E; and wondirfull om. TDW; wondirful-õFnamentes andl
ñrshipfull Q; wondirfft ornamentesl worshipfull ?garmenz Kk.
2 andl add wonderful T(D), riche Lì Iewelsl jewel1 H.
3 otherëT-þe B; Iewels they broughte al the M, they broughte a
PQ; Iewelsl om. Kk. 4 broughtel add with hem J¡ al qdd
costlewe W; ã-rayedl garnisshed O. 

-5 
precious stones-an-O

perlesl perles and precious stones W; preciousl preciouses Y;
stones and perlesl trs. RV; and perlesl and riche perlis J, om.
L. 6 andi þut KYAE; inl on H; place a bouel of the Dyademã
W. 7 stodenl were wryte R; lettres of Chalde andl om. L¡
Chaldel GoId VMPW; andf om. R, as ATDEMPQ. I madel-om. BNW;
afterl om. DEHMPKk9{Q, to rt 9 thel add r^'orshypfull N7om. J;
i i j I .OO-glorious J. 10 whan theyl ffi-iche H; soughte I lilent to
seke oure lord N, add oure lord J, saeJe W; godl oure lorde Kk,
Ihesu Crist JL, CrEe 9rl; al þe BNQ. 11 thel a BVIQ, add holy
RV; byside And thatl And besyde þat BN; bysidel add hym W; And
thatl þe whiche Q. 12 wasl om. MPQ; trtelchioresl Melchior
KYAEHIBNMPQ; þel made that waEgUr ofr. KkW; kyngl kyngis H.
13 and of Arabiel om. RV; of(2) I om-. Pr þatl and ÀEr ofr. MPQ.
14 goldel om. P; E- god as they sãy-nl as they seyne tolod
allmyghty e; tol add Almy3ty NL; god seynl Criste W; godl
oure lord Thesu CrF verry god and man J; they seynl it rs
feythfully writen and registred in autentique cronicles þere Q;
theyl men Kk; seynl sey3en K, 4 þ"te Jt fforl en¿ BN.
15 thatl þe v; andl Ê99 þor* BNL; meritel merites RTÌiBNJW, add
tharof f and MPO. 1-6--thel þes RBNV{, þoo LQ; blessede I om.
TDEH, add and glorious J, hooly Q; god almyghtyl trs. J.
I7 almygàtyl om. RV; helede and sauedel trs. JL¡ helede andl
om. DQ.- 

- 18Ï'-an and bestel trs. V; andT-qdq woman and BN,
lõman- and Jr of I add many RVI-diuerse I addTormentes (torment
Kk) and YHIKkJ, adõi-and mãny Q; infirmit!-!l syknesses W.

19 Andl add specTälly Mpe; what euell alle men þat hade or
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were laburede with þat horrible seeknes called morbo caduco Q;
þatJ om. IBNJW; was take withl hadde MP; wasl om. H, $¡ere J.
2O thõT om. H; foul euell fallyngeuyll v{. 2l-Thel that MJLQ;
corounel-dyademe EJLWQ; wasl add with devocion was Q; leydel
put RV. 22 anonel sode inly bv-y m iracle Q; he I the creature P;
wasl add al J, add made aI Q; hooll add of þat sikeness L¡
WhereTõTel end -[[ÞÏQ, ther fore 9{. Tafterward] om. V;
maysterl maisters ATDEMPQ; andl of RTDEBNJLQ, ef er of Kk.
24 ordrel ordres ATDEMPT ofl add the EHBNMPKkLWQ; temple rs l
temples AKk, add af terward V; -Emel om. W , saide vertuous

of golde wíthl goldrelique of þe Q. 25 dyademel crowne RV;
wiþ R, of gold and wiþ V, and MP; of goldel om. WQ; withl of
Kk. 26 othere preciousel ?tnminuevable rycTiê reliques and Q;
otherel om. Kkl^li preciousel riche L, add cancelled stones Kk;
rewelsl õTnamentis RV, add and ornamenEãE HL, add and many riche
ornamentis Jt of oFFyngesl and kept it fóFa worschipful
Iewel RV; of the whichl that þorv¿ þe wiche BNr of I by Q; thel
om. TKkJW. 27 corounel dyademe JL, om. Q; haddel om. N;
Ïãtel gote BN, late 3eris J, om. LW, lon--ge tyme Q; pFõfite ofl
om. WQi profitel Rycchesse BN. 28 ofl and IKk, as be B, be N;
õffryngesl offeryng KkW; Butl And ATDEMPQ; after tyme thatl
aftyrwarde whan L¡ afterl add þe RVBNQ, add þat E; tymel om. W.
29 thatl om. EN; ordre (35)afterl heþen people hade v/onne
and goten-þat solempne Temple and Citee of Iherusalem and
despoyled it of þat saide diadeeme and aIle þe oþer reliques
IouailIes þey hade þer never sith þat tyme hider came it to þe
knolegge or witting where any cristen creature wist redely or
herd telle where alle þat richesses with oþer many oþer
hornameniuz of þe chirche of cristen feyth be came which is gret
sorov¡e to alle cristen nacion Q; ofl add þe NMPKkW, add these B;
templersl temples Kk. 3O wasl !{ere ffineNxkJl!,¡; tlEel om.
HBNMPJW, ?<anà) Kk, men cowde nou3t knowe L¡ wherel whider-t-,
were I, than H; þatl add þis RV, add the D, the HKk. 31 andl
add the H', add many BN@ add alleEe MP; otherl add ryght W;
prec iou se f ---egq je wèt Ie s anFT[, Iê wel lys and BN r gddGwel l i s and
rich J; ornamentesl Iueles MP. 32 bycome afterl were bicomen
neither L; afterl om. KkW; it was neuere knowel can no man
telle BN; wasl is fR-; neuere knowel trs. D, vnknown Kk.
33 knowel add. 3it xvanvTDEHrMPJLr in tõÏ vnto BNW; wher
fore ( s-EÏl)-note I om. RV. 34 ther sorwe I grete sorowe
and lamentacion wasElenne Wi htasl add a E; sorwel serche L;
madel add þerfore E. 35 aIl om. D; thatl þe KYATDEHIBNMPKkL;
longe Ï iamel aboute MoreouerThe forsayde W; tymel om. P;
afterl add Ànd J. 36 the same Princesl ?a prince Kk;

EKK?JL.
the l

f. 5b

(4)whichel bokes writen

these Jfsamel om.

l broughtel add also I¡ù; oute
thre kynges þe whyche were Ebrewe
Kk; oute of ynde bokesl oute Inde
2 boke s I add which were [rI; in
Q; hebreÇT-Grew M; caldeel tolde

and þe same (di f f icult
bokes T, bokes out of
caldeel of Caldee and
L, add langege berynge

of the
to read)
ynOe O.
Ebre we
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witnesse W. 3 lyfì Iives L; and . . dedesl om. Q¡ of(2)l om.
IM?P; dedesl add and miraclis J. 4 thisel om-.-H, those 9V; --
iijl add blessed-d I<yREHIBNMPQ, add hooly TD, adilworshipful L,
gÌoriõG and worshipful J, add-renommed W; 

-bokesl 
om. E.

5 were afterwardl trs. fk; -i-fterward translatedl trs. BN; in
tol in Kk. 6 f reJi-she I add tunge J; sol thus L;-of I in H, be
BN, þorugh Jr thisel the-TR, those lr/, þoo Q; andl om. E, add
also J. 7 of (1)l þorough J, add þe Q ¡ of (2) t-hãtl reõng
of hem Q; of(2)l 9m. EHBNKkJ; syghtel sightis L; and also ofl
mony faire ATDEMP;-and(2)l om. H; alsol om. W. 8 of I þorough
J; sermouns and omelyesl trE O; and omelyesl om. Kk; andl add
of LW; thatl om. BNIUP. Tbeenl were BN¡ ofT. (13)progenET
&c M; of (-T-f )Uof e I om. P, many hoolly sermons and omelyes Q.
10 been to gedrel is-this boke writen and gadered H; beenl
and BN, this presente treatyse is W; to gedre,/and puttel trs.
TD; andl add so L¡ putte thatl compresed in one libell-r
lytel boke-ãJso W. 11 boke I add And KkJ; shul I shulde J.
12 thel this E; kynrede of thi-progeniel ?progenie and kenred
Kk; of thisl and þe Q. 13 thisl the VEHIJLT berethl bere
ARTDEMPLWQT alrn¡eyl om. HQ, al-Ie wyth M. 14 in her banerel om.
Kk; banerel baners ñ-, armes and bannyers yitte Q; in to this-
day/ a sterrel trs. BN; in to this dayl om. RV; in tol vnto W;
sterrel in theiFbaner Kk. 15 with al-w-hiche is made in þe Q;
al þe AVTEBNKk; thel a ATEMP9,IQ, add holy RV; made afterl on W.
16 afterl in BN; maner and the sanre] om. ATDEIMPKkJLQ; andl add
in BN; the same(2)l in lyke I^1. 17 ilormel add þat E; iijl ããZi
blessid KYAEIBNW, add blesfulle MPQ' add glorllõ-us] J. 1B the
tyme ofl om. EMPQr the(1)l om. W; t-tìe(2)l add fncarnacioun and
J. 19 ourel add blesfulle-fr-, blyssed P; fõrde ihesu crystl
sauyoure CrysteThesu W; l-ordel add blessed Q; And (30)itl
And þis banere was bore in euery bãEille þat was do bitwix
cristen men and sarsyns RVi so alweyl om. H; it was thatl
thus L, gq. W. 20 that al-wey afterl alwey þat a Sterre BN;
that( 1) l--eq. IKkJr alweyl aIì- day PQ; tf,^t(ãl I om. H, add the
prophete lil 2I of I add of þe seyd BN; thisl tlã't W; GEerrel
add cancelled and that-R; and.. (30)itl the more the fame and
Gyring of the sterre encreased and the more gretli it was had
in remembraynce thurygh out aLle the londe of Inde and of Caldee
and also the more þe people desyred to see it in theyr lyue dayes
W; andl om. HMPQ, add that Kk, anoon L. 23 ther after a
fore seidãi-after þãTterre Kk; ther afterl þere HBN; thisl þe
YATDEHIMPKJQ; Vausl add many 3e is J. 24 a fore seidel add
and BNMLQ; the aGrl om. P; þat thisl þe Q. 25 this .
morel they loke Kk; thisl þ-e- YHI; af terl add vpon the hille of
Vaws IJL; the morel om. N. 26 the loos and the famel trs.
KYATDEIBNT'IPKkJL, fame-ãnd loos H, fame and þe loos Q; of-this
sterrel om. EH; thisl þe sayd Kk. 27 encresedel gdd of the
sterre El- and of I om. J; andl om. Q; spokenl-macle I.
28 thurghl add al-le TDB-NMPL, þorowedwt .lt; of(2)l om. HBPKkJQ.
29 andl whe?ãEor L; al l om. BN; þe I om. E; peple l-"dd gretely
BN; desirede to se i tl oE-þoo landeç and cuntreys reElssed
inwardely for to see it so were þey hrere reioyssed in body and
sowle for to here þer offe Q; desiredel add for DMP, add at all
tymes BN, desireth Kk, add gretly for J,;ffii sore L. TO itl
that sterre J.
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f. 16a

CHAPTER 27

Iac. P.

34 The bethleeml And 3e schul vndirstonde þat RSV; Thel that
KYATDEIL, and þat HOBNMWQ, And in that J; samel om. W; d"yl
tyme LW; thisel the OBNKk; threl add noble D, qãõ'worshipful
JL. 35 soughten (16b1)tymel w-TFshippt.e our-e lorde he r^ras
Kk, of fred thus to Cryste he \¡ras W; soughten bethleem l
worshipped and soughte god in Bethelem with gifftis E¡ godl oure
Iorde fhesu Crist J, add all myghty L. 36 worshipedel worship
!1; withl add her MO; 3iftel ¡iftes KYATD(E)HIoBNMJLQ.

f. 16b

l Cristl om. YRSVHf; \,¡ês that tymel worshiped him Q; tymel g¡\!
as RSV, same E. 2 ofl add þe age of Q. 3 oldel age KYAIKk,
of age TDEMJLWQ; and .-Emdelfatl om. W; hel gq. TDEOBNKk;
sumdãIfatl add and rownde Lt feyrest ffi all membrãF of mankynde
O. 4 hel om. EOBNQ; by wrappedl wrapped KYARSVTDETOBNMKkJLW'
om. H, þere ET pore clothesl clothes of tytyll valewe W.

5 andl om. OBNWQ; his moder lappel hey3e (om. Kk) in (in to M,
om. Kk)-þe (a RSVMJQ) manger (add of þe beestes Q) vppe (of M) to
þã armes Also (And RSVMLQ, And--ãfso J) oure (add Blissid JL) J-ady
èeint Mary his (add blessed O) modyr (his modffi om. E)
YARSVTDEHMKkJL; 

-moderl 
moderes OBNW; as SheT-om. Kk.

6 writenl repeated by writing Q; bokesl add and SytT- Sayth that
O, add and BN; Shel om. MQ, the W; wasl add þere L, add a fere
cre-ature e. 7 in pe-Fsone I some wha t E, aliTttte M, aE[sum what
J; inl a H, add hyr OBN; flesshlyl flesshy KYRSEO, ã-onveniently
flesshed Q; ãnã- somdel brounl but a browne woman Kk; somdell
som what WQ; brounl browiiiiii(er?)sshe A. B the(1)l om.
VHWQ; tfre(2)l om. K, þes YARSVTDEHTOBNMKkJLI/'IQt iijl ac\!-
\4rorshipful JL.- 9 withl and J; whyte and a pore mantell
mantill of white ful1 poure E, cloth in þe maner of a mantill Kk'
poore whyte mantell W, symple cleene mantell of white Q; and a
porel om. RSVL; and al om. HOBNM.

Iac. Kk.

10 and that mantell þe whiche Q; thatl the E; mantell om. W;

shel add kepte and o. 11 heldel 1dd all Q¡ hir(t) I "OÏ- 
childe

J; hT¡T2)l the A. 12 Andl add a-iFo J; hirl the E; 
-was 

.

facel sauf his face was hiled al-to gedir nay but hir hede al
sauff hir face Q; heledl couered I¡'l; alto gedirl also al1 RSV.
13 thel here MJL; facel visage RSV; al om. RSV. 16 heldel
lift RSV; vpl om. J; god almyghtysl our-e lord Crist Ïhesu is
HJ, hyr Sonnys õf oure lorde god her sone his BN; almyghtysl
almy3ty KYRSEI; heuedl add Cryst fhesu O, add verri god and man
J.
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Kk resumes

I7 So (32)godl rewritten with the inclusion of material from
ch.Í221 RSV; So af terwarde tÏatl 

-And 
þan J, And-so whan L¡ E-T

om. Ht and OBNKkQ, and so M; afterwarde thatl after W; thatl

P resumes.

19 his andl unreadable I¡ hondes

ffianne þat T, whan DEO, om. BN; i i j I add worshipf ul JL; kyngesl
add whan þey BN. 18 hã-dOel om. J; 

-v¡orshiped 
... hondesl

õEeryd Kli; worshipedl add our-ã lorde o, add almighti Jr godl
add So o, add with 3iftis J, oure lord lhesu Crist L; andl om.
E.

ryght W; andl add þan J. 20 leyde
dovne O; þe childesl Crystes W. 2
and BNJ; wasl where OBN; withl of K

l
l
1

k;

honde KYATDH, om. N, add
lefte E; 3iftesl ggg-
heuedl add Ihesu O, add

þ i se l-L n-" D , he r N-, Cqq

he Statvre
af tur
s huI

eclared to

w; ln
f the

riches O. 22 3e shul heren/ afterwardesl trs. PQ; heren
af terwarde sl trs. Kk; heren I haue knowleche-OM ì afterwarde s l
add Capitulum-ÏÏim KYATDTP, om. H, her aftyrwardes of t
of--thes thre wyrchypphull kyn-ges as folwyth here O' her
Capitalum xxjm M, add Capitulum xxj Also furthermore 3e
vndirstonde tfrat.r-, e5þ more pleynly Capm 21m L, add &c
(Chapitulum xxj> NowlÏs storie shall beo more opuñTy d
yowe of Q. 23 that wasl om. W; thatl the wiche J. 24 andl
or Q; ofl om. EOBP, repeated M; Arabiel add was he Kk' add and
Nubye Q; tããt I om . l-to go god I he-eMpQ i go I om
KYATDEHToNKkW, aTñ'ighti JLr godl add he KYATDEHToNL' ãdd And he
Kk; Ieestl om. O, the leest man MPJLQT, lesse Kk; and
(29)staturel-om. O. 26 ofl om. E; personel add and BNMPJWQ'
add And of þÍs thre kynges Kk.- 27 Godoliel cõ6by MP, sodolie
RIt andl add of KYARSVTDEHIBNMKkJLWQ; thatl om. Kk. 28 to
godl he w;-tol add almighti JL; godl add ne E¡(RSV)TDEHTBNJL,
ãA¿ and he Kk; o-f menel a fadome of len-Ç-ht and of Lt ofl eqq a
fyenSvfDlMKkJWQ; menel om. BN. 29 in his personel o4.
hisl and of PQ; inl of V-MKk; personel add moche O, a-dd o
myddell assysd BN. 30 thaars and of tÍ-yle of I em-. E.
31 andl add kynge L¡ the yle ofl em. THN; þat godl oI. E:32 to go-dl he KY(RSVE)IL, add he AT-DEoBNMPJQ, om. KkW; tol add
almigfrli,f; moost wasT-om. OBN; moost of-Etaturel þe mõGte
persone in stature of aIle þõs Q; moosËl of moost stature and
T, þe most man MKkL, the moost persoone Pt of staturel of
persone KAVTD, in persone YRSHI, add the whiche offeryd myrre to
god E, of persone in stature M, íìi-stature P' add and personne
Kk, in his persone J, of persoone and of stature L. 33 andl
add he KYARSVTDEHMPKkJLWQ; al om. RSV. 34 wher of it is nol
Etfr owtyn OBNW, þe whiche is n-ot for to Q; wher of itl And þat
I,tp; wher ofl þat V; it forl om. Kkr itl om. KYARSVTDEHIJL;
for amonge uf fe otherel wherof RSVffor W. :-S otherel add
thynges l,lp.l, om. Kk, add as L, add kynges Q; prophetel prophecie
KkJL; saythl -!q thus-OJ, seyde-BNMPWQ, sa íd thus Kk; Coram
i11o procident-l om. E. 36 procÍdentl proicíent O, procidens B,
procedunt M, proGdent KkW, procedet O.
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f. 16va

1 terraml terra L; lingentl add et E' surgent Q

veniant Qr ad te I tibi MPQ. 
-2 

tibi I te MPQ;
adorabant Q. 3 vestigial vestia Or v€stimenta
tuorum I etcetera KATEBNMT{, add etcetera H, e ius
PQ; Thatl This RSVBN. 4E-l for to D; sayl
shulIe faLle/ Ethiopesl trs. H; fallel add doune
KYARSVTDHIBNKkJLT ortì. OMP, add and bow downe W.
om. H, Ethiopus o; shul l sõÏl¿e o. 6 erthe l
fOetrahedl betrayed DLQ, sha11 betray OBN. B

steppesl Sappis O; feetl add And J.

i venientl
adorabun t l
KkL; pedum

etcetera O, om.
vnderstond W;

5 Ethiopesl
add and OBNJL.
t¡-el thy B;

1ac. Kk.

9 fferthermore (28)beenl displaced RSV; fferthermore
(f2)personel But hauynge regarde to the persones þa t \^rere tha t
tyme they were but lytilI persones thoos thre kynges W;

fferthermorel Also 3e schul vndirstonde þat RSV; iijl 
"dqworshipful JL. 10 andl with BN, add alle M, shal worship and

alle Q; her hoste I all her men RSVLT hoste I oostes HBNIVIP, add
of pepil J, hoostes Q; hauynge theyl om. L. 11 that menl
of meñ that MPQ; ofl at ABMPQ, êdd at TDEN, therof IJ, add in o.
12 tymel add þat N; theyl om. B-; werel add but L¡ ryghEJ om-
OBN; 

- of persõne J personys õ-eN, of staturffind of persoone Ll
personel persouns VDP. 13 In so moche/thatl trs. O; Tn so
mochel repeated D; manerel eQA of KYARSVDEHIBNPLIdQ' om. M ' the
J. -14-æ 

men M, add ot-pat cuntre Ji mervayled-moche of
heml had moche merueylie therof W; moche/of heml trs. 1¡ mochel
om. JL. 15 that(1)I om. V, they OBN; shewedeI semyd W; well
om. H. 16 werel om. ãTOIþNIMPL; frol of RSVM, of straunge and
Q; contree Estl countrees W; outl om. T. 17 Estl add

the nerer toward þeworlde L¡ ffor Estl om. DB;parte of þe
Est and the
toward þel

nerer the vprisinge of the sonnel trs. H;
fyrlhere E; nererl ner TO; towardl om. W;

nererl om. L. 18 andl om. O, is MPQ; the nerer thel om. J;
the nere-r-l om. W; the( t) f@qg5! O; nererl add ys o, -füd to
MP; the(i)T-om. P; vprisyngTR7syng EJ, spríã-ginq H.

nerer
þe

19 that men bGn borel and the hete maketh hem (add fore Q) to be
(add the Q) MPQ; that menl the men that E; thatl om. N;
beé; andl ther of bene the lasse of Statvre that bene borne
there and also O, þere be the leste of (be þer lasse of þer N)

persone þat be borne there and BN. 20 thel om. P¡ they beenl
om. MPQ; staturel add of body RV, add body S.- 2\ tfre(1) I add
*";r J;' feblere an-al the mor" i *ore-feble Jnd W; feblere I adiln
wittis H; the more tendrel tendreer E' add of complexion OBN.
22 Butl and EW, add the O, Cqq here MPQ;-ìrerbysl +fr ?l=? tl:t?Or aclll Þere B, aild-and frutTil.l; beenl add þe RSVhl, add in that
cunffi more J; ffi more L¡ hotterel add-anð better (lõTtere and
better trs. H) 

-and 
(add also JL) all lãf 1 om. S) maner of (of om.

ñði =pv""= te 'oetf"i6q ther þan in oþer-c-untreis -J) YRSVHTJï;
add anä better ATDE, aìiti- ther BN, beter and hoter of (and P) more
ilf vertu then in oþerFountreys MP, add and more tendre þane
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þerbes of oþer cuntreys Q; andl add the O, add al-so J.
23 suche otherel al oþer suche J; --Suchel oml-FSv; otherel
wormes and Wt perilousel wylde RSV. 2meenl add more L, add
the W; grettere and more venemousl more venomous-ãd more
strenger and gretter RSV, more venomous and more greter þant(grette (gretter Q) and moore venemous than PA) oþer ben MPe;
andl add the W. 25 Ànd (28)beenl om. RSV; Andl add also
JL; ãlÏel add other L¡ manerel add of -KyADEIOMPQ, othFW.
page torn D.

26 andl add of Q; the(t) (29)beenl ben there
here !{; -ñãrerl Ner O; sonnel that O, add þat L.
andl om. Q; they beenl om. TEHMP; morñ-nd thel
grettere they beenl gretter N. 28 fferthermore
(16vb16)Capitulum xxijl om. KYATEHIOBNMp(Kk)JLWQ,

more grete than
27 they

om. O; and the

anom. RSV.
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The glossary is divided

and a section of PROPER NAMES

re fe rence s .

A l- i st o f ABBREVI ATIONS

into two sections,

(PN); the two are

a main

I in ked

section

by cross

precedes the main section.

1 PIan (main section)

Layout has been modelled on Norman Davis's glossary to

Bennett and Smithers's Ear1y Middle EngI i sh verse and prose, with

some modifications; it also generally conforms to the guidelines

in EETS's Notes for editors. The etymologies are taken with

minor adaptations from MED, and checked against those in OED (at

the time of printing fascicules of MED to S.16 hrere available;

OED supplied the remaining entries).

Within an entry no attempt has been made to present the

senses in historical order.

(Bennett, J.A.W., and G.V. Smithers, eds. Ear1y Middle

English verse and prose. 2nd ed. Oxford: Clarendon, 1968.

GLossary by Norman Davis.)

2 llethod of entry

Choice of headword:

defining word units.

recorded, but forms

en tered .

In general MED practice has been followed in

Variant spellings of headwords are

w i th unreadabl-e Ie tters are not normal ly

Generally a noun (or verb) phrase is entered under the noun

(or verb), with select cross reference( s).
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Variant spellings: A final or guasi-finaI silent e is bracketed

in headwords with such variant spellings, e.g. anon(e);

apostata(e)s. A variant double letter is Iikewise bracketed,

e.g. sit(t)he, Tha(a)rs, as is variant final -n in verb forms

(infin., pr. p1., pa. t. p1., pp.), e.g. bere(n), bore(n), except

that no record of such variation is made for pa. t. forms of a

wk. v. Variation between i and y or th and þ is not noted.

Senses entered: The glossary aims to incl-ude all words and senses

no longer current. Though record is made of ME senses only, this

does not mean that modern sense( s) may not apply in other

contexts to the item entered, or even be present as a possible

alternative sense in the same context.

Punctuation: In definitions commas separate closely related

senses, semicolons mark off more distinct senses and spellings as

well- as phrasal usages. Where a word or senSe occurs only in a

phrase, the phrase is preceded by a colon, which is thus

equivalent to the words "(only) in the phr.". Stops mark off

major grammatical subdivisions. (However, as in Bennett and

Smithers, these conventions may be simplified in shorter

entries. )

Boldface type is used for headwords and their secondary,

forms, and for references to headwords. Grammatical designations

immediately foltowing head forms are italicisedr âs are unentered

ME words and citations. ModE sense equivalents appear within

single inverted commas.
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Entry of secondary form s:

a) Nouns: Regularly formed pIurals, i.e. in -_(")¡'-YS, etc.,

are noted only where a special sense attaches. No special

note is made of irregular or undifferentiated plurals (eyen,

place, hors, thynge, myle).

b) Verbs: rnfin. form(s) are entered first, foll-owed by any

relevant pr. t. forms, then pa. t. forms, then pp. Forms

are entered only if irregular, or if a special meaning

attaches; otherwise the meanings gathered under the headword

are assumed to apply to all secondary forms. The forms of

strong verbs are normalì-y recordedì if merely the

grammaLical designation appears at the head of a

subdivision, it is to be assumed that the form for that

subdivision is identical to the headword form (see e.g.

wasshe pr. !f.).
UnIess otherwise indicated, a weak verb is assumed to have

regularly derived secondary forms; only where a special

meaning attaches do subdivisions appear in the entry, under

the bare grammatical designation (e.9. pl. or pa. !.)
without record of the form itself.

In the pa. t., sg. and p1. are distinguished in strong verbs

onì-y, pa. t. sg. implying pa. t. f :-9.., and the simple

designation pa. t. implying that sg. and pl. are not

formally di stingui shed.
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Etymologies: These follow the main body of the entry in square

bracke t s .

The source form is not cited where its spelling agrees

substantially with the headword.

In the case of a strong verb the ME infinitive is cited at

the beginning of the etymology where this form (or the pr. pl. if

equivalent) is not already the headword of the entry' the

infinitive being spelt according to the most appropriate form

cited in t"lED; in the etymology of a wk. V.r the ME infin. form is

cited only exceptionally.

The ME infin. is followed by the OE infin. and the

applicabl-e principal parts, grouped in up to three subdivisions

separated by semicolons, and distinguished by punctuation

according to the following format (angle brackets encl-ose generic

terms):

(inf in.) (<pr. t. forms)); (pa. t. sg.>/ (p1.); (pp.)

Variant forms are separated by commas.

"&c.; after a cited form implies that other spellings exist,

the most appropriate having been chosen for illustration.

Order of entry: Bracketed Ietters are disregarded in the fiJ-ing

order. Headwords written as two words are fited as one. lnitial

f f counts as a single letter. Yogh immediateJ-y follows g in the

alphabetic seguence (rather than occupying the alphabetic

position of "y"i this is done in order to avoid separating

entries containing yogh internally or finally, where it is a less

common variant for gh). Thorn is treated as equivalent to th.

otherwise alphabetic order is followedr except that rtirr and rtjrr
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are separated according to their phonetic value; simiJ-arJ-y /v/
follows /u/. Words spelt alike but of different grammatical

categories are separated accordingly, the order of entry being:

ñ.r pron., art., adj., adv.r prêp.r conj., v. Where such words

are of the same grammatical category, the entries are

distinguished by superscript numerals.

The tag G ind icate s that among a number o f possible

meanings, the Latin favours the meaning so tagged.

A question mark before a headword indicates uncertaint-y over

the manuscript reading; before a line reference it signals a

possible instance of that meaning; before a sense it warns that

the sense may not be possible in ME. A bracketed question mark

marks a possible alternative sense or category.

ûrlhereas "cf ." has elsewhere the sense "contrastrr, in

GLOSSARY it is used in the weaker sense "compare".

3 Proper Names

These form a separate sequencei cross references to entries

in this section are preceded by the tag PN. Standard modern

equivalents (as found in AV, Peake, ODCC, etc.), often

supplemented with an epithet or concise explanatory phrase, are

given where the identity of bhe entry is not obvious or the

modern spelling differs appreciably. Personal dates are given

where ascertainable, preceded by rrb.'r or lrd.tr where only date of

birth or death is known; for rulers regnal years (preceded by

"r.") are cited by preference. Unless otherwise indicated, aIl

entries are assumed to be nouns and to have regular plurals.
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ÀBBREVTÀTIONS

A

ad j.

adv.

AF

CF

coll.

comp.

conj.

dat.

de m.

gen.

Gk.

Gmc.

inde f.

infin.

in tens .

in tr.

L

LL

LOE

l'1L

ModE

ModF

n

n.

OE

OF

OI

Ang 1 ian

adjective, -aI
adverb

Anglo-French

Central (OId) French

collective

comparative

conjunct ion, - ive

da t ive

demonstrative

gen i t ive

Greek

German ic

indefinite

infinitive

with intensive force

intransitive

Latin

Iate Latin

Iate OId English

Medieval Latin

Modern English

Modern French

note

noun

Ol-d English

OId French

Old lcelandic

ON

pa. t.
phr.

pI .

PN

pop. L

pp.

ppI.

ppl. adj.

pr.

prep.

pron.

pr. ppl.

refl.
re1.

Rom.

sb.

sg.

st h.

subj .

supe r1.

tr.

uIb.

V.

var(s).

vb1. n.

wk. v.

WS

Old Norse

pa st tense

p hra se

pI ural

PROPER NAMES

Popular La tin
past part iciple
participle, -ia1
participial adjective

present

preposition, -aI
pronoun

present participle

re flex ive

relative

Romance

somebody

s ingular

some t hing

subjunctive

supe r1a t ive

transitive
ul t ima tely

verb

variant form( s)

verbal- noun (gerund )

weak verb

West Saxon
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a indef. articl-e. (referring to a specified number of units

regarded as a set or as a whole): - x1 kyngdomes 29vb3O; a iiij

or y myl-e brood 1Ovb32n. [On an. For this usage, cf. ModE 'a

few', 'a hundred', &c.]

a prep.: - processioun in procession 28b3n; - this half see

half n. [Unstressed form of on prep.]

a conj. and 27a36. [weak form of and conj.]

a. See also a drad ppl_. gg_1.r a fore adv.r afore prep.r

a frayed pp.r a twlmne adv.¡ arday.

abyde v. stayr stop 7vb5; abydeth g. 3 gg. remainsr continues to

exist 27b2Ot 3b22; abidynge 9.. pp!. dweì-1ing, resident

I4va24n. abode g. t. sg. 9va30, l2vbl-0 &c.; hal-ted I3a22;

abood 32b15; came to rest 27bIIn. abyde(n) p. t. pI.4vb32,

L2vb22¡ (?were caused to) wait l-val7. abide(n) pg. 13b10;

awaited, looked forward to 9va9,21 &c. [oe abÏdan;

ãbãd/"bid."; abiden.l

able adj. trainedr competent 3Ovb2O; Gsuited i-7a33t 2}bg. [or, &

L habil-is.l

aboder abood. See abyde v.

aboute.æp. (place) (z)around l1b35n; (time) at, by the Eime of

8a2. [prom aboute adv. OE onb-utan.]

abroder abrood gg]y. spread or stretched out 20b17r26; streyned -

23bI7. [¡rom on brõd(e) (cf. a prep.).]

accordlmge ppf-.: - in to oon correspondingr in agreement 13va9.

[Prom accorde(n) v. & cf. accordaunt adj-l

a drad, adrad ppl. adi. afraid 7a31,33. Iinfin. adrêde(n).

LOE ãdrêdanr besides earlier ondrEdan & ofdrêdan.]
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af. See afs¡nke pp.

afferme r. give weight tor corroborate 9vb30n. [Or afermer ç

L affirmãre. l

a fore adv. previously lOa29, l5va13 &c. [oe on foran.]

afore pfg. (place) in front of l-5vb14; (time) before I3a27.

lrrom a fore adv.]

afor3eins prep. in front ofr facing 32b31n. [afore .Prep.. + 3eins

(Oe gegn, with gen. ending -es after the kindred to-leanes).]

a frayed pp. frightened, alarmed, terrified 20vb10. IOF esfraer,

effraer &c.]

?afspoke pp. spoken about l-7b13. [infin. ofspeke(n). From

speke(n) v. see s¡nk æ.. r. "g..1

after(e) .prep. (of congruence) in accordance with 3vb3, 6bB &c-;

in keeping with Bvbl3ni made lvke - made in the likeness of

5aB; made - the same maner as 5b15; on the authority of 3vb3;

see also after """-i. 
(of an object sought &c.) for: see loken

f., studyinge .8. ppL. [oe æfter.]

after ""qi. 
(of congruence) according as 9a9n; - as 8vI4; - that

2ob2, 25b1. (of time) - (tvme) that after 5a28,b20 &c. [short

for after _!ha!. From after(e) pIæ..1

after thanne adv. after that (was done), subsequently 12vb28-

[oe æfter ÞEtrm, þãm.]

after*rarde that conj. after f6bl7. I

agast pp., pp!. adi. frightened, terrified, awed 10a16r

11vb3O &c. Iinf in. agaste(n). cf. oE gFstan (rare) i for

prefix a-¡ cf. afëred, afright.]

OE æfterweard + that conj. l
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agone pp., ppl. adj. passed away, dead 2b25. Iinfin. ago-(n).

OE ãgãn; ëgã".1

a:elm(e) adv. back (to the place one came from) 2a5t 26va15 &c.

Ioe ongeg(e)n.] see also turneth .8. 3 rg.

a 3eyn prep. in reply to¡ Gin contradiction Lo 29va26.

[cf. a3e1m(e) gg\.J

a3eyns prep. in response to 3vb33, contrary to 5va22; facingr

opposite 28va7; in the direction of 29vb4. [¡tom a3eyn(e) g]v.

& a 3e1m prep.] see also aryse v.r êttempte v., do(ne) v.,

sette v.

á3elmstonde v. offer resistance, defend oneself 4va3n. [¡"lodelled

on L re-sisterer ob-stãre çc.]

aI(Ie) gg]v. entirely, totally l-6vbl0, 25vb5 &c.; (intens.) 26a2I.

[Prom al adj. OE eatl &c.]

alchan n. (tin¿ of) inn 7va26nrbL &c. [rhrough L from Arabic a1

'the' and khan 'inn'.]

aleggen g.. pt. claim, assert 3vb34. [oe alegier 'justify'r &

aleguer 'present (reason)'; L
ìarreqare. I

Alien n. a foreigner, outsider; one of a different kindred or

religion 9b17n. [¡rom a]ien adj. oF, & L aliênus.l

alle thyng pron. all things¡ everything 4vb29. [prom the phrases

alle thing (pl.) 'atl things'& 4 thing ("g.) 'everythi.g'.1

allone adj.?, .d".? exclusively l7vb24n. [Prom the phr. aI one

(cr. aI(le) adv.).1

also adv. and sor then 4bln, ?8va33. [al(le) adv- + so adv-;

oE eal E"ã.1

altercacioun n. controversyr debate¡ dispute 3vb24t I2a6-

[l c op]
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alto gedir adv. completely 16b12. [al(Ie) adv. + togider adv.]

alræy. See 3it.
amonestlmge vbl. n. urging, warning, admonition 3b12. [rrom

amonesten v. OF amonester & ML admonestãre.]

an conj. and 6vbl5. lweakened form of and conj.] See also an

heigh(e) adv.

and conj. and yetr but 3va17r 11a34 &c.; - el!eg see elles conj.

Ioe]

angwissh n. distressr âûxiety; hardship; torment, suffering, pain

18vb2. IOP anguisse.]

an heigh(e) g\. above 26val-1n; on high 6vb6; in heaven 7b9.

IOE an, on prep. + heigh adi.]

anolmte pp. annointed 7b26. Iinfin. anointe(n). From OF enoint,

pp. of enoindre-l

anon(e) udn. .t once 4b26, 4va2l &c.i sooÍtr shortJ-y after

GtsvbZZ; also ano(o)n right l3b35n, 31b6. [Oe on ãn(e); +

ryght adv.l

anoon as conj. as soon as l5va3O. [anon(e) adv. + as conj.]

apostata(e)s n. g!.: bee(n) - renounce the Faithr apostatise

30vb9,25. [¡,ll apostata ( s9.).1 See also PN fulian Apostata.

ap¡nrayll" .. fittings, (saiIs and) rigging 23b16n. [oF]

apples n. É. (fruits resembling) apples 29a3O; the Dead Sea

fruit or Apples of Sodom 29all--18n,14. [oe æppel (sg.).]

aray n. dress 8b18n¡ 15va35n &c.; appa.rel¡ equipment¡

magnificence I0b13. IAF]

ì

i

i

I

I

i,

¡.
l,
1¡"

tI
rt

tl

4
I
.!
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araye(n) gk. v. E. pL. decorate 22bI3¡ - hem cl-othe, adorn

themsel-ves 25a2I &c. p1. !. clothedr adorned lSbl7; prepared,

provided 23b3. pp. 5a4, l5vbl &c.; Gmade, built 2OvbL4.

[a¡' ar(r)ai-, tonic stem of ar(r)eer.]

arblast n. crossbow 27b36t 28va9n. lor

AF aLblastre (from L arcu-bafl-ista).]

arbaleste &c. &

aryse v.: - a.3ens rise in rebellionr rebel against 17va9; aryseth

g. 3 sg. rises, overf lows its banks 2Bva23. arisen E. t. p]_.

30a4. [oe arîsan; ãrãS/arlson.]

arst adv. previously ì.4vb34. [o¡ ærest.]

as conj. as if 10va4, 28a2. lon ealswa.]

askynge vU].. n. request' petition 24va8. lon ascung.]

aspies n. È. observation; Gscouts, spies 4b2O; espyes 4b27.

[Rr aspie & CF espie (sg.).]

asænt n.: of on - of one äccord 18a33. [o¡']

assented pp. agreed tor approved

assentir. ]

of t7bt4. IOF assenter

assignede !a. t. nominated, appointed (to an office) I7vb26;

allotted, transferred (territories) 17vb35.

L assignãrer & OF assener.]

Ior assignier,

assoyled pp. explained, sol-ved 29vb19. [On assoi]er cc.]

at prep. in response to: - her prayeres 18vb5. [oe eet.J See

also falle v.

attempte v.: - a3eyns challenge¡ transgress against, violate

17va1Or11. [Or attempter & L attemptãre.]

ü

r

i.
i

i

I

I

rì

¡.

il-{
ï
,t

I

-{
I
I
t'

a twlmne adv. asunder: departed - see de¡nrÈed P1. !.

twinne (cf. a prep.); LOE twinn, & ON.]

Àugustines. See PN f(f)rere(s).
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auysement n. (time for) deliberation: with oute_ any - all of a

sudden l-4va20n. [or']

avisio(u)n n. prophetic dream, warning sent in a dream 3IbI8'27.

Ioe1

awafr a wey. See do(ne) v.

axede pa. !. askedr begged 18vb4. [Oe acsian.]

bar(e)r baren. See bere(n) v.

batayle n. warfare, military forces: with stronge - 23vb2o. [Of']

batelde. See y bateled ppL. "dj.
Banræ n. (tree producing) balsam, balm: gardvne of - 2al8. [oF]

be, beey. See be(e)n 9.. pL.

bemes n. pL. shafts (of light), rays' beams: strakes and -

9vb9n,13. Ioe beam (sg.).]

be(e)n 9.. pL. are lva29 t I4a4 &c.; beey (misspelling?) 27b3n; be

I7b28r beth 15b10; subj. 25a7. Iinfin. bë(.). oEbãon

(pr. pI. beoþ).1

bere(n) v. carry 8vb25, 21va36 &c.; support 2Ovb4¡ bear (a child)

5va2. bereth E. I -W.. (heraldic emblem) has, displays 17vbl0.

E. pL.: - heer have or produce fleece I3vb35. bar(") E. t.

6a4, 18bI9 &c.; baren g!. 23va8. bore(n) pp. 5vb10,13 &c.;

(fame) spread abroad 4val6t25. [on beran; @bæron; boren.]

besily adv. carefull-yr zealously, constantlyr readily 5vb27¡

besilyche lla3O; bysyliche I4bI4. [rrom bisir (early) besi çc.

adj. oE bisig.l

beth. See be(e)n.8. pL.

i
i
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I
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by prep. (of place) by way of, via, through 10vb18, 20a6n &c.;

- tlp weye see welte rt.i - hym, hem self of its, tl-eir own

8va20, @23tb12 ç". (of reference) concerning 1Bva2O, ?6b22.

(of agenry) via, through the agency or help of 2va15 , 6b27 &c.;

?wich tkre permission of 31vb30n. tOEl See also by comen pr.

p1., by halfe n., by wrapped pp.

bycause of prep. for the purpose of 4vb31, 6va22. [by prep. +

cause n. 'purpose' + of prep.l

þz comen pr. pI. (progeny) come, descend 13vb32. bycome

pa. t. pI.: where (they) - what became of (them) 5a32.

IOE becuman. See com(e) pa. t.l
bigge v. buy 32aI. IOE bycgan.]

bygynnynge vÞ!. n.: toke - of arose from, originaLed in (cf. of

prep.) 3vbl-2. IFrom biginne(n) v. See bygonne pa. !. pl.]

bygonne pa. t. pI. began I9va27, 20vb23. I infin. biginne(n).

OE beginnan; -gan., -@-qu"""".1

by halfe n.: on the Sowdones: on the authority of, as

repreæntative of thre Sultan 28b30. lFtom the prep. phr.

*bi halve. l

byheste g. promise, pledge, covenant 5va11;

PN lqtde of þzteste. IOE behës.]

tle l-onde of - see

byhyghte pe !. promised 24bI7, 31b2 cc. byhote pp.

hope of 6b33. I infin. bihõte(n), (late¡ -l',ëte(n)_,

OE behãtan; behrët, *bil-"I-t!; behãten.l

held out

-hiqhte(n).

f

,l

-.1
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byleue n. faith (as opposed to reason) 3va26, 12b13 &c.;

a religion, relig ious belief l8vb10; with oute - and lawe

29val4n (cf. lawe n.); esp. the Christian faith or religion:

the holy - L6a25, 24vbII; preuy - (cf. priue Cqj.) l5b30n.

Icf. oE gelêafa.]

bylt pp. built lb4; bult(e) lvalB, 2vlol-. Iinfin. bitde(n),

bulde(n) cc. oE *byldan; byld.l

byset pp. filledr coveredr surroundedr enveloped 27b26.

Iinfin. bisette(n). OE besettan.l

byside adv. in addition: with
r ar a

L!ïOm UE; Þ1 S].OAnr Oe S]-Oan.J

bysyliche. See besily adv.

bisshop n. high-priest (of the Romans &c.) 7a6n; g!. pontiffs

?23vb8n. toE bisc(e)op.l

bytwixe .prep. ?in the sum of 12b20n. [on uetwix.]

by wrapped pp. wrapped upr swathed 16b4n. t

From wrappe(n) v. Origin uncertain.]

infin. biwrappe(n).

blame n. sin, offence 24vb26n. lop Uta(s)me.]

bord n. (dining) taute 8vb26. Ioe bord; cf. also or bord,

oF bord 'side', 'edge'.]

bore(n). see bere v.

bre(e)de n. breadthr width 6va36, 13vb25 &c. [oe bræa(u).]

breklmge "¡t. n. breaking soundr boom l6vb2n. lprom breke(n) v-

OE brecan.l

brennlmge vbl. g. searing heat 7va1, LOva22. [rrom brenne(n) v-

See brente p. t.l

brennynge ppl. adj. burningr fiery gvblOn. [prom brenne(n) v-
41

See brente pg. t.l
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brente p. t. burnt I2b36. pp. ltb3ln. Iinfin. brenne(n).

OE biernan &c.; but chiefly from ONr cf. OI brenna.]

broddest a<li. superl. broadest, widest 1Ovb33n. [rrom br-od adj.

oE brãd.l

brought pp.: in induced¡ persuaded 31al-2n. t infin. brinqe(n).

oE bringan; brõht.l

bulles n. g!. bulls, seals (of lead) 22a27. [O¡'Uulte a

L bulla ( sg. ) .1

bult(e). See bylt pp.

but conj. (after negative v. of preventing) 27va6; (with subj.)

unless t5vb36; except 3l-vb30; otherwise than that, without (as

a result) 28vlol4; - 3if Bvb3l-, 3lvb29; - that except that

?25vb5n. [oe uutan.]

caas; cam; Capitre. See ¡nr caas adv.; con(e) E. t.;

Chapitre n.

cariage n. supplies¡ vehicles, baggage I3b28; g. animals (?for

food) 10b25. [Rr; cf. CF chariage.]

Castel n. small town 7b19n; @fortified camp 28vb25r ?3OaI6.

[oe c AF castelr L caste]l-um.]

cause n. reason 1va30r 29va28; purpose ?13va7r8; matter of legal

controversy 26vb4n [oF, & L causa.]

certelm(e) adi. a certain 3a25n; particular BaI3r 11b18 &c.; a

definite but unspecified number of (cf. certeine n.) 22va6n.

Ior¡

certeine n. a fixed amount or portion (as payment &c.) 8a17.

[rrom certelm(e) ggj.]
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Chamayles l. pL. camels 10b10r34 &c. [L camëlus & AF cameil,

CF chamoil (sg.).1

Chano(u)ns n. È. canons (clergymen living under canon rule)

L9va26t 2OvbI7. [Ar canun & CF chanoine (sS.).]

Chapitre n. chapter Ib6, Ival &c.; ?Capitre 1a1. toF chapitre

(from chapitle) & L capitulum.l

charged pp. laden lOblt; pp!. ggj. 28va23. lor charg(i)er.]

cheplmge "Ut. n. buying and selÌingr market 7va6n.

[on (A cëping; wS cieping, cYping). From cêapian v.]

chere n. state of feelingr humour: with good - joyfully I5a2O.

Ior']

chese v. chooser elect l7a31rbl0. [Oe cêosan.]

chirge n. church: holy - 25vb3L; ?È. 25va7n. [oe cir(i)ce

(pI. cir(i)cean) & oN kirkja (from oE).1

chirchehawes n. pL. churchyards (i.e. cemeteries) 25va8.

lchirche n. (cf. chirge n.) + haue n. (oe haga 'hedge',

'enclosure') . ]

chothlmge (misspelling?) clothing 26vb29n.

clene adj. chaste: a - mayde a virgin l2va9. [o¡ clæne.]

clepe 
"t 

. v. call 1vb31, 2c3l &c. pÈ. 
"d,1. 

so calledr aforesaid

25b34n. [Oe c]eopian.l

cleplmg vUf. n. callr summoning 6b22. [nrom clepe "t. f.]
clere .di. no longer dark or overcast I3b14. IOF cler, (later)

clair. l

clerenesse g. a bright lightr brighüress 15a1I. [prom clere

adj. l

clereth .g,_ 3 gg. shines forthr shines brightJ.y 3va9. lFrom

clere adi.l
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Clerkes n. pL. scholarsr mastersr Glearned persons 6val; Iower

clergymen 2Iva22t 22vaI2.

L c1ãricus (sS.)l

[o¡ c]ercr clëric & oF clercr

cleueth g. 3 -ag..: - vpon sticks onr adheres to 11b34, I1va2.

[on cleofian.]

cloos adj. closedr drawn together l6bl1n. [nrom oF clos(e)r pp.

of clore.l Cf. closede p. t.

closede p3 !. engulfed¡ Gcovered 27va3l. pp. 27b27; ?joined

30b22; enclosed, set 32vbl. [rrom cloos adi.]

clothes n. È. swaddling-clothes 7a23n, 8va9 &c.; pieces of

cloth, awning 7va2. loe ctaþ (sg.).] See also Herlmg cloþs

n. PL-

clouder clowde n. mistr fog @1v"18, @12vb2 cc. [oe ctuO 'rock',

'hi1l' . ]

coloured pÉ. "Ai.t
better - of fairer or healthier complexion

I8vb18. IOP coulo(u)rer &c. & L colõrãre.l

com(e) p. t. came 2val5rb20 &c.; cam sg. l5va3r6 &c. come pp.

14a19, 14va1O &c.; - out of born in G1ga3O. linfin. come(n).

OE cuman; "õ*/.õIo"i cumen. ME cam is an analogical re-

formation. l
coumar¡rdentz n. ?pI. (error?) injunctions 31valOn.

commendeth pL. 3 gg. praises, extols 4a2I. tL commendãre

& OF comender.]

commune adj. widely spread 4va23n. [op, & L comm-un-is.]
1

comounlyche adv. as a general rul-e Bvb30, 9a3. [rrom commune

adi. l
com¡nny(e) .. retinuer army 12a19, L2va25 &c. [Of compa(i)gnie.]
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compas n. circle: in a - alt round l7vb11. [or']

comprehended pa. !. enclosed 19vb13. pp. I2vb25.

[L, & oF comprendre.]

confermed" Eg. t. corroboratedr provided proof for 18vb12.

[or confermer (& L confirmãre).]

confuse Cgj.r make - defeat in argument¡ refute 9b36;

cf. confused pp. [L confüs-um pp. of confundere.]

confused pp. (of a person) confounded; (of an opinion) refuted

24va36rbl6 &c. Ifrom confuse adj.]

conseille n. planr scheme 4aI2. [oe conseilr L consilium.

Cf. counceitglmge 
"Ut. ".1

consideracioun n.: tooke good - of took into accountr paid

careful attention to I5a20. [t c Or]

consumed pp. eaten âh/êfr destroyed 25b33. [t c or']

contre(e) n. any geographic êrrêâ¡ whatever its size: place,

districtr region 4bI2, 4va2 &c.; one's native district ot Gto"n

7aB; the people of a region: al the - all the inhabitants,

everþody 9b15n. [op contrâ (from *contrata).]

cordes n. È. cordsr ropes 11b36, l1va3. [oF]

corrupt(e) pp., pÈ. .di. corrupted I9a4t 29vb30 &c.; (of water)

turned impure 28b22. [Prom L corrupt-us pp. of corrumpere.]

costys n. È.: at hir - at their (own) expensê¡ ?at great expense

2al:nt7. [or']

?counceilgynge vbl. n. counselLing 25vb36n. [prom counseile(n),

councelle(n) &c. v. AF cunseilerr CF conseillier; also

L consul-erer LL consiliãre. Cf. conseille n.]

cours ñ.r n. Gpl. movement(s), path(s) 5v25. [oF cours ç

L cursus. ]
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cracche n. manger 2Ova26. [or']

craft !. po\,rer, @science: the deuelys ' sorcery 3vb3o, 4a7ì artt

skill 11a29. [on cræft.]

craftily adv. skilfuJ-ly, ingeniously 2J-vaB. [oe creeft(ig)1Tce,

cræf telîce; cf. cræftig adj.l

cristene n. È. Christians 2Oa3; .di. - men 2vb35. [on cristen;

cf. OF Crestien & L Christiãnus (sg.).1

cros n. crozier 22a26n. [on c oN; both from o1d lrish; ult.

L crux, crucis. Cf. oF croce; ML croccia.]

cunnlmge; Cuntree. see kunnlmge "bI. g.; contre(e) n.

curse v. excommunicater anathematise 26a8. IOE cursian (from

curs n.r probably L cursus).]

customer custume n. traditional- practice¡ €. Greligious

practice, ritual 3a26t 25va28n &c. [or3

custumabl" .di. habitualr usual 16vb4. [or']

custr.re. See custæ n.

debates n. È. quarrels, brawling 28b31. [oF]

declaracioun n. explanation¡ interpretation 24va33. [oF c l]

declare v. showr explain, relate (of about) 4b6, 14b31.

[L declarãre & oF declarer &c.]

dede. see do(ne) v.

dedye v. dedicate 12vb35n. [or aeA(i)ier.]

defoulede pa. t. treated with contempt¡ damaged¡ destroyed¡

desecrated¡ Gmade ugly, defaced 29b33. pP. trampled upon l2a3;

corrupted 25b35. [e1end of oE f-ulian (cf. foul(e) adi-) &

oF defoler 'trample'.]
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defoullmge vb]. n. injury, disfigurement 29va2. [erom

defoule(n) v. See defoulede .8. r-l

degrees n. g!. ways: in a]le - 30b31. [oF]

deye wk. v. die 5va7r 26a36 &c. g. t. 2va5; dyede 2b2I.

[oN; cf. or devja.]

delitable adj. delightful 29a10. [or1

deliuerede .pq. t. rescued, released t9vb35. [op de]ivrer.]

deneyeth g.. 3 sg. rejects¡ refuses to acknowledge 17a15n.

[Op deneierr atonic stem form from L dênegãre.]

denne n. cave, cavern¿ pi t 7bI7, 7vaIS. Ion den(n), dæn(n).]

de¡nrted pq. !.: - hym self ?spread¡ dissol-ved L5vb19n; intr.

separated, moved a¡n rt: - asonder l8val5. de¡nrted PP., PPL.

adj. distantr removed, sepa.rate l-0va35, 18va28; splitr

separated, divided 25a3, 26b27 &c.¡ separated from each other

22vbl9; - a twr¡nne l5b2l. [o¡'departir.]

depelmted pp. emblazoned 27aL3t 27vb6. [rrom oF depeint pp. of

depeindre. l

deschargeth pr. 3 sg. rids, (?)unloa¿s 7vb6n. [or deschargier.]
rL-1

descriue v. record in writinÇr enumêrâtêr as by way of a crensus

7a3n; descry 10vb26n. lop descri(v)-re ( from L descrîb-ere).1

descrivymge vbf. n. census 7a4n. Iprom descriue v.]

despyte n.: in the - of in order Eo spiter out of contempt or

i11will towards 26a2O; for - 29b35. [o¡']

desporte n. pleasurer relaxation 4vb32, 6va23. [ar'; cF deport;

cf. Anglo-Latin disportum, -.lls.]

destourbed ppl. adj. troubled, frightened, alarmed (of, for at)

14b36, l-4va9 &c.; distourbed I4a34.

L disturbãre.l

[or desto(u)rber &
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destroyede 81. t. devastatedr ravaged¡ sacked 23b30, 23vb22 &c.;

killedr sJ.ar:ghtered 30al-4, 31va4. PP. 2vb25¡ ruined,

overthrown 29b32¡ (faith) 22val8n¡ (heresy) suppressedr put an

end to 24vblt Grooted out 2vb30; (religious order) ?dissolved

5a30. [Of destrui-re & L dëstru-ere.]

deth n. mortality 16a21, 24vb7¡ mortification: - of flessh l7a14n.

Ion aeaþ.]

detrahed p1. !. belittled, abused 16va7. [or detraire.]

deuided pÈ. gg.i. removed, separated 10va35. [r, dîvîdere.]

deuocioun n. pietyr devoutness, earnestness 17aI3, 18b20 &c.;

feeling of reverence 29bl6n; desire (of for) 17a10n. [r e or']

dyede. See deye wk. v.

dighte pÈ. .ei. prepared, adorned, anointedr treated 20b33.

Iinfin. dighte(n). oE dihtan; diht. From L dictãre.]

dignite(e) n. rank, position of honour 2b35; estimable state

I7a7¡ of - excellentr honorable ?17a11n. [oF]

discordes n. .g!. quarrels, differences of opinion 28b32.

[or descorde a L discordia (sg.).]

disese n. bodily discomfortr sufferingr pain, hardship 8b33,

l2a12 &c. [oP desaise, disease.]

disesed ppl. .d1.: - þ¡ afflicted byr suffering from 18vb2.

[on desaisier.]

disparpled .pp. dispersedr scattered abroad 27vb34.

OF desparpaillier &c.]t

disposede !1. t. ordained 10a3. [or disposer.]

dis¡rcs1mge vbf. n. disposition, temperamentr constitution lvbl-4n.

P3 !-l[rrom dispose(n) v. See disposede
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dispositioun n. nature 3aI4. [l a or]

dissimulacion n. ?evasion 5va35n. [t & oF]

distourbed. See destourbed ppL. ggi.

diuerse adj. various different 2a24, 16vb26n &c.; sepa.rate¡

individual 19a34r 3l-vbt5; numerous, several 4b2O, 4vb12 çc.

[l dÏuersus & oF diuers(e).]

diuersely(che) udr. in different ways 3a23, 29b5. [prom diuerse

adj. l

do(ne) v. (periphrastically): - helpe, ry to 31b12; (ritual)

performr partake in 25bI7,20 &c.; (with infin.) cause (to be

done): - maker wryte &c. have (sth.) builtr written @2va]-5,23

&c.; - a v/ey dispose ofr condone the removat of 26a10; (smell)

banishr disguise 25vb5 t 29a6. dede p. t. lva15, 2a6 &c. done

pp. acted, proceeded: - g3eyns. disobeyed 31va9; - (vp)on the

cros crucified l-2vb8,12 &c.; - a\day (faith) extinguished 25vb9,

30va26; doon 19va3. See also obeysauncê rì.r oblacions n. .É.'

reuerence n., solempnete n.r rrorshipe g. [oe don; dyde/dvdon¡

Ioeoun; oon.J

Uo* n.l ,nat-uctory Latin grammar by Aelius Donatus: lerne

her - learn the elements of Latin grammar 30vb19n. [oe donetr

donnatr from L Dõnãtus.]

done, doon. see do(ne) v-

doute n. doubtr uncertainLy l2a29r I5a25; it is no - it is

certain 16b34; anxietyr frightr awe l2a5n. [Or'1

drad. See a drad ppl. adj.

draught n.: Þe - of an arblast the distance an arro\^I can be shot

with a crossbow 28va9. [prob. OE *dreahtr *dræht (cf. oE

dragan v., and Gmc. cognates).]
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drawe.g.. pL.: - forth raise, bring up 30vb4n. drowe.æ.. t. Eg.

drew 15b25. drawymge i"tr.. E. ppL. moving, travelling 2lva9.

[oe dragan; drõg, gIõh/dr-"g"ri.]

drelmte pp. drowned llal. linfin. drenche(n). oE drenqe4;

drenct. l
drenken p. t. pl. drank I2a2O. Iinfin. drinke(n). oE drincan;

drancr dronc/druncon.]

droppeth .g.. 3 rg.. drips¿ exudes 11b17n. [on drop(p)ian.]

dryue pa. !. pl-. drover pursued 27va22. [oe drlfan; drãf/

drifon. l
drotre. See drar¡e 9.. EL.

duke n. l-eaderr ruler, sovereignr Çovernor I4b7. [Op duc c

L dux.l

dust n. ash ?29a1-7. loe ¿Ust.]

dwelle r]c. ". to linger in telling: it \^/ere fonge to - 2IvaI2.

pa. !. remained 9a35; ?came to rest 32b2I. [Oe dwellan.]

eere v. to come into ear 9aI7. Inrom er(e) n. OE ærr eher.]

eyr(e) n. air 4va19nr 9va30n &c. IoF air(e)¡ âêr (from L ãër,

ult. ck.).1

eft adv. a second time, once more 24b36. [On1

eke adv. al-so both with rnne and - with oute 20vb12.

[on e(a)c. ]

elles conj.: and - otherwise 28vb35. [On1 See also somwhat n.

elnes n. È. ells (an ell being a measure of varying length)

20a33. Ioe eIn (ss.).]
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empyre n. imperial pc v/er or rul-e 7al; helde the - of ruledr had

control over 6vb35n. [oF; L imperium.]

encense n. incense I4b27 ' I6a2I &c.; ensence lva6. [oF encens;

ML incensum.]

encrese 9.. pL. ?grow closer to 26vb21n.

CF encroiss-; L incrëscere.]

IA¡' encre(i)ss-r

endes n. pL. confines, shores 28vb15, 29vb13. [oe ende (sg.).]

enfect(e) pp., ppL. .d.i. infected, contaminatedr corrupted l9bl8,

24va33 &c.; ?enfeite 29vb31. [prom L infectus pp. of inficerer

& oF enfaitr infaict pp. of infaire.l

enformed pp. instructed; toldr informed IOa27n. IOF enformer;

L informãre.l

enformynge vbl. n. teachingr instructionr training 3b4. [prom

enformen v. See enforned pp.J

ensence. See encense n.

enuye n. ill willr spite l-9vb.2, 2lvb2 &c. [oF; cf. L invidia.]

erroures n. È. erroneous or unorthodox beliefs 3Ovb14, 3lal-l &c.

[oF, & Lerrõr-em (sg.).]

erthe n. Gclay 8va16. lon eorþe.]

erthely adj. having material and transitory existence on this

earthr mortal: - mannes deth human mortality 16a20. [¡tom

erthe n.; OE eorþ1îc.l

esy aqi. kind, peaceful¡ Glenient 27a3hn. [or aaisiâ aiså pp.

of aaisier.l

espyes. See aspies n. .É.

esterne n.: - euen the day or the night before Easter Sunday

26vb15. [oe eastre, ry, & ëaster-(tTd &.); more freq. in

pl. éastran, -on.]
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eten E. t. g!. ate 12a20. Iinf in. e-te(n). oE etan;

æ E, &C./¿Þton.l

"o- n., * t* euel ?epilepsy 5a2On. [on yfel (old Kentish

*=f"t ) . l
euene adj. equal- 24vb25. IOS efen]

euene adv.: - to right tor aÌl the way to 7vb24. IOE eferL]

euenlyche adv. equally l1vb13n. [on efen1Tce.]

euerych(e) .pr*.. each lva8, 26va35 &c. loe æfre E1c &c.]

expowne(n) g.. È set forth, explain, interprêtr corìmênt on,

expound 14b31, 29va1l- &c.; explain the significance of 17a8.

IAF espound-re, 3 p1. espounent; L expõn-ere.]

expressea pg. !. symbolized 3va32n. [¡lL

classical L pressãre), oF espress-er.]

express-ãre (cf.

fader n. gg.. gen. father's 9b32. Ion fæder.]

fadme n. fathom (a measure of length¡ six feet or thereabouts)

8va2. [on fæþm.]

fayle v. remain unreal-ised, prove unfounded 5val-4n. [or faillir,

falir. l

fayre adj. clean, ?Gfresh l9vb2o. [oe fæger.]

falle v.: - tobefall 14vblI,32vb3 &c.; pr. subj. sg. arise

28b31. fel pa. t. ¡9.: - at (error?) 1vb23n. filfe p!.

26vb23. [oB feallan; fëoVfêollon.]

fals(e) ggli. faithless, wicked, in error (as non-Christian) 9b30;

her - Iawe 22va29¡ - mawmettes 22va10. [L fals-um, oF fals.]

falsnesse n. mendacityr erroneous opinioni Gtreachery 9b26.

[r'rom tals(e) adj.]
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faæ n. report (cf . corun¡ne ggi. ) 4va23n. [orJ

fane n. weather vane 6vb17. [Oe fana.]

faste adv.: - ry near(by) 7a26t 12vb6n çc. IOe fæste.]

fatte adj. rich, fertile 9al5n. toe fæt.J

fel. See falle v.

fedde p. t. sg. pastured Bva3ln. Iinfin. fêda(n). oE fe-dan;

Ie(]de. .l

f";ps. !. smeltr detected by smelt 23a34. fett pp. 2ova2;

felyd 25vb6. [infin. fêleln). oE fêlan; feldg; EeE.]

feruent adj. eager¡ excited 13vaIl. [oF, & L fervent-em.]

feste n. festivalr feast day 2vb2¡ l8b2 &c. [oF, & L festum.]

fille. See falle v.

final adj. conclusive, lasting: e - pees (i.e. putting an end to

hostilities) 31va20,31. [oF, & L fînãI-is.]

fyr(e) n. (a) fire 9vb11, 12b35 &c.; (as a beacon): they made

grete - 4b31; of - fire-r fiery: a bronde of - firebrandr torch

9vbll; the furnevs of - I2va2¡ s pyler of - 15a35. ¡oe gt J

fimrent n. sky, heavens 4val9n. [t c or]

firste adj. original, former, previous 3Ib4,28. [oe fyrst.]

flauour n. fragrance 23a31. [or flaur; ME flavour has v from

savour. ]

flessh n. meat 26vlol6. [oe flêsc.]

flesshly adj. flesshy, plump 16b7n. [on f1æsclîc.]

flesshly adv. in bodyr in the flesh 24vb22. [on ftæscIîce.]

flex n. flax (from which linen is made) 2Oa2O. [oe fleax.]

flode, flood(e) n. moving water¡ streamr river Bvb34' 11a3 &c.;

?course, Gfl-or 28va14n. [on flo¿.]
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florisshede pa. !. prospered, was famous 4vb8. [or floriss-,

extended stem of florir; cf. L flõrêscere.]

flun n. river: - Iordan see PN lordan. IOf; cf. L fIämen.]

folk n. peopler peoples, Gth. Nations 9vb25, 13vb1; attendants,

retinue I2vaI2¡ Garmy I3b2O. pI. 5vbJ_7, 6va2O &c. tOe þþ.J
foorthe n. ford 28vaI7. [on ford; the fina] consonant in ME may

be due to Norse influence.]

foot womman n. female foot attendant 2Ob25n. tfoo!. + woman; OE]

for pgg. because of @4b2I, 6b11 &c.; ?fit for 4vb34; in

recompense for: - his trauayle (cf. trauaille n.) 23va3; (vüith

infin.) to l5vb27. [oe] see also destourbed EpL. .di.'

kepynge vbl. n.

for conj. because 5va10,33 &c. [rrom for prep.] see also for

late pp!. gq-i., for that conj. t for to prep, ffor why conj.

fore. See a fore adv.r afore p.5g.., to fore adv.r tofore prep.

forbode pp. forbidden 4aB. [infin. forbede(n). on forþQo<þ4;

forboden. l

for3ete(n) pp., ppL. .d.i. forgotten, disregarded 6a18t L9a27¡

discarded inadvertently 19vb17. Iinfin. foraete(n) ac.

oE (A forge(o)tan, WS forgitan) r -9gten, -g.i_!...1

forheued n. forehead 26b9. loe ror(e) -hëafodr foran-hêafod.]

for late pÈ. "d1. 
deserted¡ abandoned 8b28. [infin. forlête(n).

OE forlEtanr -l-êten; forlêten -Iêten.l

forn(e) n. l-ikenessr representation 2a7n; G*.nn.t 9va27.

[L forma, oF fourme.]

formacion. See in formaci* n.

formere cog. adj. frontr upper 2Ob22. [from forme 'first';

formed as comp. to go with formest adj. superl.]
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forsayder forseyde EpL. 4i. pt.niously mentioned 2a35, 2va2 &c.

[t"todelled on L prae-fãtum, -dictum. OE fore-secgan v.]

forth adv. thenceforthr onward l1a9rtl &c.; ardalr (on) ahead:

sente - 24b33. toe fogþ.J

for that c".i. becauser in as much as 24vb28, ?12bl6n &c.

[oe for Þ-t.]
for to prep. for the purpose of 23b33n. Ifor prep. + to prep.]

ffor why conj. (in a clause that explains and amplifies) for,

since 26vbl4, 27a7 &c. [oe for-hwî.]

foul(e) udi.r the - euel see euel g.; poor, lowr miserabler

Gabject 2lb23n. ton ¡.u!.J

foules l. p!. birds I6va26. [Oe fugol/pl. fuglas.]

fowcheth sauf g. 3 gg. grants 3la2l. [vouche(n) v. (er', op

voucher &c.) + sauf adj. (cf. saue quasi-prep.).1

frayed. See a frayed pp.

freeltee n. infirmityr state of being subject to change or decayr

mortal nature l2va18. [on frailetå (from L fragilitãs).]

frendes !. È. kinsmenr foster ¡nrents 29va17n. [on freond

(sg-)-l

frendshipe n. accord, alliance 23a16. [On freondscipe.]

f(f)rere(s) (menoures çc.). See PN f(f)rere(s).

fro prep. from 1va34, 2vb24 &c. ton fra.J See also thenne adv.

fulfilled pp. fil1ed, replete 23a36. [on tut-ryl]an.l

fundacioun n. the ground upon which a city is built 7bl5n

(cf . 7b14n). [1, oF]
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gadre E. È. (w. refl. pron.) gather 2La6. p. t. 14a36. PP.

Bvb2or 28va36n &c.; harvested lva5 &c. toE qad(e)rian.l

gay adj. brightly coloured, ornate 20a36rb18. [Or, fron Gmc.]

gan pa. t. ¡9. (w. infin.) a weak auxiliary denoting past actions

as occurring, rather than as beginning to occur 13b14; (w. to +

infin.) began (to) 22va2. [infin. ginne(n). OE onginnan

(pa. t. sg. -gan) & beginnan.l

gat(en). See geten v.

gates n. pL. doors, doorway 13aI0. [oe (ws) gdpf. gat".]

gedir, gedre. See togider adv.r alto gedir adv.

geyL n. pl. goats 13vb36. IOEga-!/pl. gFt, c ON (cf. OI geit).J

gentiles n. È. nobles 22b29n. [prom gentil(e) adj. OF gentil a

L gentîI-is.l

gerdeles n. pl.. bandsr ?swathes of cloth 11b36, ltva3.

loe qyrdel(s) ( se. ) .1

geten v. acquirer obtainr Çet 24bI9. gat pa. t. ¡9. 22vb23,

24b26; pL- gaten 5a24. lotrl (cf. oI geta; ggvgãt"",.).]

gidre. See tqider adv.

go v.: - oute come out, emerge I4b7;.8. p!. go(ne)r Çooû travel-,

move about 13\4c36, 27aB &c.¡ walk: - or (and) ryde 10va13n,

l0va21 &c to masse celebrate mass 26a8. [on gan (gÐ).]

cf. ge(e)de(n) pg. t.

good. See good wille n.

goodnesses g. .È. good qualitiesr Çood deeds IBvb28.

(sg.).1

good wille n.: \,/as in - was williñÇr consênted 31b7.

+ wille n. OE.l

goon. See go v.
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goostly adj. spiritual 3va17, 17b3 &c. loe gastlic.]

gouernance q. control: hadde . . in - 2Lvb27. [or]

grace n. 9oodwi11, 9od Çrâcêsr favour 24bJ-9n; - and loue 24b26

(cf. loue n.). pI. grace (at meal time) 3la24n. [Or1

graue v. cutr hollow out l2vb32. grauen pp. 13aI1. [Oe grafan;

grafen. l

grees n. È.. steps 6vb5; a measure of length (zyards) 12vb13.

[on grå (sg.).]

grete adj. broadr thick 10va33; ?general: a - cheprznge 7va6n.

[OE grêat.] See also PN grete see.

gretly adv. seriously, earnestly, often: thenke - 22va2;

gretelyche: - to enqueren 22va32. [prom grete adi.]

grette g. t. -9g. greeted, gave honour to 2va33 t 2Lva27. pp.

2Lvlo25. Iinfin. grête(n). OE grêtan; grêtte; grëted.]

greuance !. pain 18b26. [or']

greuede p3 !. offended, displeased¡ €made angry 4a11.

[on grever. ]

grounde n. the ground on which a city is built ?7bL6n; site, area

8aL0; piece of land 8al6; (sea) bottom 10vb19; (river) bed

28val6; in to the - completelyr utterly 24v]ol-n. [oe grund.]

grove v. (seeds, plants) sprout¡ germinate, appear 9a6,?4.

a -- ì
LUË; grO\Àtan. J

gr¡trre n. gtlln 11b18. [oF gom(m)e & L gunrni.]

3af, 3aue, 3ave. See 3eue v.

3e pron. ?ù. you 7bI, l3bI &c. lorr acc.-dat. 7a33,b1 &c.

-^- ì
IOE fr É; eo$/.1
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3e(e)de(n) pg. t. went l-5vb2; walked, travelled 7a7, l0vb34 &c.;

- her way 14b19; - or riden 11vb17n. [oe eoae(n).] cf. 90 v.

3eer; 3eyn. See 3ere n.; a 3eyn prep.

3elde v. tr. g. t.: - yp gave upr surrêndered 18b12. 3olde pp.

returnedr restored 23aI7. Iinfin. ae]de(n) ac. oE g(i)e1dan;

geald; golden.l

3ere n. year 4vb5' 6vb36 &c. g!. 18a25; 3eer 5va18; 3eres l9b5n.

[on ( ws) se-ar (n ) . ]

3eue v. give 20vb33, ?10a8n &c.; ?cause (to Ue) 10a8n. 3eueth

g. 3 sg. 7vb15, LIb2 &c.; reflects 6vio2l-. 3eue(n) 9.. pL.

5vb30, 30vb6 &c.; (w. refl. pron.) they - hem (trrer) to they

pursue, devote themselves to (this science) 5vb27. 3af pa. !.
L0a5nr 15va29n &c.; pl.3aue(n) 17b30, I7vb35 &c.; 3ave 3Lb2l.

3eue(n) pp. 1vbl7, 30vb2l-. loe giefan; geaflgëafon; giefen.]

3if con j . if 4b23, 4va4 &.c. [oe gif.] see al-so but con j.

3iftes n. È. gifts 1vb9,l4 &c.i fees for services 4va13;

inducements, bribes 3Ib22¡ 3ifte (error?) 16a36n. [oe gift

(sg.); cf. 3eue v.l

3it still 23vaL2n, G:tvUtZ; (intens. È.) - alwey 5vb26n, 7va4.

loe siet. ]

3olde; 3ow. See 3elde v. tr. p. t. i 3e pron. Z ù.

3ow. See 3e pron. Z ù.

3oure possessive 4i. yout (p1.) 6a32. [on eower.]

hadde. See rrcnder !., rcrshi¡n n.

half n. (error?) hand ITvblOn; a this - on this side of 29a8.

[oE (A half , ws hea]f ).1

halfe. See by halfe n.
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halwe wk. v. consecrate l,2vlo34, 20a11 &c. p1. !. honour as holy

3va24n; Gd.di..te or set apa.rt sb. or sth. to God and his

service 16a31; sanctifyr hallow 19b32. pp. ( festival-) keep,

observer cel-ebrate 2IvaI4. [on halgian.]

hardy adj.: \¡/as -:. to dared to 4b11. [or'(h)ardi (from

crnc. ) . l

hate n.: hath . . in - hates 3a8. [prob. from OE hatian v.; also

cf. OE heter Of hatr.l

haue pr. p!. (custom) followr adhere Lo 27a3. toE (qe)habban.l

See also rcrshi¡n n.

hede n.: take

hëden v. OE hêdan.l

heeled; heer; heye. See hele wk. v.r helede p. t.; herre n.;

heigh adj.

heyere "Aj. ."*p. higher 9al-2t 27a2. [Oe1

heyeste gli. superl. highest 5a6. [on] See also PN fnde.

heigh adj. high 9va33, 22aLO; heye 21b10, 28val-7'¡ hye: - weye see

wey(e) n. [oE (A hêh, ws -hê.!.)] see also an heigh(e) gly.

heighe. See an heigh(e) adv.

heyghte n. height: in - up(wards) ?28va26n¡ heythe 29vlol-¡

heighthe 29vb18. [oE hê(a)hþu &c.]

heyly a5]g. gteatly, very much: thev thanked god - I8vb22. [prom

heigh adj. & OE hëaIîce.l

heyre n. heir 5val1. Iap heirr aire & L hêres.]

heythe. See helghte n.

hele wk. v. cover I2va2B,b2 &c. heeled pp. 26va7. IOn helian.]
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helede pa. !. cured 5a17. heeled pp. 2Ivb2, 32vb32. [on hæIan;

?also cf. OI heila 'to make whole'.]. See also hele wk. v.

hellmge "Uf. n. roofr roofing 2OvV. lrrom hele *t. f.]
hen g. !.pL. acc.-dat. them lvaLlr35 &c.r - of (vnde) t¡re

people of (Ynde) 4b19 ' 6c-7 &c. (see also they pron. gpL.

nom.); - Perse (error?) 29va27n refL. 4va3, 9a23 &c.; hem

self 2Ovb35; þ¡ hem self see by prep. [oE heom, him, hym.]

henge v. intr. p. t. sg. hung l9va7. Iinfin. honge(n) oc.

OE hõn; hë"g/hê"g"". See also honged p3 !.1

her possessive gli_. their 1va9,b35 &c.; here 9val-, 25vblO &c.;

hir 18a30. IOE heorar heara possessive pron. 3 p1.]

herbergh n. shel-ter (for a traveller), lodgings: thev toke . .

none - 12a16. [on (ws here-beorg, A *here-berg).]

herberwe v. tr. shelterr stabl-e Bva5n. [rtom herbergh n. Also

cf. late WS herebeorgian.l

herbes n. È. non-woody plants 6vb1o, 9a3 &c. [op erbe & L herba

(sg.)-l

here pron. 3 g. acc.-dat. iL 29vb29nr3O; hir 2va35n. [on rrire.]

See also her possessive gli.

herelmge "Uf. ". 
(information gained Uy) hearingr listening 5b7.

Inrom here(n) v. OE (A hêran, WS hleran cc.).]

herytage n. hereditary possession 18a2. [or1

herre n. (a single) hair 12b18; heer ."1I. 26b34ni hair, fleece

t3vb36. [oe (WS hær, A hãr) & oN (cf. or hãr).]

hertly adv. willinglyr faithfully¡ earnestly l7a34n.

[cf. herte n. & oE geheortlÎce.]

heued(e) n. head I6b12tI6 &c.; (pillar) top, capital 6vb14;

(river) source 28va30. [oe rrcafod.]
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heuy adj. v/êêrlr sorry &c. 8b23n. [oe hefig.]

hye. See heigh adj.

hille n. (high) mountain 4b32, 27b15 &c. [oe nvl(I).]

hym pron. 3 eg. acc. refl. himself 5va8 ' 7vb5; itself 5va22; þ¡ -

self see by prep. [on nim.]

hyn mistake him, it 7vb20.

hinder(e) adi. ?comp. rear 13vb23, 2Ob25 &c. [prob. from

oE hinder adv.l

hir. See her possessive adj., here pron. 3 eg. acc.-dat.

hyre n. h/êÇês¡ reward 6va3. toe fr-Vr.i

hyred p1 !. pnid, rewarded 4va15. [on rr-yrian.]

hyrlmge vb1. n.: of - of from (other people's) hiring 7vb34.

I

LH'rom n].re(n v. See hyrred.E. t.l

his possessive adj. its 2aI9, 3va6 çc. [oE]

holde(n). See hoolde v.

lrom adv. horne(r,v.ard) 7a7. [oe hãm.]

honde n. military strength: withr thurgh stronge - by force 4b24t

9b14 &c.; with a stronge - 23b35n. [Oe hond &c. & ON.]

honeste adi. befitting one's status 10va17n; beautiful, seemly,

magnificent 32b25. [oF]

honestliche adv. fittingly 19a35; (w. aray v.) richly,

beautifully 1ObI9, 17vbl1 &c. [¡tom honeste adj.]

honged v. intr. g. t. hung 2lvb31. Iinf in. honge(n) cc.

OE hangian; hangode. See al-so henge intr. E. t. -gg..]

hool g¡f!-. cured 5a22; aI - (of) cured (of), free (from) 28bI8t24;

intactr undamaged: aI - 32vb5. [on ¡êf.]
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hool adv.: - to gidre as a Çroupr together 27vb27¡ undividedly:

aI - in its entirety 11a33. [rrom hool adi.]

hoolde v. obtainr possêss, retain: to - and to haue 30va3.

hotde(n) pp. consideredr regarded 30va9; - in W,
worshipe see reuerence n.r worshipe n. [on (e halden;

halden).1

hoos adj. hoarse 3b32. ton nas.J

hoost(e) n. army l-Ova5r 3Ib32 &c.; hoste l2va25. pL. Gretinues

2BaI0. [or, & ML hostis 'army'.]

hoot adj. warm (having a \^/arm climate) 9aI4. [Oe frat.J

hoste. See hoost(e) n.

hostryes n. pl.. inns 7va27, 8va15; ostryes lOva9r 2La7. [oF, &

ML hosteria (sg.)l

houses n. p!. innsr lodging'houses 2la8. [oe frus (sg. & p1.).J

houshold" g. @f.*ii-y 7aL4, housekeeping 7va2ln. [house n.

(cf. houses n. pL.) + hold n. (on (a) gehold n. or hoolde v.).1

y. See also y flawe Þp.r y lyche adv.r y slawe pp.

y bateled pp!. udi. furnished with indented parapets or

fortificationsr fortified 20va17n; batelde 22a24. t!- (oE E-)
pr ef ix + oF batailliå, (l-ater) ba(s)tiliå + pp]. ending.l

y flawe pp. skinned 13vb29. linfin. flên &c.

be-flagen, *lgÐ fla9en.l

y lyche adv. alike 29aL2. loe gelice.]

OE f1êan;

27vb7; statuerymage n. representationr picture¡ painting 27al3t

effigy 23vaL7, 29b32 &c. [oF, & L imãgo.]
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in prep. (place) oñr upon 2vbl, 26b26n &c.¡ towardsr facing: -

the Est 2Lva30. (time) at (the time of) I2a2Bi - any tyme

4b242 - Þat tyme 4va5, 5vb2O; - the tyme of, that 5b18r IOvbIl

&c.; - tyme of L2va4; in the process of lvb28,36 &c. (respect)

in the person of¡ along with 5va15; with respect tor in regard

to 5va26(1), 28vb7 &c.; (after ful-L) 3va7; for the purpose of

2vb7. [oe] See also in to prep., in formacion n.

in formacion n. teachingr explanation, G¿llegation 19b36n.

[r c o¡']

innocence n. ?foolishnessr fatuity 5va34n. [OF, & L innocencia.]

in to prep. (place) as far as 9bl-3; (time) until, r:nto 4va30,

5a33 &c.; (with implied negative) (not) before 2ObI2¡ (respect,

purpose) for, as: - euere lastynge memorie l-3al; (witfr numeral)

as many as, a@approximately 29vb29n. tOE]

y slawe pp. slaj.n 3b9. [infin. slê(n). oE slëan; s1æ9en,

sLegen¡ LOE slagen.]

fewel(e)s n. pL. precious objectsr treasures 5a3, I6vb33 &c.

[on joel, euwiel &c. (ss.).1

ioye g. praise (to coA) 7b9n; glory L2va36, ?4vb9n. toF Þ!.1
iourneyes n. p1..: an C - (distance of) a h ndred days' travel

I2b2O. Iop jo(u)rnee ( se.)l
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kepe n.: take - of pay attention to 4a22t look after 8b28. [rrom

kepe v. tr.l

kepe v. tr. care (about): - nought of 4b2; holdr guard, tend,

watch over (sb. or sth.) 7a27 t 8va35n &c.i remain in 6va4¡13.

kepÈe Eg. !. protected (from) 8va31n; kepede forced (sb.) to

remain in one place 22b2O. kept pp. I1a30. [lon cepan; cêpte;

pp. unrecorded.]

kepers n. È. guards 2b7; watchmen 4b29, 4val4¡ warders 24bLI.

[rrom kepe I. _!1.]

kepynge "Uf. n. the guarding or defence of a placêi or¡ the act

of keeping watch; orr those who keep watchr a garrison (for

against) 4b18n; (concrete sense) @ZAAZS. [rrom kepe ". tr.]

klmde n. familyr lineage 2va2¡ 18a15 &c.; natural course or

motion: a.?e)¡ns his - (cf. a3eyns prep.) 5va23; species

13vb20,32. IoE (qe)cynd.l

klmdely adj. natural: - resoun human reaso (as opposed to faith

or revelation ) L2bL4. [oe crzndelic.]

klmgdome n. kingshíp 7b27. IOE cf¡ningdom.]

kynger (error) king's¡ kings' 24Yb6n.

klmrede n. nationr people¡ family 4va28, 5bl2n&c. [loE cnrede-]

knowe v.: it is to - 25a12 (cf. wytey.); recognise' identify,

distinguish 8vblOr 26bL4 &c. knewe .e1. !. È. 1va22; were

informed about L4va29i acknowledged ]4vb15r 15b19. knowe(n)

pp. 25al2n, 32c5n &c. [On cnawan; cnêow/-on; cnãwen.]
4

knoweleche .. acknowledge, accept 5va36. [knowe v. + -Leche(n)-

(on *-læ-can) suffix.l
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konne.E. 
^pL. 

know: - [ herte 2IbI6. [On cunnan.]

kunnlmge "Uf. 
n. knowledge l4vb22¡ cunnlmge branch of ì<nowledge

5vb31. [rrom conne(n) v. See konne .E È.]

ladde. See lede v.

Iady(e) !. gen. gg. lady's 2va14' lgvbl-6 &c.; ladyes 2aI4.

[oe h]æfdige, gen. sq. hlæfdigan.l

Iay. See ligge v.

large adj. @si¿e 23b15; - and wvde 2oa26. [oF]

largeliche adv. 1íbera1Iy, bountifullyr generously 30vb2. [prom

Iarge adj.l

laste ¡51i. superl. ?l-owest 29vb4n. [prob. from last(e) adv.

oE latost, *læ.!g! &c.]

Iasteth g.. 3 sg. continuêsr extends 28vb3. [oe læstan.]

late adv. until recently 5a27n. [on¡ See also for late ppl.

"dj.
Iawe n. religion, religious practice or belief I9b19, 30vb2lnr

31b4n &c.; with oute byleue and - 29val4ni the - of godr Crist

&c. Gtne (cr,ristian) Faith 17va11, 19b21 &c.; the - of holy

chirche (the practicesr beliefs of) the true (Roman) church

G23vb1o, G3OaI; Machometes - Mohammedanism (cf. PN Èlachomete)

29b27. [loe tagu; cf. oI logrlnl. 1"9".]

lede v. bringr convêlr transport (miracul-ous1y) I2b26. ladde

pa. t. l-ed lva1O,35; ledde 8b27, I2bI7. [on Iædan; lædde.]
L

left(e) v. intr. p. t. was Ieft, remained 7va14t Ba26; ?passed

by inheritance Ba20n. tr. pP. left off fromr discontinuedr

given up 26vb14. Iinfin. lêve(n). OE lãEfan; lêfde; l:Ffed.]

leye. See ligge v.
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Iengere aAj. ""*p. longer 5va17, 2Oa32. [on lengra.]

lepre n. leprosy 19b10n. IOf, a L lepra; uIt. Gk.]

lernede !1. !. learnt 14bI0. [On leornian.]

letteth 9.. 3 9.. obstructs, disturbs, interferes with 21a33.

[on lettan.]

Iettlmge -vUt. n. injury; de1ay, pause; Gimpediment 12a13rb3l &c.

Irrom Iette(n) v. See letteth 9.. 3 -9..]
lettres n. pl. script(s) 25va3)t ?31a14; narrativesr

(passages of) scripture, learning 29va7n (cf. 2l-a30n). [oF, &

L littera (sg.).1

Ieue v.: to - to be believed 28vb2ln. [Oe (WS lîefanr A lëfan),

shortened forms of gelîefanr gelëfan.]

Iyche adj. simil-ar: - to like 9vb6! - ther to to equal ít 4vb22.

[On gellc & ON (cf. OI fikr).] See also y lyche adv.

ligge v. repose, Iie l8va18. Iigglmge E. ppt.: - a boute close

by (a place) 4b10. Iay pa. !. -g9.. lodged, resided 24b8. leye

pp. been (in confinement): - in prisoun 2Oa4. [On licgan;

leølæg; lesen.l

lyght n.: take - shine l2va35n; heavenly body that gives light

4va18; aeueth - see 3eue n. [oe (A lëht, ws lêoht); for the

vowel cf. lî(e)htan v.l

Iight adj. bright, filled with ligh| 3b32. Iighter comp.

9vblOn. lon (A ]êht, ws lëoht) i for the vowel cf. lyght n.J

Iighte .pq. !.: - doun dismounted 15va33. t infin. liqhte(n).

OE lihtan'lighten'.]

lightlich" .dr. easily ]OvbI4. [rrom light adj. (oE lë(o)ht) &

oE lêohtllce.l
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lyke adv. in like manner: - after see after(e) prep.

lon qelîce.l
- 1-

as in the same \,/ay as 26vb30.

Iyketh 9.. 3 -gg.:

loe tician. ]

that hym - that he wishes¡ chooses 7vb2.

Ilmage n. lineage; one of the twelve tribes of rsrael 9va7n.

Ior'¡

lytel n.: but - of only a few 26va30n. [cf. tytel adj.]

lytel adj.: :f : myle a mere two miLes 7bl-8n. [Oe tytet

adj. , n. ]

lyulmge yÞL. !. sustenance, maintenance of life 10b27. [r'rom

Iiven v. OE (A lifgan, WS libban (pr. stem lif-); also cf.

l-îf n.).1

Iodesmen n.

(ss. ) .1

pL. pilots 29vb10. [a1so lodman (sg.). oE lãdman

loken v.: - after look in order to findr keep watch forr await

(cf. after(e) prep.) 5b22t25 &c. [on tocian.]

Ionge gli. tediousr time-consuming: it were - to (tel-le, dwelle

&c.) 4b5,6v24 &c. [Oe lang, long; cf. OI langr & OF lonc.]

Iongen wk. v. (w. to prep.) belong (to) fla31r33 &c.; pertain

(to¡, be needed (for) LOb27, Jva2On &c.; (cf. pertelmeth

g. 3 gg.) be used (in), @b. u="o"iated (with) I6a23. longlmge

E. ppr. appropriate (to), fit (for), in use (with) I0b8.

[Cf. tong adj. 'belonging'. OE gelang.]

loos n. (coupled w. fame) famer report 4va24t 5b26; (w. name)

reno\¡/n 4vb15; (she) hadde such a - 22vb7. [oF, &

L laus/pl. laudes.l

lorde n. o\^/ner 7vb32, 8a15. loe ¡rlafor¿.]
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r,ord(e)shipe n. territory belonging to a ruler 3ob3r

TGprincipaliLy 22a2; protection, pa.tronage his loue and his -

(cf. Ioue n.) 24b2}n. [on rrtatordscipe.]

loue n.: hath - to feels attachment or l-ove towards 30vb3;

devotion: - and desr¡r I7a34¡ peace (with sb.), friendship: his

lordeshipe (cf. Lord(e)shipe n.) 24b2on' re. and -

(cf. grace n.) 24b26. [oe tufu.]

Iovlmges n. pL. praises 2Lb26. [oe ]ofung (sg.). From

lofian v. l
Iowede .ga. !.: - hym self l-owered or humbled himself 12va16.

[Prom lowe adj. oN.]

Iucre n. profit 2l-alOn. [L lucrum; also cf. oF (15thc) ]ucre.l

lustes n. p].. ?motives 16va33n. [oE lust (sg.).]

rnè(n). See make(n) pl. pL.

maydenes n. É. Gmaidservants 17vb3. [r,On mægden (sg.).]

mayster n. lesseer person in charge: - of the hous 7vb13n.

- and his

oF maistre & OE maqister, mæqesterr from L.]t

make(n) g. É. invest 2b5; are ordaining 26b8¡ Gfound, establish

30vb1. made(n) E. !. built 4vb33

t5b26n; naked (corruption?): -:: hym self 12val5n. maked pp.

3a18¡ 2Oa22¡ made 2)a28t 26va4 &c. [on macian.]

malice n. hostilityr hatred, wickedness 9b26t 31b15. [or]

manasslmge .E ppl. threateningr making a threatening gesture (to

sb.) 23va21n. [oF manacier cc.]
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naner(e) n. kind (of): such a - smok a dress of this sort 20va2;

alle - of all kinds of 4vb13, 9a3 &c.; al-l-e suche - necessaries

lOval8; othere - thynges 27val5; manye othere - of 16vbL2;

(little more than intens.) one - speche l3va4; al - of cristene

men 28a14; no - of 25vb33, G26"4 c".; a nother - of 26va24,

27b2¡ l-ikeness 9va26¡ in - as 32b27 ! in - of in the same way or

form as 11b18, 20va16 &c in the same forme and - as 26vb31;

(in) what - by what ftêânsr under what circumstances 3b15, 23a6¡

in no - 31b11; in manyr diuerse maneres 3va31, 14b31; practice¡

custom 7va22t Bval4 &c.; nations, râcês¡ tribes: al- - of men

@4va2. È. @morals 19bl1n. [er']

manhede n. human formr humanity (of Christ after his incarnation)

I6b2' 19b32 ec. [Prom OE man n.]

manyfolde adv. many times, in many $rays ?3Ob22. [prom manifold

adj. OE manig-fea1d, monig-fald &c. Also cf.

adv.l

LoE manigfealde

manklmde n. human nature: toke -W on hvm - became incarnate

12val8. [On man n. + þmde n.]

mantel n. a sleeveless overgarment 16b1On. [OF, & L mantellum &

OE mentel (from L).1

marchaundise n. tradingr cofiìrrìêECe 6va22. pI. articles of trade

4vb2r. [er]

margery n.: - perlees pearls 20b1. [or'1

mater(e) n. subject, source materialr study 3vb11; eventr

circumstances 9vb31. [r, materia & OF.]

maumettes¡ E€tw¡trêttes n. È. idolsr pagan deities 15va14, 3Ia6;

mahometr mahumet (sg.)]false - 22vaLO. [or
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maundement n. command, edict 7a2.

LL mandãment-um.l

[oF mandement &

mawmettes. See maumettes n. pl.

mede n. u/ages: hvred with - engaged for a salary 4va15; (just)

reward, ?efficacy I2bI4. ton mal.J

medled pp. mixed, mingled 25vb3. [on medlerr Vâr. of mesler.]

nedllmges vbl. n. É. admixtures 25vb34n. [¡'rom medle(n) v.

Cf. medled pp.J

melme n. Iinear descendantsr familyr clan 7a15; household,

retainers: priue - 24b33. [n¡']

meke 4i. Grt *ble 3Ovb36. [ol; cf. or mjükr.]

mekenesse n. humility 25a34; simplicityr sincerityr good naturer

graciousress¡ courtesy 16a14. [r'rom meke adj.]

memorial n. remembrance: fot .t=fË!Eæ. - 17b6. [r,L memoriãle

& oF.l

memorie n. memorialr commemoration 13a1r 18a4. [oe, a

L memoria.]

men . _l"d.f. a man' one 27b36. [phonetically reduced form of

OE man pron.]

mencioun n.: maketh - recountsr records 22a8. [Or' ç f,]

mene adj. intervening, midway (between) L5b24; al this - time

28b28. [of me(e)n' var. of moiien.]

menes g. È. petition: made grete - 22vb2o. [prom mënen v-

'complain'. oE mænan.]

renor¡r(e)s. See PN f(f)rere(s).

¡¡Þrcy n. Gpity 5val6. torl

meridie !.: vn to the - in the south 29vbl4n. [L merîdiês-]
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merite n. exce1lêFrcêr esp. the virtue of holy persons

instrumental in working miracles, obtaining God's grace &c.

3va7, 5al5 &c. meritees pI. 3va10. [t merit-um & OF.]

mervayles, mervailles n. È things that cause astonishment,

wonders 4vb25, 6vb23. [Of']

merveyllouselyche adv. in a miraculous and awe inspiring way

12va19. Ifrom merveillous ad . oF merveiLlos.]l
mescreantz. See myscrea(u)ntes n. È.
message n. mission, official businessr embassy: on a certe)¡n -

24a3. [or]

mete n. food 1vb35, 7vbl5 &c.; the first main meal of the day,

breakfast or lunch G31a15,G24 &c. [on]

metten p1. !. p!.: - to gidre (armies) joined battler clashed

31b35. Iinfin. mêten. OE mêtan; mêtte,/-n.]

meueth E. pL. (w. refl. pron.) move I4a8. IOF moevre &c.; also

cf. AF move(i)r & L move-re.l

meulmge uUL. l. moving, motion 9va31. [r'rom mëven v. See meueth

s- pL-l

mydde n. middle (part): in þe -of 12a36. [On (late & rare), &

ùlE mid adj.l

myghte See mow(e) 9.. È.
myghty adj . abler competent: \^/as - to had the power to 6b34,

I2b26. [on mirrtig.]

myle. See lytel adj.

mlmde n. memoryr conìffiêrrìoration: in - and tokene of 28a36; in -

and worshipe of (cf. worshipe n. ) 31vb6. [oe gemynd.]

mlmstre n. monastery 22a22rb17 &c. IOE mynster, from

L *monisterium), from Gk.]L monasterium ( pop.
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tlir(r)e n. myrrh l-va5, 11b25 &c.; ?tltirra 2a33. [oe myrra, m)rrre

(from L, from Gk.) & L myrrha¡ flìurrâ & OF; ult. Semitic.]

mysbyleuynge ppL. gq.i. unbeÌieving, pagan 3va24. [prom

bileve ( n ) v. From leue v.]

myscrea(u)ntes n. pL. pagans, infidelsr non-Christians 3va19r2l-;

mescreantz gentiles 15va8; [¡'rom miscreaunt adj . OF mescreant

pr. ppl . of mescroire, or pop. L *minuscrêdent-em.]

nisterie n. hidden significance, mystical truth 2vb31.

[L mystêrium (from ck.) & oF mistere 'secret'.]

mo adi. more (in number) 9a13, 11b13. toe ma.J

moche adv. muchr greatly 5vb2l, I3a24; (w. adj.) very 11a16.

[shortened form of muchel. oE micel & oN (cf. or mikill).]

moder n. gen. sg. mothet's 9b34, 16b5. IOe mOdorr Çen. mõdor.]

moost g5!i. superl. greatest: the - partie see ¡nrtie q.; - of

stature (the) tallest 16b32. [rrom mõ adj. & superl. suffix;

also cf. Northumbrian mãstr superl. of micel.]

moost adv. superl. principally, most oftenr most continuall-y 9a9,

L4va24. [prom mõ adv. comp. & OE mEst adv.]

more "0i. ""*p. larger L6va2'7; for the - partie 6va24 see

¡nrtie n. IOE mãra, comp. of micel adj.]

morwe tyde n. dawn, early morning 3va27. [oE morwe n. + tid n.;

cf. OE morqen-tid.

moste pt l.
necessarily

was obliged to 20vb33; muste: nedes - had

to, ought to l5val-2. Iinfin. mote(n). oE *mõtan;

mõste. l
mountaunce n. distance¿ extent 3Ob12. [or montance.]
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now(e) g...pL. mâlr ârê able to 6va27, 10vb26 &c. trtyghteE. t.

26alt 27va26; suÞi.: - and wolde 24bI9. linfin. moue(n) &c.

oE *mugan, *.rnagan (pr. pl. magon, mægon); mihte.]

nultitude n. a large number of people, retinue. [Of' c l]

muste. See moste.E. t.

name n. (coupled w. loos) reno\^/n for excellence, (wide spread)

reputation ?4vbl5t24; (error) man 17b24n. [Oe nama.]

namely udr. "p."ifically 2Oa2O. [From name n.]

ne adv. (redundant negative w. noght) ZøaZ. [oe ç oF & L]

ne conj. nor 9b8,18 &c. [on]

necessaries n. pl. household goods 10b29; esp. ?foodstuffs

7va2On. [L necessarius & oF necessaire (ss.).]

nede. See nedeth 9.. 3 !9.
nedes adv.: - muste see mosteE. t. [from OEnêde &c. adv.; cf.

OE ne-d &c. n.l

nedeth g. 3 pg.: al that hem - all that they require 30vb2; nede

(?)subj.: ¡if . . hym nede if he needs, wants 7va33.

[loe (se)nëodian.]

neyther 
"""j. 

neither 11vb25¡ rror 7b13. [on nawþer (see nother

"oni.) with the vowel altered on the analogy of êgþer.l

neuer(e) adv. (as an emphatic negative): - oon not a single one

(person or thing)' none at all 31va4, 32a18. loe næfre.]

next adv. superl. directly: - aboute 8vb21.

nexÈ prep. nearest tor adjacent Lo 29va25.

no conj. nor 4b3. [on nã, nõ adv.]

nobleye n. high rank or birth l8al3; greatnessf po\^/er 2val¡

grandeur, splendour 4vb23. [or noblei cc.]

[on ne a)hst cc.l

[on ne a)hst &c.l
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nobleyes n. ?"o[., ?p!. noblemen 2vb4. [Perhaps either var. of

nobleis (b1end of nobleye n. & OF noblesse n.) or pl. of

OF noble adj., n.]

noght. See nought adv.

noghte .Wn. nothing: sette at - see sette v. [oe na(wi)ht,

nõ(wi)ht n., adv.l Cf. nought adv.

none pron. neither l3bl8. lon nã".]

none ggl;i. no 5val-1, 7a25 &c. toe nan.J

noon adv. not: or - 24va8. [r'rom none adj.]

nother c".j. neíther 2l-.a33t nor ?l-2a20. [Oe na-hwæþerr nãwþerr

nõ-hwæþer.l Cf. neyther conj.

noughtr nou3t adv. not 4a24t 6va27 &c.; right - not at aIl

(cf. ryght adv.) 4b2r 6va32; right - or lytel little or not at

aLI 4a22; - on(e)liche see on(e)Iiche ud".; noght 17va13¡

(redundant) 26a2. Irrom noghte pron.]

obeye g.. È. kneel down, do obeisance, pay homage (to sb.)

I7va27. [or oueir.]

obeysant adj. obedienL I7b27. [pr. ppl. of oF obeir.]

obeysaunce n.: done (hem) - obey (them) 30b36. [op obeissance.]

oblacions n. .É.: done . - - present offerings 25a33. [or c r]

occupyed pp. (accommodation) full, filled 8b15. [op ocuper c

L occupãre; the final ¡ in trglish is unexplained.l

odour n. fragrance 20val. [oF, & L odor.]

of adv. (error?) out l-9vb35(1)n; putte - see putte g.. pL. Ioe1
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of prep. (time) sincer from 8va1. (source, origin) from G5a26,

14bl-0 &c.i out of 3vb8, 5vb16 &c.; in return for 8a13.

(separation) from ?19vb35(2)nr from off 15va33. (partitive)

some of 28bI9. (cause) from 3b12,32 &c.; - reuerence 32va6i

destourbed - see destourbed pp!. adj. (agency) by Bvb20, IOa22

&c. (reference) concerning 3vb24, 5b34 &c.; in respect of

4b33, 4v23 &c.; in accordance with 6bI8; on the basis of 5b6,7

&c.; (in phr. - special priuylege) by 19va26r 20vb19.

(equivalent to an objectíve gen): bvheste - (i.e. made to)

5val2, hel-pe - (i.e. for¡ given to) I4vb25; (after mercy) on

5val-6, 6vb28. (after mervayled) at 16va14; (after praved) for

18vb5, 27va29; - fote on foot 2ObI7. [os1 See also ther(e) of

adv.; wher of rel-.

officers n. pL. eccl-esiastical officialsr sêEVâDts 2Ovbl8.

[or orricier (sg.).]

offre wk. v. make (a) sacrificer offering (ro) r6a28, 28a34.

from L.l[L offerre & OF of(f)rir & OE of(f)rian,

olmementz n. È. (sweet smelling) unguents 32va13.

[or oignement/pl. oignemenz &c.]

on(e)licher oonlyche adv. only: nought - not only 5va10¡ 14vb19;

exclusively, in particul-ar l-3a2r5; but - 24vb36n [prom

onli(che) ad l. oE ëntïc & ãnlic; also cf. oE Enfr-ce

'splendidly' . ]

openly, openliche adv. to people in generalr so as to be readily

accessible or understood 3vb1n; manifestly, so as to be readily

appreciated 27vbII. [on openlîce.]

oplmiones g. pL. views, doctrines: - of heresves heretical-

beliefs 25b4. [t ç or]
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,J.

or conj. (w. pr. subj.) before I6a2; - that (w. pa. subj.)

before, lest 4a11. [on æ-r adv. & oN ãr adv.]

orde n. (religious) order: the - of serznt Benet see PN Benet.

[oF]

ordelme wk. v. (coupled w. make) 26a6, 26vb24. pg. t. procured,

commandedr stationedr Gchose 6b36; (w. made) issued (a decree)

3la2 ther fnne appointed to it 2OvbL6' 21va2l &c.;

(w. purposede) made ready, resolved 10b5n; arranged to have,

obtained 10b35; organised 18a21. pp. (w. chosen) 17va5;

(w. sette) formed 8vb6; mader constructedr established 22b33n,

?32va25n; (w. made) mader fashioned¡ ?designed 20a28; appointed

l4al5, (w. made) installed 9b5n; Galloted, assigned 13a6.

IOF ordener w. stem ordeyn- & L ordinãre.]

ordinaunce n. decree (cf. ordelme wk. v.) 3Ia2. [or1

ornamentz n. pL. jewels, treasures¡ trappings¡ apparel L6vb2O,

18b18 çc.; esp. the sacred utensilsr furnishings, or

ornamentation of the Jewish temple at Jerusalem ?16vb24;

ornamentes 6a5. [oF ornemen pl. ornemenz &c. & L ornament-um

(sg-).1

ostryes. See hostryes n. pL.

other(e) pron. the other(s) lObI, 11vb9 &c.; other persons 7va18,

17vb]9. oth(e)res gen. 7vb29, 11vb9 &c. [oe oþer.]

oþer ""ri. 
or 7va9, I2a13. [oe¡

oth(e)res. See other(e) pron.

out(t)ake prep. except (in the case of) 1Ova7, 25b13 &c. [prom

pp. of outtãke(n) v. From tãke(n) v. See toke(n)

pe. t. (?)È.1
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ouercomen pp. (heretical belief) prevailed ovêrr refuted 24va36.

Iinfin. overcome(n) . oE ofercuman; ofercumen.]

ouergiltê, ouêt gilte pÉ. .df. gilded, gilt 25va13t 26bI9;

?ouergilt 23val8. Iinfin. ouergilde(n) . OE oferqyldan.l

ouerturnede pa. t. overthrewr destroyed 28vb26. Iprom

turne(n) v. OE tyrnan, turnian, from L¡ & OF to(u)rner.]

paynyn n. a non-Jewr gentile 3vb35, 4a23 &c.; a non-Christianr

pagan 31va28. [or paieni(s)me'heathendom'.]

paysibleche adv. peaceably, without disput

adj. oF.l

e ll-bl. lProm paisabJ-e

pans n. g!. (of peni, a silver coin; = L denarius) 2a23n,b2 &c.';

cf. penyes 32vb25. [oe pening, (]-ater) penig (sg.).]

par caas 4I. p"rrtaps 3vb2. [oF ptrr. par cas.]

party(e), partie !. part l-3vb23, 23b22 &c.; in - pa.rtJ-yr somewhat

25va25; a grete - of 23vb22; the moste : of 23val-; for the

more' moste - in most instances 6va24, SvbB &c.; group (of

people) I9a32, 28a23 &c. pL. regions I6v6,l4 &c. [oF]

¡nsseth ittt. E I sg. advancesr rises 21va26n¡ tr. surpâ.ssês¡

exceeds 4b33, 29va36n &c. .g.. ppL. 2Ob32. [Or passer.]

passlmge pÉ. "di. exceeding, extreme 2Oa29. [Cf. ¡nsseth intr-

.g.. 3 -gg..l See also ¡rasseth intr. 9.. 3 -ry..

passlmge adv. exceedingly, unusually, marvell-ously 2Oa26. Irrom

passlmge ppL. .di.l see also ¡nsseth intr. .9.. 3 -W..

passlmgely aAv. exceedingÌy, extremely 30b20. [prom passlmge

PPL'adj'l
pees n. peace 3b10, Il-vlo22- [on pais, pes ac.]
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pensioun n. charge, payment (regular or otherwise) 2la1.

[r, c op]

peple n. mankind 7a34: a]le the -; military force¡ ârlIìlr soldiers

4b23, 3Ib33 &c.; retinue 11vb14,33 &c.; group or company of

people ?6val6n; the - ?the gentiles 6b25n. [ef]

perfourme g\. I. put into effect 6b35. performed" p.. !.
Gcompleted, fulfilted 6b26. pp. (arrangements) carried out

22b36¡ performed (construction) completed 2OvbI4.

[er perfo(u)rmer; cf. oF pa.rfournir.]

persecucioun n.: - of heresye (period of) tyrannous imposition of

pagan beliefs l8vb33nr 23vb1; - of deth persecution ínvolving

the sentence of death 23vb2. [or c l]

perseuerant adj. steadfast I7a27. [or]

persone n. an individual's physical appearance 13b33, l6b26n ec.

[oP, a L persõna.]

pertelmeth .g' 3 sg. (". t") belongsr is allotted or assigned

(to) I3a2¡ is associated (with) I6a2Lt22 &c. t

L pertinêre. l

OF pertenir &

pyler n. pillar: a - of fvr (cf. fyr n.) 15a35. [oF, &

ML pillere, LL pîIãre.l

pilgrym(e) n. travefler 8b16, 32a3 &c. [Or peligrin ac.]

plmnacles g. È. spires or pointed turrets surmounting a building

22a23. [oP, e LL pinnãculum (sg.).]

plente udi., ?ud". in abundancer in great quantity (cf- thikke

adv.) 11b28. lprom plente n. or plentå & L plênitãtem.]

plentiuouse adj. abundantr Gfertile 27va4. [oF]

postcomlm n. the part of the Mass following Communion 25a30-

-iõnis & OF postcomunion.]
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poudre, polrdre n. dust 3b32; (of crushed remains) 1vb23; (of

decomposition) l-9a7; ash ?29a17n. IOf']

power n.: of - having authorityr statusr or financial resources,

able to pay 20a31, 28a35n &c.; strength¡ force: thurgh stronge

- 30a11. [oF (CF poer &c. & Rr pueir).J

prayed(e) pg. !. begged, requested 24vaL'¡ - for entreatedr begged

for mercy on behalf of 24b25. IOF preier cc.]

prayeres n. È. entreaties, intercession 18vb6n; made . . grete -

22vb2o. Ior preiere (sg.).]

preched p3 !. decl-ared, exhortedr Gproclaimed 1ObI7.

[or preechier. ]

prechour(e)s. See PN f(f)rere(s) pL.

preciousely edv. rich]yr finely, spJ-endidly 20b30. IFrom OF

prec rouse adj-l

preestys !. pL. Church officeholders (of any rank) 29a33.

[OE prëost ("g.), from L; ult. ck.]

preface n. ?pL. preface(s) i.e. the introduction to the canon of

the Mass 26vb26. [OF, & L praefatio.]

prerogatyfe n. privilege, statusr superioriLy 25va2. [OF, &

ML prërogãtïva.l

preuy. See prir:e adj.

princes n. É. leadersr rulersr foremost persons I4b6; - of the

prestes chief priests 14a36. [Of]

princi¡nltee n. principal-ityr kingdom¡ country I3b5; dominance:

vpon have precedence over 25b11. [n¡' c Orhaue the -

principalitå & L principãlitãs.l
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priue 4i. p"r"onal, special, private: - melme (cf. melme n.)

24b33; preuy secretr esoteric, occul-t 29va4¡ - byleue

,(cf. byleue n.) 15b30n. [or]

priuylich" adr. secretlyr in secret 24a35rbl-1 &c.; priuelyche

14b9; priuyly 13a29. [prom priue adi.]

processioun n. pompr cel-ebration, festivityr procêssions 24va11.

[op c r]
procurlmge vbt. n. bringing about¡ connivance, pleading 2vb26.

[¡'rom procuren v. OF procurer & L prõcärãre.]

profitabl" udi. beneficial-, useful 10va16n. [oF, & Anglo-L

profitãbilis; cf. profite n.l

profite n.: hadde - of received income from (cf.

[or profit & L prõfectus.]

propetuef "di. 
(errorz) perpetual 18a4.

prophecie n. ability to foretell the future 4a6.

LL prophêtîa; ult. ck.l

of prep.)

[oF, &

5a27.

propre adj. (languages) separate, distinct: þy haue a - speche

(or langage) þ¡ hem self 25va31, 27aI9. [or, ç L proprius.]

prosperitee n. a flourishing or thriving condition 18vb25.

[oF, & L prosperitãs.]

purpos n. intention¡ pfan, decision 3l-b28 were in - and wille

intended, resolved 5va32; c€ntral theme or subject matter of a

narrative (as opposed to a digression) 29a25. [AF]

purposed(e) p1. !. planned¡ determined 20vb8; subj. 4b24, 10b5n.

[AF purposerr paralle1 form of OF proposer.]

pursued p1. !. attacked, harriedr hunted down 14va6. [AF pursure

& CF po(u)rsuir &c.l
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putte 
^9.. PL.

off 30va2r - out of driven out ofr expeJ.led from 3lvb13; (in a

scale of values): - at no reuerence see reuerence n. [on (cf.

pytan & putung 'putting'; akin to potian 'place', lput').J

quakynge 
"Uf. ". rumbling 16vb2n. [rrom quake(n) v.

oE cwacian.]

quantitee n. size, magnitude 7bI4. [oF, & L quantitãs.]

queer n. choir 2Ova2Ot24 &c. lor quer ac.]

questio(u)r n. a problematic matter 29vb7 t 29va34; (") - of (a)

dispute about 4aI9, 9val-0. [Or c l]

quod p. t. -gg.. said 5va1. Iinf in. quethe(n). oE (WS) cweþan;

""-þ/"ræd"".l

rad(de). see rede(n) E. pL.

rebelle adj. refusing due obediêncêr rebellious (a¡eyns) 30a1.

[or, c L rebellis.]

receyu(e)de p1. t. welcomed 19b2nr 24val7. [oe receivre çc.]

rede(n) g.. pL. f ind written 3 2b24n,34 &c. rad(de) pp. read

(out) 3a23t 28a31 &c.; available to be readr written t8va2l-r

?2lb25n &c. [oE (hrs rêdan, A rëdan); ræden, (w]<.) ræd(e)d.l

redy adj. at hand and willing to helpr accessible (to) 9va17,

22va36r (thing s) available 10va12. [oe (qe)ræde + ME - ]-

suttrx. I

redlmge _vUt. ". chanting 25lc2l:nt ?2Ia34n. [os ræAing;

cf . rede(n) pr. gl.l

rehersed pp. relatedr described 3b17n. [oF reherc(i)er.]
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religioun n. a religious order or community 27a26. pL. systems

of belief or ritual- 3a2. [oF a l] See also Religious(e) g[D.

Retigious(e) adj.: a - man a member of a religious order 2hIt

27a34 (cf. men of Religioun 4vb12); devout, holy 24a8. [oF, &

L re l- iq iõsus.l

repe .pp. reaped, harvestedr gathered l-1b33n. Iinfin. repe(n).

oE fpanr (ge)rîpan; ripen.l

reputacioun n.: was of . . - h¡as held in esteem 7b13. tl]

retelme v. (error?) ?accommodate l3va28n. [oF retien-,

AF retegn-r pr. stems of retenir.]

reuerence !.: done but litel - to (cf. do(ne) v.) 23a24;

respectful attitude or manner¡ courtesy 16al-4i the state of

being respected, dignity, status 25va6, 32a27; hadr putte¡

hol-den atr in (n<_il - held in (no) res¡:ectr esteem or honour

(cf. putte E. pI., hooÌde v.) I9a26, 25va32 &c. [or, a

L reverentia. ]

reuerente agi. admirable, deserving to be revered¡ conferring

honour 2]vlo25. [L reverens, -entis & reverendus & oF reverentr

reverend. ]

reuoke v. call backr r€scu€, restrain 19a19. IOF revoquer ç

L revocãre.]

rewarde n.: hau)¡nge - to in comparison with 16va10. IAF reward

(var. of oF regard) & ML rewardum.]

rewle v. restrainr control (sb.) I7v13. lor reuler çc.]

ryal g!i_. royal¡ befitting a king l8vb15; magnificent, sumptuous

I9va14. [or (CF rial, var. of roial ç RF reial).]

Ryalyr ryalliche adv. (w. arayed) magnificentlyr in a manner

befitting a king 20va15,bl-4. [rrom ryal adj.]
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ryche adj. splendid¡ noble 20val5. [oe rïce & OF (from Gmc.) ç

oN (cf. oI rîkr).1

rychelyr richeliche .dn. with possession of riches; sumptuously,

splendidty 4vblO¡ 20vb13. [Oe rîclîce; cf. ryche adj.]

richesses n. pL. opulence¡ rich trappings 23b4n. [O¡'richese çc.

(sg.); for form ?cf. nobleyes n. ?coll-., ?È.1

ride(n) p. t. pI. rode ll-vbl7, I2aI0 &c. [inf in. rîde(n).

OE rÏdan; rãd,/ridon.]

ryght adv. most, very 4a2, 8vb1l &c.; - nought see nought adv.; -

as just as 1va15, 15vb25 çc.! I so in just the same way 9vb13,

12va4 &c. [on rifrte ac.] See also anon(e) adv.

Rightful .di. È. as n. col1. dat. (to) the righteous I7va24.

[Prom right n.; cf. LoE (un)rihtfull.l

rightwisnesse n. righteousness 22vb2. [on (Ws, Kentish)

rihtwîsnessr from rihtwis adj.]

roche n. rockr a rocky height 12vb13,32. Ior; cf. ML roch(e)a.]

rolles n. pL. scrolls l7va32. [or; cf. ML rollusr -a (sg.).]

ronge p. t. pl. rang 2lvb30. Iinf in. ringe(n). oE hringan

(wlc.); strong forms are by analogy with forms of g!!¡g v-,

singen v. (cf. songe p. t. pL.), sprlmge v. &c.l

ronne p. t. pl. ran 15a9n. Iinf in. renne(n) çc. oE rinnan;

@tr"*. & ON (cf. OI rinnar renna; @t**).1

saaf. See sauf p5g.

sacre È :. (mass) celebrate 26vbl9n.

26vb24. [O¡' sacrer & L sacrãre.]

.pp. (clergy) consecrated
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sacrifice n. sacrificial offering, host 26vaI7.

L sacrificium. l

[oF, &

saf conj. but on the other hand 20v17. [prom sauf preP.]

say; sayden. See saye pg. t. s9.r se1re v.; seye v.

saye pa. ! eg.. saw 14vb9,l-0. seye(n) pI. 4vb29, 10a13 &c.;

saye(n) 8b21, 14a31i ?say 24vb35n. seye(n) pp. 4a34¡ ?27b32n

&c.; seen 29va2lt 32oI. Iinfin. se(n). oE sêon; seah,/sãwonr

sEgon; sewen.] cf. seye v.

sayn; sah:acior¡r. See seye v.; satnciot¡r n.

sank r. tr. Ea. !. gg. destroyed by submerging (cf. ouerturnede

pg. t.) 28vb26n [infin. sinke(n) çc. oE (ge)sincan;

sanc &c./suncon. ]

sauf prep. but forr exceptr sâvê 1-9vlo24¡ intens . p!Ë.) - only

29b4¡ saue 16vb13; (w. almost) saaf I2va26. [¡'rom the use of

safe adj. (AF saufr L salvus) 'preserving', 'being preserved'

in absolute construction.] See also fowcheth sauf g. 3 _99.

sauacioun n. salvation 6vb33, Bb34 &c.; saluacioun 14vb26.

OF sauvacion &c. & LL salvãtiõ(nis).1t

saue. See sauf .etp.
sauede pa. !. (w. helede) cured, healedr restored to health 5aL7-

[oF sauver &c. & LL sa]vãre.]

sauour n. smell 12va3. [or'1

scantlyche ad.t. hardlyr barely 20b11. [rrom scant adj.

oN (cf. oI skammrr n skammt 'short', 'brief'.]

science n. branch of knowledge 5vb29. [OF, & L sciencia.]

see; seen. See PN grete seei saye E. t. -99..
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seye v. say 24vb2Ot say 2a24, 3vú,3. Pr. p]-. 26bI8,36; opine,

assert 26b36; sey(e)n read aloud 29a35,b1 &c.; selm 5aI4, I5a27

&c.; sey 29va18; say(n) 15a32, ?24vb35n &c. E. ppf . seyinge

26vloÌ6, 29va27. sayden E !. 15a10; seyden 28val2n. [oe

secgan; sægde/-n.] See af so saye pg. t. _W..

selpn. See saye E. t. s9.., selre v.

seyinge. See seye v.

semeth g. I sg. appears, is seen, is visible 27bI7.

[on (cf . oI sæma 'honour', 'conform'.]

semlmge vbl. n.: as to otheres - as it seemed to the others (cf.

other(e) pron.) 13va3n. [r'rom seme(n) v. See semeth

g.. 3 -gg..l

sendale n. a kind of costly fabricr sendal-e 32va11n. IOF cendal

&c.; of obscure origin.]

sente v. intr. p. t. sent word¡ gave noticer told (to sb.) 5vb5.

Iinfin. sende(n). oE sendan; send(d)e.]

sepulture n. intermentr burial 16a23n, 18a35 &c. [oF, &

L sepultüra. l

s€rtÞge n. servitude 3)vb27. [oF, & ML servagium.J

sette v.: - a3eyns make an attack on 4b12n; - -: at no(u)ght

disregardr scorn 4b4, 23vb18. pp. set down (in writing) 3vb9,

Gplaced, added 2vb35; (land) situated gaIOr (w. ordeyned)

disposed, formed 8vb7. [oE settan; set(t).]

shap n. appearance 2b22. [oe gesceap.]

shape v. (w. make) cut outr design¡ fashion (clothes).

pp. shape(n) (w. made) formed, fashioned 7vaI5, (w. formed)

32b27. [oE scieppan &c.; sc(e)apen. The ME v. is refashioned

from the OE pp.l
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sheetes n. È. pieces of cloth (esp. Glinen), linen garments

20b8. [OE sciete &c. & scãatr scëata (sg.).]

shete v. shoot (arrows) 27b36. [oe scëotan.]

shette pp. shut 1l-vb25. linfin. shette(n) çc. OE scyttanr

perhaps w. analogical influence of shete v.]

shewe wk. v. communicater make ]clownr reveal, âñrìouñcêr declare

to (sb.) 4b28, 4va22 &c.'; - praysinge 13vb7n. .8. 3 sg..

proves, validates I2r.I4. p1. !. 3va32n; (miracle) ¡:erformed¡

manifested 5vb14, ISvalO; revealed the whereabouts of 22vb2t5¡

?made a demonstration (to sb.) 4a9n. pp. toldr made clear

4va35; was - appeared 9vb6n. [oe sceawian.]

shlmlmge "Ut. ". 
Gb.ightn.sr, radiance 9va34n. [prom shinen v.

OE scînan.l

sh1ruer n. slice 26va3. [Cmc. root (analogies in old High &

Middle Low German); cf. ME schive (OE *scife).1

shrewede adj. depravedr @perrrerse 29va10. [rrom shreue n.

'rogue'.' Prob. from oE scrêawa 'shrew(mouse)'; cf. Middle High

German shrewel 'devil'. AIso cf. ME shreue(n) v. 'deprave'.]

signe n. markr imprint 2lvb22,29. [oe seg(e)n &c. & oF sei(g)n

&c. & L signum.l

syker adj. having certain knowledge¡ certainr assured 10a26n.

LOt; slcor, ulË.. L securus--l

Sinagoges n. .É. (pagan) temples 22va9n. [oe sinagoga, -9, from

LL synagõga ( sg.), & oF & L; ult. Gk.l

sit(t)he .""i. seeing that 3va2, 4a23 &c.¡ Gsince the time that

29val8. [neduced form of sithen a{v.; cf. oE siþ conj.] See

also sitthe adv.
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sithen adv. subsequently, since then 30va21. lon siþþon¡ siþþan,

(earlier) Ê.iÞ E 'after that' (cf. after thanne gg!); ?al-so

cf. oN sîdan.l

sitthe adv. since: neuere - 30a34. [neduced form of sithen adv.;

cf. oE siþ adv.l See also sit(t)he conj.

skile n. grounds L4va32. [o¡l (cf. oI ski] 'difference').1

slare. See y slare pp.

smale g]i. Gtf,in, slenderr narro\¡/ IIa22. [on smæ1, sma]-a.]

Smaragdus g. a precious stone (emerald) LIa27. [r; ?ult. of

oriental origin.l

snelllmge vbl. n. (sweet) odourr scentr smell 23a34. [rrom

smelle(n) v. ?OE (wS *smiellan &c.r A *smeLfan &c.); also

cf. LOE smelle n.l

smok n. femaLe (under)garmentr shift 2val4, 2Oa3l &c. [on smoc.]

smoked pp. treated with the smoke of an aromatic substance

20b33n. [on smocian.]

so adv. thereupon l-1a9r 14b12 &c. [oE swa, ""ã.] See also so

that "."j.
sogettes ?adj. g!. subject 9blln. IOr sog(i)et &c. &

L subiect-us (sg.).1

solempnefy aav. with due reverence or proprietyr grandÌyr with

special ceremonies 25b19, ?18b4 &c. [ftom solempne ad j. OF, &

L sol(f)em(p)n-is.l

solempneter solempnite(e), solepnite n. (in phr. with alr

grete -) cêEêrlìonlr formality: (coupled w. reuerence) I9vb26,

(w. worshipe) 24aI6, (w. processioun) 24vaIO; @festivity,

celebration (of a saint's day): don grete - to (cf. do(ne) v.)

& L sol(l-)em(p)nitas.l26va32. IoF,
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somdel adv. somewhat 5vM' I6b7; sumdel 16b3. [prom somdel n.

OE sum adj. + dêl n. Also cf. instrumental form sume dæ1"..]

somtyme e5]y.. pt"rriouslyr in former times 19b35, 32a16n &c.;

sometimes 8vbl7 t 28va22 &c. t"o* adj. (oe sum) + tyne n.l

somwhat n. something: - eÌIes some other thing 16a1. [some adj.

(oe sum) + what pron. (on rrwæt).1

[infin. singe(n). oE singani sang, -"""g/-"*g"..; sungen.]

soote adj. sweet 20va1. [Oe swõt, var. of swêter influenced by

soote adv.]

soote adv. sweet(ly): - smellynge herbes 2Ob34. [oE swote¡ the

adv. corresponding to the adj. swêteì cf. soote adj.]

sory adj. distressed Bb23n. lon sãrig.]

sorwe n. (coupled w. disese) ¡ninr suffering Bb34; - of herte

regret, Grepentance 3lval-2n; lamentation: made gþr

5a34t 23va5. [oE sorh, _sorg.]

so that .".1. provided thatr on condition that 31b5r ?31a5n.

[Prom so adv.J

soun n. sound 16vb3rB &c. [On sõn, oN sõnn (from L or early oF)

& AF (oF son) & L son-us.l

spak g. t. sg. spoke 6a23t ?13va4. spake(n) g!. 1va26, l-5a8 &c.

spoke pg. made known (by speech) 4va24. [infin. speke(n).

(r,)on sp(r)ecan; sp(r)æcl sp(r)Econ; sp(r)ecen.l

speche n. (oral) account 3vb4n; J-anguage 13va4. pl. phrases¡

utterancesr recitations 21a3On. [Oe sp(r)æc, sp(r)ec.]

spiritualte(e) n. spiritualr eccfestiastical matters I7b1r36 &c-

Ior¡

moche -
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spoke. See s¡nk E. t. gg.. See also afspoke pp.

sprlmge v.: - of arise from (cf. of prep.) 3vb20. sprong

pg. t. rg.: - vp burst forth¿ flowed out (of the ground) 2L

spronge pp.: is - has arisenr begun to appear l-2vb1.

Ion springan,' sprangr sprong/sprungon; sprungen.]

spryngynge vb!. q. (river) source; (peoples) origin, ?rise,

?bursting forth 3a35; dawning or first appearance 16v35,

(w. arisynge) ?place of dawning 3valì.. lrrom sprlmge v.]

sprong(e). see sprlmge v.

stant pr. 3 sg. stands 23vaL5,\7. ?pl-. stondeth 28a24.

stode E. t. -9g.
\n/âs¡ existed, remained (firm): florisshede

vb5.

and

- 4v8n; stood - and was in prosperitee 18vb24. linfin.

stande(n), stonde(n). OE standanr stondan (pr. 3 sg. stentr

stond &c.); stõd/-on.l See also stille adv.

stede n.: in the - of (Thomas), in (thomas) - as successor to

(thomas) 2b28, 17bI &c.; as replacement for 6va11. p1. places

2a25. [oe]

steppes !. .É. footprints: the - of !þy feet 16va8. [Oe stæpe,

stepe &c. (sg.).1

stille udv. .t restr motionless (cf. abyde v.) l8va3In; without

change 20vbl2n, 32b15; stonde - 29valn, 3lva24. [On3

stode. See stant ^9.. 9 sg..

stokke n. founderr progenitor 9va7n. [oe stoc(c).]

stondeth¡ stood. See stant 9.. 3 
-x9..

stoppede v. tr. .8. !. blocked up 21vb3,4. pp. 13a9.

[on *stoppian, forstoppian; ult. pop. L or Rom. stup(p)ãre

'stuff with oakum'.]
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strakes n. È. streaks (of light), Gtayst - and bemes 9vb9nrl3.

lproU. OE *straca (cf. streccan).]

strede p. t. (w. refl. pron.) moved to and fro 9vb15n.

[on styrian.]

strelmed pp. stretched¡ extended: - abrode (cf. abrode adv.)

23bI7. [or estreindre (stem estre(i)n-).]

streyte ggli.. narrowr difficult of passage 27va34n [e¡' e)streit

&c. l
streytly adv. (confinement) strictlfr securely (without the

possibility of escape) 30vb26. [rrom streyte adi.]

strengthynge "Ut. ". strengthening: to - of (oure feith) in order

to confirmr reinforce 6b19, 9vb29. tF?om strengthe(n) v. From

strength n. (oe strengþu); cf. *-"tr.ng*.¡ æt-strengan v.]

stronge (error?) 6va31n.

strongliche adv. firmlyr with a strong military force: kept

besilyche and - securely guarded (cf. besily adv., kepe .r/. tr.)

11a31. [Oe stranglice, strongltce.]

studyinge g.. ppL.: - after giving attention to (cf. after(e)

prep.) 6b15. [oF estudiier & L studëre (+ dat.).J

eubtil adj. (cloth) of fine texture 2Oa23. [Op souti]- &c. &

L subtîI-is. l

suffrance !.: thurgh the - of god. by divine permission

(cf. suffre g\. v.) 14va5. [AF]

suffre "t. f. al-low 5va23, 29va1. [Rr suffrir &c. & L sufferre.]

stdel. See sodel adv.

supposen g.. pL. are of opinion¡ hold as a belief 17a1. .8. ppl.

guessingr Gsuspecting 13val9. [on supposer.]
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swiche g!i. such 4b36. [on swilc cc.]

swotenesse n. sweet smel1 32val5. IOE swõtnes; cf. soote ggli.J

take. See lyght n., toke(n) p. t. (?)pI.

tau3te pq. !. revealed or made known to ?22va30. [infin.

teche(n). oE tæ-c(e)an; têhte.l

teyde p. t. tiedr fastened 8va7. teyed pp. Bb2, 8va5. Iinfin.

teve(n). oE (prob. non-WS *j@., for ülS tîgan).1

telle v. reveal openly 24va5. 9.. 1 Ê9. announce 7a33. telleth

3 ¡9. it is told Ivb2I,26 &c. tolde pp. told ofr detailed,

recounted 32b7. [Oe tel]an; teald, Anglian getald.l

temperaltee n. temporal mattersr worldly business I7vaBtb29.

È. 16vb1l. [er *temporeltê t for oF temporalitê r &

L temporãlitas. l

temple n. ?É. place(s) of worship, church(es) 25a25.

[oe temp(e)I (from l) & oF temple & L templum (sg.).]

tempreth g.. 3 sg. cures¡ ?counteractsr ?neutrafises ?28vb19.

[on temprian (from L) & oF temprer¡ temp6 rer & L

that rel-. pron. the one that 9va9. Ifrom that dem. pron.

oE þaet.l

that "..-i. 
(cause) because 10b20; (result) Gto th" extent thatr

so that 28vb13; (corruption?) ZSøZn. [prom the conjunctive use

of that reI. pron. or that dem. pron.] See al-so after(e)

Þrep.r after conj., afterwarde that conj., for that gi.r so

Èhat conj.r ther(e) rel. or conj. adv.

the. See they pron. 3 p!. nom.

theder. See thider adv.
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they pron. gp!. nom.: - of (vnde) the people of (rnde) 6bI4,

18va33 &c. (cf. hem pron. !.pI. acc.-dat.); (error?) 29a2n,

30a4n. the unstressed form I2a2, l-6vb9 &c. theyben see be(e)n

9.. PL. [oN þei-r-]
thenne adv. (preceded by redundant fro) thence (cf. fro prep.)

26a36t 27vaI4 dc. [Oe þanone cc.]

ther(e) rel-. or conì. adv. to the place where lva15 ' I4b22;

w. antecedent n.) where, in which Balrbg &c.; - that 15vb15,

18va8; - as 7vV, I3b22 &c. [Oe þær cc.]

ther after adv. (after l-oken v.) for it (cf. after(e) prep.) 5b23.

loe þær æfter.]

ther(e) of adv. concerning it: (redundant) as p shul heren more

- her after 26a23; (after wondredr mervaylede) at it 5va27,

11vb31 &c.; (after thanke) for it 5vb2, 3La2O; (after rne¡q) out

of it lova33. [oe þær of.] cf. of prep.

ther to adv. to it 4vb23; ?eue hem - see 3eue v. [on þær tor
Ipærf.o..l

thider adv. thither 4vbl8,2O; theder 9a19. [oe þider.]

thikke udi., "dv. thick(ly), in qtnntity 11b32. [oe þicce.]

thilke dem. gli. that or those (previously mentioned) 8va36, 9b2

&c. [erob. OE Þe article + ilce adj.]

thise dem. pron. 4. these people 25vb29; ?the former l5va12n.

[apparently from this + adj. pl. ending -e.]

tho dem. .d.i. É. those l-6vb6 , 23vb23 &c. [on 6 dem. pron. &

article. l

thridde ¡5!i. third 11b20, 18val7. lon þriAaa, þird(d)a.]

thurgh oute udt. to the end (of a journey), all the way 10vb34.

[prom thurgh (oe þurh) + oute (on ut).]
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tilyinge vUt. q tending (a plant)¿ raising (a crop), cuftivation

2aI9. [rrom ti]I(i)e(n) &c. v. oE tilian 'strive', 'labour

(after)' . ]

tyme n.: longe - over the centuries 4va23; season Bvbl3n

(cf . af ter(e) prep.), 9a24 dc. [Oe tîma; cf. oN tími.]

Tyrrlr n. p!. a type of srake 29a2ln. [t; see note.]

to prep. towardsr ?against: manasslmge - ?23va2ln. (purpose)

for: - her weddynge 2Cb9t - diuine seruice 22b34 (cf. for to

plg.). (possession): to hymself in his o\,/n possession 3Iva24.

[oE] See al-so for to prep., in to prep., loue !.r putte

9.. pL.r ther to adv.r to fore adv.r tofore prep., togider adv.

to brast.E. !. sg. broke to pieces 1vb30. Iinf in. tobreste(n),

from to- prefix & brestan v. OE berstan; bærst/burston &

ON (cf. OI bresta; bras .l

to fore adv. (place) ahead 14vb35. (time) beforer previously

6a9r 7b25 &c.¡ in advance 14va29. [oe tõforan.]

toforer to fore prep. (p1ace) in front of 7va14, Ba8 &c.; ahead

of 13a36r 14b21 &c. (time) earlier thanr previous Lo 4a26,

4va2O. (precedence) in precedence tor over 17a36; abover more

than 17vb19 &c. [on toforanr from to prep. + foran adv.]

togiderr to gidre, togidre adt. tog.ther lva23t I7a22 &c.¡

to gedre 5b10; each other: louede - I8va27nr 21al-6n.

[oe togæderer tõgadore.]

toke(n) g. t. (?)È. picked out, selected I7b22¡ - I^/yues l8al-5.

take pp. seized, apprehended 24b9; stricken 5a20. linfin.

take(n). LoE tacan; -!{-on; *tacenr from oN (ta*a; tolc;

tekinn.l see also blgpmnynge vbl. n.
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tokene n. signal 4b28'36; sign of or act demonstrating divine

[rce/er or authoríLy 2va6¡ 5va]9 &c. [on tac(e)n.]

tokenlmge vbl. n.: in - that as a symbol- that 27vb26.

[on tacnung; cf. tok(e)ne(n) v.]

tolle n. share of the profitr rent 7vb33. [oe tollr apparently a

Gmc. adaption of pop. L. tolõneum (cf. ML theolonium)r for

L telonium 'toÌl house', from Gk.; but cf. tale n.r telle v.]

tonge !. people or nation having a language of their o\{n 2la24t

29a34. É. tunges: alle - people of every tongue 4vb18.

[oe tunge.]

toures n. É. towers 22a23. [oe torr (from L turr-is) & LoE t-ur

(from oF torr tur¡ (Iater) tour).1 See also PN Babel.

translated.pp. removedr shifted 28va29, 30b10; (of relics)

29val9 t 32b17 &c. [prom translate adj. (L translãt-us pp.) or

directly frorn OF translater ML transl-ãtãre.l

trauailler trauayle g. toilr trorlcl-e: with grete - IIa2Bt 22va34;

for his - (cf. for prep.) 23va3. [or]

trauailleth pr. 3 9.. travels 7va31. [or travaill(i)er ac.

'trouble (oneself)'i cf. trauaille n. The sense development is

peculiar to t¡glish.l

tree n. woodr timber 7va9. p]. beams 2OvaI9. [on treow;

cf. oN tré.1

tresoures g. È. Gtr.us,rr" chests I4b26. [or tresor (sg.).]

trewe adj. faithfulr r:ncorrupt 25b30. [On trêowe çc.]

trewely(che) adv. with steadfast devotion 2lb34t 25va36.

lon treowlice; cf. Èrewe adi.]
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triacle n. theriac (an antidote to ¡rcison, esp. that of a

venomous serpent) 3aI7 t 29a24n. [OF, from Pop. L *triaca t for

LL thêriacar from Gk.]

tribulacio(u)n n. distress, trouble I8vb2' 32val8. [or c l]

Èrouthe n. sincerityr faith 9val-8¡ 22vloJ,. [eerhaps from

OE *treõþ, var. of trêoþ.]

tunges. See tonge n.

turneth g. 3 -Ð.., È.: - a3eyn return(s) 21b9. [oe tyrnan ç

turnian (from L tornãre); cf. OF t(o)urner &c.]

vnctioun n. anointing (in legitimation of kingship) 9b28nr

9vaL2n. If,; cf. OF onction.]

vnder pre,p. Gduring the timer reign, or offic.e of 6a2Ot 7a5.

Ioe¡

vnrightful adj. pI. as n. coll. dat. the unrighteous 17va25.

Icr. LoE rihtful.]

vnthrifty aqi. (dwe1ling¡ Gpoorr run down Ba7nt27 &c. [¡'rom

thrift n.¡ itself from thrive(n) v. (oN þrifa-sk refl.) + -t

suffix (cf. gift, rift &c.); cf. oN þrif(t) n.J

vn to "".i. until 30va2. [f'rom unto prep. Formed on the analogy

of ur¡til prep.r with to .prep. in place of the northern

equivalent til.l

vntrowthe n. unfaithfulness, lack of faith 24vb27n. [rrom

trouthe n.l

vpon prep. ovêEr above 32bl-2ntI5. [¡'rom up adv. (oe up, upp) +

on prep. (oE on, an); cf. oN upp Âc oE upp(e) on.l
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vsage n.: itis.. -itiscus tomary 8al0; (coupled w. custume

religious observances (cf. custome n.) 27a4' 29a26.

[Rr'; cf. vse n.r vsê wk. v.]

vse n. customr prâctice 15vb33. lef c OF usr use &c. & L ils-us.]

vse wk. v. (religion) practise 31a4. g.3 -gg.. 
(r. infin.) is

accustomed (to) 3la23n. g' .É. 32vb15i - thisr the same

follow thisr the same practice l-9va3lnr 2TvbIIi go frequently

or regularly (in to) 30va33; (clothing) adopt¡ wear 26vb28.

@., ppl. g]j. (customs) practised, customary 2lval-1; (it) is,

was - 7va4, 30b24 &c. [O¡' user &c.i cf. vse g. & L S ppf.

- -, - 
1oI uc]-.l

veyl n. ?."11. sail, sails 23b17n. [nr' ç old Norman French veile

& veil (cf. oF voile & voit), L vêla (p1. as sg.) & ve-l-um.l

venysians adj. pl. Venetian 2Ovb34. [op, ç ML Venetiãn-us.]

verray gli_. very: - god and man 3vaf5r l2va7 &c.; true (truly

entitled to the name) 3va23; genuine, real 9b34; rightful

30b31-; verrey I6a27; (intens.) pure, sheerr ?mere 5va34n; of -

vse 2lb17n. [AF]

verraily adv. truly 24vbl7; verreily: - byleuen as a matter of

truth 17a1. [Prom verray ad-i.]

verrey. See verray.

vertue n. excel-lence' distinctionr strength 4vb9; (coupled w.

strengthe) 1lvbl9n. pI. healing properties 2a2O; acts of

superhuman po\¡/er, 'mighty works', miracles 18vbl3, 32vb11.

[araor, &Lvirtusr virt-ut-is.l

vesselle n. coll. (ritual) vesselsr utensils 6a5. [ar o o¡']

vynes n. p!. @vineyards l7vb4. [or, & L vÏnea (sg.).]
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vitaille n. supplies, provisions l0va11. [an c Or]

vowted pp!. .d1. vaull ed 2OvaI8. [Of vouter &c.; cf. vout(e) n.]

r¡ay(e). See ræy(e) n.

wake(n) rL. ". stay awake (in celebrating a vigil-) 26va33t 2Ba4

&c. [OE wacian & wæcnan.]

Iran pa. !. !9.. seizedr took possession ofr captured 24b6.

wonne(n) pl. 30a26,36. wonne pp. 3lva23, Gsubjr:gated 4b9.

[infin. (ge)winne(n). oE winnan; lrann/!üunnoni wunnen.]

warde n. (coupled w. kepynge) act of guardingr keeping control;

oEt those who guardr Çuards (for against) 4b18n. [On weard.]

warnede pl. !. cautioned, Gadviseð 17a25. [Oe war(e)nian,

wearnian. ]

r¡asshe E È. Gb.pti". 2BbI5. .pp. sprinkled, moistened ?20b35.

[oE wæscan, wascan; wæscen &c.]

wasteth 9.. 3 sg.: : away dwindles a$rafr disappears Bvb29n.

[AF waster (cf. OF g(u)aster); cf. OE wêstan 'lay waste'.]

mxeth. See rexe v.

weddlmge uUt. n. marriage 2Oó9. [prom wed v. oE weddian.]

r¡eder n. weather 3va28, 1Ib32. [Oe]
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wey(e) n. road, street 2Ova2t 26b27; I the - aì-ong or dor.rn the

road (i.e. in public) 20b36¡ aì-ong (i.e. beside) the road

11b35, by road or by that road 7va32¡ in the same - besider

along the same road 2al7; highway 7vb22; hye - (cf. heigh adj.)

26b26; (river) coursêr channel 28va15n; path (of travel)

27va35n; euerych in his weye l2va24n; journey: [ (a1) the weye

in the course of (throughout) the journey 10va1, 12a17 &c.;

travelling: wery of the - Bb24; distance llvblt, 22aI3t ?9a31-n

&c.; way(e) 13va8r 24b34. [on weg.J

rrel adv. in detail 6b32¡ fu1ly lOvaÌ; not - not easily 6vb7,

Bvb9; wiste - hrere not deceived 9b16r were in no doubt I0a18;

knewe - 10b20; shewede - 16val5. [oe wel(I).]

relle n. spring (of water) 2va34t 2lvb4 &c. loe wielte cc.]

vente pa. !.: - hvm self betook himself 2b2}n. [infin. wende(n).

oE wendan. ]

werlmg cloþes n. È. articles of clothing (suitable or intended

for actual use) 2Oa24. [¡tom were(n) v. (oe werian) + clothes

n- P!.1

werketh.g. 3 Êg. (miracles) brings aboutr performs 32vb1l.

serken È. do thingsr Gwork 16vb9. wroughte pa. !. sg. 3IalB;

wrou3t 22va2l. wroughten pl. did 3va34. [oe .@., wircan,

(later) we(o)rcan; wrohte/-n. Cf. oN verkja & werk n.l

werklmge uUf. n. arranging, Gaction 2vb22. lprom werke(n) v.

See werketh på. 3 Sg..l

reten. See wyte y.

rether n. Gr"* Lva24, 13vb29 ec. [oe weþer. ]

4
h,l
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wexe v.: - (clere &c.) become, grow (clear) L3b14. wexeth

g.. 3 -99. 25b32; (plant) groÌ,ts 11b32; (river) swells 28vloJ2,

waxeth (coupled w. aryseth) springs¡ has its source 28va22;

wexit 11b30. wexeth pl. 3b32n. [on weaxan.]

what e¡fi. indef.: - (man) þat any (person) that 5a19,7vb2 &c.¡

(without Þt) 20vb31. [oe hwæt.]

sher of rel. for which: - they þanked god (cf. of prep.) 18vb21.

lon hwær + of prep.]

why. See ffor why conj.

white. See PN f(f)rere(s) .É.

witle n.: \^rere in purpos and - intended (cf. purpos n.) 5va32.

[oe willa; ?also oE wil(]) c gewil(e).] see also good wille n.

rrlmnlmge "b1. 
n.t haue . . - . . of get wealthr profit from

7vb33. tFrom winne(n) v. See wan e.- t. -gg.-l

wyte¡ weten v. know: it is to - it is to be noted 13vb14, 20a18.

wiste p1. !. 1l-vb9; - wel see wel adv. [oe witan; wiste.]

witty g5!¡. wise, capable: wyse and - 23a10. [on (ge)wit(t)ig.]

wole 9.. 3 sg. wills, is willing to 21a11; whan god - 23a8;

(?)Sg. purposes or sets Lo 29aI4. È. 8vb24' 3J-vlo26. wolde

p. t. 22viol-8, 24va4 &c.; \^rishedr intended 23vb3; (of God's

wilt) 6vb28, 10a7. ""bi. 24va7; myghte and - 2bI9. [infin.

wille(n). oE *willan (pr. 3 sg. wille, pI. will-aþ); wolde.l

wonder n.: hadde gret - ther of marvelled greatly at it

(cf. ther(e) of g\.) 10a17; miracle l8va9. wondres p1.

marvellous things I8a10. [Oe wundor.]

wonder adj. marvellousr wondrous 6vbl3. lrrom OE wundor n.

(cf. wonder n.) in compounds.]
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\ronder adv. exceedingly l-5a19, 29aL8. [Partly OE wundor n.

(cf. wonder n.) in compoundsr partly OE wundrum dat. p1. used

adverbially. l

wonderfully aav. in a marvellous way, miraculously 19b20. [f'rom

wonderful adj. LOE wunderfull; cf. wonder n.]

wonderliche adv. exceedingly 1lvb30, 2Oa27 &c.¡ in a marvellous

manner, to a marvellous degree ?LIa2I. [Oe wunderlîce.]

w¡dres. See wonder n.

woned pp. accustomed (to + infin.) 26vbl5. [On gewunodr pp. of

gewunian. ]

wonne(n). See wan pa. !. -9g.

worche¡nful; worche¡nfulliche; worchi¡n; worchi¡nd. See

worshipeful udi.; worshi¡nfulfy adv.; worshiln n.; worshipede

E- !-
rprde n. saying, maxim 17a16. [oe word.]

wormes n. È. noxious animalsr esp. serpents and reptiles 30b13n.

[oE wyrm (sg.).]

worshe¡n; worshe¡nful. See worshilp n.; worshi¡nful adj.

worshipe n. respectr honour 2vb32, 24aI7¡ tor in (the) - of in

honour of 3vb5, 31vb6 &c.; hadde, holde in . . - held in honour

(cf. hoolde v.) 25a9, 31vb32 &c.; done - to pay homage¿

worship to (cf. do(n)e I.) 26va17; worchipe 9vb27¡ ?worshepe

14a33. [OE weorþscipe, (later) wurÞ, WÞ.]
worshiped" -p3. !. p"la honour to, regarded with veneration

22va28; worchiped 23va30; worsipede (misspellinq?) l9a23n.

Ep. ( feast day) venerated and honoured with ceremonies,

celebrated 21va14r 32aI4. [¡rom worshipe n.]
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worshipeful adj. honourablêr Eêvêrêd 3va2r 4va27 &c.; worchepeful

IOa24,36; worshe[Þful l1vb3. lprom worshipe n.]

worshipefully, worshipeftiltiche adv. with due reverence and

honour 24val4; in such a way as to confer honourr make a good

appearance, set off suitably l8va7; (w. arayed) 23va26, 3b36.

worche¡nfulliche I0b19. [prom worshi¡nful adi.]

worsi¡nde. See norshipede p1. t.

worthy uÖi. appropriate¡ fit: as it is - 21vb26. lprom worth n.

(on weorþ ec.) + -¿, replacing oE wierþe adj. & oE weorþ adj.l

worthier "Ai. ."*p. of higher rankr more entitled to honour

l-0b21. [rrom worthy adi.]

wosy adj. oozyr consisting of ooze or fine mud 28va16. [rrom

\ârose n. (On wase); influenced by OE wõsigr from yþ 'juice'-]

wounden pp. wrapped 19vb15, 22va26. [infin. winde(n) cc-

oE windan; wunden.]

wra¡ped. See by rrapped pp.

writen p. *a down in writingr narratedr enumerated 3va36n,

I4lc.32¡ - to gedre composed 5b10; wreten 19b21- [infin.

write(n). oE wrTtan; writen.]

nronge PP. \¡¡rung 11va4. t infin. wrinqe(n). oE wringan;

r¿rungen. ]

nrou3tr wroughte(n). See werketh.E. 3 59.
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PROPER NAI¡IES

Abacuk Habakkuk lva15, I2bl-7n &c.

Aboas a kingdom in Georgia, Abkhaziya 27b6n-

Abraham the patriarch 5va12.

Àconl (= Àcres 4vb8) Acre 4vb7n, l8alO &c.; Acoun 4vb28,34.

¡con2. See PN ÀIsre.

Acres. See PN Àconf.

Àdam Aùnah 28vb24n.

þapiti st . Agapetus ( d. 258 ) 2 2a3 ln.

Akne (the church at) Aachen 2vaI7, 25va1O; Àcon 20a13, 2Ova4.

kyng" Alisaundrel Ale*ander the Great (r.336-23) 16vb2In

(cf. 239/nl7-nl9n). Alexandres gen- Ivb20-

Atisarn&e2 Alexandria 1la10.

Antioche Antioch 17b19.

seynt Àntonye St. Antony of Egypt (25I?-356) 27a27n'

Apnrley Apu1ia 24va32n; Àf¡¡lie 29vb8-

Àrabie a kingdom of the East, Arabia lOvbl-2n, 11a14 &c'

Arian the heresiarch Arius 24v]o2orr,23 (cf- 24vbl4ffn).

Armenye Armenia 23vb22¡ Ëmonye 3a4; - the more 27b9n' Armeni

É the Armenians 25b6, 26vblIn; Armenyes 26vb28-

Àrphaxat Arphaxadr a ruler of t.he Medes 30va19n.

Àsso Asso del1a Torrer a Milanese noblernan 24b2nr3 &c'

Assr¡erusl Ahasuerus, i.e. Xerxes I (r.485-65) 30b16n.

Assuerus2 Ahasuerus, father of PN Darie (ac6tfrc BC) 30vaÌ9n'

Augustines. See PN f(f)rere(t) PL.
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the grete tour of Babel the tower of Babel (cf. toures n.

È. ) 3obe.

Babiloynel eabylon (in Mesopotamia) 5vb1O t I2bL9n, 3ObBn &c.

(cf. 5vb32ffn).

Babiloyne2 eabylon (in Egypt) 1la1On.

Balaam 3vbl3nr34n &c.; mistake) Barlaam 3b28, 32vb20n.

Baldach Baghdad 30b6n; Baldak 3a36; Balauch 30a25n.

Balt(h)azarl ealtharar the second King 1J-b7,8 &c.

Baltazar2 Belshazzar (d.539 BC) 3Ova18n.

Baltazar3 a son of the Tartar emperor 31a28.

seinte Barbre St. Barbara 26va3}t.

the orde of seynt Benet the Benedictines (cf. orde n.) 22a25.

Bethleem lvb34, Tbl8n &c. (cf. 8a9n, Svb3ffn).

byheste. See PN lqrde of b1ùeste.

Blansagarde a castle in the HoIy Landr Blanche Garde 22b24n;

Blansengacd 2vb4. the gentiles of - (cf. gentiles n. É.)
22b28n.

Bona a fictitious mountain 1La25n.

Calabre Calabria 29vb7 .

Cala¡nrt the Talmud 29va5n; Calmith 3a27n.

caldee. See PN Chalde(e).

the Caliphe the Caliph 3b1, 3Oa27; Glipha 30a33,35.

Calnith. See PN Calanut.

(the hille, mount of) Caluarye Calvary 1val9¡ 2valO &c.

Carl.aleth Peking 30a23nrb5; IbÈeleth 3a36.

the grete Cane the Great Khan 30va7n.

Cartage Cathay 3Ova8n.
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Cedar Kedarr a desert tribe descended from Kedar son of fshmael

l3vbl_1.

Cepti g!. a heretical group, the Copts 25b8 (cf. MINOR LACUNA

284/IIn).

Cesar Augustus (= Octauian 6vb34, 8b5) emperor of Rome (r.31 or

27 BC-AD 14) 9b3,9 (cf. 6vb36n).

Chaldee Chaldea 5b29, L6vb32n &c.; Chalde(e) (language) chaldean

5a7, 6a36 &c.; caldee 5b2n¡ 25va30. È. the Chaldeans 6a3,b7

&c.; Chaldeis 6a34tlol4 (cf. 5vb32ffn).

(þ grete kyng) Charlys Charlemagne king of the Eranks (r.768-

814) 2va17; Charles 19vb32n.

Chore (mistake?) an unidentified prophet 6b2n.

C\rrinus 'bishop' of Syria 7a6n.

Cyrus king of Persia (r.559-29) and (from 539) ruler of Babylon

6a20,33 (cf. 5vb3 2ffnt 6a20n).

Colelme Cologne IaA, 2vb27 &c.; Coloyne 3b16, 23a4 &c.

(the nmperour) Constantlm Constantine the Great (r.306-37)

19b7n,15 &c.

Constantinople 2val5þ24 &c.; (in a broader sense) 23b30n;

Constatinople 2vbl-6.

the cursedr cursfde see. See PN the dede see.

daraske Damascus 3vb32.

Daniel 1vb25, 6a2On çc. (cf. 5vb32ffnr 6a2Ont

78/3an); (different person?) Iva16, I2b2L.

Darie Darius the Mede 30va18n.

MAJOR LACÎJNA
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oauidl king of rsrael (clOOÈ970) 5val,2t 8al8 &c. (cf. 7b23n,

8va3On) ! - the prophete l-lval7n. (undifferentiated) g.n.

24vb23.

oauid2 a son of the Tartar emperor 3La29.

Dauid3 the eldest son of Prester John 3]o7, 31b32.

the (dede see or 3al-6, 28vb22) cursedr cursyde see the Dead Sea

28vb5.

effa Ephah (the descendents of Ephah son of Midian son of

Abraham; their country) 13vb4.

ngipt(e) 2bl-r, 4bB &c.

(the y1e of) Egriswille 11b27n, 3lvbl8n &c.

seinte (h)Eleyne Empress Helen(a) (c255-c330) I2vb24nt 19b14 &c.

(cf. 19b22n); helene 2vb6,L5 &c.

hanuel. See PN llanr:el.

Eraclie Emperor Heraclius (r.610-41) 27va18n.

Bmnye. See PN Arænye.

Ethiope (country) Ethiopia 30b29. (people) an Ethiopean¡ any

dark skinned African 16b33n ' 25vb22n (cf. 25vb23ffn) &c.

Eustochie St. Julia Eustochium (37Gc419) 2va25; Eustachium

2Ova36n.

Er.rstorgius St. Eustorgius (bishop of Milan 315-31) 24a2n,I2.

(kynge) Ezechias Hezekiah king of Judah (r.716/15-687/6) 5b31n,

5vb32r &c.

the firste lmde tOvb8 (cf. l0va25n).

F[.]Iicissini St. Felicissimus 22a3On.

ffredericus Emperor Frederick I (1152-90)
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f(f)rere(s) pL. friars: - llenour(e)s rranciscans L6a6nr

30va30bn &c.; (-) Prechour(e)s Dominicans (Friars

Preachers) 24al5n, 30va3On; (-) augustines Augustinians

30va30n; white - Carmelites 30va3l-n.

f(f)ryses pI. Frisians 25va9 t 27aIO &c.

ffulgencius Fulgentius bishop of Ruspe (?468-?533) 15b7n, l-6a15.

Galile 7a9nt l3a21n &c.; the see of - 28va35.

seynt Cæorge 27aI3.

Georgie C,eorgia: - the lor¿ere 25aI7 t 27b5n¡ - the heyere

(cf. heyere aqi. geg.) 27a2. Georgiani É. the Georgians

25b7' 27aln¡ georgiens 27a7¡ Georgianes: - ttre lowere 27vb2

(cf. 27b2ffn).

Godolie 11b6n, 11va27 &c.

Gmre Gomorrah 28vb23n.

Greci g!. the Greek Orthodox Christians 25b7, 26b3Ztl Greekys

25va29;' grekes 27a5.

seynt Gregory Gregory the Great (c54O-6O4) l2b5n.

grekes. See PN Greci p!.

the grete see the l'lediterranean 32vb34; the see 2b4' 2val-9 &c.

See also PN Occean(e).

hele(y)ne. See PN seinte (h)Elelme

herodes Herod the Great (r37- ) Iva26,

honissen the 'dark land' 27b22n.

hwrgaries p!. Hungarians 27aIL.

9b7n &c.
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Inde a region of the East, the distant Eastr "fnde" 2bI2, 3b7nr

5bl-n, 10vbl6nr 22va7nt 26va26n &c. (cf. IO2/3In); (error?)

26va26nt28; the heyest - (cf. heyeste g5!¡. superl.) 2b20; nen

of - 25b1ln¡ 32b23n. g!.: iij - 10va25n (cf. pl¡ firste,

secounder thridde ynde); (peopte) the inhabitants of rnde

25bI5, 26a15n (cf. 25vb23ffn) cc.; Indi 25b6, 26a25n.

ysaac fsaac l4vb5.

fsay Jesse 7b23n, 7va13 &c.

ysaie rsaiah 5b33n, 5va3 &c.; ysaias 13va30.

ysnini a heretical sect, ?Abyssinians 25b8 (cf. MINOR LACUNA

284/nIIn).

fsrael 3vb2l-' 4a9 &c.; þe chitdren of - l0vb33r 15a34 &c.

racobl Jacob the patriarch 3vb2O, 9va1 &c.

Iacob2 Jacob or James (of Antioch, the first PN patriark thon¡as2)

I7bI8'2I¡ lares of Antioctp 2b29.

facob3 Jacob Baradaeus 27vbl8n.

Iacobite p!. a heretical sect¡ the Jacobites 25b7, 27vbI3n.

fares of Àntioche. See PN facob2.

Iaqarl Jaspar (Caspar) the third King 2vbl2, 1Ib23 &c.

Ias¡nr2 a son of the Tartar emperor 31a29.

ferenie Jeremiah 5vb36r 6aln &c.

ferico Jericho 29va2l-t 29a9.

seynt Ieroæ St. Jerome (347-a2O) 20va35n ' 2Ib28 &c.

femsalem Jerusalem l-vaIl, lvb3n &c.; (error) 1vb3n.

Iewrye. See PN lur'¡te.

foachim Jehoiakim king of Judah (r.608-597) 6aln.

Iob Job 4a19n.
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seint tohnl Baptist St. John the Baptist 17vb21 t 28b4 &c. seynt

Iohannes gen. 26va34n.

seint lohn2 Euangelist St. John the Evangelist 17vb17nr l-9va7n.

tohn3. See PN prestre lohn.

(fl-um¿ the waterr flood of) Iordan the River Jordan

(cf . flode n., flum n.) 3atIt 2Bva22n,b2n,I2n,I7n &c.

Iosaphat(he) Josaphat (Joasaph) 3b28, 32vb20n.

Iosias Josiah king of Judah (r.6aO/39-608) 5vb35.

Iuda Judah 9va6.

fr¡das Judas fscariot 2a32.

Iulian Àpostata Julian the Apostate (r.332-63) 23va35n.

(the londe of) furye Judea 7a1l-, 9bI2 &c.; Juda 14b5,G¿26 ç".'

Iewrye 12b30.

seint katerine St. Catherine of Alexandria (?d.early 4thc) 27a23.

latini pl. a Christian sect 25b6; latlmes 25bl-6n, 26vb25.

the mount, hille of liban ?Mt. Hermon 28va25nt32.

Ioubardie. See PN húardie.

the londe of byheste the Prcmised Land Bvb4.

selmt¡ kynge lovys Louis IX of France (r.L226-7O) 23b32n¡35.

h¡bardie Lombardy 24va31n, Ioubardie 3Ova32n.

selmt l¡lacharie St. Macarius bishop of Jerusalem (d.c334) 3aI2t

27a27n &c.

t¡lachomete the prophet Mohammed (c57f629) 3b2, 27va2O &c.
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t{adian Midian (the descendents of Midian son of Abraham; their

country) 3vbl4n, 13vb4.

Ì{andopoli p!. a heretical sect (?wlandaeans) 25b9 (cf. MINoR

LACUNA L56/8n).

Èlanesses Manasseh king of Judah (r.687/6-642/I) 5vb32,33-34n &c.

Maniche(e) the heresiarch Manicheus or Manes (c2I6-276)

24vbL9,2L É. (a)aAi. his adherentsr the Manicheans 24vb15n.

l{anuel Em¡reror Manuel (r.1143-80) 2vb22; Emanuel 23vb36n.

narie Flagdalelm Mary Magdalene 19va9.

Irlaro a heresiarch 27vb32n.

tlaromini p!. a heretical sect 25bB (cf. MINOR LACTINA 285/nl6n).

Ì{aronici pl. the Maronite Christíans 27vb30n.

Èlarrok Morocco 29vbl5n.

llar¡ritiusr t{auricius Emperor Mauritius or Maurice (r.582-603)

23vb25n t26.

l{echior. See PN Uelchiorl.

Melane Milan 2vb24,25 ec.

llelchiorl th. first King 2a23, 4vb2 &c.i l¡lechíor 24va22.

l¡lelchiores gen. 5a12n.

Melchior2 a son of the Tartar emperor 3Ia27.

l,telchiores. See PN ttelchiorl.

lþnour(e)s. See PN f(f)rere(s).

üessye the Messiah 3a27n.

ræsso¡ntanle Mesopotamia 4a27 .

Èticee Mecca 27al6n.

Michee the prophet Micah 6b3.

rþyses gen. of Moses: - lare 3vb26.

Montost 28b35n.
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Nabaioth Nebaioth (the Nabateansr descendents of Nebaioth son of

Ishnael) 13vb12,19; t{abaoth 1va24.

Nabugodonosor Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon (r.605-561) 6a2t

30val8 (cf. 5vb3 2ffnt 6aLn,20n, 16vb3l-n, 82/IIn).

lìhzareth 7a1On, 21va18n &c.

Nestorynes pf.. a heretical sect, the Nestorians 3a29t 22vbI5nt

31bl-n &c.; Nestorini 25b6t 29vb27.

Nestorius the heresiarch (d.c451) 25vb27 (cf. 25vb19ffn).

Nicholaite É. a heretical sect, the Nicholaites or Nicholaitans

25b8 (cf. MING LACTJNA 285/nl9n).

(the flood, water) Nylus the river Nile (cf. flode n.) 11a4nr9.

Noes gg!.: - ship Noah's ark 27b11,19.

Nubye a kingdom of the Eastr Nubia 5al-3n, 10vb9n, 12vb30n &c.

Nubyanes pl. its inhabitantsr ?Ethiopians 13a4,8 &c.; Nubiani

25b5,26n &c.

the (grete see) Occean(e) l0vb31n, 29vb2 (cf. 29va33ffn); the

Occean see 3a30, ?29vb16n.

Octauian. See PN Gsar Àugustus.

the mount of Oli¡¡ete the mount of Olives l3a20n.

Origenes origen (c185-c254) 3a6 (cf. MINoR LACIJNA 285/n29n).

¡nradlrs (terrestrial ) Paradise l1a3n.

paula St. PauLa (347-404) 2va25, 20va36n.

Peers Persia 6a2l-rb8 &c.; pers 6a33; Persee l69c32n; Perse

29val3t25 &c. Perses pl. the Persians 3a2B (cf. 5vb32ffn).
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Chirche of seint Petre St. Peter's Cathedral ( in Cologne) 24val4.

ptrarao Pharaoh l0vb35.

Poule St. Paul 4a36.

prechor:r(e)s. See PN f(f)rere(s) .pL.

prestre lohn Prester John 2b34, 3b11, 1l-a34n &c. (cf. I7vb2n)¡

?prestre foon 3Ib2.

þ rede see the Red Sea l0vb14nr28n &c

Relmald Rainald of Dassel (11-15-67) 24a27 (cf. 24a2On); ?Reignold

2vb26.

the Romayn(e)s p!. the Romans 4b23t 30va20 &c.

Saba (the kingdom of) Sheba llblln, 13vb6n &c. (cf. I1va17n).

Quene Saba l6vb25n.

Sabain Zeboi( i)m 28vb24n.

Salamons gen. of King Solomon (r.c97È31) 16vb26.

Sanuel the prophet 7b28.

sarazin(e)" .È. Saracens, Muslimsr infidels 3a24t 29b26n &c.;

Saraslmes 27aI9.

the secor¡nde ynde 11b5 (cf . 10va25n) .

the see. See PN the grete see.

SeriIIe 3b24, 32vb6n &c. (cf. MAJOR LACÎJNA I08/5n)

seint Sih¡estre St. Sylvester (bishop of Rome 314-335) 19b9.

the hille, mount of Slznay Mt. Sinai lOvbl3, 27a22 &c.

Syrie Syria 4a30, 26va29n &c. Syriani pl. ?Syrian Christians

26va25n¡ Syrians 26va30; Suriani 25b7.

Sixti St. Sixtus (d.258) 22a3On.

Sobab 4a3àl (cf . 4a28ffn).
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Soldini p!. a heretical sect (?Soldains) 25b5, 25va20n &c.;

Soldlmes 25vb7.

Soldinus a heresiarch 25va27.

the chirche of seint Sophie St. Sophia's (nagia Sophia) 2vbl-7 '
19vb29 &c.

the Sowdan, soudan the Sultan 1la32r 16a13 &c.; Sowdones gen.

28b30.

SurianL See PN Syrie.

S¡sis Susa 30b15n.

Tarl¡eleth. See PN Canbaleth.

Tartares. See Tartaryn(e)s p!.

Tartarie the land of the ta(r)tars 3bl1' 23aI4 &c.

Tartarlm(e)s p1. the Ta(r)tars or Mongols 30a8nr 31a35n; Tartares

3a35; Tartres 3Obl-8, 30va6.

the ordre of teqùers the Knights Templars 5a23n.

thaars. See PN It¡a(a)rs:

(t'lount ofr hille) Thabor Mt. Tabor 2va36, 22a4 &c.

Tha(a)rs Tarshish IIi:22n' 11va2l- &c. (cf. 82ßAn); Tharse 1vb30.

Ttnrris Tabriz 30b1n tI4 &c.; Ttnrryse 3b3.

seint Thomasl (Apostle, the a¡rcstil) 1va4 t 32a29 &c.

(cf. Io2/5n).

(the patriark) Thomas2 a titLe 2b3I, 17b6 &c.

the thridde lmde (cf. thridde adj.) Ilb20 (cf. 10va25n).

Tnrkes p!. 29b28n; ?Persians 23vb19n.

Tr¡skane Tuscany 24va3ln.
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Vs Uz 4a30n.

the mount Vaus 4b15nr 32b11 &c. (the princes, proçtenye &c.) of

vaus 2va2, 4va30 &c.

zacharie the ¡ntriark ( identity uncertain) 19vb36n.
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